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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR.
WM, P. BROOKS.
ADMINISTRATION.
Station Staff.
The working force of the experiment station during the past
year has suffered two especially serious losses in the resignation,
effective October 1, of Dr. George E. Stone of the botany de-
partment, and that of Mr. A. B. Sturtevant of the veterinary
department, effective December 1. Both these men had dem-
onstrated much ability as investigators.
Dr. Stone had been at the head of the department of botany
since 1895, and from the first had been exceptionally active as
an. investigator. His capacity for close observation and ac-
curate deduction from observed facts was quite unusual, his
mind exceptionally active and his inventive genius great.
These qualities upon a foundation of thorough training and
long experience, and with the capacity which he possessed of
arousing the interest and enlisting the co-operation of advanced
students, made Dr. Stone, in health, a highly fruitful investi-
gator. That he found it necessary to tender his resignation is
much to be regretted.
]Mr. Sturtevant, although connected with the station only a
little more than a year, had already shown much talent as an
investigator, and his work had been characterized by such
industry and enthusiasm that his resignation to accept a similar
position for the investigation of bee diseases in the Bureau of
Entomology of the United States Department of Agriculture
creates a vacancy which it will be difficult to fill. The course
followed by the Federal department practically means that a
fundamental, scientific investigation well under way in this
station is brought to a premature end so far as we are con-
cerned, for the work which has been done is unique, and Dr.
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Phillips, in charge of the investigations in bee culture in
Washington, himself stated that he knew of no other man
qualified for such work. The experiment station director,
unable to compete financially with the Federal department,
finds such an experience extremely discouraging.
Prof. A. V. Osmun, who has been connected with the depart-
ment of botany in the college since 1905 and who during nearly
two years had been in administrative charge, was made head of
the department on October 1. Professor Osmun's knowledge of
the fungi associated with pathological conditions, and of the
various plant diseases caused by them, strengthens the depart-
ment in a line in which it was relatively weak.
The assignment of Paul J. Anderson, Ph.D., connected with
the teaching staff since Jan. 1, 1915, to part-time service in the
station still further strengthens the department along this line.
Orton L. Clark, B.Sc, one of our specialists in plant physi-
ology, was made assistant professor of botany at the beginning
of the college year, and from that date has given only one-half
time to station work.
R. W. Ruprecht, Ph.D., an assistant in the chemical depart-
ment since 1911, resigned on December 1 to accept a far more
lucrative position as chemist in a company manufacturing
fertilizers. Mr. Ruprecht had shown rather exceptional am-
bition and industry. His methods indicated considerable ca-
pacity of initiative, and he had accomplished highly creditable
original work.
The other changes in staff require no special comment except
to point out that practically all resignations have been due to
the offer of higher salaries in other quarters. The following is
a complete statement of the changes.
Resignations.
George E. Stone, Ph.D., Vegetable Physiologist and Pathologist.
Miss Beryl H. Paige, A.B., Assistant in Veterinary Science.
Charles W. Davis, B.Sc, Assistant Chemist.
Rudolf W. Ruprecht, Ph.D., Assistant Chemist.
Arnold P. Sturtevant, A.B., Assistant in Veterinary Science.
W. T. Payne, B.Sc, Graduate Assistant, Industrial Tests.
Miss Mary L. Chase, Graduate Assistant, Industrial Tests.
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Donald White, B.Sc, Graduate Assistant in Poultry Husbandry.
Miss Gladys E. Russell, A.B., Clerk, Division of Horticulture.
Miss Jessie V. Crocker, Clerk, Department of Botany.
To Instructional Staff for Part-time Only.
Orton L. Clark, B.Sc, Assistant Professor of Botany.
A'p'pointments.
J. B. Lentz, V.M.D., Assistant in Veterinary Science.
W. A. Allen, B.Sc, Assistant Chemist.
John B. Smith, B.Sc, Assistant Chemist.
Alfred C. Edwards, V.M.D., Assistant in Veterinary Science (half time
on the instructional staff).
Miss Mary L. Chase, Graduate Assistant, Industrial Tests.
S. G. Mutkekar, B.Agr., Graduate Assistant, Industrial Tests.
Lloyd L. Stewart, B.Sc, Graduate Assistant, Poultry Husbandry.
R. C. Avery, B.Sc, Graduate Assistant, Industrial Tests.
Miss Grace B. Nutting, Ph.B., Clerk, Department of Botany.
From Instructional Staff for Part-time Only.
P. J. Anderson, Ph.D., Associate Plant Pathologist.
Miss Eleanor Barker, Clerk, Department of Horticulture.
Leaves of Absence.
F. C. Sears, M.Sc, Pomologist, from July 1, 1916, to Dec. 31, 1916.
Rudolf W. Ruprecht, Ph.D., Assistant Chemist, from Oct. 1, 1915, to
June 30, 1916.
Maintenance.
The sources of revenue upon which the experiment station
depends have been the same during the past year as in all
recent years. The amount for general expenses from the State,
in accordance with the provision of the Acts of I9I2, has been
S5,000 greater than in the previous fiscal year. The receipts
from the sales of fruit from Graves' orchard have been ex-
ceptionally large. There has been a further decline, due pri-
marily to the influence of the European war, in the receipts for
analysis fees under the fertilizer law. This in round numbers
amounts to $700. The total revenues are shown in the follow-
ins: table: —
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Total Revenue for the Fiscal Year, Dec. 1, 1915, to Nov. 30, 1916.
State appropriation, $30,000 00
Federal appropriations: —
Hatch fund, 15,000 00
Adams fund, 15,000 00
Agricultural department, sales and labor, 5,075 29
Chemical department, sales, cow testing and analytical work, 11,999 93
Miscellaneous receipts from various departments, . . . 162 54
Blood tests, 519 50
Fertilizer law, analysis fees, . 9,400 00
Feed law. State appropriation, 6,000 00
Cranberry substation : —
Sale of fruit, 2,643 45
Meteorological observations, etc., 126 67
Miscellaneous, 1 00
Graves' orchard:—
Sale of fruit, 1,031 64
Sale of surplus barrels, 99 51
Tillson farm : —
Rent, 225 00
Sale of fruit, 97 08
Farm produce, 1 88
Total, $97,383 49
The aggregate total revenue exceeds the aggregate for last
year to the amount of $9,494.81. The total required in the
execution of the feed and fertilizer laws amounted to $17,067.88.
These expenditures in detail are shown in subsequent pages.
The total current revenue available for general administration,
routine work and investigation, therefore, amounted to $80,-
315.61. Of this total about $12,475 is used in meeting the costs
of cow testing, in interdepartment labor and for other routine
analytical work. The amount actually available for investiga-
tion, therefore, is less by this jBgure than the total just stated,
or about $67,840.
The treasurer's report in full will be found on pages 41a and
42a.
Special Appropriations.
Market-garden Station. — The fact that the Boston Market
Gardeners' Association was endeavoring to secure the passage in
the 1916 Legislature of a bill appropriating money for the
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purchase of land, erection of buildings and purchase of equip-
ment for a market-garden station, and providing also for its
annual support, was referred to in my last annual report. This
movement was only in part successful. Instead of the $20,000
asked for land, buildings and equipment only $8,000 was
granted, and no provision was made for the annual support of
the work. With the sum available 12 acres of well-located land
in Lexington of apparently highly suitable quality have been
purchased, and something has been accomplished in the direc-
tion of preparing it for use. There are no buildings on the
property, and relatively little can be done until these are pro-
vided and provision made for annual support. An effort to
secure the needed appropriation will be made in the legislative
session of 1917 by the Boston Market Gardeners' Association.
Tobacco Investigation. — The tobacco growers of the valley,
as stated in my last annual report, endeavored to secure in the
Legislature of 1916 an appropriation of $2,000 to be expended
at the station in the investigation of problems connected with
the production of tobacco. This movement was not entirely
successful, but a substitute resolve, designed to meet in part
this need and at the same time partially meeting the request of
the college for an appropriation for miscellaneous improvements
and new equipment, was enacted. Out of the sum thus pro-
vided about $400 was made available to cover the cost of
putting concrete beds into the greenhouse of the department of
botany for use in the experiments with tobacco, and the pur-
chase of apparatus needed for the experimental work with the
crop. The expeijditure of this small sum of money has made it
possible simply to make a beginning. The tobacco growers
have already initiated a movement to secure a special appro-
priation for this work in the 1917 session of the Legislature.
Publication.
The operation of the law relative to station publications as
amended in 1914 continues to be highly satisfactory from every
point of view. Published matter is more promptly available
for distribution and in better form, and at the same time a
large saving in the cost of editions is possible by the discretion-
ary power given to the director to fix the number of copies of
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bulletins printed. The financial outcome as affecting the State
treasury is shown in the table. For a full understanding of the
results it is necessary to point out that under the amended law
the station is entirely relieved of expenditure for bulletins, —
an expenditure which in the last year under the old law
amounted to rather more than S700, as pointed out in the
twenty-seventh annual report.
Comparison of Cost of publishing Bulletins and Reports
1917.1 PUBLIC DOCUMENT— No. 31. 9 a
Annual Report.
Twenty-eighth annual report : —
Part I. Report of the Du-ector and Other Officers; 72 pages.
Part II. Detailed Report of the Experiment Station; 185 pages (being
Bulletins Nos. 163-167).
Combined Contents and Index, Parts I. and II.; 16 pages.
Bulletins.
No. 168. Report of Cranberry Substation for 1915, by H. J. Franklin;
48 pages.
No. 169. Connecticut Valley Onion Supply and Distribution, by Alexan-
der E. Cance, WiUiam L. Machmer and Frederick W. Read;
74 pages.
No. 170. Shade Trees, Characteristics, Adaptation, Diseases and Care,
by George E. Stone; 190 pages.
No. 171. A Chemical Study of the Asparagus Plant, by F. W. Morse;
32 pages.
No. 172. Experiments in keeping Asparagus after Cutting, by F. W.
Morse; 11 pages.
Bulletins, Control Series.
No. 5. Inspection of Commercial Feedstuffs, by P. H. Smith; 69 pages.
No. 6. Inspection of Commercial Fertilizers, by H. D. Haskins; 93 pages.
Circulars.
No. 59. The Use of Fertilizers in 1916, by William P. Brooks; 8 pages.
No. 60. Suggestions for the Use of Fertilizers for Tobacco and Onions
for 1916, by H. D. Haskins; 4 pages.
No. 61. Cutworms, by H. T. Fernald; 2 pages.
No. 62. Beet Residues for Farm Stock, by J. B. Lindsey; 7 pages.
No. 63. Balanced Rations for Dairy Stock, by J. B. Lindsey, 8 pages.
No. 64. Co-operative Soil Studies by the Agricultural Experiment
Station and the Extension Service of the Massachusetts
Agricultural College, by F. W. Morse; 3 pages.
No. 65. Campaign to eliminate Bacillary White Diarrhoea; 1 page.
No. 66. Poultry Farm Disinfection, by James B. Paige; 4 pages.
Miscellaneous.
Guide to Plots — Plans and Data relating to the Field Plots of the
Agricultural Department of the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment
Station; 20 pages.
Meteorological Reports.
Twelve numbers, 4 pages each.
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The total number of copies of general reports and bulletins
issued during the last fiscal year was 61,700. In addition, 5,400
meteorological bulletins were printed, 3000 copies of the guide
to plots, and 28,300 copies of circulars, making a grand total of
98,400 copies of publications issued during the year.
Mailing Lists.
A complete revision of our general and of several of our
special Massachusetts mailing lists has been completed during
the year. The last previous revision was completed in 1914.
The changes in every revision which have been made necessary
by deaths, removals and other causes are surprisingly numerous.
The result of our last revision is a net loss of 1,398 names as
compared with the number one year ago. This, however, will
be much more than offset by the addition soon to be made of
thfe names of several thousand poultry keepers which have been
listed by the poultry department. Details will be found in the
following table: —
Residents of Massachusetts (general), 11,411
Residents of other States (general), 1,296
Residents of other States (general and technical), .... 1,093
Exchange, 229
Massachusetts libraries, 190
Out-of-State Kbraries, 237
Massachusetts agricultural schools and instructors, . . . 101
Massachusetts farm bureaus and county agents, .... 16
Massachusetts Agricultural College and Experiment Station staffs. 109
Beekeepers, 3,857
Newspapers, . . . ' . . . 427
Cranberry growers, 1,340
Meteorological, 391
Feed manufacturers and dealers, 246
Fertilizer manufacturers and dealers, 81
Greenhouse vegetable growers, 1,850
Onion growers, 107
Massachusetts florists, 1,100
Miscellaneous special lists, 187
United States Department of Agriculture, official list, . . . 3,633 ^
Total, 27,90P
' Publications are not, as a rule, sent to all on this list, but only to directors, libraries and special-
ists likely to be interested.
2 Of this total, under different lists are included 280 foreign addresses.
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Essentials for Needed Development.
Some of the more pressing and immediate needs of the station
have been mentioned and briefly discussed in recent reports. A
considerable number of these have not yet been met or have
been met only in part. For this reason, and also because it
takes a longer look ahead, it seems desirable to present here in
its entirety a statement covering the more essential require-
ments as they are now apprehended for what may be regarded
as the normal development of the station work for the next five
years, which was prepared at the suggestion of the Special Com-
mission on Agricultural Education at the Massachusetts Agri-
cultural College and the Development of the Agricultural Re-
sources of the Commonwealth. The inclusion of this statement
involves a second reference to two matters referred to in earlier
pages, viz., provision for a substation in market gardening and
the support of its work, and an annual grant for tobacco in-
vestigations. The needs of the experiment station as presented
in the statement to the commission follow: —
1. Land needed.
Tillson Farm. — Area, nearly 80 acres; cost as agreed in
contract, 85,000.
This farm is now leased and the lease still has six years to
run. It is greatly needed for use in connection with a number
of important lines of investigation, some of the more important
of which are experiments in use of manures and fertilizers, plant
breeding, pasture improvement, crop rotation and pork produc-
tion. This farm is located about three-quarters of a mile from
the station center. On it there are only two buildings, — a very
small, cheap cottage occupied by a Polish laborer, and a tobacco
shed. It will not be possible, except at very great disadvantage,
to carry on such experimental work as is pressing until buildings
are provided. Clearly, it will be bad business policy to erect
buildings upon property which we are not certain some time to
own. The purchase price agreed upon is low, hardly equal to
the normal market value of such property in Amherst. To fail
to close the option would, accordingly, seem very shortsighted
policy; and, since the property cannot be used to advantage
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previous to the erection of buildings, purchase at a very early
date seems highly desirable.
Tuxhury Land. — Total area about 30 acres, 18 of which are
improved land and about 12 acres sprout land; estimated cost,
$12,000.
The experiment station now leases 18 acres of this land, and
a large part of this is planted to apple orchard. The experi-
ments in progress are of fundamental importance, and it is al-
ready apparent that they cannot be completed within the period
which the lease still has to run, — about fifteen years. None of
the trees have been permanently set more than two years, and
a large part of them were set last spring. They will barely
have reached the period of most profitable production at the
time of the expiration of the lease. It would be a great mis-
fortune should it be terminated at that time; and, since the
purchase price is certain to increase, and since ultimate owner-
ship is highly desirable, it seems the part of wisdom to acquire
the property at as early a date as possible.
A Poultry Farm. — Area desired, about 60 acres; estimated
cost, $8,000.
The poultry department is engaged in breeding experiments
of such a character as make necessary the rearing of very large
numbers of fowls. These cannot be satisfactorily raised except
under conditions where free range over uncontaminated areas is
possible. The area at present available is far too small. We
have for some years been compelled to lease land on which to
raise young stock. This policy is quite unsatisfactory both on
account of the fact that we must frequently go a much greater
distance than is at all convenient, and because the prices which
must be paid are high.
Summary.
Tillsonfarm, ^5,000
Tuxburyland, 12,000
Poultry farm, 8,000
Total, $25,000
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2. Buildings needed.
Tillson Farm. — Dwelling house for man in local charge,
$4,000; barn and outbuildings, $6,000.
The necessity for buildings on this farm has been referred to
in discussing the urgency of early purchase. Experimental
work can be carried on only where we have large storage room,
where different materials and the product of different plots can
be kept separate, and where we have facilities for weighing,
sampling, etc. A barn of large size and specially equipped, and
a number of outbuildings, will clearly be necessary; and a
house for the man in local charge is also, if not an absolute
necessity, at least highl}' desirable, as the farm is at such a dis-
tance from the present center that the needed oversight, which
must be close and constant in experimental work, will be
exceedingly difficult without.
Poidtry Department. — Building additions in present location,
S3,500; buildings required in case a farm for poultry experi-
mental work is purchased, $10,000.
It will be readily understood that experimental work is im-
possible without building accommodations specially equipped
and far larger than are required in commercial work. Com-
parisons are impossible without such accommodations. Poultry
interests a very large proportion of our population, and in the
aggregate our poultry industry is of very great importance.
That we do not now probably produce more than about one-
fifth of the poultry products used in the State emphasizes in a
striking way the fact that everything possible should be done
to encourage the growth of the industry. Professor Graham
estimates that the total value of the poultry products of
the State is now between $7-,000,000 and $8,000,000 annually;
and the amount consumed in the neighborhood of $45,000,000
worth.
Cranberry Substation. — An addition to the building of the
cranberry substation for extension of the work; estimated cost,
$500.
Summary.
Tillson farm : —
House, $4,000
Barn and outbuildings, 6,000
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Poultry department : —
Buildings in present location, $3,500
Buildings on new farm when acquired, 10,000
Cranberry substation :—
Addition, 500
Market-garden Siaiion. — Four greenhouses, dwelling house,
office, barn, sheds and equipment, $24,450.
The Legislature has appropriated money for the purchase of
land for a market-garden station. Vegetable forcing under
glass constitutes a very prominent branch of the market-garden
industry in this State, and it is the branch of that industry
which perhaps more than any other is in need of careful experi-
mental work. At least four houses should be provided at as
early a date as possible.
Attention is called further to the fact that the development
of the institution already indicates the desirability, and will
comparatively soon make it practically necessary, to move the
buildings now used for feeding experiments in animal husbandry.
These buildings will also need enlargement, but, as it is not
anticipated that removal will be necessary within the next five
years, no financial estimate is presented.
The head of the department of meteorology calls attention to
the fact that the tower in South College, in which the meteoro-
logical observatory is now located, is becoming unsafe on ac-
count of the condition of the mortar. He urges that the fact
should be kept in mind that a new tower should be provided,
and suggests that it be made a part of some building to be
erected in the future. It is clearly impossible to present an
estimate.
3. Increases needed for Annual Support.
Work in market gardening (annually), $6,500
Work with tobacco (annually), 2,000
Work with poultry (annually), 2,000
Study of the agricultural resources of the State (annually), . . 5,000
Progressive increase in the amount available for general experi-
mental work ($3,000 annually), 15,0001
The special industries, market gardening, tobacco and poul-
try, have for some years urgently presented their claim to addi-
' Annually at end of five-year period.
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tional expenditure for experimental work. The values of the
products annually, as nearly as can be estimated, are about as
follows : —
Market-garden crops, $8,000,000 to $10,000,000
Tobacco, 2,000,000 to 3,000,000
Poultry pr9ducts, 7,000,000 to 8,000,000
The amounts of the annual appropriations asked for consti-
tute but a very small percentage of these values. Total annual
increase at the end of five years, $30,500.
4. Salary Increases.
As early as provision can be made to cover the cost, men are
needed to take up additional lines of work. Among these may
be named an assistant in entomology, an assistant in pomology,
a plant breeder, a food investigator in microbiology, an assist-
ant in floriculture, an assistant in agricultural economics, an
assistant in poultry husbandry, an assistant in market garden-
ing, an assistant in tobacco investigations; and besides these,
as soon as we are able to take up work in these departments,
assistants will be needed in forestry, rural engineering and in
dairying.
There will be required also moderate increases in salaries for
a considerable number of those now on the station staff. It is
estimated that to provide for these new men and the needed
increases will require within five years an addition to the
amount now available for salaries of at least $40,000.
S. General Expenses and Equipment.
The taking up of work in new departments, and the broaden-
ing scope in departments already engaged in investigation, will
require considerable new equipment. This has been quite care-
fully estimated by the different heads of departments. These
estimates indicate that within the next five years there should
be a total available for increase in equipment amounting to
$15,000.
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6. Summary.
Needs for land, buildings and equipment : —
Land, $25,000
Buildings, 48,450
Increases in equipment, 15,000
Total (for five years), $88,450
Increases in annual appropriations : —
Annual support, $30,500
Annual salaries, 40,000
Total (at the end of five years), $70,500
Work for Private Individuals.
A full discussion of the general policy of the station as re-
gards work for private individuals will be found in the twenty-
sixth annual report. This policy may be very briefly sum-
marized as follows: —
The experiment station is supported by public funds. It is a
public institution and expected to work in the interest of the
public. It should be, therefore, and is contrary to its general
policy to undertake work for individuals which has neither gen-
eral agricultural nor public interest. Such work, therefore, will
never be undertaken unless the right of publication and dis-
cussion of results is fully conceded.
Although the general policy is as stated, there are two lines of
work for individuals which we now accept in which this general
rule is not strictly applied, viz., determination of fat and solids
in milk and cream, and determination of the lime requirement
in soils. The results of this kind of work for individuals clearly
do not have general public interest. We, for the present, how-
ever, accept this work and do it without charge, for the reason
that it is believed it will favor progress in directions where it is
greatly needed. Milk and cream are examined in the interest of
improvement in the quality of our dairy stock and improved
dairy practice; the lime requirement of soils is determined in
the belief that a more general judicious use of lime will consti-
tute a basis for much more satisfactory returns with most of
our farm and garden crops. For the present, therefore, these
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two kinds of work will still be undertaken for individuals to the
extent to which the resources of the station permit and without
charge. It should be pointed out, further, that any work be-
lieved to be of general interest which is done for individuals is
done as a rule without charge.
Commercial Work.
The station recognizes no obligation to accept for pay work
in the sole interest of the party applying for the same, and, un-
less the work desired is of a kind which it is peculiarly fitted to
undertake, applications will be declined. In case the desired
work is such as our staff is accustomed to handle, and for which
the station is fullj^ equipped, it may be accepted even if not of
public or scientific interest, provided conditions justify the an-
ticipation that it can be done without interference with regular
work. In all such cases materials will be taken up in the order
of apphcation.
There are two kinds of work now being carried on for which
a charge is made, which require brief mention:—
Water Analysis. — For a sanitary analysis of drinking water
there is a uniform charge of S3. It is estimated that this charge
covers the cost of the analysis. It is hardly one-third the
amount which a commercial chemist usually charges. Some
charge, however, seems essential in order to prevent the indis-
criminate forwarding for analysis of samples in such number as
to constitute a serious burden, and in many cases under condi-
tions not indicating the need of examination.
Blood Test for Infection tcith Bacillary White Diarrhoea. —
White diarrhoea causes such serious losses in rearing chickens
that, since the discovery of the facts that it is generally trans-
mitted through the hen that lays the egg, and that it is possible
to determine whether the hen harbors the infection by a com-
paratively simple test of her blood, it has been felt to be desir-
able to undertake a campaign to eliminate the disease from the
flocks of the State. For this work the station at present makes
a charge of 5 cents per fowl tested. This charge is not sufficient
to cover all the costs connected with the test. It is, however,
felt to be perfectly legitimate that the station should carry a
part of the cost, as numerous phases of investigation which it is
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carrying on are closely connected with the work. On the other
hand, the benefit to the individual is so great that it seems
evident, since in the nature of things the test cannot within any
one season be applied in all the flocks of the State, that the
individual should bear a part of the cost. Applications for this
work are attended to in the order in which they are received.
It is more fully discussed and reported upon in the report of the
head of the veterinary department, which will be found in later
pages.
CONTROL WORK.
The control work with which the station is charged, viz., the
administration of the fertilizer law, the feed law and the so-
called dairy law, has been carried on as usual. The results are
somewhat fully presented in the report of Dr. Lindsey, the head
of the department of chemistry, which will be found in the fol-
lowing pages.
Work under the Fertilizer Law. — The somewhat abnormal
conditions affecting the trade in commercial fertilizers, due pri-
marily to the European war, have continued throughout the
year. Potash salts and European basic slag meal are, practi-
cally speaking, out of the market, and prices for all materials
have been and continue to be excessively high. Many brands
of fertilizers ordinarily containing considerable water-soluble
potash are now offered without any of this element, and this
must apparently continue to be the case as long as the Euro-
pean, war continues. There has been a slight increase in the
number of brands found in our markets during the past year.
The number, however, is not equal to the number before the
war. On the other hand, the number of samples collected and
analyzed is greater than ever before. There has, how^ever, been
a material falling off in the amount received for analysis fees on
account of the fact that so large a number of fertilizers do not
contain potash. Brands which formerly paid S24 ($8 for each
plant-food element) now in many cases pay only §16. This
situation causes considerable embarrassment, as it is feared that
if the conditions existing at present continue, the amount re-
ceived for analysis fees will not be sufficient to cover the cost of
a satisfactory inspection. While conditions in general cannot
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be regarded as satisfactory, it is a pleasure to call attention to
the fact that the fertilizers sampled during the past year showed
fewer commercial deficiencies than in any recent year.
Fertilizer Law Account, Dec 1, 1915, to Nov. 30, 1916.
Balance Dec. 1, 1915, . . . . . . S2,894 69
Analysis fees, 9,400 00
Total, S12,294 69
Expenditures.
Chemicals, $407 09
Apparatus, 312 79
Salaries :—
Administrative and chemical, . $6,109 42
Clerical, 555 00
6,664 42
Collection expenses :—
Inspectors' salaries, .- . . $827 00
Inspectors' traveling expenses, 618 73
Express on samples, ... 43 79
1,489 52
Laboratory assistance, 319 32
Official travel, 119 39
Gas, 174 03
Office supplies, - 128 41
Miscellaneous supplies, 97 37
Repairs, 28 62
Publications, Bulletin No. 4, .... 629 00
Laundry, 13 68
Fertilizer experiments : —
Salaries and labor, ... $995 00
Equipment, .... 22 95
Rent, 25 00
Travel, 8 76
1,051 71
Total, 11,435 35
Balance Dec. 1, 1916, $859 34
Work under the Feed Law. — The number of brands of feed-
stuffs registered during the past year has been greater than ever
before, the total for the year being 1,336. This is to be re-
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gretted, since an undue multiplicity of brands necessarily means
higher prices than would be necessary with a smaller number.
Competition in brands would appear to have fairly run wild.
The farmer would be able to obtain satisfactory feeds to meet
every possible need, and at lower prices, if the number of brands
was less. The results of the inspection have shown conditions
in general fairly satisfactory, except as regards cottonseed meal,
which in a considerable number of cases has been found below
guarantee. Some prosecutions appear to be necessary.
Feed Law Account, Dec 1, 1915, to Nov. 30, 1916.
Balance Dec. 1, 1915, $1,680 60
Appropriation, 6,000 00
Total, $7,680 60
Expenditures.
Salaries : —
Chemical, $3,660 71
Clerical, 250 00
$3,910 71
Collection expenses : —
Inspector's salary, . . . $350 00
Inspector's travel, . . . 381 33
731 33
Laboratory assistance, 217 35
Gas, 42 50
Apparatus, 55 18
Chemicals, 125 05
Office supplies, 22 60
Miscellaneous travel, 53 71
Repairs, 18 16
Sundry supplies, 83 82
Library, 8 10
Laundry, 8 42
Horses for feeding experiment, .... 350 00
Publication:—
Addressing envelopes for Bulletin No. 5, . 5 60
Total, 5,632 53
Balance Dec. 1, 1916, ........ $2,04807
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Work under the Dairy Law. — The inspection of Babcock ap-
paratus and glassware has shown conditions in general to be
quite satisfactory, and the utility of the law requiring the exam-
ination of glassware is made very apparent by the great reduc-
tion in the percentage of pieces condemned. A few years ago
the figure was often from 5 to 10 per cent., occasionally much
higher; for the last two years it has been a little under .1 per
cent. In 1916 out of 5,184 pieces examined only 5 were found
inaccurate.
The following table with data relative to fertilizer and feed
inspection will be of interest : —
Niimher of Official Samples.
Year.
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connection with our study of feeding problems. Indeed, in almost every
investigation progress establishes new facts which have a direct bearing
upon practice, but at the same time discloses new vistas of needed inquiry.
Frequent change in general lines of investigation not only is unnecessary,
it would be highly undesirable. The general experimental work now
embraces investigations in the following principal lines of inquiry: soil
tests with fertilizers with different crops in rotation; comparison of the
different materials available as sources, respectively, of nitrogen, phos-
phoric acid, potash and lime for both field and garden crops, with a view
to determining the ultimate effects of each on the composition of the soil,
the micro-organisms it contains and its physical characteristics; com-
parisons of different systems of fertilizing mowings and orchards; trial
of different manures and fertilizers for both tree and bush fruits; com-
parison of methods of applying manures and fertilizers; variety tests of
garden and field crops and fruits; tests of different spray materials and
methods of spraying; comparisons of methods of pruning and of cover
crops in orchard management; tests of nursery stock from different
sources and of different ages; trials of new crops; determinations of the
digestibility of feedstuffs; methods of feeding for milk; systems of feeding
and management of poultry for eggs; efforts to determine the value and
best methods of use of anti-hog-cholera serum ; studies upon the diagnosis
and transmission of avian tuberculosis ; co-operation with selected farmers
in the trial of crops and systems of fertilizing them.
In addition, the station is working upon certain research problems in-
volving more fundamental and more strictly scientific investigation, and
requiring the approval of the director of the Federal Office of Experiment
Stations. The following are among the more prominent investigations
of this class :
—
1. To determine the principles which should underlie practice in the
use of fertilizers for the cranberry crop.
2. Work in plant breeding in the endeavor to produce more rust-
resistant types of asparagus (in co-operation with the Bureau of Plant
Industry, United States Department of Agriculture).
3. The effect of food on the composition of milk and butter fat and
on the consistency of body of butter.
4. Why insecticides burn foliage.
5. Effects of meteorological conditions on the development of plants
and crops, both in health and disease.
6. Relation of light to burning from spraying with fungicides and
insecticides.
7. Relation of light to burning of vegetation from miscible oils.
8. Study of interrelation of stock and scion in apples.
9. The economic importance of digger wasps in relation to agriculture.
10. The diagnosis of white diarrhoea in adult fowls.
11. A study of the presence and disappearance of organic matter in
soils; its influence upon fertility.
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12. A study of so-called "tobacco sickness."
The last two have been taken up durmg the past year; the others
named have already engaged our attention for some time.
Since this statement was prepared special stabling accommo-
dations and equipment have been provided, and horse feeding
experiments which it is planned to make both thorough and
scientific have been begun.
Preparations for putting out a plantation of swamp blue-
berries, Vaccinium corymbosum, for experiments in co-operation
with the Bureau of Plant Industry of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture have been made during the year.
THE ASPARAGUS SUBSTATION, CONCORD.
The sudden death of Mr. Charles W. Prescott which occurred
in December was not only a great shock to his many friends but
a serious loss to the work with asparagus at the substation in
Concord. Mr. Prescott had been in local charge of the work
from its inception until the date of his death. It was a work in
which he was intensely interested, a work for which he was
qualified to an unusual degree. He was a skillful farmer; he
understood the requirements and the care of the asparagus crop
as these are understood by few. Not only were all suggestions
faithfully and enthusiastically carried out, but Mr. Prescott
was himself the author of numerous valuable suggestions, and
the work from start to finish owed much to his knowledge, ex-
perience and unfailing devotion.
It will be remembered by readers especially interested in as-
paragus that two distinct lines of work have been carried on in
Concord, — first, an investigation into the plant-food require-
ments of the crop; and second, breeding in the effort to produce
rust-resistant strains with desirable commercial characteristics.
It will be remembered, further, that the plant-food investiga-
tions were discontinued at the end of last season. A brief re-
port on the general results and advice based thereon were
included in my last annual report.
The breeding work, in co-operation with the Bureau of Plant
Industry of the United States Department of Agriculture, has
been continued, and as heretofore has been in local charge of
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Prof. J. B. Norton, whose enthusiasm, energy and industry have
proved invaluable. Both observation on the different strains
included in the grounds in Concord and such trials of some of
the best of them as have been made by private individuals lead
to the belief that the objects in view have been measurably ob-
tained. Included among the different strains produced are sev-
eral which appear to possess at the same time very superior
vigor, capacity for production and quality, and much greater
ability at least to resist rust than any of the kinds with which
the work began. From the standpoint of the determination of
the value of the new strains in respect to rust resistance the
past two seasons have not been particularly favorable, since
they have not been characterized by severe rust infection even
of the ordinary commercial varieties.
Numerous causes have prevented rapid multiplication of the
new strains, and the quantity, whether of seeds or roots, avail-
able for distribution to individuals for observation under differ-
ent conditions has been comparatively small. In 1915, 99
different individuals received either roots or seed or both, the
total distribution including 68 lots of roots of 50 each and 217
ounce packets of seed. In 1916 the distribution reached 74
different individuals and included 67 lots of roots of 100 each
and 43 ounce packets of seed. The reports received in general
speak very favorably of the new stock, which, as a rule, has
been found to grow more rapidly than ordinary commercial va-
rieties. No rust has been reported by any one receiving the
new stock, but owing to the relative freedom from serious rust
infestation during the past three years this fact cannot be re-
garded as conclusively demonstrating complete immunity.
One phase of the investigations of Prof. F. W. INIorse on the
chemical composition of the asparagus plant, and the effects of
different fertilizers upon the proportions of the more important
constituents, has been completed. The results in detail and
practical conclusions based on them are embodied in a bulletin,
No. 171, which is found in later pages, and which can be
furnished on application as a separate.
Among the numerous facts established, the following seem to
be among the more significant. The spring crop appears to be
dependent chiefly upon reserve material stored in the roots the
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previous season. This material is composed principally of sug-
ars synthesized in the tops, and both synthesis and transloca-
tion to the roots appear to continue until the tops are killed
by frost. The destruction of the tops by rust, or their prema-
ture removal, must lessen the amount of sugars stored in the
roots, and therefore the crop of the following season.
The absence of either nitrogen, phosphoric acid or potash
from the annual top-dressing limits the growth of the roots.
A complete fertilizer rich in nitrogen is required in generous
amounts. The percentage of nitrogen in all parts of the plant is
proportional to the amounts applied. The fertilizing constitu-
ents stored in the roots over winter appear to be nearly or quite
sufficient for the full development of the succeeding spring crop,
although nitrogen appears to be taken in small, and lime and
sulfuric acid in larger, quantities during the cropping season.
Sulfuric acid appears to equal or exceed phosphoric acid in im-
portance in the asparagus plant, but the sulfate of lime con-
tained in acid phosphate appears to meet fully the needs of the
crop for the former acid.
THE CRANBERRY SUBSTATION, WAREHAM.
Work in the cranberry substation during the past year has
related as usual to a wide variety of subjects. Some of the
more important results and conclusions based upon the work of
the previous year have been presented in Bulletin No. 168,
which will be found in later pages of this report and which can
be obtained also as a separate if desired.
Experiments designed to determine the conditions under
which the fruit in storage, both before and after screening, will
keep best received a large share of attention. Experiments in
holding the unscreened fruit under varying conditions affecting
ventilation, temperature and the admixture of leaves and vines
with the fruit were carried out with results which in general
might have been anticipated from the known facts concerning
other fruits. Among the most significant of the results of the
year described in the bulletin is the demonstration of the im-
pairment in keeping quality resulting from the ordinary methods
of screening and handling. Although the berries do not show
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distinct marks of bruising as a result of ordinary methods, it
has been most decisively demonstrated that the system of sep-
aration by bouncing, in common use, and the fall of the berries
into the barrels under customary methods of handling greatly
increase the amount of decay.
Among other significant results may be mentioned demonstra-
tion of the fact that berries from fertilized plots are inferior in
keeping quality to those from unfertilized areas, and especially
that the use of nitrate of soda appears to increase the percent-
age of decay. The observations of the season indicate that
spraying with Bordeaux mixture is attended with a reduction in
the amount of fruit produced, and that decreased fruitfulness
persists the second year. The fruit from sprayed plots, how-
ever, is considerably superior in keeping quality to that from
plots unsprayed. The keeping quality is similarly improved as
a result of the use of copper sulfate in the flowage, but this
appears to be the only beneficial effect of the treatment.
As usual, a large share of attention has been devoted to in-
vestigations of the various insects found in the cranberry bog.
The observations and experiments continue to demonstrate the
efficacy of resanding and reflowing or late holding of water as
methods of controlling the more injurious insects.
The bulletin contains a careful discussion of a plan to be fol-
lowed in the production of cranberries which Dr. Franklin be-
lieves will considerably reduce the cost. Most briefly stated,
this plan involves the adoption of such methods as will entirely
prevent the production of fruit every alternate year, the more
important objects in view being the elimination of grasses, weeds
and insect pests at a minimum cost, bringing the vines to the
bearing year in the best possible condition, and reduction in the
cost of harvesting. Dr. Franklin believes that over a series of
years the plan of treatment advocated will not mean lower
total product of bogs so handled, as his experience and observa-
tions convince him that with proper preparatory treatment one
year the vines the next will produce at least as much fruit
as they will average in two years under the usual manage-
ment.
The tables which follow show the nature and amount of the
expenditures in the cranberry substation during the past year,
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exclusive of the salary of Dr. Franklin which is not included.
The so-called "bog account" includes expenditures of such
character as would be essential in the ordinary commercial
management of a cranberry bog; the other table includes such
expenditures as are directly connected with the experimental
work in progress.
Bog Account,
Maintenance :—
Tools or similar equipment bought or re-
paired, S30 03
Oil for engine, etc., 91 75
Pumping plant maintenance and repairs, . 42 96
Pumping labor, 29 72
Mowing of upland, 47 29
Weeding, 20 69
Lumber and hardware, 30 74
Raking \dnes after picking, .... 35 04
Resanding the bog, 91 00
Cleaning out ditches, 88 80
Miscellaneous labor, 37 71
Express, 5 94
Sundries, 4 02
— $555 69
Harvesting:—
Picking cranberries, S606 74
Separating, 42 23
Screening, 168 99
Packing, 36 73
Cartmg, 44 21
Coopering and mending boxes, . . . 11 25
Packing materials, 208 00
Contingent, 2 45
1,120 60
Improvements : —
Building roads, 14 00
Total, Sl,690 29
Experimental Account.
Labor,
Supplies and apparatus,
Chemicals (including fertilizers and insecticides).
Lumber,
S699 00
159 08
40 30
10 65
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Traveling expenses,
Stenographer,
Rental of dry bog for season of 1915, .
Blueberry plantation :—
Carting and spreading turf and leaf mold, .
Survey and map of plantation.
Plowing, harrowing and setting out of plants,
Watering plants newly set out,
Selecting and marking wild plants for trans-
planting,
Contingent :—
Freight and express.
Telephone,
Fuel, ....
Furnishings,
Repairs and repair materials,
Bee rental.
$41 34
59 25
50 00
$168 60
8 50
55 00
2 00
21 00
$19 OS
39 75
28 09
5 15
4 26
6 00
255 10
102 33
Total, $1,416 95
The total receipts for the fiscal year 1915-16 were as fol-
lows: —
Fruit:—
Crop of 1915, $906 17
Crop of 1916, 1,737 28
$2,643 45
Miscellaneous, 1 00
Observations for United States Weather Bureau, . . . 126 67
Total, $2,771 12
Of the crop of 1916 we still have on hand a considerable
proportion retained for use in storage experiments, — 80 barrels
estimated to bring in $620, while the balance still due on sales
of the 1916 crop is $1,185.04. The total proceeds from the sale
of the 1916 crop, therefore, must amount to substantially
$3,542.32.
The following comparative statements of receipts and expendi-
tures will be of interest : —
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Year.
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to S50 per acre annually. On such land, interest and taxes
being included, the cost of raising and lifting onions in 1915 was
approximately 35 cents per bushel, while the cost of topping,
screening, bagging and hauling to the point of shipment was
6.8 cents per bushel. The average yield in the valley usually
ranges from about 400 to 500 bushels per acre. The average
price for the three years 1913-15 to farmers was about $1.14 per
100 pounds. The storage capacity in the valley is about 600,-
000 bushels. The average wholesale price out of storage has
been about S2.20 per 100 pounds. Storage costs the owner
about 11 cents per 100 pounds. The average shrinkage in
storage is about 10 per cent. The usual charge for storing
onions is from 23 to 25 cents per 100 pounds. This statement
makes it apparent that storage generally pays, and it would
seem that a larger proportion of farmers should build storage
houses.
Department of Agriculture.
The principal work of this department is the carrying on of
experiments bearing upon problems connected with the produc-
tive capacity of soils, largely connected with variant use of
fertilizing materials supplying the different plant-food elements.
In addition, however, to work of this character, crops are tested
as to their adaptation to Massachusetts conditions, and varie-
ties of the more important farm crops are subjected to com-
parative trials. Other lines of work consist in an effort to
determine the best methods of handling and applying manures
and fertilizers, and tests of different methods of tillage.
Three distinct methods are used in connection with our inves-
tigations to determine fertilizer values, namely, plot experi-
ments in the open field; closed plot experiments in plunged
cylinders with carefully mixed soils to secure uniformity of
conditions throughout each series; and vegetation experiments,
where each treatment is carried on in duplicate in pots under
carefully controlled conditions. The work of the past year has
involved the use of 257 field plots in mowing, cultivated crops,
orchards and pastures; 143 closed plots; and 388 pots, the
latter in vegetation experiments.
No attempt is made in the department report for this year to
give a complete account of any single experiment, for each is
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continued with few exceptions throughout a long series of years.
Reference will be here made to a few results only, which seem
to be so fully established as the result of long-continued work
that there can be little question as to the reliability of the con-
clusions which will be stated.
Fertilizers in Addition to Manure for Market-garden Crops. —
Long-continued experiments in the use of different combinations
of high-grade chemicals in connection with manure at the rate
of 30 tons per acre applied annually indicate that the employ-
ment of fertilizers with such an amount of manure on the soil
on which the experiments have been tried — a silt loam with
excellent physicial characteristics — has not resulted in increas-
ing the crops to such an extent as to cover the cost of the
materials used; indeed, with the majority of crops and in the
majority of seasons there has been no appreciable increase.
Notwithstanding the facts just stated, the experiments which
have been so planned as to make comparisons between three of
the most prominent materials which can be purchased as a
source of fertilizer nitrogen — nitrate of soda, dried blood and
sulfate of ammonia — have indicated the first to be the best
source of nitrogen, and that sulfate of ammonia unless used in
connection with liberal applications of lime may prove abso-
lutely injurious.
Comparison of Different Phosphates. — This is a long-time
experiment for the purpose of determining the relative value of
the different materials found in our markets which may be used
as a source of phosphoric acid. This investigation has been in
progress for twenty years. Results were fully reported and
conclusions on all important phases of the inquiry presented in
Bulletin No. 162, which can still be obtained on application.
This bulletin was prepared at the end of the eighteenth year;
1916 was the twentieth year. The results of the past year
with corn tended still further to strengthen the conclusion that
dissolved or acid phosphates are much preferable under the
conditions of our agriculture to the fine-ground natural rock
phosphates.
Methods of applying Manure. — Two methods of applying
manure, namely, spreading direct on the field when hauled from
the pits, at various times during the winter, and placing in a
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big heap in the field when hauled from the pits, to be distrib-
uted and worked into the soil in the spring, have been under
comparison. This investigation continued without modification
in general plan, the manure being applied in equal amounts
annually for the twelve years, 1899-1911. The manure was
used in both methods at the rate of 20 tons per acre, weighed
when taken out of the pits. The crop yields were not uniformly
favorable to either plan, but on the average of the twelve
years, there being five similar experiments each year, there was
no great difference in the yields obtained.
Since 1911 the plots used in this investigation have been
annually planted without the addition of either manure or
fertilizers. The results have shown considerable superiority in
yield on the plots to which, during the first stage of the experi-
ment, the manure was first put in a big heap and spread in the
spring. Not only has the yield been greater, but the crops
have made a quicker start, have kept ahead of those on the
plots on which the manure was spread during the winter
throughout the season, and have ripened a considerable number
of days earlier. The results during the past five years, there-
fore (1912-16), indicate a decidedly greater residual effect from
the manure applied during the earlier years of the experiment
on the plots where the manure was held in a big heap until
spring and then spread; in other words, the results indicate
there must have been a considerable wastage from the manure
spread on the other plots during the winter. That, neverthe-
less, the crops on the plots to which manure was applied during
the winter were equal to those produced by spring application
is doubtless accounted for by the fact that the manure was
applied during the progress of the experiment in quantities so
much in excess of the immediate requirements of the crop that
the yield in spite of some wastage was maintained at the same
rate as on the plots from which there was less wastage.
Department of Botany.
The general lines of work in this department, as in most
others, with such modifications as are suggested by develop-
ments in the State and are the natural outgrowth of the results
of work and progress, have been the same during the past year
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as in recent years. While few diseases which are new to the
State have come to our attention, a number which are quite
unusual appeared during the past year, and several which are
generally of minor importance became much more serious than
usual.
In the first class belongs anthracnose of the English elm
{Gloeosporium inconspicuum Cavr.). An unusual number of
other shade-tree diseases caused by other species of Gloeosporium
were prevalent, affecting, among possibly others, the Norway
maple, white oak, red oak, sycamore or plane tree, beech,
American elm, English elm and Lombardy poplar.
"Spindling sprout" of potatoes so seriously affected one of
our experimental fields as to make it apparent that the results
would have no direct evident relation to the points under in-
vestigation, and the field was plowed up. The causes of this
disease are more or less obscure, but are probably connected
with weakened vitality of the seed tubers.
The observations of the year make it apparent that white
pine blister rust exists in every county of the State except Nan-
tucket, and that it is most abundant in the extreme eastern and
extreme western mainland counties. The different species of
Ribes are very generally infected, and the observations made
seem to afford some ground for believing that the fungus caus-
ing the disease, at least under some conditions, is able to sur-
vive the winter in Ribes.
In a number of localities white pines have suffered from an
unusual injury noticed in various parts of this State and in a
number of near-by States. The first evidence of the trouble in
question is the dying of the young needles, which usually begins
at the tips, though not invariably. The needles in most cases
ultimately dropped, leaving the new shoots bare below the
terminal tuft of needles which developed subsequent to the
period of injury. It is believed that this trouble was due to
the meteorological conditions which prevailed in June when
the young needles were partly grown, that month being char-
acterized by extreme humidity.
Hothouse cucumbers suffered to an unusual extent from
downy mildew, a condition believed to have been favored by
the wet weather of the latter part of September, in which it
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occurred chiefly in houses where proper attention was not given
to ventilation.
Further work with the powdery scab of potatoes indicates
that this in our climate will not become a serious disease.
Dr. Chapman's investigations as to the mosaic disease of to-
bacco have been carried as far as at present seems desirable.
His conclusion is that the trouble is caused by disturbance in
the enzyme content of affected plants, and that serious losses
can be prevented by sterilization of the seed bed and the avoid-
ance of touching healthy plants immediately after touching or
handling those affected with the disease.
The following articles by members of the department staff'
have been published during the year : —
A. V. Osmun: Maple Anthracnose. Tree Talk, Vol. 4, No. 1, p. 21,
August, 1916.
George H. Chapman: Effect of Colored Light on the Mosiac Disease of
Tobacco. Science, n. s., XLIII., pp. 537, 538, April 14, 1916.
Orton L. Clark: A Method for Maintaining a Constant Volume of Nu-
trient Solutions. Science, n. s., XLIV., pp. 868, 869, Dec. 15, 1916.
Department of Chemistry.
The report for the department of chemistry covers the various
phases of its work, — research, control and miscellaneous. The
control work has already been sufficiently discussed (pages 18a-
21a). The miscellaneous work has been of the usual character
and volume, and does not require particular mention in this
place.
xA.s usual, a large amount of attention has been devoted to a
study of the chemistry and determination of nutritive value of
different foodstuffs. Vegetable ivory meal, composed of shav-
ings from the corozo nut, received a large amount of attention,
and a paper reporting results has been published in the Journal
of Agricultural Research ("Chemical Composition, Digestibility
and Feeding Value of Vegetable Ivory Meal," Vol. VTL, No. 7,
pp. 301-320). The investigation made it apparent that this
material, notwithstanding its hard and refractory character, is
fairly digestible. It appears to be about equally digestible with
corn meal.
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Dr. Holland and an assistant have devoted a large share of
attention to investigations in the chemistry of butter fat, and a
paper on the determination of stearic acid has been published
in the Journal of Agricultural Research ("Determination of
Stearic Acid in Butter Fat," Vol. VI., No. 3, pp. 101-113). The
work on which this paper is based makes it apparent that the
methods discovered make it possible to make the determination
in question with much greater accuracy than has formerly been
possible. The same investigators have made much progress in
perfecting methods for the determination of other acids in
butter fat.
Professor Morse has brought to completion one phase of his
investigations into the chemistry of the asparagus plant, and the
results with practical advice based upon them are published in
Bulletin No. 171, which will be found in later pages and which
can be furnished on application. Attention has been called to
some of the results which appear to be among the more impor-
tant, and the practical conclusions based upon them, in my re-
port for the year on the asparagus substation in Concord
(pages 23a-25a).
Professor Morse and an assistant have also determined the
residual effects of a long-time application of sulfate v. muriate
of potash on Field B. The results obtained indicate no mate-
rial difference in the effects of the two salts on the residual
calcium, magnesium or potassium in the soil. The question as
to whether there are other residual effects of importance is
receiving further study.
The number of tests of pure-bred cows for admission to
advanced registry has shown a marked increase, and the results
of this work appear to be satisfactory to all concerned. There
has been some agitation during the year in favor of permitting
cow test associations, which are under the supervision of county
farm bureaus, to conduct advanced registry work. Since the
value of such work is clearly dependent upon its being done
with absolute accuracy, it seems to those in the station con-
nected with it advisable to keep it under our immediate close
supervision. The granting of the permission referred to, there-
fore, has been opposed by the station, and our position has been
endorsed by the Association of Dairy Instructors.
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Some idea of the extent of the work in the chemical labora-
tories of the station may be gained by reference to the numeri-
cal summary of the laboratory work of the year on pflg&77a.
Department of Entomology.
The report of Dr. Fernald makes it apparent that fuller
provision for handling that portion of the entomological work
which the public reasonably expects from the college, and which
considerably limits the opportunities for investigation, should
be made. This part of the work of the year has involved the
identification of 149 different kinds of insects and the writing
of over 2,500 letters. This kind of work is much appreciated
and extremely useful, but under our present institutional or-
ganization it properly belongs to the extension service.
The troublesome insects most frequently brought to the
attention of the department during the year have been various
kinds of plant lice, bean weevils, ants and white pine weevils,
the latter probably because of the general interest in the pine
connected with the knowledge of the threatened injury to this
important species by the blister rust.
About 50 different species of insects have been found during
the year on imported nursery stock, several of which must be
regarded as potentially serious pests. This fact emphasizes the
importance of careful examination of such stock and effective
measures for ridding it of accompanying insect pests.
Department of Horticulture.
The more scientific and thoroughgoing investigations in this
department are being carried on by Dr. Shaw. Most of these
have been sufficiently referred to in recent reports. Only two
new developments need be mentioned: —
The studies of local climate as affecting fruits — previous to
this year carried on with especial reference to the apple in
western Franklin County— have been transferred to eastern
Hampden County, where observations will be made almost
exclusively on the peach in the Wilbraham and Hampden
district.
The only important new development has been the establish-
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ment of a pruning orchard containing some 700 trees in which
investigations will be conducted with especial reference to head
formation.
The department of pomology of the division, under the
leadership of Professor Sears, is carrying on a number of experi-
ments in practical orcharding. Among these, the following may
be referred to : —
Observations on the results of the use of miscible oil as a
dormant spray, with a view to determining whether, and if so,
under what conditions, it proves injurious.
Late spraying with lime sulfur to determine the limits of
safety as regards leaf injury and its relation to later injury
from the aphis. It appears to be entirely safe to defer the
application of lime sulfur until the buds begin to start, and
doing so considerably reduces the injury from aphis. The
latest stage in spring development at which lime sulfur has
been applied was the date when the blossom buds had begun to
show pink.
A very large number of varieties of all our fruits are under
careful observation and comparison. Dwarf apple trees have
been extensively tested, and results convince Professor Sears
that the larger dwarfs on doucin stock have a distinct value in
commercial orcharding as fillers, and that they are especially
suited to home plantations. The investigations in progress
indicate considerable variation in the adaptation of different
varieties to dwarfing; the Jonathan and Mcintosh have done
particularly well. Six trees of the latter variety, at the age of
eight years, produced 30 boxes of fine fruit.
Experiments in very close planting of some of the smaller
growing and relatively short-lived varieties, such as Wealthy,
Wagener and Oldenburg, are in progress.
One of the most interesting practical experiments has been
connected with the renovation of an old orchard begun in 1910.
This has been very successful; and the orchard now, except for
the large trunks and the scars where branches have been re-
moved, has the general appearance of an orchard in full vigor,
and is giving large yields of fine fruit.
Dextrogerm, a product which the originator believed destined
to produce remarkably beneficial results, has been tried under
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the immediate direction of the originator without any apparent
effect, either beneficial or otherwise.
The following articles by a member of the department staff,
based on station work, have been published during the year: —
J. K. Shaw: The Root System of Nursery Apple Trees. Society for
Horticultural Science, Proceedings, 12, 68 (1913).
J. K. Shaw: The Origin of the Hubbardston Apple. Society for Horti-
cultural Science, Proceedings, 12, 141 (1915).
J. K. Shaw: Fruit Trees True to Name. Rural New Yorker, LXXVI.
(1915), p. 1479.
J. K. Shaw: Identification of Varieties among Nursery Apple Trees.
American Nurseryman, Vol. 7, No. 1, p. 24, August, 1916.
Department of Microbiology.
The investigational work in this department during the year
has been carried on under peculiar disadvantages on account of
the lack of laboratory facilities due chiefly to the great delay in
the completion of the new building, though aggravated by the
fire which interrupted work in the temporary quarters which
had been in use. As a consequence of the conditions referred to,
investigational work is only just beginning in earnest.
Dr. Van Suchtelen will undertake fundamental investigation
relative to the humus content of soils.
Good progress has been made in industrial research investiga-
tions supported by the De Laval Separator Company. Results
obtained to date are deemed by the company to be of sufficient
value to warrant still larger expenditure and the employment of
additional assistants.
The department has done important work for the local board
of health and the physicians of the town, and has made bac-
terial counts on a large number of samples of milk which have
been offered in contest at a number of important dairy exhibits.
Department of Poultry Husbandry.
The more important lines of investigation in this department
relate to some of the many problems connected with breeding,
and in all probability must be long continued before the ends in
view can be reached. The report for the poultry husbandry
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department, however, announces that definite progress appears
to have been made in each of the following directions : —
1. The production of a family of Rhode Island Reds charac-
terized by high winter egg production.
2. The production of a family of the same breed character-
ized by high annual egg production.
3. The production of a strain of the same breed character-
ized by relatively little tendency to broodiness.
The work of the year has shown that Rhode Island Reds
which mature early are smaller than those reaching maturity
later; that the former produce the first egg earlier and will lay
more eggs than the latter.
The report calls attention to the fact that weights taken
make it apparent that early hatched chicks grow more rapidly
than those hatched later.
The observations to which attention is called in the report for
1915 — that complete separation of newly hatched chicks from
older fowls with range over new ground not only insures com-
plete freedom from vermin and all diseases except bacillary
white diarrhoea, but also much more rapid growth and greater
vigor— were practically confirmed by the experience of the
past year, during which not only were the chickens completely
isolated but they were cared for by a man who did not come in
contact with any other fowls.
Department of Veterinary Science.
The principal lines of investigation in this department during
the year have been those connected with the following subjects:
prevention of hog cholera, study of Bacterium pullorum (bacil-
lary white diarrhoea) infection, and suppression and eradication
of bacillary white diarrhoea in fowls.
The investigations connected with hog cholera have had
mainly to do with a herd averaging about 150 in number of
garbage-fed animals, the garbage used, at least on two previous
occasions, having been the apparent source of infection. Anti-
hog-cholera serum and virus both have been used extensively,
a number of different commercial serums having been tried with
satisfactory results. The investigation has not yet been brought
to the stage when a final report seems desirable.
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In the investigations connected with Bacterium pullorum
infection, a large amount of most careful scientific work has
been done. No less than 27 different strains of the organism
isolated from birds in this State have been under observation
since 1915, and during the past year 10 new strains have been
added. The agglutinins elaborated by animals and birds are
being thoroughly tested. A very large number have been ex-
amined, but up to date no toxin suitable for the further work in
view has been found.
The campaign for the suppression and eradication of bacillary
white diarrhoea in the State has been actively in progress since
February, 1915, between which date and January, 1917, when
this report was prepared, 14,851 birds have been tested. These
were found in 57 different towns scattered throughout the State,
and the infection appears to be quite general. Where the
directions of the department as to disinfection and sanitary
measures, following the removal of infected birds, have been
carefully and thoroughly carried out, the result has been the
practical elimination of the disease from tested flocks.
The following article by a member of the department staff,
based on station work, has been published during the year: —
G. Edward Gage: Notes on the Histo-Pathology of the Intestines in
Young Chicks infected with Bacterium Pullorum. The Journal of
Medical Research, Vol. XXXIV., No. 2 (new series, Vol. XXIX.,
No. 2), pp. 149-155, May, 1916.
REPORTS AND BULLETINS.
The reports of the treasurer and of the different departments
immediately follow the director's report. The bulletins to which
reference has been made will be found in Part II. of the annual
report.
V^M. P. BROOKS,
Director.
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER.
ANNUAL REPORT
Of Fred C. Kenney, Treasurer of the JVL^ssachusetts Agricul-
tural Experiment Station of the Massachusetts Agricultural
College, for the Year ending June 30, 1916.
United States Appropriations, 1915-16.
Hatch Fund. Adams Fund
Dr.
To receipts from the Treasurer of the United
States as per appropriations for fiscal year
ended June 30, 1916, under acts of Congress
approved March 2, 1887, and March 16, 1906,
Cr.
By salaries, . .
labor,
chemicals and laboratory supplies,
seeds, plants and sundry supplies,
scientific apparatus and specimens,
traveling expenses,
Totals,
Slo,000 00
$14,241 01
512 43
165 40
48 94
10 80
21 42
S 15,000 00
§15,000 00
$15,000 00
$15,000 00
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State Appropriation, 1915-16.
Cash balance brought forward from last fiscal year, . . S17,028 19
Cash received from State Treasurer, 34,750 00
fertilizer fees 9,933 75
farm products, 7,748 37
miscellaneous sources, .... 11,309 94
$80,770 25
Cash paid for salaries, $23,989 43
labor, 21,149 16
pubUcations, 1,570 31
postage and stationery, 1,790 44
freight and express, 508 94
heat, light, water and power, .... 416 66
chemicals and laboratory supplies, . . . 1,947 64
seeds, plants and sundry supplies, . . . 2,914 43
fertilizers, 710 56
feeding stuffs, 1,330 85
library, 1,159 28
tools, machinery and appliances, . . . 590 43
furniture and fixtures, 121 26
scientific apparatus and specimens, . . . 504 20
livestock, 910 11
traveUng expenses, 3,884 74
contingent expenses, 35 20
buildings and land, 876 71
balance, 16,359 90
Total, $80,770 25
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL
ECONOMICS.
ALEXANDER E, CANCE.
To gain a clear knowledge of the forces, conditions and
hence the problems with which the producer must deal is the
purpose of the scientific study of agriculture. Some of these
forces are biological, some are physical, some are economic.
The physical and biological sciences "have to do with the
harmonious adjustment of the relations between the useful
forms of plant and animal life and their physical and biological
environment." The science of economics deals with the effec-
tive adjustment of the relations existing between plants and
animals and their human environment. These relations apply
not only to the physical production of crops and animals, but
to the price or value of these products, and to the persons
engaged in producing, transporting or marketing them.
The chief end of agriculture and of the scientific study of
agriculture is the greatest degree of prosperity (net profits) for
the individual farmer and the industry, and the highest well-
being of the nation. While this gives prominence to the eco-
nomic motive, and makes it the background and justification for
scientific study, nevertheless the three lines of investigation are
mutually interdependent and equally essential. It is true that
crops cannot be grown unless both the physical stnd biological
environments are favorable; it is equally true that the supply of
labor, conditions of land tenure, credit facilities, markets or
agrarian legislation may and do determine production in count-
less instances. In the progress from primitive and self-sufficing
to commercial agriculture the economic factors become in-
creasingly important.
In the past emphasis has been laid on the study of the physi-
cal or biological forces, perhaps to the neglect of the economic.
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It is true that economic conditions change more readily; that
their relations are very complex; that it is often difficult to
isolate and measure the results of economic forces; and that in
an offhand way many of them, like many of the determining
physical or biological laws, are pretty generally known. Never-
theless, the greater difficulties of the problem should not longer
deter us. The economic principles underlying changing condi-
tions are immutable. The laws of economic progress are as
sure and fixed as those of biology; we need only a sufficient
body of quantitative data with which to work.
New England is a rich field for the collection of data relating
to the economics of agriculture, and especially the economics of
marketing, the development of intensive agriculture and the
agrarian relations of the State. Many of the problems are vital
and press for solution. In their biological and physical aspects
these questions have been given careful attention; the forces
which affect prices and profits need to be studied immediately.
In short, the correlation and co-ordination of the three divisions
of study — physical, biological and economic — are not only
desirable but essential, and this means the co-operation of the
investigators.
Some Specific Problems. — With the very limited funds at its
disposal the department of agricultural economics has begun to
study the costs and methods of distributing farm products.
Preliminary reports on onion distribution and retail milk
distribution have been prepared. A study of tobacco market-
ing is now under way. The possibilities of the profitable
production of live stock, dairy products, poultry, potatoes, fruit
and other products need to be investigated. Credit and mar-
keting facilities for New England farmers, agricultural insur-
ance, supply of labor and the business organization of agricul-
ture are a few immediate problems.
The Field is Broad. — I wish that all scientific investigators
might realize its immediate importance in any program for the
conservation of the agricultural resources or the progress of
New England agriculture.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
WM. P. BROOKS AND E. F. GASKILL.
The work of the agricuUural department during the past
year has progressed along already well-defined lines. A large
share of the work consists in the care and management of a
large number of field plots which have for their object the
study of various phases of the question of soil fertility. Many
of the field experiments have continued over a long period of
years, and a large amount of data have been accumulated which
have been of great assistance in determining the specific plant-
food requirements for various crops.
The work of the department during the past year has in-
volved the use of 221 field plots, 13 orchard plots, 23 pasture
plots, 143 closed plots and 388 pots in our vegetation experi-
ments. The closed plots and the vegetation pots are used
largely to check results obtained in the field. The department
has also been called upon to supervise the field work on the
Tuxbury land, which comprises about 20 acres, and on most of
which are set young fruit trees to be used in experimental work.
The care of the newly leased Tillson farm of about 75 acres has
also been placed temporarily under the supervision of this
department.
In presenting the work of the department from year to year
it has not been customary to attempt a complete report of all
the activities, but to mention and discuss only a few of the
more striking results of the year. This policy will be followed
this year.
Field A, or the Nitrogen Experiment.
The object and plan of this experiment have been described
in several of the earlier reports. The crop this year was
potatoes, which, owing to poor seed, was a failure and had to
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be plowed under in July. The field was then seeded with
Japanese millet. The following table shows the yields obtained
on the different plots : —
Plot. Fertiuzeb.
Yields per Acre.
Seed
(Biishels).
Straw
(Pounds).
Manure,
Nitrate of soda, .
Muriate of potash,
Dissolved boneblack, .
Nitrate of soda, .
Sulfate of potash-magnesia,
Dissolved boneblack, .
Dried blood.
Muriate of potash.
Dissolved boneblack, .
Sulfate of potash-magnesia.
Dissolved boneblack, .
Sulfate of ammonia.
Sulfate of potash-magnesia,
Dissolved boneblack, .
Sulfate of ammonia.
Muriate of potash.
Dissolved boneblack, .
Muriate of potash.
Dissolved boneblack, .
Sulfate of ammonia.
Muriate of potash.
Dissolved boneblack, .
Muriate of potash,
Dissolved boneblack, .
Dried blood.
Sulfate of potash-magnesia,
Dissolved boneblack, .
43.4
34.7
32.0
27.0
32.9
29.4
24.8
23.6
25.3
29.2
25.0
4,980
4,885
4,580
5,505
4,700
4,770
5,883
5,623
5,865
5,378
5,475
Field B, Comparison of Muriate and High-grade Sul-
I fate of Potash.
On this series of plots we have had under comparison for
twenty-four years, as sources of potash, muriate and high-grade
sulfate. During this time we have grown practically all the
crops common in this latitude and altitude. The crops grown
this year and the yields obtained are shown in the following
table : —
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Crop. Potash. Plot. Yield per
Acre.
Soy beans: —
Beans (bushels),
Straw (pounds),
Blackberries (pounds).
Raspberries (pounds),
Corn : —
Grain (bushels),
Stover (pounds), .
Alfalfa: —
First cutting (tons).
Second cutting (tons),
Third cutting (tons).
/ Muriate,
1 Sulfate,
/ Muriate,
\ Sulfate,
f Muriate,
\ Sulfate,
/ Muriate,
1 Sulfate,
/ Muriate,
1 Sulfate,
f Muriate,
\ Sulfate,
/ Muriate,
\ Sulfate,
/ Muriate,
\ Sulfate,
/ Muriate,
\ Sulfate,
29.9
32.0
3,616
3,675
1,034
1,060
3,339
3,864
4,221
4,603
2.078
2.034
1.486
1.241
1.132
1.120
Field C, Chemical Fertilizers and Manure for jNIarket-
Garden Crops.
On this field during the past twenty-six years we have grown
practically all the market-garden crops common in this State.
The fertilizer schedule is so arranged that we are able to study
the effect of manure used alone and with different combina-
tions of chemicals, and we are also able to compare, as sources
of nitrogen, sulfate of ammonia, nitrate of soda and dried
blood; and as sources of potash, muriate and high-grade sul-
fate.
The unsatisfactory results obtained from time to time on the
sulfate of ammonia plots led to the belief that an application
of lime would improve conditions. Accordingly, in 1911 all
plots were divided, and half of each plot received an application
of marl at the rate of 1 ton per acre. The same half of each
plot also received an application of hydrated lime at the rate
oi \}/2 tons per acre in 1916. The following table shows the
results obtained this year due to liming with the two crops
onions and beets: —
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Increase or Decrease due to Liming (Per Cent.).
Plot. Fertilizer. I Onions. Beets.
Manure alone,
f Sulfate of ammonia,
\ Muriate of potash,
f Nitrate of soda, .
\ Muriate of potash,
t Dried blood,
\ Muriate of potash,
f Sulfate of ammonia,
\ Sulfate of potash,
f Nitrate of soda, .
\ Sulfate of potash,
f Dried blood,
\ Sulfate of potash,
-19.2
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For the last six years certain areas of each plot have been
continuously in onions. The following table shows the yields
obtained each yeai, the average for the five years previous to
1916, and the yield for this season. These figures represent the
total yields of the different plots, both limed and unlimed
areas.
Onions, Yields Bushels per Acre {Whole Plot).
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While the yield obtained (being about 3 tons per acre of hay
and rowen) must be considered quite satisfactory, it will be
noticed that there is not a great difference in yield on the
different plots. This lack of variation is explained largely by
the fact that there was very little clover on any of the plots
this year. In former years, when the crop has been mixed
grass and clover, the noticeable difference in the yields on the
different plots has been due largely to the fact that the clover
seemed to do better on plots where high-grade and low-grade
sulfate of potash were used.
Considering the whole period covered by the experiment we
find that high-grade sulfate of potash has proved the best
source of potash for legumes; that no benefit has been derived
from the use of feldspar, either in large or small quantities;
that kainit and muriate have given fully as good results as the
other potash salts when the crop was timothy and red top;
and that when potatoes have been grown the no-potash plots
proved less resistant to blight than the other plots.
North Corn Acre.
The object and purpose of this experiment is quoted from
last year's report: —
For twenty-six years there have been under comparison on this field
two fertilizer mixtures. In one, the percentage of potash is high and
that of phosphoric acid low; in the other (which represents about the
average analysis of the commercial corn fertilizers offered on our markets)
the percentage of phosphoric acid is high and that of potash low. For
twenty years the rotation on this field has been two years grass and two
years corn. The seed (a mixture of timothy, red top and clover) has
usually been sowti in the standing corn the latter part of July. The soil
has not had the benefit of a green manure crop nor an appUcation of
manure during the twenty-six years of the experiment. The turf and
corn stubble which have been plowed under have been the only source
of humus.
The combination of chemicals rich in phosphoric acid was ap-
plied the same as in previous years, taking the average analysis
of corn fertilizers previous to the reduction in the percentage of
potash. The crop this year was corn, and the yield of crib-
dried corn obtained was at the rate of 45.9 bushels per acre, and
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the stover on this plot was at the rate of 5,240 pounds per acre.
The yield on the plot receiving the combination rich in potash
was 30.4 bushels per acre of crib-dried corn, and 4,660 pounds
per acre of stover.
North Soil Test.
This experiment began in 1890, and has for its object a study
of the effect of the continued use of fertilizers containing single
plant-food elements and different combinations of plant-food
elements for different crops; also the effect of lime added to
each fertilizer under comparison. The west half of each plot
received an application of hydrated lime at the rate of 1 ton
per acre in 1899 and again in 1904. The application in 1907
was at the rate of one-half ton per acre, and in 1916 ground
limestone at the rate of 2 tons per acre was applied. The crop
this year was field corn. The following table gives the fertilizer
schedule and the yields per acre for this year: —
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As in previous years, when corn has been grown on these
plots, the largest yields are obtained on the plots where potash
is used. The materials are not used in such quantities as
would be expected to produce large crops. The continued use
for twenty-seven years of the same materials on the same plots
has furnished a mass of data as to the specific plant-food
requirements of different crops.
Grass Plots.
The experiment in top-dressing permanent mowings with dif-
ferent materials used in rotation has been continued, but
owing to the scarcity of potash this material was not applied
the past season. In the following table will be found the
fertilizer schedule and the yields per acre obtained on each for
this year: —
Fertilizers. Hay(Pounds).
Rowen
(Pounds).
Total
(Pounds).
Barnyard manure, ....
Bone and potash, ' . . . .
Slag and potash' (earlier ashes plot),
4,630
4,267
4,450
2,110
1,942
1,581
6,740
6,209
6,031
' No potash was applied in 1916.
The average yields to date under the three systems of top-
dressing are: —
Pounds per Acre.
When top-dressed with manure, ...... 6,038
When top-dressed with bone and potash, .... 5,911
When top-dressed with wood ashes (slag and potash now used), 5,628
The past season was very favorable to the production of a
large hay crop, and in spite of the fact that the potash was
omitted from the different mixtures the yields obtained on all
the plots were considerably above the average yields on these
plots. The results obtained this year would seem to indicate
that on permanent mowings, where it has been the custom for
several years to apply annually a liberal application of chemicals
or manure, potash may be omitted for at least one year and
still a normal crop be obtained.
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Sulfate of Ammonia v. Nitrate of Soda as a Top-Dressing
FOR Permanent Mowings.
This is the ninth year of the experiment in which, it will be
remembered, we are using sulfate of ammonia and nitrate of
soda in such quantities as* to furnish equal nitrogen.^ The fol-
lowing table gives the fertilizer schedule and the yields per acre
for this year: —
Plot.
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it was spread, and on the south half, where it was put into a
large pile. Carefully preserved manure from well-fed dairy
cows was applied to the first four pairs of plots, and stable
manure from horses was applied to the fifth pair. The experi-
ment began in 1899, the manure being applied annually through
1911. Since then no manure or fertilizer has been applied the
object since 1911 being to test the residual effect of the two
systems of manuring.
The results indicated that the difference between the two
systems of manuring was small, but almost invariably in favor
of the practice of piling in winter and spreading in the spring.
This is not only true of the period (1899-1911) when manure
was applied annually, but also true of the period (1911-14)
when no manure or fertilizer was applied.
In planning the lime experiment which began in 1914 it was
decided to use four kinds of lime, as shown in the following
table: —
Plot.
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Variety Test Work.
The testing of different varieties of potatoes, alfalfa and soy
beans has been continued during the past year.
Further experiments with alfalfa lead to the conclusion that
the so-called Grimm variety is not enough better than the com-
mon variety to warrant paying the higher price for the Grimm
seed. In the early experiments comparing Grimm and common
alfalfa, the Grimm variety produced the larger yield, but in
later trials the yield of common alfalfa has been at least equal
to that of the Grimm, and indeed in many cases it has ex-
ceeded the Grimm. It has not been our experience that the
Grimm variety is any more hardy than the common alfalfa
produced from good northern-grown seed. In all our trials the
best seed obtainable has been purchased of both varieties, and
it is our conclusion that good northern-grown seed obtained
from reliable sources is just as satisfactory as the higher-priced
Grimm seed.
There is a good deal said and written in these days con-
cerning the importation of different varieties of alfalfa from
Siberia and other northern countries. In one of our experi-
ments we have had under comparison with common and Grimm
one of these Siberian varieties. The seed was obtained from
Professor Hansen of South Dakota, and was said by him to be
the best of all imported varieties. We paid $5 per pound for
the seed, and took all possible precautions to insure a good
stand. The variety proved absolutely worthless, being a low
growing one that winterkilled more than the common or
Grimm varieties, and did not yield nearly as satisfactory a
crop.
Seed from several of these imported varieties are offered for
sale on our market at fabulous prices. The purchase of such
seed, especially in large quantities, is not recommended. A
variety may do well in northern Siberia, and, when the same
variety is grown in the Dakotas and Minnesota, where climatic
and soil conditions are somewhat similar to those in Siberia, may
do equally as well and prove a very profitable variety for that
locality. It does not, however, follow that the same variety
will succeed in New England under entirely different soil and
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climatic conditions. The fact that we have a much greater
rainfall in New England than is common in the Dakotas may
explain in a large measure the failure of some of the varieties
in New England that do well in the west.
From our experiments and observations we are convinced
that alfalfa can be grown successfully in Massachusetts, but the
following points ^ are regarded as absolutely necessary if a good
stand is to be secured : —
1. Careful selection of the location and the type of soil.
2. Particular care in the preparation of the seed bed.
3. Proper application of lime and fertilizers.
4. The selection of a good, reliable strain of seed.
5. Proper care of the crop after a good stand is secured.
1 A bulletin, No. 154, making suggestions on all these points will be sent on application.
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DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY.
A. V. OSMUN.
With certain additions, the activities of the department have
continued along lines previously reported. Work which may be
considered as public service, including plant disease diagnosis,
seed work, and correspondence pertaining to these and a great
variety of other botanical matters, has increased to a consider-
able extent. As pointed out in the last annual report of the
writer, this work seriously interferes with research, and it is
hoped that the time may not be long postponed when extension
service funds will be available to care for it.
As in previous years, plant disease work has occupied the
greatest amount of attention. Reports of diseases new to the
State have been few, but a number of unusual diseases ap-
peared, and some others commonly present in minor degree
were widespread, and particularly severe in their outbreaks.
Diseases not previously noted in the State are a vine blight of
Aristolochia, caused by an undetermined species of Gloeosporium,
and an anthracnose of English elm, caused by Glceosyorium in-
consyicuum Cavr. The former disease was not uncommon
during the summer, but in all cases noted, save one, little
damage was done. In the one case a very large vine was com-
pletely defoliated, and practically all new shoots became black-
ened and died.
An unusual number of shade-tree diseases caused by species
of Gloeosporium were noted. Trees on which such diseases were
observed included sugar maple, Norway maple, white oak, red
oak, sycamore or plane tree, beech, American elm, English elm
and Lombardy poplar. Prehminary work, including a limited
number of cross inoculations, leads the writer to suspect that
the same fungus may be responsible for several of these dis-
eases, but positive proof has not been established.
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"Spindling sprout" of potatoes was reported from several
localities. The most severe case was noted in Field A of the
experiment station plots. This field is divided into eleven plots
for experiments to determine the relative value of different
sources of nitrogen. No difference was observed, however, in
the, severity of the disease on the different plots, and it is
extremely doubtful if the soil treatment bore any relation to the
trouble. Spindling sprout appears to be due to weakened vital-
ity of seed tubers. Whether the primary cause is always the
same is not known. It is conceivable, however, that either
unfavorable storage conditions, or the presence on the parent
vines of such diseases as late blight and Rhizociinia stem rot,
might be responsible for the condition. It is worthy of note
that the seed tubers from which the spindling sprouts developed
were to all outward appearances sound and healthy, and that
before planting they were treated with formaldehyde. That
the method of disinfection was not at fault is indicated by the
fact that a second lot of tubers from the same source as the
station supply, planted in another locality without disinfection,
developed the disease with equal severity.
An unusual condition, difficult of explanation, existed relative
to the late blight of potatoes, caused by Phytophthora injestans
(Mont.) deBy. A wet June and July, with only five clear days
and the humidity above normal, presaged trouble, especially in
view of the very serious outbreak of the disease the previous
year. It was somewhat surprising, therefore, that compara-
tively little blighting of vines actually occurred. This may
probably be explained by the high temperatures during July
and August and scant rainfall in the latter month. Despite the
absence of vine blighting, tuber infection with Phytophthora was
unusually prevalent and severe, and heavy loss has resulted
from decay, both prior to and since storage. So general has
been tuber decay that market lots of potatoes free from the
diseases have been difficult to find. The writer has been
inclined to attribute this condition to mild infection during late
July and August (the period when vine blighting is normally
most severe), during which time conditions were such as to
retard development of the causal fungus, followed by abundant
rainfall, high relative humidity, and generally lower tempera-
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tures in September, which favored the development of the
fungus below ground.
Interest in the white pine blister rust has been very general,
owing largely, undoubtedly, to the recent publicity given this
disease. Special appropriations by State and Federal govern-
ments have made possible a more or less complete survey of
the State, under the direction of the State Nursery Inspector,
which reveals the widespread presence of the disease. It is
now known to occur in every county of the State except Nan-
tucket. Indications are that pine infection is confined largely
to the extreme eastern and western parts of the State, with a
few scattered centers of pine infection between. On the other
hand, Ribes are generally infected throughout the State, often
in centers far removed from any pines known to be affected
with the disease. This condition is of interest as bearing on
the question of overwintering of the blister rust fungus on
Ribes. Coupled with the appearance of the disease on currants
shipped while dormant to • apparently rust-free localities from
nurseries known to have been infected the previous year, this
may be considered as an important addition to the evidence
accumulating in support of the supposition that the fungus
may occasionally survive winter in the tissue of Ribes. With
the disease widely distributed in the United States and Canada
its further spread appears inevitable, and in all probability its
complete eradication from State or nation can never be accom-
plished. That it will ever become as destructive as the chest-
nut canker, however, seems to the writer extremely doubtful.
An unusual injury to white pines, apparently due to weather
conditions, was prevalent throughout the State, and was also
observed in several near-by States. The trouble was evidenced
by the dying of the young needles. Usually dying began at the
tips, but in some cases was first apparent near the middle and
at the base of the needles. In most instances the injured
needles finally dropped, leaving the new shoots bare below the
terminal tuft of needles which developed subsequent to the
period of injury. The dying of the needles seems unquestion-
ably to have been due to meteorological conditions which pre-
vailed in June when the young needles were partly grown.
The period was one of alternating cloudy and very bright days.
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with extreme humidity. Such conditions promoted rapid, but
soft and tender, growth. In consequence the dehcate young
needles of many trees were burned or scalded by the intense
rays of the sun. That injury occurred on some trees and not
on others near-by, and apparently growing under identical
conditions, is explained by the fact that the injured trees
probably were either further advanced or somewhat backward
in their development. However, as special observations were
not made during the period of injury there is no definite evi-
dence bearing upon this point. In all probability the injured
trees, except those most severely affected, will recover under
normal conditions next season, but the injury described has
caused a distinct check in their development. This trouble
should not be confused with a similar trouble described by
Dr. G. E. Stone in 1910^ and attributed to sun scald. The
latter was shown to be primarily due to root injury, either
through winterkilling or extreme drought, which prevented the
maintenance of a proper balance between absorption and trans-
piration, resulting in drying out and death of the needles. This
trouble occurred quite as frequently on the old needles as on
the young, while the trouble which appeared last season was
wholly confined to the newly formed needles.
Several severe outbreaks of downy mildew on greenhouse
cucumbers were reported early in October. This belated
appearance of the disease was unexpected in view of its relative
unimportance during July and August, the period when nor-
mally it reaches its maximum development in Massachusetts.
The late occurrence of the disease may possibly be explained
by the wet weather of the latter half of September, and the
failure on the part of the growers to dry out their houses by
the use of heat and proper ventilation.
The experiment to test the ability of the potato powdery
scab organism {Sj^ongospora snbterranea (Walbr.) Lag.) to pro-
duce the disease under Massachusetts conditions, noted in the
last annual report of the writer, was repeated the past season
with negative results. This evidence, added to similar results
obtained in other eastern States south of Maine, indicates that
powdery scab need no longer be considered as a possible menace
1 Twenty-second annual report, Mass. Agr. Expt. Sta., 1910, pp. 65-69.
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to the potato growing industry of this State. Furthermore,
data accumulated by investigators for the United States De-
partment of Agriculture seem to indicate a close relationship
between this disease and soil and weather conditions which
does not exist in Massachusetts.
For many years tobacco growers have experienced difficulty
in growing tobacco on certain soils which have been more or
less continuously planted to this crop for long periods. The
trouble seems obscure in its nature, but it is generally attrib-
uted to soil conditions growing out of failure to practice crop
rotation. The condition is commonly referred to as "tobacco
sick soil." Numerous attempts have been made to solve the
problem, but comprehensive investigations have not been under-
taken. Tobacco growers have been insistent in their calls for
help, and the situation has recently so shaped itself that special
investigation of the problem by the station seemed imperative.
The matter has been referred to the department of botany, and
because of his special fitness. Dr. G. H. Chapman has been
assigned to the work. A small appropriation by the last
Legislature made possible the purchase of some special equip-
ment and the construction of cement beds in the department
greenhouse to be used in this work. It is hoped that further
provision wull be made in the next legislative session for the
prosecution of the work on a much larger scale.
With the growth of the onion industry in the Connecticut
Valley there has been an increasing tendency to store the crop
for periods of varying length, regulated largely by the market
demand and price. Large losses from decay frequently occur
in the storehouses, and every storer expects more or less shrink-
age from this source. There seems to have been little study
of the storage problem to determine the factors which contrib-
ute to success or failure. The chief difficulty in the way of
success appears to be inability to control decay, although
shrinkage due to loss of water by evaporation is a considerable
factor. The increasing importance of the onion crop in Mas-
sachusetts has led the department to undertake investigations,
with a view to working out methods of controlling storage rot.
It is too early, however, to make more than a report of
progress.
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In addition to the new work undertaken during the year in
connection with the tobacco and onion crops, projects have
been accepted for investigations on Antirrhinum rust and a
systematic and ecological study of the grasses of the Connecti-
cut Valley. Work on the former was started by W. L. Doran,
a graduate assistant in the department, prior to his acceptance
in November of a position at the New Hampshire Experiment
Station, where he is continuing his investigations. It is ex-
pected that the results will be embodied in a thesis to be pre-
sented for the master's degree and published by this station.
The latter work will be conducted by Donald White, also a
graduate assistant in the department, and will form the basis
of his thesis for the doctorate.
Progress has been made on all research projects presented
previous to the current year. Of these, investigation of tobacco
mosaic, which has been under way for several years, has been
completed, and early publication of the results may be expected.
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DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY.
J. B. LINDSEY.
There are several sections in the department of chemistry and
a brief report on the work of each is presented.
1. Research Section.
(a) Studies on the chemistry and nutritive value of vegetable
ivory meal by Mr. Beals and Dr. Lindsey have been brought
to a close, and the results published in the "Journal of Agri-
cultural Research," Vol. VII., No. 7. The material consisted
of the ground shavings from the ivory or corozo nut {Phytel-
ephas macrocarpa). It was of a tough, horny nature, tasteless
and odorless, and contained very little protein and fiber and
practically no fat. The carbohydrates were practically all
mannan, hydrolyzing into mannose. They were more slowly
hydrolyzed than starch. Experiments with sheep showed it
to be practically as digestible as corn meal. It has a distinct
nutritive value as a component of a gr^in ration, but does not
equal corn meal. It was not possible to determine its exact
relative feeding value.
(b) Studies of the digestibility of wheat gluten, distillers'
grains, corn bran, garbage tankage, feterita (one of the sor-
ghums), sweet clover, Sudan grass, Schumacher's stock food
and vinegar grains have been completed.
(c) Studies on the comparative values of alfalfa and ordinary
hay for milk production and as a source of milk protein are
still in progress. The protein in alfalfa hay and corn meal
appears to be fully as valuable as a source of milk protein as
does that derived from ordinary hay and corn gluten products.
The effect of alfalfa hay as a depressor of the milk yield because
of its diuretic effect and its increasing of the metabolism is
being carefully noted.
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(d) Digestion experiments with horses have been begun. As
this is a new line of work at this station, considerable time has
been required to construct satisfactory equipment for collecting
the feces and urine. Observations will be carried on during the
spring, summer and autumn as to the most satisfactory rations
for work horses.
(e) Dr. Holland and Mr. Buckley have continued their
studies in the chemistry of butter fat. An article on the de-
termination of stearic acid in the insoluble acids of fats has
been pubHshed in the "Journal of Agricultural Research," *and
a general revision of the usual group methods of fat analysis
published as Bulletin No. 166 of this station.
(/) The analytical work relative to the stability test with
olive oil has been completed, but a report has not as yet been
prepared for publication.
(g) During the past year considerable progress has been
made in perfecting a method for the determination of caproic,
caprylic, capric, lauric and myristic acids in butter fat. The
process consists essentially of four distinct steps : —
(1) Esterification of the fat.
(2) Purification of the esters.
(3) Fractional distillation.
(4) Analysis of the resulting fractions.
Numerous difficulties were encountered in the first three
phases, but they are gradually being eliminated and more
satisfactory results secured.
(h) The widespread use of lime-sulfur solutions by the horti-
culturists of the State, and the demand for an immediate report
on samples sent for examination, necessitated considerable
study on methods of analysis in order to enable us to advise
promptly as to the quality of the submitted products.
Mr. Morse reports concerning his investigations: —
The asparagus investigations which have been conducted for
several years have been compiled and put into a bulletin which
is in press. During the season of asparagus cutting last spring
several series of samples were prepared for the purpose of deter-
mining the rate of change in asparagus during the period which
elapses between cutting and cooking. The samples were ana-
lyzed just before the close of the yegir. The results indicate
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the importance of cooling the crop and handling it as one would
handle delicate fruit. It appears possible to retain the crop for
a week or more in cool storage by observing precautions, and
thus aiding in a better distribution of the crop in the market.
Soil Investigations. — Mr. Ruprecht was absent during the
first half of the year, studying at Cornell University. While
away and since his return, until his resignation at the close of
the year, he was engaged in comparing samples of soils from
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Rhode Island, which had been treated
for long periods of time with sulfate of ammonia. The results
were corroborative of those obtained on the soils of Field A at
this station.
The residual effects of the long-time application of sulfate
versus muriate of potash on Field B have been studied, using
for this purpose the soils from six of the plots in this field. Mr.
Beals made numerous analyses, and the results obtained showed
practically no differences in the effects of the two salts on the
residual calcium, magnesium or potash.
The fact that our fertilizer plots have been maintained con-
tinuously for many years suggested the possibility of valuable
results from a study of the hydrogen ion concentration in the
soil solution and the effect of the common fertilizer chemicals on
this concentration where used over long periods of time. A
considerable amount of preliminary work has been done to
develop the best mode of procedure in the investigation.
Cranberry Investigations. — The comparatively small amount
of work done in this line during the past year has been a con-
tinuation of that mentioned in the last report.
2. Fertilizer Section.
The work of the fertilizer section, in charge of Mr. Haskins,
with Messrs. Walker, Jones and Allen as assistants, may be
summarized as follows: —
(a) Fertilizers registered.
During the season of 1916, 108 manufacturers, importers and
dealers have secured certificates for the sale of 515 brands of
fertilizer, fertilizing materials and agricultural limes, classed as
follows: —
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Complete fertilizers, 222
Ammoniated superphosphates, 133
Ground bone, tankage and dry ground fish, 56
Wood ashes, 8
Chemicals and organic nitrogen compounds, 60
Agricultural limes, 36
515
(6) Fertilizers collected and analyzed.
During the year, 9,668 tons of fertilizer were sampled, neces-
sitating the sampling of 22,122 sacks. In this work 155 towns
were visited; 1,398 samples, representing 548 distinct brands,
were drawn from stock found in the possession of 414 different
agents or owners.
Eight hundred analyses (552 distinct brands) have been made
during the year's inspection: —
Complete fertiUzers, 275
Ammoniated superphosphates, 177
Ground bone, tankage and dry ground fish, 95
Nitrogen compounds, 132
Phosphoric acid compounds, 32
Wood ashes, 48
Lime compounds, 41
SOU
P'ull details regarding the fertilizer inspection work will
be found in Bulletin No. 6, Control Series, published in Decem-
ber, 1916.
(c) Other Activities of the Fertilizer Section.
During the months of December, January, February and
March time is usually taken to do co-operative analytical work
on some of the problems of the Agricultural Department, in
connection with field and pot work. Following is a brief sum-
mary of these activities: —
Ash analysis of 8 samples of corn grain.
Ash analysis of 8 samples of corn cob.
Ash analysis of 4 samples of corn stover.
Weights and dry matter on 260 samples of millet straw and 260 samples
of millet seed.
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The grinding of both straw and seed in preparation for this
work was done by student help. Forty of the samples of millet
straw and seed were later tested in duplicate for nitrogen and
potash, 19 for nitrogen and phosphoric acid, 12 for nitrogen,
phosphoric acid and potash, and 42 for nitrogen alone.
Forty-eight samples of subsoil, collected in various sections
of the State, have been tested for their acid soluble potash;
complete mechanical analyses were also made on these samples.
Four hundred and ninety-three different substances have
been received and analyzed for farmers, farmers' organizations
and the various departments of the experiment station : —
Fertilizers and by-products used as fertilizers, ....'. 197
Lime products, 20
Soils for lime requirement and organic-matter tests, . . . 220
Soils for complete analysis, 2
Soils for partial analysis, 28
Tobacco, onion and greenhouse soils, special analysis of water-
soluble constituents, 23
Miscellaneous, 3
493
The usual interest and co-operation has been taken in the
activities of the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists.
Mr. Haskins has served as referee on nitrogen for the year,
planning the work, preparing and forwarding samples for
analysis, and compiling the final report on this subject for the
association.
(d) Vegetation Tests.
In 1913 an experiment was begun to study the availability of
phosphoric acid in basic slag phosphate by means of vegeta-
tion tests. This work was in co-operation with the basic slag
committee of the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists.
The preliminary work on this field during 1913, 1914 and 1915
was confined to a systematic management and cropping, in-
tended to deplete the phosphoric acid in the soil. The final
tests w^ere made during the past year, and included a study
of the effect of different phosphoric acid compounds on 42 plots,
each having an area of one-eightieth of an acre, rape being the
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crop grown. The analytical work connected with this experi-
ment will be completed during the next two months, and re-
sults will be forwarded to the chairman of the committee of the
association.
During the year three series of pot experiments, two of rape
and one of millet, each comprising 46 pots, have been com-
pleted in the study of this same phosphoric acid availability
problem. Considerable analytical work still remains to be done
before results will be available to the association or for publica-
tion.
3. Feed and Dairy Section.
A summary of the work of the feed and dairy section in
charge of Mr. Smith, assisted by Messrs. Beals, Borden, Davis
and J. B. Smith follows: —
(a) The Feeding Stuffs Law (Acts and Resolves for 1912,
Chapter 527).
During the past year 1,109 samples of feeding stuffs were
collected at 170 different places of business. Thirteen hundred
and thirty-six brands of feeding stuffs have been registered
and permits for sale issued.
There have been no local prosecutions, but in several in-
stances samples of interstate shipments have been taken and
forwarded to the Bureau of Chemistry at Washington for ex-
amination and prosecution if the evidence warranted.
The cottonseed meal situation during the past season has
been most discouraging for the feeder. Never before has the
general quality of the meal been as poor nor the price as high.
The poor quality has been due, in part, to the fact that prac-
tically all of the lint has been removed from the seed and used
for the manufacture of gun cotton. The removal of the lint
prevents the hulls from matting together, and allows them to
slip through the sieves during the process of separating hulls
and kernels, thus increasing the proportion of hulls in the meal
and materially reducing the protein content.
At the present time (December, 1916) the price of com-
mercial feeding stuffs has reached what is probably the highest
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point known since the use of out-of-the-State feeding stuffs
became general. This fact renders the wise selection of com-
mercial feeding stuffs imperative, and also fully justifies the
increase in price asked for milk and dairy products.
The following table illustrates the extreme increase in price
of feeding stuffs during the past year. Average wholesale prices
of November, 1915, are compared with average prices for the
first two weeks of November, 1916: —
November,
1915.
Nov. 1 to
15, 1916.
Percentage
Increase.
Cottonseed meal
Linseed meal (new process and old process), .
Gluten feed, sacked,
Gluten feed, bulk
Flour middlings, red dog, ....
Standard middlings,
Mixed feed,
Bran, spring, .
Bran, winter,
Hominy meal, sacked, . .
Hominy meal, bulk,
Corn meal,
Oats, No. 2, clipped white
Feed barley, standard,
$36 25
39 25
27 00
25 83
30 50
25 89
26 88
23 06
23 31
28 61
26 89
29 40
27 81
26 77
S44 50
44 17
39 90
37 71
44 50
38 09
36 17
31 75
32 66
43 32
40 57
45 20
40 63
42 71
22.7
12.5
47.7
'45.9
45.8
47.1
34.5
37.6
40.1
51.4
50.8
53.7
46.0
59.5
(6) The Dairy Laiv (Acts and Resolves for 1912, Chapter 218).
(1) Examination for Certificates. — Thirty-eight applicants
have been examined and found proficient.
(2) Inspection of Glassivare. — Five thousand one hundred
and eighty-four pieces of Babcock glassware have been tested
for accuracy, of which only five pieces were condemned.
Following is a summary for the last sixteen years: —
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Year. Number of
Pieces tested.
Number of
Pieces
condemned.
Percentage
condemned.
1901,
1902,
1903,
1904,
1905,
1906,
1907,
1908,
1909,
1910,
1911,
1912,
1913,
1914,
1915,
1916,
Totals,
5,041
2,344
2,240
2,026
1,665
2,457
3,0S2
2,713
4,071
4,047
4,466
6,056
6,394
6,336
4,956
5,184
63,078
291
56
57
200
197
763
204
33
43
41
12
27
34
18
4
5
1,985
5.77
2.40
2.54
9.87
11.83
31.05
6.62
1.22
1.06
1.01
.27
.45
.53
.28
.08
.10
3.15'
' Average.
(3) Inspection of Machines and Apjjaraius. — During the
month of November Mr. J. T. Howard, the authorized deputy,
inspected the machines and apparatus in 87 milk depots,
creameries and milk inspection laboratories. The apparatus,
with few exceptions, was found to be in good working condi-
tion. In the few cases where repairs were necessary reinspec-
tions will be made.
The use of hand machines in some of the milk inspectors'
laboratories is not to be commended. While accurate work
can be accomplished with such machines, they make the in-
spector's work increasingly difficult.
Following is a list of creameries, milk depots and milk in-
spectors' laboratories visited in 1916: —
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1. Creameries.
Location
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2. Milk De-pots— Concluded.
Location.
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hundred and sixty-four cows are now on test at 43 different
farms. This is an increase of 114 cows over the number on
test a year ago. One hundred and twenty-eight of the cows are
Jerseys, 193 Guernseys and 43 Ayrshires. There have been
completed during the year 200 Guernsey, 114 Jersey, 40 Ayrshire
and a few Holstein tests.
The Holstein breeders usually test for seven or thirty-day
periods, and require the presence of a supervisor during the
entire test, although there is a provision for yearly work in the
Holstein rules. The latter work, however, is in slight demand
in Massachusetts; only one farm in addition to the Ma'ssacha-
setts Agricultural College is conducting such tests. During the
year 26 different men have been employed on these shorter
tests; and 201 seven-day, 41 thirty-day, and 21 fourteen-day
tests have been completed. In addition, one cow owned by the
Fred F. Field Holstein Company has been tested for three
hundred and sixty-six consecutive days.
At times the station has been asked to permit cow test
associations, which are under the supervision of county farm
bureaus, to conduct advanced registry work. It is felt that
for the best interest of all concerned it is not wise to follow
this procedure, and our position has been endorsed by the
Association of Dairy Instructors who, at their meeting held in
Springfield during the National Dairy Show, voted unanimously
against such a practice.
(/) Miscellaneous Chemical Work.
This section has analyzed 230 samples of milk and 175
samples of cattle feeds in connection with experiments in
animal nutrition. Several hundred samples of milk have been
analyzed for the dairy department in connection w^ith dairy
shows and milk contests. Thirty-seven samples of slum gum
(the residue left from the extraction of beeswax from honey-
comb) have been tested for the station apiarist in order to
ascertain the efficiency of different methods for the extraction
of beeswax from honeycomb. This section has also co-operated
with other departments of the college in planning and furnish-
ing material for an exhibit at the National Dairy Show in
Springfield.
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4. Numerical Summary of Laboratory Work, December,
1915, TO December, 1916.
There have been received and tested 71 samples of water,
679 of milk, 852 of cream, 2 of ice cream, 4 of milk serum, 204
of feedstuffs, 197 of fertilizer, 273 of soil, 20 of lime products,
37 of slum gum, 6 of organic substances for arsenic, 13 of vine-
gar, 2 of coal, 4 of lime-sulfur, 2 of arsenate of lead, 1 of cider
for alcohol, 21 of bread and 15 miscellaneous.
The fertilizer control work involved the collection of 1,398
samples; and the feed control, 1,109 samples. There have also
been examined, in connection with experiments made by the
different departments of the station, 230 samples of milk; 175
of cattle feed; ash analysis of 8 samples of corn grain, 8 of cob,
4 of stover, and 6 of cow horn turnips; dry-matter determina-
tions and total weights were made on 260 samples of millet
straw and on 260 of millet seed; 40 samples of the millet were
analyzed for nitrogen and potash, 19 for nitrogen and phos-
phoric acid, 12 for nitrogen, potash and phosphoric acid, and
42 for nitrogen alone; and 48 samples of subsoil for potash and
mechanical analysis. The above totals 6,022 samples, and does
not include the work of the research section, cow testing or
the work under the dairy law.
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DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY.
H. T. FERNALD.
The entomological work of the experiment station has fol-
lowed along its usual lines during 1916. No unusual outbreaks
of insects have appeared, the correspondence — which generally
indicates what is happening in the State — having been quite
diversified in its nature.
Over 2,500 letters were answered during the year. Inquiries
about 149 different kinds of insects; 38 about insecticides; 19
about publications on insects; 6 on fumigation; and 52 about
the best methods of controlling pests other than insects were
received.
The insects most frequently asked about were, in order of
frequency, plant lice, the bean weevil, ants, the white pine
weevil (perhaps because of the interest in the pines aroused by
the campaign against the white pine blister), the gypsy moth,
the red-humped apple-tree caterpillar.
A number of insects not often reported were also the subjects
of inquiry during the year, chief among these being the carrot
rust fly {Psila rosce Fab.), the grape plume moth, the pear
midge, the oriental moth and the tarnished plant bug, w^hich
was reported as having caused serious trouble by "stinging"
on the eyes and hands of the sender. Aquatic dipterous larvae
collected in a milk can were also received during the year.
For several years insects found on imported nursery stock
by the State inspectors have been sent to this department for
identification when not recognized by the inspector. Many
such specimens are received each year, and our collection of
foreign insects liable to reach this country at any time is now
quite large. Nearly fifty different kinds of insects w^ere re-
ceived from the State inspectors during 1916, including several
which may safely be termed potentially serious pests. While
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the identification of these specimens required considerable time
in some cases, the importance of the knowledge thus gained
is so evident as a necessary working knowledge for a depart-
ment deaHng with the insect Hfe both already present and
liable to appear in the State as to make it well worth while.
Last year the ravages of the strawberry crown girdler {Otior-
rhynchus ovatus L.) in a forest nursery were recorded at some
length, the loss caused being large, the outbreak novel in its
nature and the subsequent possibilities serious. During 1916,
therefore, conditions were followed as they became evident, and
at the close of the season the following summary of the situa-
tion for the season was obtained from the local manager of the
nursery, Mr. C. C. Bray.
There was no direct loss from the attacks of these insects,
though they were present to some extent and were seen during
the spring digging and transplanting season. The beetles could
be found during the summer, but did not gather under the trap
boards as in 1915, perhaps because of much dark, damp weather.
In one block next to one of those seriously injured in 1915
larvae are known to be present now (January, 1917) but not as
abundantly as in the block adjoining, a year ago.
From these and other statements available it seems probable
that the period of extensive destruction by this insect is draw-
ing to an end at this place, and that the methods of treatment
advised were at least to a large degree successful in checking
further injury. The initial loss was of course large, but had
been practically all caused before the nature of the trouble was
known and assistance asked.
The experimental work of the year has been carried on as
usual. Treatments for the control of the onion maggot were a
failure, there being not enough maggots present to give the
experiments any value. Progress along the other lines of
investigation has been satisfactory, when the large amount of
routine work done by the department but really belonging to
the extension service is taken into consideration.
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DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE.
F. A. WAUGH, J. K. SHAW AND F. C. SEARS.
The more scientific and thoroughgoing investigations in this
department are being carried on by Dr. Shaw, whose report
follows: —
The most important activity of the year has been the develop-
ment of a root and scion investigation. In this work we have
the experiment orchard practically all set, and it comprises
approximately 1,100 trees. We have also about 3,600 other
trees on known roots which are held in reserve for replacing
vacancies in the orchard and for other work in connection with
this investigation.
The work of isolating pure races in squashes with the view of
securing strains which will breed true to type has been pursued
with about the same result as has attended the work in previous
years.
The work of observing climatic conditions with respect to
fruit growing has been continued, and the equipment has been
transferred from western Franklin to eastern Hampden County,
where it has been placed about the peach district of Wilbraham
and Hampden. There has been added to this work the idea of
observing winter temperatures in relation to peach bud killing.
The most important new development in the investigation
work has been the establishment of the pruning orchard, com-
prising some 700 trees, in which we plan to carry on some
experiments in pruning trees, with particular reference to head
formation.
Professor Sears, the pomologist of the department, makes the
following report on a number of experiments in practical or-
charding which are being carried on under his direction : —
1. An investigation into the effects of the continued use of
oil as a spray material for apple orchards. The use of oil in
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combating the San Jos6 scale has been very general in the past,
and some growers have thought that they had injured their
trees in this way. In this experiment we have a block of trees
which has been sprayed with oil each year since 1909, as
against one sprayed from 1909 to 1911, inclusive, and not
since then, and another sprayed from 1909 to 1913 and not
since.
2. Experiments were begun in 1916 to test the effect of lime-
sulfur at the strength that is usually used on dormant trees,
but applied in the late spring after the buds have begun to
start. The object of this was twofold, — first, to note its effect
on the expanding leaves, and second, to control the aphis.
There was practically no damage to the leaves, although the
last application was made after the blossom buds had begun
to show pink, and the spray materially reduced the number
of aphids. The work will be continued in 1917.
3. The department has been gradually extending its variety
plantations until it now has the following numbers of varieties
in the different fruits : —
Apples, 132
Pears, 44
Peaches, 40
Plums, 30
Nuts, . . . . .12
Grapes, . . . . .50
Blackberries,
.
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Mcintosh.
Wealthy.
Fall Pippin.
Grimes Golden.
Oldenburg.
Jonathan.
Baldwin.
King.
Fameuse.
Twenty Ounce.
The Jonathan trees came into bearing at three and four
years, and have borne continuous crops ever since. The
Mcintosh, while coming in a little later, has also produced con-
tinuous and very bountiful crops, six trees producing at eight
years thirty boxes, or an average of five boxes. The other
varieties mentioned have been almost equally successful.
5. To test the practicability and commercial value of very
close planting in orchards, a block of apple trees was set in
1912 at 10 feet each way, using Wealthy, Wagener and Olden-
burg. These varieties lend themselves naturally to such a use,
as they are all relatively small-growing and early-bearing trees.
The trees are coming into bearing nicely, and the results already
seem to indicate that the plan has distinct value. We have not
yet reached the stage where the trees begin to crowd each other
and therefore need to be headed in severely, which will be the
most difficult stage of the work, but it is believed that with the
plans we have in mind for pruning and culture these trees can
be handled profitably for many years.
6. Since the autumn of 1910 work has been carried on in the
renovation of an old apple orchard, on land at that time under
lease but which has since been purchased by the college. The
block includes about 4 acres with 92 trees on it, and at the
time work was started it had been continuously neglected for
many years. The land has been plowed, cultivated and ferti-
lized regularly since the work was undertaken, and several types
of pruning have been practiced on the trees according to the
condition of their tops. The net result has been that this
orchard has been changed in the course of six years from a
state of absolute neglect, with the trees yielding nothing but
cull apples, and not many of these, to a thrifty and prolific
block of trees, many of which are almost models in shape, and,
barring the heavy trunks and large scars where branches have
been removed, might easily be mistaken for trees twenty years
of age. What has been done in this block might be done with
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many thousands of trees in this State if similar methods were
used.
7. Several methods of handling the soil in orchards have been
under investigation for some time. There are, first of all, blocks
under sod culture with adjoining blocks under cultivation.
Then in the cultivated sections various crops and combinations
of crops are being compared as covers. The list includes the
following:—
Buckwheat.
Summer Vetch.
Winter Vetch.
Crimson Clover.
Mammoth Red Clover.
Soy Beans.
Alfalfa.
Barley.
Canada Field Peas.
Cow-horn Turnips.
Purple-top Turnips.
Dwarf Essex Rape.
Rye.
Several mixtures of two or more of the above were also used.
8. It seems worth while to report here a very limited ex-
periment undertaken at the request of the manufacturers of a
secret compound known as Dextrogerm. In 1915 a representa-
tive of this firm came to Amherst and treated five trees w^th
this compound. The trees comprised a twenty-year-old Ben
Davis tree which vv'as loaded with fruit but in a very unthrifty
condition; an unusually growthy Rhode Island Greening tree
of the same age that bore very little fruit; a pear tree about
eighteen years old which was in very bad condition: a peach
tree which had been winter injured; and a young Baldwin
three years set. All these trees were given identical treatment,
and so far as can be judged there has been no effect whatever.
In addition to the above we are working on the following
questions: —
1. The relative value of southern grown nursery stock as
compared to northern grown.
2. The desirability of one-year trees as against two-year trees.
3. A comparison of various degrees of severity in pruning
trees at the time of setting.
None of these experiments has progressed far enough to give
definite results.
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DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY.
CHARLES E. MARSHALL.
The investigational work of this department during the past
year has been greatly handicapped because we possessed no
laboratory facilities. Our recent entrance into the new labora-
tory of microbiology has removed the difficulties with which we
have had to contend in the past. We feel now that we are in
excellent quarters and that our work should develop.
Dr. Van Suchtelen has pursued his soil studies preparatory
to the actual undertaking of the experiments. These have now
been under consideration for some months. He expects to be
in a position to push this work rapidly under present labora-
tory conditions.
Dr. Itano has contributed, during the past year, work which
has been published in Bulletin No. 167 of the Massachusetts
Agricultural Experiment Station (January, 1916), entitled:
"I. The Relation of Hydrogen Ion Concentration of Media to
the Proteolytic Activity of Bacillus Subtilis. II. Proteolysis
of Strept. Erysipelatis and Strept. Lacticus compared under
Different Hydrogen Ion Concentration." The fire in the labo-
ratory in Amherst Center interfered with further development
of these investigations which he means to continue.
The De Laval research is conducted through the instru-
mentality of graduate assistants. Mr. Hood, who is in general
charge of this work, reports very encouraging progress and the
accumulation of considerable data which will eventually be of
great value. Mr. Avery and Mr. Mutkekar are associated in
these investigations with Mr. Hood. These gentlemen give, as
understood, only part of their time to these studies.
In addition to the above, Dr. Itano has done a great deal of
test work for the local board of health and the physicians of
the town. These tests have had much value for the laboratorv
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as well as for the board of health. Dr. Itano has also prepared
several hundred legume cultures for distribution in the State.
Besides the test work of Dr. Itano, Mr. Hood has conducted the
monthly bacterial milk count for the town of Amherst through-
out the past year, and has also made the bacterial counts for
366 samples of milk offered in contest at the Farmers' Dairy
Show, Amherst, the Fitchburg Dairy Show, National Dairy
Show at Springfield and the Taunton Dairy Show.
These are, I believe, in brief, the main activities of the de-
partment in its relation to the experiment station during the
past year.
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DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY.
J. C. GRAHAM AND H. D. GOODALE.
Practically all our main projects are long-time experiments
which permit only of reports of progress. In breeding for in-
creased egg production families that are comparatively homo-
genous for high winter egg production, and also for very low
winter egg production, were secured during the past season,
1915-16. Families having an average winter egg production
superior to any yet bred appear probable on the basis of such
data for 1916-17 as are at hand at this writing. Similar but
less definite results were secured with annual egg production.
The work on broodiness has also given families of relatively
low amounts of broodiness. One of the males tested for non-
broodiness is probably a homozygous recessive, and by mating
him the coming season with similar females the desired strain
of non-broody Rhode Island Reds should result. Similar but
less definite results have been obtained in our work in produc-
ing a strain of birds of high hatchability, as evidenced by one
family, all the female members of which produced eggs of
superior hatching qualities.
A small portion of our accumulated data was worked over
during the past season, arid portions dealing with phases of egg
production prepared for publication. An intensive, statistical
study of broodiness in a flock of 78 Rhode Island Reds covering
a period of two years was made, and the material is being pre-
pared for publication.
The chief new item of interest is the demonstration of a dis-
tinct negative correlation between weight at first egg and age
at first egg; that is, the birds that mature earliest, on the
average, are smaller than those that mature late in life. It
would be desirable to know the correlation between weight and
egg production directly, but as our birds are hatched weekly
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over a period of three months, each hatch would require the
formation of a separate correlation table. The results, how-
ever, do not promise to justify all this labor. Since, however,
early maturity is associated with high egg production in Rhode
Island Reds, it follows that the smaller birds on the average
lay more eggs than the heavier individuals.
Each chick was weighed this year at thirty days of age.
Two results stand out, — first, the early-hatched chicks weigh
more at this age than the late-hatched chicks; second, the
chicks from some hens surpass those from others in rate of
growth.
The pullets this fall have been three weeks ahead of last
season in egg production. The pullets hatched in the second
and third weeks of April had a mean production for November
of about 8 eggs per pullet against 1.2 for last year. Moreover,
several families are homogenous in respect to early maturity.
Poultry Sanitation. — It has always seemed logical to the
writer, in view of our knowledge of disease and its transmis-
sion, that complete and effective isolation of chicks from hatch-
ing time to old age would eliminate parasitic diseases, since,
so far as we now know, aside from Bacterium pullorum the
chick at hatching time is free from disease organisms. The
past season the experimental young stock was reared on a plot
of ground half a mile from the poultry plant, and cared for
by a man who had no other duties. The isolation, however,
was not as complete as could be wished, since the feed room
at the plant had to be used for these birds as well as the old
stock. This plan, nevertheless, resulted in apparent freedom
from disease and in a remarkable freedom from the larger com-
mon parasites of poultry, and in a low rate of mortality. Dur-
ing June and July an epidemic of severe colds and roupy con-
ditions swept through the young stock grown at the old plant.
The old stock, too, all summer long had many cases of colds
and roup. The young stock, isolated as described, however,
escaped entirely. In the fall the laying houses were cleaned out
and carefully disinfected, and a special attendant provided for
the isolated pullets. No colds have appeared at this date, Jan-
uary 28. Moreover, the mortality to date has been only about
one-tenth as great as usual, and due to such things as cancer,
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prolapses of the oviduct and accident or ruptured blood vessels,
while the proportion of sickness has been a great deal smaller
(practically none), being confined to the few birds that have
died. That the isolation has been effective is evidenced by
the development of colds in a lot of cockerels about two weeks
after they were transferred from the isolated range to the old
plant and allowed to mingle freely with the stock there. Other
trials yielded similar results. It seems hardly possible that
better proof of the effectiveness of isolation in preventing this
class of diseases could be obtained without elaborate experi-
mentation.
Work on several phases of the relation of the secondary
sexual characters to the gonads has been continued. Some-
thing like 8 or 10 cockerels and 4 drakes have been successfully
feminized. A series of experiments designed to secure grafts
of ovaries into hemicastrated males yielded negative results.
In another series of experiments the ovaries were first removed
from several Brown Leghorn females, and several weeks after-
wards, when the success of the operation seemed assured, as
indicated by the persistent growth of male characters, the
ovaries from some White Plymouth Rock chicks were implanted
on the right side. All the grafts appear to have taken, as in-
dicated by the reversion of the plumage to the female form.
This type of experiment should yield results along three lines:
first, effect of the foreign ovarian secretion on the plumage;
second, data on the nature of broodiness, since the ovaries
were from a broody race, while the hosts belong to a non-
broody race; and third, data on the effect of the soma upon
the germ plasm.
Mr. White began a study of linkage in fowls as his thesis,
but abandoned it when he transferred to the department of
botany. The results already secured are so promising that the
work will be continued.
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERINARY SCIENCE.
JAMES B. PAIGE.
In addition to the usual correspondence and diagnosis work
that has been carried on in the department during the past
year particular attention has been given to three lines of in-
vestigation and control work, as follows: —
1. Prevention of hog cholera.
2. Study of Bacterium pullorum infection.
3. Suppression and eradication of bacillary white diarrhoea
in fowls.
1. Prevention of Hog Cholera.
During the past year there has been at the disposal of the
department a herd of 75 to 150 hogs that have been fed upon
garbage, — from a source, in fact, that has on two previous
occasions furnished hog cholera infection to which two out-
breaks of considerable extent have been traced. To protect
the hogs in this herd from the infection brought to them in
this garbage and from other sources, anti-hog-cholera serum
and virus have been used extensively to produce a condition of
artificial immunity. During a part of the year the susceptible
members of the herd were treated by the simultaneous method,
the "Globulin" preparation of serum supplied by the H. K.
Mulford Company being used. The manifest advantage of the
"Globulin" over the usual anti-hog-cholera serum is dependent
upon its greater degree of concentration and its freedom from
organisms that frequently occasion serious complications when
injected subcutaneously or intramuscularly. For a part of the
animals a refined "Amber Serum" from the Mulford Company
has been employed, which, on account of its freedom from the
usual blood elements and its sterility, has been found to give
very satisfactory results.
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2. Study of Bacterium Pullorum Infection.
During the year 1916 the project outlined in connection with
the studies on bacillary white diarrhoea has been conducted
along lines already established. The object of the work has
been to improve methods in diagnosis, to explain reasons for
symptoms in certain avian diseases at present but little under-
stood, and to aid in formulating methods in prevention and
control.
The problem by nature of the biological phases of the work
is divided into three distinct parts, which are stated in the
following three headings: —
(1) Specificity of B. pullorum antibodies, with special refer-
ence to the agglutinins.
(2) Toxins elaborated by B. pullorum and their relation to
specific conditions in adult birds.
(3) Investigations concerning the production of antibodies,
with special reference to potency and rate of production.
(1) The work concerning the specificity of Bacterium pul-
lorum agglutinins has been continued since 1915, and tests and
procedures carried along concerning the use of 27 strains of this
organism isolated from birds in this State. Recently more than
10 new strains have been added to this list. The data obtained
and that being accumulated will have to do with testing thor-
oughly the agglutinins elaborated by animals and birds against
B. pullorum, with cultures particularly of the B. coli, B. typhi,
B. dysenterce group. By the end of the academic year 1917 it
is hoped that this phase of the Bacterium pullorum problem
will be ready for publication. At the present time 21 adult
birds are immunized against B. pullorum, and are producing
definite agglutinins. Fourteen rabbits also are used for these
studies, having been immunized and hyperimmunized during
the past year.
(2) The problem concerning the production of toxin by B.
pullorum has engaged most of the time at my disposal for ex-
periment station work during the past ten months. This is
proving a most complicated and detailed matter for study,
and has involved almost endless detail concerning the matter
of obtaining a uniform toxin. Up to the present time a toxin
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which is suitable for carrying on progressive work has not been
found. Definite studies, however, are under way toward this
end. With the spring months approaching, and suitable
weather and conditions for hatching and rearing chicks drawing
near, it is expected that with young and new materials to work
on more definite results may be obtained. The results up to
date show beyond a doubt that the toxin is endotoxic, and also
that it is most intimately connected with the bacterial cell.
Our toxin studies are being directed toward a better under-
standing of the nature of this infection, and ultimately the
department hopes from these studies to explain its action in
relation to some of the paralytic conditions in adult birds,
which in the last few years have been so common in the State
of Massachusetts.
(3)^ The investigation concerning the production of anti-
bodies, with special reference to the potency and rate of produc-
tion, was started in August, 1916, and agglutinins artificially
produced. Blood from this stock has been studied, and now
attempts are being made to study the progeny this year to
determine how potent are agglutinins elaborated in birds
descended from stock known to have definite infection experi-
mentally produced. These studies are to be continued, with
the hope that we may be able to show the rate of production,
and demonstrate why young pullet blood testing has not given
as universally satisfactory results as the blood testing of birds
that have laid eggs and have ovaries capable of complete
function. This problem has direct bearing on the routine work
of testing breeding flocks for indications of Bacterium 'pullorum
infection.
3. Suppression and Eradication of Bacillary White
DiARRHCEA IN FoWLS.
In the prosecution of this line of control work every effort
has been made to carry it on in the most practical way, looking
toward the elimination of the disease from the flocks of prac-
tical poultry keepers. The laboratory studies have shown the
test to be most accurate and reliable, and the testing that has
been done in the field since the work was started has been
entirely satisfactory. It is felt that the disease has been com-
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pletely stamped out of the flocks that have been tested during
the past two years, and in which the directions for the handling
of the flocks have been carried out to the letter by their owners.
If there have been failures and a recurrence of the disease it
has been due to neglect in following the directions that have
been given the owners.
Since the work was started in a practical manner in Febru-
ary, 1915, 14,851 birds have been tested to Jan. 1, 1917. Of
this number 2,207 have given the reaction. The tested flocks
are owned by 78 different parties residing in 57 different towns
scattered throughout the State.
/
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The season's studies followed chiefly the lines of previous j'ears, but more
extensive storage experiments were conducted with the fruit than here-
tofore, and considerable attention was given to the possibility of growing
selected varieties of the swamp blueberry {Vaccinium conjmhosum L.)
on bogs where cranberries do not pay, somewhat more than half an acre
of land having been partially prepared to test the feasibility of this sub-
stitution.
It is hoped that Massachusetts cranberry growers will give special con-
sideration to the new ideas suggested in the discussion of bog manage-
ment. They are advanced, not as established principles, but as possibili-
ties which, in the light of general experience and the results of several
years of extensive investigation, appear to be promising.
Weather observations were carried on as in previous seasons, the
readings of the maximum and minimum thermometers and the amounts
of precipitation being telegraphed to the Boston office of the United States
Weather Bureau during the periods of frost danger, and advice concerning
temperature possibilities being given by telephone to individual growers
on cold nights when asked for.
Experiments with tobacco shade cloth for frost protection were con-
tinued, with the general result that its use for this purpose appears less
advisable than the 1914 tests seemed to indicate, the difficulties con-
nected with its manipulation on the bog evidently being considerable.
The cloth should be given further trial, however. There is as yet no
other promising means of protection for many dry bogs, but the total
acreage of such bogs is small. In the present opinion of the writer, a
cheaper and more certainly effective means of protection may be had on
most unprotected bogs by properly conserving and manipulating (by
means of small pumping plants, the bog areas being more extensively
divided by low dikes) the water of the winter flowage (see the more ex-
tended discussion of this idea on page 46).
Fungous Diseases.
These studies were carried on, as heretofore, in co-operation with the
Bureau of Plant Industry of the United States Department of Agriculture,
Dr. C. L. Shear having charge of the more technical part of the work.
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Table 1 is a record of the season's experience with the spraj'ing
plots, experiments with which have been reported in previous years.
Plots C and E were left without treatment as in 1914, and only one-half
of plots B and D were sprayed this year. As in 1914, Bordeaux mixture
(with resin fish-oil soap) was the only fungicide used, the final spraying
with neutral copper acetate applied in former years being omitted. The
different areas treated this year were spra3^ed as follows: plot A, three
times, on June 28, July 24 and August 7; half of plot B, three times, on
June 28, July 28 and August 9; half of plot D, three times, on June 29,
July 19 and August 7; " 1913, " three times, on June 28, on July 15 and 24
(half of the plot treated on the former date and half on the latter) and on
August 9; half of fertilizer plot 15, three times, on June 28, July 18 and
August 7. No fertilizer was applied to any of these plots, except the half
of fertilizer plot 15, this season. All the plots were picked with scoops as
usual. Where two checks were taken they were laid out on opposite sides
of the plot, and their areas and fruit production were combined in making
up the record given in Table 1.
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It will be seen that the results with these plots were entirely in line with
the experience of former years, the quantity of fruit obtained from the
sprayed areas being in every case distinctly less than that produced by
the untreated checks. Moreover, the plots which had been treated for
several years, and on which the spraying was suspended in 1915, also
yielded distinctly less fruit than their checks, thus showing a marked
persistence of the results of the injury caused by the treatment. The
results of the storage tests show the same benefit from the spraying, as
regards its effect on the keeping quality of the berries, as that obtained
in previous seasons. It should be observed, however, that in every case
tested, the berries from the areas on which the treatment of previous
years was suspended showed poorer keeping quality than did those from
their checks which had never been treated. This seems to show that the
good results obtained by spraying do not persist from one year to another.
The possibility of controlling fungous diseases by putting copper sul-
fate in the flowage was tested again this season, a solution of the chemical
being used in the June refiow on flooding sections 23 and 27 (of station bog)
at the rate of 1 part to 50,000 parts of water (1 pound in 6,250 gallons).
The treatment was applied June 17, after these sections had been com-
pletely flooded for fifteen hours, and the water was then held twenty-nine
hours longer. An even distribution of the chemical was obtained by con-
stantly dragging it around in a sack in the water as it dissolved. The blos-
som buds were well developed, but they did not show any injury from the
treatment. Both the treated and untreated flooding sections were picked
with scoops on September 17, the former showing no advantage in the
quantity of fruit obtained. In storage tests, however, the berries from the
treated sections showed smaller percentages of rot than did those from
the other sections, though the advantage apparently obtained was not great
enough to be especially gratifying. These results are similar to those ob-
tained in 1914. They are shown more in detail in the following table: —
Table 2.
—
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The special tests with Bordeaux mixture, made up with varying pro-
portions of lime and copper sulfate, both with and without resin fish-oil
soap, to determine the causes for the root injury observed, as described
in previous reports, in connection with the spraying experiments have
been continued and extended, but have not yet advanced far enough to
give definite results.
The writer visited the New Jersey cranberry growing section in July,
and examined bogs there which had been sprayed regularly with Bordeaux
mixture for several years. The last treatment of the season was being
applied at the time. No indication of any such injury as that caused in
the sprajdng tests conducted by the writer at East Wareham was seen.
The reason for the difference in the results of this treatment on Cape Cod
and in New Jersey is not yet evident. It may be connected in some way
with the fact that on most New Jersey bogs sand is not used for a surface
mulch as in Massachusetts. Results seem to amply justify spraying with
Bordeaux mixture to control cranberry fungous diseases in New Jersey,
but this treatment is distinctly on probation on Cape Cod bogs.
The disease spoken of as "Wisconsin false-blossom" in the 1914 report
of the substation was discovered this season on Metallic Bell and Bennett
Jumbo vines on a bog in Wareham, the infestation being very serious
with both varieties. These vines came originally from City Point and
Mather, Wis., and had been planted on the Wareham bog about four
years. Early in July this disease was reported by Miss Elizabeth C. White
as being present on Bennett Jumbo vines on a bog belonging to her father
near New Lisbon, N. J., these vines having come from Wisconsin in May,
1908. She stated that from 5 to 10 per cent, of the blossoms on these
vines were affected, and that the disease had also been found, to some
extent, on "Centennial vines in the same and adjoining bogs." Some
time afterward the writer visited these bogs and succeeded in finding a
few vines which showed plainly the effects of the disease, though the area
planted to the Bennett Jumbo variety had then been burned over. It
will be seen that evidence tending to prove the disease infectious is accumu-
lating. Special studies to determine this point have been started. Vines
of the Berlin Bell variety, which came originally from Wisconsin, growing
on bogs in Bourne and Plymouth, were examined carefully late in June,
but no trace of this disease was found upon them.
The new disease, called the "blossom-end rot" in previous reports,
appeared to be distinctly less prevalent than usual this season, the fruit
of the Late Howe variety, as a rule, keeping unusually well. Dr. Shear
is continuing his technical investigation of the fungus which causes this
disease.
Storage Tests.
As a part of the fungous disease investigation, extensive storage tests
were conducted during the fall and early winter to determine the effects
of some of the factors affecting the keeping quality of cranberries. The
descriptions of all of these tests that gave results of any considerable
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interest or value are arranged in groups, according to the purposes of the
tests, in the following list.
(a) To determine the General Relationship of Ventilation {Relative Hu-
midity) to the Rate of Decay. — The five distinct series of tests under this
head were as follows :—
1. Eighty-four bushels of Early Black berries (4 bushels from each of the
21 fertilizer plots) were stored in bushel picking crates (with slatted bottom
and sides) right after they were picked, just as they came from the bog
(i.e., without being run through the separator or otherwise cleaned).
Table 3 shows the results of this series of tests in detail. Plots 1 and 2
were picked on September 14; 3 to 20, inclusive, on September 16; and 21,
on September 17.
For the first month these boxes were stacked in the basement of the
station screen-house without regard to order, but during the rest of the
storage period the four from each plot were placed in a stack by themselves.
Cup samples were taken for making the examinations by which the
counts, summaries of which are given in Table 3, were obtained. The
cup used was the inspectors' cup of the New England Cranberry Sales
Company, and the examinations were made, under the writer's super-
vision, by the "screeners" who had been employed at the station during
the fall, New England Cranberry Sales Company's inspectors' hand-
graders being used to facihtate the work. The dates of these examina-
tions ranged from January 3 to January 7, inclusive. As indicated in
Table 3, entirely and partly decayed berries were counted together in
determining the percentages of rot.
What is called in this report the "five-sample" method was used in
making these examinations. In this method, five samples from each box
were examined: one sample, Te (1) and Te (2), being taken from the top
or surface berries at each end of the box; one sample. Me (1) and Me (2),
being taken from the berries halfway between the top and the bottom of
the box at each end; and one sample. Mm, being taken from the very
center of the box.
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As will be seen by comparing the percentages in the line of averages in
the above table, the amount of decay in these boxes was least among the
top berries and greatest among those at the center of the box; and the
berries at the ends of the box, halfway between the top and bottom,
showed more rot than did the surface berries, but less than did those at
the center, it being self-evident that the distribution of the decay was
governed largely by the ventilation to which the berries in the different
parts of the box were subject. The averages of the table show further
that, at the end of the test, the berries at the center of the box were con-
siderably smaller than those in the other parts (it taking a larger number
to fill the cup used in sampling), while those taken from halfway between
the top and the bottom of the ends of the box were slightly larger than
were the surface berries. In the opinion of the writer this variation in the
size of the berries from the different parts of the box was an exhibition of
the varying resultant of the combined action of the three factors which
appear to be most important as causes of shrinkage in cranberry storage,
namel}^ : —
•
(1) Advanced Decay: Berries in this condition are thrown away in
separating and screening. A marked softening and frequently a shriveling
accompany the complete disintegration of the fruit tissue. Rotten berries,
under even moderate pressure, will take up less room in proportion to
their number than will sound ones. The variation in the percentage of
such berries in the different parts of the box would, therefore, necessarily
have a bearing on the relative number of berries in the samples.
(2) Incipient Decay: This is not usually superficially apparent. The
hardly discernible softening and shriveling which accompanies the slight
disintegration of the fruit tissue in the early stages of decay appears to be
a very potent cause of shrinkage both in the size of the individual berries
and in the quantity of fruit in the mass. The shriveling of berries of the
Early Black variety which has been generally supposed to be caused by
loss of water appears to be due to this disintegration of incipient decay.
As there is an optimum temperature for the development of the fungi
which cause decay, there seems to be, in connection with this kind of
shrinkage, a suggestion that it may be possible to develop a heating test
by which inspectors can determine the relative keeping qualities of cran-
berries before they are shipped.
(3) Loss of Water: It is as yet impossible to say how great the shrinkage
in the size of the berries due to water loss is, but it appears to be much
less than that caused by either the incipient or advanced decay described
above.
It would seem that in these tests the berries halfway between the top
and bottom, at the ends of the boxes, suffered less shrinkage in size because,
on the one hand, they were not subject (their ventilation being less) to as
much loss of water as were the surface berries, and, on the other hand,
they did not develop as much decay as did those at the center, their gain
from reduction in loss of water more than offsetting their greater shrinkage
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from increased decay as compared with the surface berries. With the
berries at the center of the box, however, the increase in incipient and
advanced decay, in comparison with that of the other berries, was e^'idently
sufficient to cause a shrinkage which the reduction in the loss of water could
only partly offset.
2. Two lots, one consisting of 64 bushels (16 stacks of 4 boxes each)
of Early Black berries, and the other of 36 bushels (9 stacks of 4 boxes
each) of Late Howe berries, were stored as were the berries in the first
series of tests. The Early Black berries were picked on different dates
between the 13th and 22d of September, and the Late Howe between the
12th and 22d of October. The berries of both lots were examined during
the first week in January in the same way as were those in the first series.
The averages of the totals of the four counts obtained in the examination
of the samples of the four boxes of each stack are given in the following
table: —
Table 4. — Relationship of Ventilation (Relative Humidity) to Rate of
Decay. — Results of Second Series of Storage Tests.
Lot.
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different dates in September and October, and was examined during the
first week in January by what is called in this report the "nine-sample"
method. In this method nine samples from each box were examined, one
sample, Te (1) and Te (2), being taken from the top or surface berries at
each end of the box; one sample, Tm, from the surface berries at the
middle of the box; one sample, Me (1) and Me (2), from the berries half-
way between the top and the bottom of the box at each end ; one sample.
Mm, from the very center of the box; one sample, Be (1) and Be (2), from
the very bottom of the box at each end; and one sample, Bm, from the
bottom of the box at the middle. The totals of the counts of each of these
samples from all of the thirty-nine boxes in this series of tests are given in
the following table : —
Table 5. — Relationship of Ventilation {Relative Humidity) to Rate of
Decay. — Results of Third Series of Storage Tests.
Part of Box examined.
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series, being used with the three boxes of the first lot, and each of those
of the second lot being sampled six times, one sample being taken from
among the surface berries at each end of the box; one from the surface
berries at the middle of the box; one from the bottom berries at each end
of the box; and one from the bottom berriee at the middle of the box.
By this examination the percentage of decay among the berries of the
three full boxes was determined to be 10.31 per cent., while it was found
to be only 7.63 per cent, in the nine one-third full boxes, the berries which
were subject to the better ventilation thus showing the smaller proportion
of rot.
As in all the other storage tests discussed in this report, the work of
examining this fruit was done by "screeners" under the wTiter's super-
vision, samphng cups and hand-graders being used as described in the
discussion of the first series of tests.
5. Ninety-six tin 1-quart cans filled with Late Howe cranberries during
the last week in October were stored with the covers on tight, but not
sealed. These berries were examined on the 4th and 5th of January, the
contents of each can being divided into five separate samples which were
taken in order from the top to the bottom of the can. Each of the first
four samples filled the sampling cup; but the fifth, consisting of what was
left at the bottom of the can, varied somewhat and only partly filled the
cup. The totals of the counts of each of these samples from all of the
ninety-six cans in this series of tests are given in the following table : —
Table 6. — Relationship of Ventilation {Relative Humidity) to Rate of
Decay. — Results of Fifth Series of Storage Tests.
Sample.
Total Number
of Berries in
96 Samples.
Total Number
of Rotten and
Partly Rotten
Berries in
96 Samples.
Percentage of
Rotten and
Partly Rotten
Berries.
1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
8,784
8,800
8,650
8,626
5,595
1,751
2,159
2,466
2,755
1,875
19.93
24.53
28.51
31.91
33.51
The table shows there was a rapid and constant increase in the per-
centage of decayed berries from the top to the bottom in these cans. As
their only ventilation took place around the close-fitting covers, it seems
certain that the top berries were better ventilated than those lower down
in the cans. The results of this series of tests, therefore, evidently strongly
confirm those obtained in the four series previously discussed.
(6) To determine the Relative Water Loss of Cranberries in Storage in
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Boxes of Different Construction and in Different Periods of the Storage
Season. — The two series of tests, in this connection, were as follows: —
1. Two lots, each consisting of 6 bushels of Late Howe berries, all picked
in the same location on October 22 and all stored on October 23, one lot
being placed in new bushel boxes with solid bottoms and solid sides, and
the other in new boxes of the same dimensions with solid bottoms and
slatted sides. Tables 7 and 8 show how the tests with these two lots of
fruit were arranged and carried out. The six boxes of each lot were placed
in a single stack, No. 1 being the top box of the stack and No. 6 the bottom
one. These berries were weighed in their boxes on October 24, when the
tests were begun, on December 18, on January 3, and when the tests
ended, on January 10.
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The figures given in Tables 7 and 8 show that there was a much greater
daily loss of water in the first part of the storage period (from October 24
to December IS) than in the last part (from December 18 to January 10).
This probably was to be expected on account of the higher temperature
of the first part of the storage period. The great variation in the average
daily loss between January 3 and January 10, shown in the tables, was due
to the fact that differences of less than an ounce were not clearly indicated
bj- the scales used in weighing. It will be seen that the berries in the
boxes with slatted sides lost, on the average, about 15 per cent, more
water than did those with solid sides.
2. Three bushels of Late Howe berries, picked on October 22 in the
same location as the two lots in the previous series of water-loss tests,
were stored on October 23 in old and well-seasoned bushel boxes with
bottoms and sides slatted. These boxes were stacked one on another,
and, as in all the other storage ex-periments with boxes described in this
report, an empty box was put underneath the stack. This test was con-
ducted as an extension of the previous series. The berries were weighed
in the boxes twice, at the beginning and at the end of the storage. The
results of the test are shown in detail in the following table:—
Table 9. — Water Loss of Late Howe Cranberries in Boxes with Bottoms
and Sides Slatted.
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be remembered, however, that the keeping quality of the berries used in
these tests was exceptionally good. With berries of poorer keeping quality,
the slatted boxes would naturally show a greater advantage.
As the figures in Tables 7, 8 and 9 show, the berries in the bottom box
of each stack lost more water than did those in any of the other boxes,
those in the top box as a rule coming second in this respect. The free
circulation of air under the stacks, allowed by the presence of the empty
box, was presumably responsible for the increased loss of the bottom box.
(c) To determine the Effect of the Loss of Water as a Factor in Quantity
Shrinkage. — Only one series of tests was conducted in this connection,
as follows : —
Early Black berries picked on September 11 were screened and packed
in barrels on the 15th. They were then stored until October 11, when
they were screened again and examined for size, counts of the number
necessary to fill the inspectors' cup of the New England Cranberry Sales
Company being taken. Some of this fruit was then placed in two new
bushel picking boxes, with solid bottoms and slatted sides, and stored
until January 19, when it was run through a separator, screened, and
then examined again, as before, for size. These two boxes of berries were
weighed five times, on the following dates: October 11, October 24, De-
cember 18, January 3 and January 10. The experience with this fruit is
shown in detail in Tables 10, 11 and 12.
Table 10. — Relative Water Loss of Early Black Cranberries, in Boxes
with Solid Bottoms and Slatted Sides, in Different Periods of the Storage
Season.
Box Number.
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(October 24 to December IS). This strongly confirms the results obtained
in the water-loss tests with Late Howe berries, showing, in the opinion of
the writer, the effect of seasonal variation in temperature on water loss.
It should be stated here, however, that no records of the humidity of the
storage room were kept at any time in connection with any of the tests
discussed in this report.
Table 11. — Total Water Loss of Early Black Cranberries, in Boxes with
Solid Bottoms and Slatted Sides, between October 24 and January 10.
Box Number.
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A comparison of the percentages given in the table shows that the
shrinkage in quantity from October 11 to January 19 averaged to be about
20 per cent, less than that in weight from October 11 to January 10. As
is indicated by the word "screened, " none of the berries in the cup samples
showed decay. If the disintegration due to incipient decay was a large
factor, as it probably was, in causing the quantity shrinkage, the loss of
water in cranberry storage does not appear to cause anything like a corre-
sponding loss in quantity of fruit.
(d) To determine the Period in the Cranberry Storage Season in which
the Greatest Development of Decay occurs. — Only one series of tests was
carried out for this purpose, as follows: —
Two lots of Late Howe berries, of 4 bushels each, picked in the same
location on October 12, were stored in the same way in the same kind of
boxes on October 26. One lot was run through a Hayden separator and
screened just before it was stored, while the other was stored as it came
from the bog, without any cleaning aside from the removal of such loose
vines as could be readily taken out by hand. These eight boxes of fruit
were examined by means of cup samples on January 8, 12f per cent, of rot-
ten or partly rotten berries being found in the lot that was not cleaned be-
fore it was stored, while only 8f per cent, was found in the lot that was
screened. If the tendency of these berries to decay was doubled by the
process of cleaning, as, in the light of the results of tests described elsewhere
in this report, seems very probable, it may be properly estimated that, if
the cleaned lot of fruit had not been injured at all by the cleaning, its nor-
mally developed decay in these tests would not have been over 4f per cent.
If, then, 4| per cent, may be fairly regarded as representing the normal
amount of storage decay that developed among these berries between
October 26 and January 8, as compared with 12f per cent., the total
amount of rot found among the berries that were not cleaned previous to
storage, it appears that over 8 per cent, of these berries, picked on October
12, were already partly or wholly rotten two weeks later. There was
probably some rot among this fruit when it came from the bog, but, if
this is neglected, it may be concluded that nearly twice as much rot
developed in the period between the 12th and 26th of October as in that
between the 26th of October and the 8th of January. It would appear
from this that the most rapid development of decay takes place in the
very first part of the storage season. Different lots of fruit infected with
different diseases, how^ever, probably would vary considerably in this
respect.
(e) To determine the Effect of an Ad?nixture of ''Vines" on the Develop-
ment of Decay among Cranberries in Storage. — No specially planned
tests were carried out for this purpose, but the examination of the berries
stored in boxes showed that, as a rule, in each stack those boxes which
seemed to have the largest admixture of leaves also had the largest per-
centage of rotten berries. The writer does not consider, however, that
the evidence at hand justifies a definite conclusion in regard to this, his
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observations in this connection being presented here merely as an indi-
cation that the generally accepted opinion among cranberry men, that
berries keep better with vines among them, is possibly not correct. Vines
without leaves would probably aid in the ventilation of stored berries
and so help in retarding the development of rot. There is no evidence,
on the other hand, to show that leaves might not have an entirely opposite
effect, and, unfortunately, most of the vines that get mixed with the
fruit in picking are well supplied with them. Tests to definitely determine
this matter in the near future are planned.
(/) To determine whether an Admixture of Decayed Berries usually 'pro-
motes the Developmeiit of Rot in Cranberry Storage. — The following single
series of tests was conducted in this connection : —
Two dozen tin 1-quart cans were filled with Late Howe berries, taken
carefully by hand from boxes of fruit that had not been run through a
separator, on October 23, and were stored with their covers on tight but
not sealed. In twelve of these cans all the berries were apparently en-
tirely sound when stored, while in each of the other twelve, 10 entirely
rotten berries were mixed with the good ones. When this fruit was ex-
amined on January 4, sHghtly less decay was found in the latter cans than
in the former, there being no evidence to show that contact with the rotten
berries had promoted the development of decay at all. Berries infected
with different diseases, however, might have shown different results.
(g) To determine the Relationship of the Degree of Ripeness of Cranberries
when picked to their Keeping Quality. — Two bushels of Early Black
cranberries, picked on October 23, were placed in storage at once without
any cleaning, being at that time very dark colored but apparently in good
condition. This fruit was examined on January 10, and was then found
to contain a larger percentage of rotten and partly rotten berries than
any other lot tested, the other Early Black berries having been picked on
different dates between the 10th and 23d of September and having been
stored as they came from the bog. The experience with this fruit agrees
with the results of similar tests carried out in previous seasons, in showing
that there is a stage of ripeness beyond which the keeping quality of
Early Black berries greatly deteriorates. It seems safe to say that berries
of this variety should, if the winter fiowage has been let off early the spring
before, all be picked by the 15th of September, and should never under
any circumstances be left on a bog later than the 25th of that month.
A lot of Late Howe berries, picked in a previous season on the 13th of
November, developed less decay in storage than did any of the other
untreated berries tested that year. In this year's tests the berries of this
variety which were picked latest kept best. It seems probable, from these
results and from other experience, that Late Howe berries, to be their
best, should never be picked before the end of the first week in October.
(h) To determine the Extent of the Injury to the Keeping Quality of Cran-
berries caused in the Process of "Separating." — Five series of tests were
conducted for this purpose, as follows: —
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1. Three lots, each consisting of twelve 1-quart cans of Late Howe
berries, none of which showed any decay when they were put in the cans,
immediately after they had been run through a Hayden separator, on
the 27th of October. The first lot was taken carefully by hand from
among the berries in the separator barrels, the second lot in the same way
from among those in the first separator box (the "good " box), and the third
lot from those in the "second" box. When this fruit was taken out of
storage on January 4, 2L2S per cent, of the berries in the first lot, 26.39
per cent, of those in the second lot, and 34.5 per cent, of those in the third
lot were found to be partly or wholly rotten, the berries from the first
separator box thus showing an increase of 24 per cent, and those from the
second box an increase of about 62 per cent, in their tendency to rot as
compared with that of the berries taken from the separator barrels.
Unfortunately, no record was kept as to the part of the barrels (top,
middle or bottom) from which the first lot of berries was taken.
2. This series was conducted as a check on the previous one, and was
carried out in the same way in every respect, the berries being run through
the separator and put in the cans on the 28th of October and being taken
out of storage on the 5th of January. In this series 17.06 per cent, of the
berries in the first lot were found to be entirely or partly rotten, as com-
pared with 26.23 per cent, in the second lot and 34.27 per cent, in the
third. The berries from the first separator box thus showed an increase
of about 54 per cent, and those from the second box an increase of about
100 per cent, in their tendency to rot, as compared with those from the
separator barrels. In the opinion of the writer the berries of the first lot,
in this case, were taken from the top fruit of the separator barrels, though
no record in regard to this was kept,
3. Two lots of Early Black fruit were stored in 1-quart cans on the
18th of January, none of the berries showing any rot at the time. The
twelve cans of berries in the first lot were not nm through a separator,
but were taken carefully by hand from four boxes' of uncleaned fruit,
three cans being taken from the middle portion of each box, one from the
top, one from the center and one from the bottom. The second lot, con-
sisting of twenty cans of berries from the same four boxes from which
those of the first lot were taken, was taken from separator barrels filled
one-third fuU when this fruit was run through a Hayden machine. When
these berries were examined one month later (February 18), an average
of 17.14 per cent, of those in the first lot was found to be wholly or partly
rotten, as compared with an average of 37.14 per cent, in the second lot,
the tendency to rot, among the berries run through the separator, thus
appearing to be about 117 per cent, greater than that of those taken
directly from the uncleaned fruit. It is doubtful, however, if this figure
fully represents the injury done in separating in this case, for the keeping
quality of the berries in the first lot was probably poorer at the start
than the average of that of the fruit in the four boxes from which the
berries of both lots came, as clearly appears from the results of the third
series of storage experiments discussed in this report (shown in Table 5).
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4. Two lots, each consisting of six, 1-quart cans of Late Howe berries,
none of which showed any decay, were placed in storage on the ISth of
January. The berries of both lots came originally from the same source.
Those of the first lot, having been run through a Hayden separator only
once, were taken from the first separator box (the "good" box). Those of
the second lot, having been run through the separator once, were then
taken from the first box and put through the machine a second time and
caught in a box held close up to the spout of the separator in place of the
separator barrels. This fruit was examined February 18, 12 per cent, of
the berries in the first lot being found to be wholly or partly rotten, as
compared with 23.44 per cent, of those in the second lot. It thus appears
that the second machining of the second lot of berries caused an increase
of about 95 per cent, in their tendency to decay.
5. Enough boxes of Late Howe berries from the same source were
run through a Hayden separator on January 19 to fiU both of the separator
barrels. Nine tin 1-quart cans were filled with berries from the top of
each of these barrels and placed in storage. Two-thirds of the fruit left
in the barrels were then dipped out carefully, and nine more cans were
filled with berries from the bottom portion of each barrel and stored for
comparison with the other eighteen. None of the berries put into any
of these cans showed any rot when they were placed in storage. They
were taken out of storage and examined ori February 19, the results
obtained being shown in detail in the following table : —
Table 13. — Injury to Keeping Quality of Cranberries caused by their
Drop in Barrels.
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1. Some Late Howe berries were heated in picking boxes in a warm
room and packed in a barrel as if for shipment. A dough thermometer
was inserted in a hole bored in the center of each head of the barrel, its
bulb reaching in 9 inches among the berries; and another was placed in
a hole in the bilge, its bulb reaching to the very center of the fruit. The
temperature of the barreled berries at 5.15 p.m., February 15, was shown
by these thermometers to range from 65 to 67 degrees Fahr. The barrel,
with the thermometers in place, was then put at once in the basement of
the station screen-house, the temperature of the basement at the time,
as shown by a Green minimum thermometer placed near the barrel, being
34 degrees Fahr. During the following twenty-four hours, the basement
temperature ranged between 31 and 34 degrees. The thermometers in
the barrel, at 5.15 p.m., February 16, showed an average temperature of
51 degrees among the berries, their temperature having fallen about
15 degrees in the twenty-four hours. Between 5.15 p.m., February 16,
and 5.15 p.m., February 17, the basement temperature ranged between
33 and 35| degrees, and at the latter time the temperature of the barreled
berries was found to average 42 degrees, it having dropped 9 degrees
during the second period of twenty-four hours. Between 5.15 p.m., Feb-
ruary 17, and 11.15 a.m., February 18, the basement temperature ranged
from 32 to 36 degrees, and at the latter time the average temperature of
the barreled berries was 38| degrees, it having dropped only 3j degrees in
the last eighteen hours (or at the rate of 4^ degrees in twenty-four hours).
At 5.15 P.M., February 18, the temperature of both the basement and the
berries was 38 degrees. As will be seen, it took practically three days for
the temperature of this barrel of berries to come down to that of the
basement, there being an initial difference of about 32 degrees between
them. Presumably, a considerably longer period would have been required
to equalize these temperatures if that of the basement had not risen toward
the end of the test.
When the length of time required to bring the temperature of this single
barrel down to that of the basement is considered, it seems that the
temperature changes of carload lots of barreled berries must be very slow.
2. A shipping crate of Late Howe cranberries was handled in the same
way as the barrel of fruit in the previous test, except that a glass chem-
ical thermometer, instead of a dough thermometer, was inserted into each
compartment of the covered crate in such a way as to take the temperature
of the berries at its very center. The temperatures were taken when
those of the barrel test were. The average initial temperature of the
berries in this crate was about 69 degrees Fahr. and it took it about forty
hours to come down to that of the basement.
Practical Conclusions based on the Results of the Storage Tests.
Much of the experience gained in these experiments was of such a
nature that it cannot be given in detail in this report, but it is considered
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freely, in connection with the results of the tests that have been de-
scribed, in formulating the conclusions that follow: —
1. While ventilation is a very important factor in retarding the develop-
ment of rot, it is doubtful if, all things considered, it would pay cranberry
growers to go to any considerable expense in making special arrangements
to provide for it in connection with the storage of their fruit previous to
shipment, except, perhaps, in storage-house construction. As a rule, ber-
ries of poor keeping quality are shipped as soon as possible after they are
picked, and it is only with such fruit that the maximum benefit to be
gained by superior arrangements for ventilation would be reahzed. Some
precautions, however, which do not call for much expenditure of either time
or money, can apparently be taken with much advantage. Among these,
the thorough airing of the storage house on cool, dry days, and the allow-
ance of as much space in the storage of the fruit as circumstances permit,
may probably be properly mentioned.
2. Special attention to the keeping down of temperatures appears to
promise fully as great advantages, as far as storage previous to shipment
is concerned, as can be obtained from special arrangements for ventilation.
3. Storage house construction, in its relations to temperature and
humidity, is urgently calling for careful scientific study.
4. Methods of preparing the fruit for shipment are not receiving the
attention they deserve. The following suggestions in this connection
are here advanced for consideration : —
(a) The injury to the keeping quality of cranberries, caused in the
process of their preparation for shipment by the methods at present
generally followed, is enormous, and would be endured by hardly any
other kind of fruit. Special harm appears to be done by the bouncing of
the berries in the separators and by their drop into the barrels in separating
and screening. It ought not to be difficult to devise simple means for
greatly reducing this barrel injury, and separators of the general type
of the White machine promise, in the opinion of the writer, to damage the
fruit much less than those which employ the bouncing principle. Un-
fortunately, separators that make use of the snapping principle (White
machine) are likely to be comparatively expensive, and, at the same time,
have a relatively small capacity; these disadvantages, under present
marketing conditions, making the use of such machines almost prohibitive,
except with large growers. If community packing houses were estabhshed,
however, such machines could probably be used extensively with no little
advantage.
(6) No berries that are to be branded should ever be run more than
once through a separator employing the boimcing principle.
(c) At present, cranberries are usually shipped in barrels, and the
writer is informed that most dealers prefer to handle this fruit in such
containers. If the maintenance of the fruit in good condition is a matter
of first importance, however, great disadvantages are obviously connected
with the use of the barrel. The pressure of the top fruit on that at the
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bottom in so large a package must do injury, and the squeezing which the
berries undergo in the process of packing and the almost complete lack of
ventilation in fruit packed so tightly in such quantity are certainly highly
detrimental. In this connection it is here suggested that a thorough
testing of the possibilities connected with the use of ventilated crates in
shipping this fruit might produce valuable results. The use of such crates
would not only help in preserving the condition of the berries while in
transit, but would also insure, to a certain extent, a proper storage for
them while they were in the hands of the retailer, ventilation being, as
has already been shown, one of the more important factors in good cran-
berry storage. A desirable trade in cranberries shipped in crated straw-
berry baskets might perhaps be developed. ^
(d) It may be found advisable to ship crated cranberries in the un-
cleaned condition (before they have been run through a separator) to
the trade in the more distant parts of the country, for the fruit would
be in a far more acceptable condition in such sections if it were pre-
pared for market at central distributing points in the territory where it
was to be consumed.
^
(e) The slow rate of temperature changes in the barreled fruit suggests
that berries might be moderately cooled, both before storage and before
shipment, to advantage. The writer knows of no tests conducted in this
connection, however.
Resanding.
The season's experience with the five sanding plots, results with which
have been discussed in previous annual reports, are shown in detail in
Table 14. The areas used as checks on these plots are measured off anew
each year on the general bog surface immediatelj^ adjoining the plots, and,
for this reason, as is shown in Table 15, they vary considerably in size
from year to year. All the Early Black plots and their checks were picked
this season on September 18, and the Late Howe plot with its checks on
October 12, all the picking being done with scoops.
1 Thia suggestion is contributed by certain growers connected with the J. J. Beaton Growers
Agency of Wareham, Mass.
2 Suggested by Mr. J. J. Beaton, Wareham, Mass.
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As will be seen by the figures given in Table 15, these plots have shown
no very definite effect on the quantity of fruit produced, resulting from
resanding or the lack thereof. In the opinion of the writer the advantages
gained by resanding are of such a general nature— a certain amount of
frost protection and help in the control of the tip worm and girdler being
the most evident — that they are not definitely determinable by means of
plot experiments.
Fertilizers.
The experiments with the fertilizer plots on the station bog, spoken of
in previous reports, were continued. Table 16 presents a r6sum^ of the
experience with these plots from 1911, the year in which they were started,
up to the present time. Unfortunately, no storage tests were conducted
in 1911.
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Plots 1 5, 9, 13 17, 21, 22 and 23 are all untreated check plots. The
meanings of the fertilizer symbols used in the table are as follows: —
0= Nothing.
N = 100 pounds nitrate of soda per acre.
P =400 pounds acid phosphate per acre.
K=200 pounds high-grade sulfate of potash per acre.
L = 1 ton of lime (slaked) per acre.
Kcl =200 pounds muriate of potash per acre.
Nij =150 pounds nitrate of soda per acre.
N2 =200 pounds nitrate of soda per acre.
Pi J =600 pounds acid phosphate per acre.
P2 =800 pounds acid phosphate per acre.
In combination they mean, for example, as follows: N2PK = 200
pounds of nitrate of soda + 400 pounds of acid phosphate + 200 pounds
of high-grade sulfate of potash per acre.
The fertilizers were applied in the different years on dates as follows:
1911, middle of July; 1912, June 25 and 26; 1913, July 15; 1914, June 17
and 18 (except plot 12 and the lime on plot 11, July 17); 1915, June 26
and 28. The plots were all picked with scoops each year, on dates as
follows: 1911, September 13 and 15; 1912, September 11 and 12; 1913,
September 15 and 16; 1914, September 16 and 17; 1915, September 14
and 16.
The berries were run through a separator before they were placed in
storage tests in 1912 and 1914. They were stored without separating in
1913 and 1915, —• in the latter year as soon as they were picked. The
percentages of loss in storage were obtained from measurements of the
quantities of fruit at the beginning of the tests and after the screening
was done at their close in 1912, 1913 and 1914. In 1915 they were obtained
by averaging the results of the examinations of cup samples, taken from
January 3 to 7, inclusive, the results of the sampling being shown in some
detail in Table 3.
The figures in the table seem to show a moderate average increase in
the quantity of fruit obtained during the five-year period from the fertilized
areas as compared with that from the checks. The figures given for
plot 15 are misleading, as half of that plot was used in spraying tests with
Bordeaux mixture, there being a considerable reduction in its quantity
of fruit some years as a consequence.
The average percentages of loss in the storage tests seem to indicate that
the nitrate of soda impaired the keeping quality of the fruit somewhat,
while no effect in this respect connected with the use of acid phosphate
and sulfate of potash is apparent. It will be noted that the berries from
the plot treated with lime did not keep at all well in 1914 and 1915 as
compared with those from the other plots, though in the 1912 tests they
showed about as little decay as any. It should be stated in this con-
nection that a marked scattering of dead and dying vines developed on
all parts of this plot in the late summer and fall of 1915, no other con-
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siderable area on the entire bog being thus affected. The vines showing
this condition appeared entirely like those of the same variety (Early
Black) on about ten acres of a bog a few miles away, the other varieties of
which (Late Howe and Matthew) showed no such trouble. The Early
Black berries picked on this other bog this season showed poor keeping
quality both in storage and shipment. It perhaps may be inferred from
this that lime favors the development of some disease that is peculiar
to the Early Black variety.
The experiments with fertilizers to determine the possibility of stimu-
lating and increasing the "setting" of cranberry blossoms, discussed in
the last annual report of the substation (page 102), were continued and
extended, one Early Black and one Late Howe plot (each of eight square
rods) being treated in addition to the two areas used last year. On the
station bog the blossoming period of the Early Black variety extended
from July 1 to July 20, and that of the Late Howe from July 9 to July 26.
The fertilizer was applied to the two Early Black plots on July 7, and
was washed in by a good rain the following day. The Late Howe plots
were treated on July 14, but no rain of any consequence followed the
application until the 19th. The fertilizer was used on all these plots at
the following rate per acre: 160 pounds of nitrate of soda + 400 pounds of
acid phosphate + 200 pounds of high-grade sulfate of potash. The Early
Black plots and their checks were picked on September 17 and 18, and
the Late Howe on October 14, no very distinct advantage in quantity of
fruit, on the whole, being shown by the fertilized areas. The berries from
three of these plots were put in storage tests, and all showed an impaired
keeping quality in comparison with the fruit from the checks.
Insects.
The black-head fire-worm caused about its normal amount of injury
during the season. The loss caused by the fruit worm was considerably
more than in either 1913 or 1914, but not as great as in some years. The
false army worm (Calocampa nupera Lintner) has not been generally in-
jurious for several years and was not much in evidence in 1915. The
army worm {Heliophila unipunda Haworth), which caused so much appre-
hension on account of its great abundance in 1914, dropped out of sight,
as did also the forest tent-caterpillar {Malacosoma disstria Hiibner) and
the apple-tree tent-caterpillar (Malacosoma americana F.), both of which
had been tremendously abundant in the cranberry region, as elsewhere, for
several previous seasons.
A spanworm commonly seen on cranberry bogs in July, known to
science as Ahbotana clemataria Sm. and Abb., ^ was reared successfully,
the moths emerging between the 20th and 27th of May from pupae formed
between the 9th and 25th of July, 1914. One of the reared moths laid a
batch of 432 eggs about May 30. The eggs were green when first deposited,
but during the period of incubation they changed first to red, then to
1 Identified by Mr. August Busck of the Bureau of Entomology, United States Department
of Agriculture.
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black, taking on the latter color only two or three days before they hatched.
The young caterpillars emerged on June 14 and were mostly black in color.
These worms full-grown were about 2f inches long and of a fairly uniform
chocolate-gray color. They went down to a maximum depth of 2 inches
in the sand of the breeding cans to pupate. The pupse were from IS to 23
millimeters long and from 6 to 7 millimeters broad across the tips of the
wing cases. Their general color was light chocolate-brown, with an irreg-
ular sprinkling of fine black spots, the spiracles and their immediate sur-
roundings appearing as very noticeable black spots along their sides; but
the wing cases were uniform light brown.
The adult moth measures, with wings spread, about 2 inches from wing
tip to wing tip, and is of a light gray color moderately variegated with
light brown, appearing as though it were lightly sprinkled over with pep-
per, with a straight white line running across the hind part of each fore
wing, and a noticeable, though small, black spot in front of the middle of
each wing. Though commonly seen on the bogs, the caterpillars of this
insect have never been found by the writer in sufficient numbers to do
any considerable injury. This is the fifth important species of cranberry-
attacking spanworm that has thus far been reared, the other four being:
Cymatophora sulphurea (Packard), ^ the green spanworm commonly found
late in May eating holes in the winter buds at the tips of the uprights;
Epelis truncataria var. faxonii Minot, discussed at length in the last two
annual reports of the substation; the " chain-dotted geometer " {Cingilia
catenaria Cram.), a bright yellow worm measuring about 1^ inches in
length when full grown, commonly seen on cranberry bogs in small num-
bers in late July and early August; and the "cranberry spanworm" {Cleora
pampinaria Gn.), fully discussed by Dr. John B. Smith in Farmers' Bul-
letin No. 17S of the United States Department of Agriculture. The writer,
in eight seasons of cranberry investigation, has never found a caterpillar
of the last-named species on any bog, and Prof. H. B. Scammell, after
three years' work in New Jersey, has yet to find it there.
An Ichneumonid parasite, Aniblyteles putus Cress. ,^ was reared from
Cymatophora sulphurea in small numbers.
What appears to be an infestation by the "cranberry rootworm"
(Rhabdopterus picipes (Oliv.)) was discovered in October on a bog in Ware-
ham, some two acres showing more or less injury. This insect has not,
heretofore, been known to be injurious on any Massachusetts bog, but
it is an old and rather serious offender in New Jersey. No beetles have
yet been reared in connection with the infestation found in Wareham,
but specimens of the grubs and injured vines were sent to Professor
Scammell, the entomologist investigating cranberry insects in New Jersey
for the Bureau of Entomology of the United States Department of Agri-
culture, for comparison, and he replied concerning them: "Have just
compared your larvse with some alcoholics of mine and must say that I
1 See Entomological News, Vol. XVIII, p. 17, 1907.
" Determined by Dr. J. F. Martin, who recently finished his postgraduate course at the
Massachusetts Agricultural College, specializing with the Ichneumonidae.
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cannot detect any difference between them. The injury to the roots
seems to be identical with that caused by R. picipes here, and I therefore
offer the opinion that your specimens are Rhabdoptenis picipes Oliv."
A bog injured by this insect has a general appearance similar to that of
one damaged by the cranberry girdler {Crambus hortuellus Hbn.), the
patches of dead vines being very irregular in form and distribution.
Roots injured by the girdler, however, have the wood as well as the bark
eaten considerably, frequently being entirely cut off, while the large and
secondary roots worked on by the rootworm show practically no injury
to the wood, only the bark being eaten away. The girdler feeds on the
surface, concealed in fallen leaves or other trash which lies over the sand,
and prefers the runners and crowns of the plants, while the rootworm
works in the soil and feeds very largely on the fibrous roots which, though
they form a dense mat an inch or more in thickness, are frequently almost
completely devoured.
The bog area which has this newly discovered Massachusetts infestation
is completely flowed every winter to a constant depth of about 9 inches.
It has a peat "bottom" with first-class drainage during the growing
season. It has been resanded every other year for the past ten years.
When it was examined on December 8, most of the grubs were found just
below the inch and one-half thickness of frozen surface sand, but they
ranged to a maximum depth of 8 inches.
On September 16 the writer examined a bog in South Carver on which
small beetles in great numbers had been for some time devouring the
foliage. The infested bog was circular in form and had a total area of
about five acres. One and one-half acres in the very middle part had
been turned brown by the insect in a way to suggest, to one viewing it from
some distance, a severe fire-worm attack. The beetles were mating very
freely at the time and were also feeding on the cranberry foliage vora-
ciously, the backs of the leaves receiving most of their attention, though
the front side was also eaten considerably. A quantity of these insects
was collected and preserved, and they have been identified ^ as belonging to
the species known to science as Cryptocephalns incertus Oliv. The beetles
are from about 2 millimeters to about 3 millimeters (from less than three
thirty-seconds to about one-eighth inch) in length, the smallest specimens
being males while the larger ones are females. As a rule, they are seal
brown in color, though some of the females are almost black. Both sexes
have rather conspicuous, though poorly defined, white longitudinal stripes
on the wing covers.
The manager of the infested bog had noticed a considerable injury to
the vines as early as the 20th of August, though he did not discover the
beetles until a few days before the writer's visit. This fact, taken in
connection with the very general mating observed, leads to the suspicion
that much of the injury seen by the writer had been caused by the larva
of the insect. The infested bog is eighteen years old, has been completely
1 By Mr. E. A. Schwarz of the Bureau of Entomology of the United States Department of
Agriculture.
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winter flowed every year for several years, this flowage having been let
off between March 15 and April 1 in both 1914 and 1915, and has been
resanded every other year for the past twelve years. It was reflowed in
June as usual. Early Black and Late Howe vines were injured somewhat,
but the variety most affected was the Chipman.
A- a matter of passing interest, it was noticed that the caterpillars of
the apple sphinx moth {Sphinx gordius Cramer), usually found on the
bogs in considerable abundance by the pickers, seemed to be almost
entirely absent this fall, not a single one being found on the station bog
where they were in evidence in large numbers in the fall of 1914.
The writer has observed the oyster-shell scale {Lepidosaphes idmi L.)
in more or less abundance on cranberry vines on dry bogs for several
years, a rather seriously injurious infestation being occasionally found.
This insect apparently never becomes very abundant on bogs that are
winter flowed.
The Gypsy Moth {Porthetria dispar L.)-
There are apparently four distinct ways in which a bog may become
infested with this pest, as follows : —
1. By the Hatching of Eggs deposited on the Bog the Previous Year. —
This is probably the principal source of trouble under present conditions.
Egg masses on a bog in Carver which, having become completely flowed
by the accumulation of rains to a depth of 10 inches by the 1st of February,
had the water all pumped off by the 11th of April were observed by the
owner to hatch fairly well afterward.
The writer collected a quantity of egg masses, all from the same general
locality, and separated them into three approximately equal batches.
One batch was placed in a can in the basement of the station screen-house
for the winter as a check. The other two were submerged in 3 feet of
water in a pond on January 14. One of these lots was taken out of the
pond on April 1 and the other on May 20. Practically all the eggs kept
in the screen-house hatched normally, while only about half of those
taken from the water on April 1 and none of those taken out on May 20
hatched. These experiments indicate that late holding of the winter
flowage (until May 20), when practicable, may be relied upon to wipe out
an old infestation.
If, for any reason, late holding of the winter water is not desirable,
reflowing will undoubtedly prove a satisfactory method of control where
water supplies are abundant, if applied about May 20 and again about
June 5, care being taken to kill by burning or by spraying with kerosene
those caterpillars that succeed in floating ashore alive. If spraying must
be resorted to, it should be done while the worms are j^et in their early
stages. Most of the eggs usually hatch between May 5 and May 18.
To be most effective, the spraying should probably be done about May 15,
and should, if the infestation is very serious, be repeated a week later to
kill the worms that hatch afterwards. It is the writer's experience that
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caterpillars of the false army worm may be easily found in their very first
stages by sweeping the vines hard with an ordinary insect collector's net,
and the seriousness of an infestation determined by making counts of the
worms thus captured. As the false army worm clings to the vines with
much the same tenacity as the gypsy, it seems probable that an infesta-
tion by this insect may be estimated in the same way, and the advisa-
bility of spraying be thus ascertained. If an average of not more than 5
or 6 small false army worms are captured with 50 sweeps of the net, the
infestation is usually not serious enough to call for spraying, while 15
or 20 worms caught with the same number of sweeps shows that spraying
is pretty certainly necessary. It is presumed that similar counts will
apply with the gypsy.
2. By Wind Drift of the Worms in their Early Stages. — It has been
abundantly proved that the first instar worms of this insect are frequently
carried several miles by strong winds, the long hairs with which their
bodies are clothed causing them to be easily spread in this way. The
period of their wind dispersal in large numbers usually extends from about
May 14 to June 1. If, therefore, the winter flowage is held until about
June 1, infestation by wind drift will be prevented. With present methods
of bog management, however, it usually is not best to hold the winter
v/ater so late. Reflowing or spraying, as above indicated, will, therefore,
have to be depended upon in most cases. Probably the June flooding com-
monly practiced for destroying the black-head fire-worm will be found
satisfactorily effective in this connection.
3. By Worms falling on Bog Margins from Overhanging Trees. — The
uplands around most bogs are now entirely cleared of trees and brush for
some distance back from the bog margin. The chances of gypsy infesta-
tion in this way are, therefore, in most cases, very slight. To say, in this
connection, that all bog margins should be entirely cleared of arborescent
growths is superfluous.
4. By the Caterpillars craiding across Marginal Ditches after they become
Large. — A serious infestation can come about in this way only when the
surrounding upland is very heavily infested. It can probably be prevented
by keeping the marginal ditch well cleaned out and partly filled with
water. As the caterpillars are enabled by their hairs to float a long time
before drowning, it may be necessary to cover the ditch water with a film
of oil. Fuel oil would be cheap and probably effective for this purpose.
The Cranberry Tip Worm {Cecidomyia oxycoccana Johnson).
In July a large number of bogs were examined to determine the pro-
portions of tips injured by the last brood of maggots, this being regarded
as the best means of ascertaining the relative amounts of infestation.
Table 17 shows the results of these examinations on fourteen different
bogs, as compared with the findings of the 1914 investigation.
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A comparison of the figures given in the table shows that there was not
a single bog, a record of the 1914 examination of which was kept, that,
after being resanded, did not show a tremendous drop in the amount of
tip worm infestation. On the other hand, practically only one bog that
was not resanded between September, 1914, and May, 1915, failed this
year to have an infestation equal to or greater than that of 1914. The single
exception (No. 8 in the table) was so heavily frosted late in May that its
prospective crop was entirely destroyed and most of its tips killed back.
In the opinion of the writer its exceptional condition as regards tip worm
infestation was an effect of the frost injury, most of the maggots of an
early brood perhaps having been starved to death by the drying up of
the tips killed by the frost, this conclusion concerning the effect of frost
being in line with those advanced in last year's report of the substation
(page 106).
The examination this season of many other bogs besides those listed in
the table produced abundant corroborative e\'idence of the marked effect
of resanding on the subsequent amount of infestation by this insect.
In December, uprights from many locations on four different bogs were
examined to determine the amount of recovery from injury done by this
insect as indicated by the development of buds large enough to promise
the production of blossoms therefrom the following season. The results
of these examinations are shown in Table 18. The buds in the axils of
the leaves, as well as those at the tips of the uprights, were included in
making the counts.
Table 18. — Winter Bud Formation subsequent to Tip Worm Injunj.
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The Black-head Fire-worm''- {Rhopoboti vacciniana (Pack.)).
Arsenical sprays, well sweetened with saccharin, were tried against
this insect, but no advantage of any consequence resulting from the
sweetening was detected.
The writer dislikes the idea of spraying for this pest. At best, it is an
expensive and injurious method of treatment. The general conditions
of the cranberry industry are making the use of less costly means of
control than spraying increasingly imperative for this insect as well as
for the other common pests and diseases. The possibilities in this con-
nection are made more apparent in the discussion of bog management
included in this report.
In last year's report (page 107), the writer suggested the possibility of
treating this insect satisfactorily by holding the winter flowage late
enough to kill its eggs, as often as an infestation developed sufficiently
to do serious damage, sacrificing the crop in the years of such late holding.
He has had the opportunity to observe the results of such late holding to
some extent this season. A New Jersey bog appeared to be satisfactorily
cleared of the pest by holding the water until the middle of June, and a
heavy infestation on a bog in Wareham was very greatly reduced by the
holding of a partial flowage until the 1st of July. In the latter case the
results, under the conditions, were so satisfactory that it seemed certain
that the bog would have been cleared entirely had all the vines been com-
pletely submerged. In neither case did the vines appear to be much
injured by the water. Those on the Wareham bog bloomed considerably
and came to the end of the season well budded and otherwise in good
condition, even producing a little fruit.
The Cranberry Fruit Worm (Mineola vaccinii (Riley)).
Two netting sacks, each containing 160 cocoons (with worms) of this
insect, were submerged in a pond in 3 feet of water on January 15. One
of these sacks was taken from the water on March 31, and the cocoons
were opened on the same day and their contents examined, 40 per cent,
of the worms being found alive, almost a quarter of them being quite
active. The other sack was taken from the water on May 20, and the
contents of its cocoons were examined on the same day, not a single
live worm being found, most of them being more or less decomposed.
The results of these experiments are entirely in line with the common
experience of cranberry growers, which has for years indicated that the
fruit worm could not endure a prolongation of winter submergence far
1 The American Association of Economic Entomologists, at its last annual meeting (Decem-
ber, 1915), voted to adopt the terms "black-head fire-worm" and "yellow-head fire-worm" as
common names for this insect and Peronea minuta (Rob.), respectively, in place of the names
"black-head cranberry worm" and "yellow-head cranberry worm" formerly ofEcially recog-
nized by it. As the writer finds the newly adopted names satisfactory, he abandons, in this
report, the terms "flowed-bog fire-worm "and "dry-bog fire-worm," previously used by him for
these insects.
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into the spring. If these tests show accurately what actually occurs
on the bogs, we seem forced to the conclusion that most, if not all, of the
infestation found on a bog in any season immediately following a late
holding (until May 20) of the winter flowage comes from the upland that
season and does not have its origin on the bog itself.
In the opinion of the writer the temperature of the water is the principal
factor in determining the effect of submergence upon the worms (in
cocoons), though this has not yet been definitely proved.
The season's records show a considerably higher total parasitism for this
insect than was found in 1914, but such a difference may not really have
existed, as the study of the parasites was less advanced and less thorough
last year than this. The records for this season seem fairly accurate, and
the high percentages of parasitism found seem surprising. Special atten-
tion was given, as last year, to the three principal parasites: viz., the
Braconid {Phanerotoma tibialis, ^ which parasitizes the worms), the Ichneu-
monid (Pristomeridia agilis,^ also a worm parasite) and the Chalcidid {Tri-
chogramma minuta, an egg parasite). The Phanerotoma parasitism was
found to range this season from about 27 to 72 per cent, on dry bogs
(without winter flowage), and from almost none to about 22 per cent, on
bogs that had the winter flowage held late. The Pristomeridia parasitism
ranged from about 5 to about 38 per cent, in fruit worms taken from dry
bogs, and from none to about 7| per cent, in those from bogs that had the
winter flowage held late. Fruit worm eggs showed a range in Tricho-
gramma parasitism of from 42 to about 89 per cent, on dry bogs and
from about 12 to about 89 per cent, on those with winter flowage. It will
be seen that the parasitism, as a whole, ranged, as in previous seasons,
considerably higher on dry bogs than on flowed ones. As a result of these
investigations, the writer estimates that all the natural insect enemies
(including such predacious forms as spiders and ants with the three
parasites here mentioned and other lesser ones not discussed) of the
fruit worm took care this year of not less than 97 per cent, of the entire
infestation on some dry bogs and of close to 90 per cent, on some flowed
' There is some doubt about this specific name. Mr. A. B. Gahan, of the Bureau of Ento-
mology of the United States Department of Agriculture, regards the species as being new to
science.
2 Specimens of this species were sent to Mr. A. B. Gahan, and he replied concerning them
as follows: "Your specimens agree with Prislomeridia agihs Cre.=s., except that they are con-
siderably larger. I can find no character to distinguish them from that species other than size.
They also appear to agree with the type of P. eurypiychice Ashm. In size your specimens are
more like the latter. I am unable to say whether agilis and euryptychice are the same species
or not. So far as I can see they are alike structurally, and it may require a knowledge of their
biologies to determine whether they are different. Eurypiychice was supposedly reared from
a lepidopterous gall maker on Solidago, and it would seem a little strange to find the same species
parasitizing the fruit worm, although not impossible. The parasitie-m of agilis is apparently
unknown. You had perhaps best use the name agilis for your species for the present.
"
In a second letter, written after he had examined the smallest specimens of the species which
the writer could find, he added the following information: "Your specimens agree nicely with the
type of euryptychicB in size as well as structure, but your smallest specimen is still much larger
than the type of agilis. I am strongly inclined to think that the two species are synonymous,
but would like to have specimens showing better the gradation in size from one to the other before
stating that they are the same."
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ones. The percentage probably ran considerably below these figures with
most bogs, however, especially those with winter flowage.
It will be observed that late holding of the winter flowage appeared to
greatly reduce the Phanerotoma and Pristomeridia parasitism. The writer
is inclined to regard this reduction as another rather reliable indication
that most of the infestation which appears on a bog, during a season
immediately follovv^ng a late holding of the winter flowage, comes from
the upland rather than from the bog itself. Fruit worm moths appear to
have fairly good powers of flight, and, if they come from considerable
distances to a bog which has been cleared of parasites by the late-held
winter flowage, they may succeed in eluding their worm parasitism to no
little extent. This reduction of the Phanerotoma and Pristomeridia para-
sitism appears to explain the fact that the effect of the late holding of
the winter flowage in any season, in its reduction of fruit worm infestation,
does not endure into the following season as well as might be desired.
Thirtj'-five fruit worm cocoons which had been kept in the basement of
the station screen-house all winter were opened on May 28 and their
contents examined, 30 live and 5 dead worms being found, no pupa
of either fruit worm or parasite being present. On June 19, 40 more co-
coons similarly cared for during the winter were opened and found to
contain: 18 parasite cocoons, part of them being Phanerotoma and part
Pristomeridia (the adults of both parasites emerging between June 26
and July 6); 12 fruit worm pupa?; 1 fruit worm containing a parasite,
apparently Phanerotoma about three-fourths grown (the worm being torn
open to determine this) ; 1 live unparasitized worm and 8 dead worms.
It thus appears that the fruit worm and its two principal worm parasites
begin their pupation period at the same time, the change taking place,
for the most part, during the first half of June.
As a rule, only one or two of the black eggs of Pristomeridia are found
in a fruit worm parasitized by that species, but in exceptional cases three
or even four are deposited.
Phanerotoma females were induced to parasitize, under observation,
eggs of the fruit worm which had been laid in captivitj^ a few hours before.
To toughen the eggs so that they might be easily remioved for microscopic
examination, the berries on which they were deposited were placed at
once in commercial alcohol for several hours. When the eggs thus treated
were examined, the Phanerotoma eggs which they contained were easily
found. The latter were elongate and rounded at the ends, nearly trans-
parent, very delicate and pliable, and without any noticeable markings.
They usually appeared curved from end to end, as they lay in the host
eggs, but were nearly straight when crushed out of the abdomens of the
females. The results of this study show that the idea that this parasite
was viviparous, advanced in last year's report (page 109), was erroneous.
Fruit worm eggs laid the night of July 19 and parasitized under
observation by Phanerotoma females the morning of the 20tli were ex-
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amined microscopically the morning of the 24th, five larva? of the parasite
being found to have hatched. The incubation period of this parasite is
certainly, therefore, not longer than four days, and may be considerably
shorter than that.
Seven eggs laid by fruit worm moths in captivity some time between
8 P.M. July 18 and 8 a.m. July 19, 1915, were parasitized under observation
by Phanerotoma females between 9 a.m. and 12 m. July 19, and all of them
hatched between 4 p.m. July 26 and 8 a.m. July 28, four doing so before
8 a.m. July 27.
The idea, advanced in the last annual report (page 112), of increasing
the natural effectiveness of the Braconid (Phanerotoma) parasites by
harboring them artificially during the winter is found to be impracticable
principally because of the interference of the Chalcidid {Trichogramma)
parasite, as the latter develops as readily in fruit worm eggs in which
Phanerotoma eggs have been deposited as in those which have not been
attacked by that parasite, and when both parasites attack the same egg
the Braconid is destroyed by the very rapidly developing Chalcidid. As
the Chalcidid is considerably the more abundant parasite of the two, this
interference is sufficient to very largely nullify whatever advantage might
be gained with considerable effort in the way suggested.
As is shown by Table 19, the examination of fruit worm eggs from a
number of bogs that were refiowed in June and from adjoining ones that
were not refiowed seemed to indicate that the flowing in some way not
apparent had the effect of increasing the Trichogramma parasitism very
markedly. This, however, did not appear to result in the corresponding
decrease in fruit -worm injury that might reasonably have been expected.
Possibly the destruction of predacious forms (ants, spiders, etc.) caused
by the reflow largely offset the advantage that otherwise would have been
obtained from the increase in parasitism.
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Table 19. — Effect of June Refioxo on Amount of Trichogramma
Parasitism.
Tests.
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and beach plums {Prunus maritima Wang.). They ate black cherries
(Prunus serotina Ehrh.) very sparingly and the berries of Viburnum
cassinoides L. not at all. They would not feed in confinement on cran-
berry leaves.
Bog Management.
The cranberry investigations have now been carried on at the substation
for six years. Each year has added something to the knowledge of the
problems connected with the growing of this fruit. Many of the findings
taken by themselves may seem to have no practical significance, but a
stage in the work has now been reached in which the writer is beginning to
assemble results in the hope of coming to definite conclusions as to what
general changes in bog management, if any, are advisable. Certain ideas
in this connection have presented themselves during the past year, and
it seems best to discuss some of them in this report. It should be under-
stood, however, that these ideas are not advanced as methods that have
been proved to work to advantage. They are brought out here merely
for the consideration of Massachusetts growers and in the hope that some
will assist in testing them by trying them out on their own bogs.
The interest of the cranberry grower is seldom confined to the control
of any one pest or to the solution of any other one problem of the industry
as a thing by itself. His main business is not fighting fruit worms, but
raising cranberries. The cost of resanding interests him less than the
annual net return from his crop. In dealing with the many difficulties
connected with the business, he must, if he is to succeed, keep clearly in
mind the fact that his main problem — the problem which ultimately will
command his every endeavor and around which all his minor interests
must center— is really this : Hoiv to make cranberry growing pay the
largest possible net return on the capital invested.
The net return is what is left of the proceeds of the sale of the berries
after the cost of production and marketing has been taken out. With a
given amount of capital invested and a given acreage under cultivation,
this return may be increased either by a rise in the selling price of the fruit,
the cost of production and marketing being more or less fixed; or by a
lowering of the cost of production and marketing, the selling price being
comparatively fixed; or by an increase in the selling price accompanied
by a reduction in the cost of production and marketing. To enlarge upon
these self-evident facts would be superfluous. They are only a part of
the common experience in every walk of life. A man may "get ahead"
in the world either by the good fortune of an increased income or by
simplicity and economy in living.
In its beginnings, the cranberry industry was in the position of a man
blessed with a large income, because cranberries commanded high prices
in the markets. Strict economy was not, therefore, absolutely essential
to success. During the last fev/ years, however, prices have been com-
paratively low, and there seems to be no immediate prospect of their
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permanent return to higher levels. Cranberry growing has, therefore,
now reached the stage where it is necessary to learn to produce the fruit
and market it at the least possible expense to make sure of getting satis-
factory returns. In other words, the industry is now in the position of a
man who must live simply in order to succeed.
Much has been said recently about advertising cranberries extensively
with a view to enlarging the market by this means. While the possibilities
connected with advertising should not be overlooked, cranberries probably
will not be found to be an exception to the general rule that good fruit is
its o;^^! best advertisement. The growers of other kinds of fruit have made
tremendous strides during the past decade in the attention which they
give to the quality and condition of their products. Cranberry growers
probably will find before long that they must give a like attention to the
quality of their fruit if they are to compete successfully. Some of the
things which should receive attention in this connection have already been
mentioned in the discussion of the storage tests, and many other improve-
ments in the methods of preparing cranberries for market are doubtless
possible. The growers could probably do much to extend their market and
maintain prices by giving their united attention to these neglected features
of the business.
With the general conditions at present attending the cranberry industry
brought to mind by the foregoing remarks, the reader will be in a posi-
tion to more clearly comprehend the main problem of the cranberry
grower if it is restated in this way: How to grow and market cranberries
of superior quality with the least possible expense.
It is in connection with the matter of the reduction of expense in the
growing of cranberries that the writer is here about to suggest a new plan
of bog management. To begin with, it must be stated that the con-
templated changes in methods probably cannot be applied with satis-
factory results on all bogs. They may not be feasible on bogs with ex-
ceptionally rich bottoms, on account of the tendency to excessive vine
growth. They may not be justified on bogs that produce average annual
crops of over 60 barrels to the acre. Most bogs, however, do not pro-
duce a yearly average of 60 barrels per acre. The suggestions are there-
fore advanced with considerable confidence that they may be applied by
most Massachusetts growers.
The idea of the writer is this: Groicers are unwise in attempting to raise
a crop of cranberries from the same area every year. In so doing they go to
needless expense in the care of the bogs and the harvesting of the berries,
and frequently throw away money in onlj^ partially successful attempts
to control the insect pests, hi the opinion of the writer a substantial reduc-
tion in the cost of growing cranberries coidd be effected, icithout lessening the
per acre production, by the adoption of the plan of cropping only every other
year as a regular program.
To begin the argument in favor of cropping every other j^ear instead
of every year, the writer will make this statement for the consideration of
Massachusetts cranberry growers in general, for their approval or dis-
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approval : If any bog that does not yield an average annual crop of more
than 50 barrels to the acre fails completely to produce a crop one j^ear
(the vines being uninjured), it will, if it is properly cared for and meets
with no accidents (such as frost, fire, hail or excessive insect injury),
yield the following j^ear at double its average annual rate of production.
If this assertion is correct, it goes without question that the plan of cropping
every other year may be adopted without fear of reducing the average
yearly production of a bog. On the other hand, the writer proposes to
show how an actual increase in production might result from such a
change.
If the plan of cropping every other year were adopted, it would probably
be carried out in somewhat different ways on different classes of bogs.
In any case, it would call for the deliberate prevention of the development
of a crop, in some way, by the management of the flowage, every other
year. For bogs abundantly su'p'plied with water for reflowage the writer
suggests the following program : —
Begin by resanding the bog some fall after it has produced a heavy
crop. This will reduce the tip worm infestation for the following season
to a minimum, with the result that, barring accident, a good bud forma-
tion will be assured. Hold the winter flowage the following spring until
the 20th of May, thus reducing to a minimum the fruit worm infestation
already on the bog. Then reflow in June to destroy the first brood of the
black-head fire-worm, and again in July to kill out whatever there may be
of a scattering second brood. Reflow in full bloom for as long a time
as may be necessary to destroy the prospective crop, and, finally, reflow
for two or three days some time in August to destroy whatever girdler
worms may be at work.
Treated in this way, the bog should be practically entirely free from
insect enemies when it is flooded for the winter. It should be free from
the fruit worm as well as from the other important pests, for the worms
of the previous year will have been drowned out by the late holding of
the winter flowage, and whatever subsequent infestation may have come
from the upland will have perished or gone elsewhere because of the lack
of food on the bog. In addition to being free from insects, the bog should
have a maximum bud development for the following year, as the vines,
not having been called upon to produce a crop, will be full of strength, and
the tips will have had no chance to be injured to any extent by either the
fire-worm or the tip worm. Moreover, the good condition of the vines will
not have been impaired by the disturbance incident either to the picking
of a crop or to resanding. The bog should, therefore, start the following
season, the season in which the crop is to be produced, in the best possible
condition in every respect. Under such conditions a bog could hardly
fail, barring accident, to produce its maximum crop. It will be seen that
this program calls not only for the prevention of the development of the
crop every other year, but also for the using of every opportunity^, in the
year of nonproduction, to definitely prepare the bog, in every possible
way, to do its utmost the following year.
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For bogs ickich are winter flowed but cannot be reflowed the following plan
of procedure is suggested: —
Begin, as before, by resanding the bog some fall when its general condi-
tion promises a light crop for the following season, to reduce the tip worm
infestation. Hold the winter flowage the following spring as late as may
be necessary to exterminate the black-head fire-worm and destroy the
prospective crop. Just how late the flowage would have to be held to
accomplish these two objects cannot yet be stated, but the 1st of July
would probably, as a rule, be about the right date to let the water off.
This late holding of the winter flowage would clear the bog of the fruit
worm and probably of the girdler also, and the vines, not being taxed by
a crop, would have abundant opportunity to develop and bud for the
winter; and there should be, as on the bogs with reflowage above dis-
cussed, no considerable interference with the bud development from
either the tip worm or the fire-worm.
These suggestions may seem unwise on account of the great danger of
frost injury on bogs of this class. It is true that, with the proposed changes
in the management of these bogs, means of frost protection would have
to be provided to insure the crop when produced. Unfortunately, as stated
on the first page of this report, tobacco shade cloth has not yet proved its
usefulness for this purpose; but, with most bogs of this class, a satis-
factory method of protection would probably be afforded by the conserva-
tion and proper handling of the winter flowage by means of low dikes and
small pumping plants, the bogs being divided and a crop being produced
on one part of their area one year and on the other part the next year.
The flowage would be conserved on the part which was not producing a
crop and would be let on to the part where the crop was being produced,
when protection from frost was needed, and then be pumped back again.
Handled in this way the winter flowage could be conserved to a far greater
extent than is at present possible, for when it was all pumped on to one
part of the bog its surface would be greatly reduced and its evaporation
consequently be much lessened. It might be necessary in some cases to
offset the loss from evaporation and seepage by providing a small acces-
sory water supply by pumping through a small pipe, perhaps for some
distance, either from the ground or from a pond or stream. Drainage,
while the water was being held, would usually have to be accomplished
by pumping.
The possible advantages connected with cropping every other j'ear on
flowed bogs may be summed up under the following heads: —
1. Care of the Bogs. — The weeds probably would be considerably re-
duced by the late holding of the winter flowage and a small reduction in
expense thus effected.
Resanding every other fall is suggested above as a part of this program.
The sanding plots on the station bog have seemed thus far to show that
the main advantages of resanding, aside from that of providing a certain de-
gree of frost protection, are its effects in keeping down the tip worm and the
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girdler. With the new scheme of management these insects probably might
be satisfactorily controlled by the very late holding of the winter flowage,
and frequent resanding be thereby rendered unnecessary. As the writer's
experiments have shown that resanding has a strong tendency to injure the
keeping quality of the fruit, it will be seen that, with this plan, the advisa-
bility of the use of sand, after a bog has become well vined over, would be
strictly on probation. If resanding could be dispensed with, a considerable
saving of expense would be realized.
2. Treatment of the Insect Pests. — In the new scheme of management
no spraying in connection with any of the more common insect troubles,
except on strictly dry bogs, is called for, water being relied upon entirely
to control all these enemies on all bogs with winter flowage. Spraying
might, of course, have to be resorted to occasionally in dealing with out-
breaks of spanworms, army worms or cutworms, and the gypsy moth
might also sometimes have to be treated in that way. Spraying is expen-
sive, and the mechanical injury done to the vines and prospective crop in
the operation is usually considerable. Moreover, it is at best only a
partially successful treatment for any of the flowed bog pests.
Water used in the ways suggested should be entirely effective against
all of the commonly injurious cranberry insects, with the possible exception
of the fruit worm. Promising as it does to be by far the most effectual
means of treatment, it is, at the same time, a general remedy which may
be used with a minimum of expense and injury. This change in the
methods of insect treatment would in itself, in the long run, make possible
a considerable saving in expense.
With the methods of management at present in vogue, the fruit worm
takes a considerable toll on most Massachusetts bogs every year. The
amount of its injury on a bog in any season depends not upon the number
of berries that are being produced, granted there are enough to keep the
worms from starving, but upon the number of fruit worms that are at
work. It will be seen, therefore, that, if the plan of producing a crop only
every other year is adopted, the vines being nearly or completely barren
on the alternate years, this insect will thereby certainly be cheated entirely
out of one year's feeding every -other year. Those who realize how great
the average yearly loss caused by the fruit worm is will appreciate how
such a reduction in its work might result in a substantial increase in the
average quantity of fruit obtained. As the damage done by this insect
in the year that the crop was produced would be reduced to a minimum,
as already indicated, it having been both drowned out and starved out on
the bog the year before, it seems evident that, under this system of man-
agement, as inexpensive and as satisfactory a means of control would be
had as could be hoped for.
3. Quality of Fruit 'produced. — No one can tell how the keeping quality
of cranberries would be affected by the changes in management here pro-
posed until they have been tried out. This is a feature of the program that
deserves the most careful investigation and consideration, for, as long as
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the matter of spraying for the control of fungous diseases is in abeyance,
proper methods of bog management will have to be relied upon as far as
possible in producing fruit of superior inherent keeping quality. Much
investigation is needed in this connection, especially concerning the
bearing which water, in its various uses, has on the development and
spread of fungous diseases.
It seems certain that, under this plan, less green fruit would be put on
the market, for the winter flowage would seldom be held late on a bog in
the spring of a season in which a crop was to be produced, and the berries
would always have a growing season of good length before picking time
came, as a result. There would also be much less trouble with fruit worms
in the early shipments, for there would always be the combination of a
maximum crop with a minimum infestation by this pest, this resulting in
a great dilution of the infestation.
4. Expense of Harvesting. — The cost of picking a small crop is large
out of all proportion to the quantity of fruit obtained, for the same area of
ground has to be gone over whether the crop is large or small. With the
plan of management here proposed, only maximum crops would ever be
picked, the expense of harvesting being reduced thereby to a minimum.
Moreover, bogs would be picked and also raked after picking only once
where now they have to be gone over twice. In the opinion of the writer,
the saving gained in this way would, as a rule, hardly be less than 35 cents
a barrel.
Possibility of applying the New Plan to Dry Bogs.
Thus far the new proposals have been discussed only as they may apply
to flowed bogs. Though the acreage of strictly dry bogs is relatively very
small, the changes in question should, nevertheless, be considered in con-
nection with them. It seems possible that these changes may be applied
satisfactorily to such bogs, if the bloom can be effectually killed by spray-
ing v/ith iron sulfate or some other chemical. The investigations in this
direction have not yet progressed far enough to justify a conclusive report.
As has been shown, the fruit worm is very heavily parasitized on
such bogs, and it seems only reasonable to suppose that, if it
could be even partially starved out every other year, its parasites
might thereby receive the assistance they need in order to get the
upper hand of the pest sufficiently to reduce it satisfactorily. Careful
attention is being given to this apparent possibility of tipping the
balance of nature in favor of the cranberry grower. In the opinion of the
writer, however, it will eventually be found advisable to replace the
cranberry, on all bogs that cannot be winter flowed, with some other fruit-
producing plant that does well in acid soil, such as the swamp blueberry
{Vaccinium corymbosum).
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CONNECTICUT VALLEY ONION SUPPLY AND
DISTRIBUTION.
BY ALEXANDER E. CANCE, WILLIAM L. MACHMER AND FREDERICK W. READ.
Part I
Supply and Production.
Quantities and Regions of Production.
The production of onions is widely distributed. They are grown to some
extent, at least, in every State in the Union. Well adapted to commercial
production on a small scale the onion industry has shown a steady growth
year by year, until, in 1914, with a yield of about 22,000,000 bushels,
valued at $20,000,000, it ranked second among the truck crops of the
United States.
The geographical distribution of the onion crop in the United States
for the year 1909 is shown on the accompanying map reproduced from
the report of the United States Census (Fig. 1). A second map (Fig. 3)
shows the geographical distribution of surplus production for the year
1914, as reported by the Bureau of Crop Estimates.
A careful study of these maps plainly shows that the commercial onion-
growing area is confined to three well-defined sections: first, the tier of
States running westward from Massachusetts to Iowa; second, the Pacific
Coast States, California, Wasliington and Oregon; and third, the southern
States, Texas and Louisiana. The first and second groups include the
States producing late onions, while the third is the home of the Egyptian
and Bermuda varieties.
The total onion acreage of the United States in the census year 1899
was 47,981 acres. Seventeen States included in the above groups had
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Fig. 2. — The distribution of the onion crop in 1909. This map shows the onion-producing
areas in 1909. The dots are proportionate to the acreage.
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Fig. 3. — The surplus onion States. The relative importance of the various commercial
onion-growing States in 1914 is indicated by the black dots. Note the competitor directly
west of Massachusetts.
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36,599 acres, or approximately 76 per cent, of the total crop. In 1909
the total acreage in the 17 States of largest production was 43,151 acres,
or 90 per cent, of the total onion acreage in the United States.
The States of surplus production and their onion acreages were as
follows : —
States.
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Acreage and Production of Onions in the States of Surplus Production.
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Late California and Washington onions do not get to the eastern markets
much before the middle of August.
Beginning early in September, Connecticut Valley, Orange County
(N. Y.), Ohio and Long Island more than supply the demand. Heavy
shipments of these varieties from the field continue until about the middle
of November. Connecticut Valley storage onions, as well as those from
New York and Ohio, begin to appear in December and continue to move
freely through January, February, March and April. Storage onions
begin to move in quantity from Michigan and Indiana about the first
of February. These supply the markets of the middle west. The southern
crop is a competing factor during April and May, and Cubans and Ber-
mudas cut some figure also before the entire crop from the northern part
of the United States is consumed. A late southern crop decidedly helps
the northern storage men. The duration of the onion-shipping season
for the principal States is about as follows :
—
Massachusetts,
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Fig. 4. — The distribution of Massachusetts onions by towns in 1865. Practically none west
of the Connecticut River.
Fig. 5. — The Massachusetts onion crop in 1875. It still belongs largely to Essex County.
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Fig. 6. — The Massachusetts onion areas in 1885. Sunderland shows a decided gain.
feX"
ONION -PRODUCT/ON IN MflSSaCHUSETTS
IN 18^5
Fig. 7. — The distribution of the Massachusetts onion crop in 1895. Note the development
in the Connecticut Valley, both east and west of the river.
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Pig. 8. - The Massachusetts crop in 1905. Note how the industry has
shifted west to the
Connecticut Valley.
ONION PRODUCTION
IN THE CONNECTICUT UflLLEV
IN 1^14
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Figs. 9 and 10. - Those maps show the relative importance
of the various towns as onion-
producing centers in 1914.
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total onion acreage in Franklin and Hampshire counties was about 15/
as compared with 4,160 in 1915.
These maps show the gradual shifting of the onion-producing area from
the eastern part of the State to the valley of the Connecticut River. The
rapid development of the industry between 1885 and 1895 was a forecast
of future commercial onion growing in Massachusetts.
The growth of the industry in the valley is shown by the diagram below.
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Fig. 11.— Onion acreage in the Connecticut Valley. This chart shows the development of
the onion acreage in the Connecticut Valley over a period of years.
1 The report of the Secretary of the Commonwealth for 1855 gives the following data on the
onion industry in Massachusetts: —
County.
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Connecticut Valley Onion District.
Topographic Features of the Connecticut Vallerj.
The Connecticut Valley is an elongated basin extending through
western
Connecticut and Massachusetts. It has a slight southwestern
trend,
and the Connecticut River flows lengthwise through
its central part.
At the northern border of Massachusetts its
width is about 2 miles.
The eastern border extends southward in a generally straight
line. The
western border, however, is less regular, receding
by three successive
steps until the valley reaches the width of approximately 25
miles at
Hartford. i u- i, a
Tliroughout the area the walls are comparatively steep
and high, and
notched by narrow, picturesque gorges through which the
Miller and
Chicopee rivers enter from the east, and the Falls, Green,
Deerfield, Mill,
Westfield and Northampton rivers on the west. The surface of
the valley
is frequently broken by long and abrupt ridges and peaks.
The Mount
Holyoke range extends from New Britain nearly to Northampton,
and
then turns east across the valley which it almost
completely divides.
The Deerfield range extends from Mount Sugarloaf near
Sunderland to
the village of Gill beyond Greenfield.
In this survey we are concerned only with that portion
of the valley
lying between the towns of Wendell, Gill and Greenfield
on the north
and Chicopee and Holyoke on the south, a strip approximately 25
miles
in length, with an average width of about 5 miles.
This includes the
towns of Deerfield, Montague, Sunderland, Whately,
Amherst, Hadley,
Hatfield and Northampton, the principal onion-producmg
towns in
western Massachusetts.
Onion Soils.
The United States Bureau of Soils recognizes at least fourteen
soil
types found in larger or smaller areas in the Connecticut
Valley. These
range in character from clays and heavy loams through fine
and coarse
grades of sand to gravel. The soil known as the Connecticut
meadows,
a dark silt loam overlying a silt and very fine sand subsoil
which grows
heavier downward, is the chief onion soil of the valley. Besides
silt both
the soil and subsoil contain a considerable quantity of very
fine sand and
a little clay. ^. .
-n-
Large areas of this type of soil are found along the
Connecticut River
at Northampton and extend northwest into Sunderland.
Comparatively
large areas are also found in the Deerfield Valley and near
Northfield.
Other important soil types found in the valley, which lend themselves
to
onion growing when in proper mechanical condition and well
fertilized,
are the Hartford very fine sandy loam and the Hartford sandy
loam.
The total number of acres of cultivated, uncultivated and ummprovable
land in the Connecticut Valley onion area in the census
year 1905 is
shown by the following table. Approximately 56 per cent, of
all the
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farm land was under cultivation. In 1914 the onion acreage in this
area was 3,965, or a little more than 9 per cent, of the cultivated acreage
in 1905.
Cultivated, Uncultivated and Unimprovable Acreage in the Onion District
of Massachusetts, from the Massachusetts Census of 1905.
Town. AcresCultivated.
Acres
Uncultivated.
Acres
Unimprovable.
Franklin Countij.
Deerfield, ....
Montague, ....
Sunderland
Whately, ....
Total
Hampshire County.
Amherst
Hadley,
Hatfield
Northampton,
Total
6,334M
5,461M
2,9113^
3,292
17,999M
6,719
7,5935^
4,572^2
5,2683^
24,153H
7,5223-i
5,2751-2
1,986
4,641M
19,425
5,107^^
3,069i|
1,015
4,949
14,140M
69
428
60H
188K
746
225Ji
177
21
6
4293^
The importance of the valley in onion production is indicated by the
fact that 2,955 cars of onions, including "sets," were shipped during
the season of 1913-14. In 1914-15 the shipments reached the remarkable
total of 3,826 cars, or nearly 2,000,000 bushels. In 1915-16 the shipments
were 3,340 cars, a decline of about 500 cars, or 250,000 bushels from the
1914 figures. Farm management surveys of 47 farms in Franklin County
and 70 in Hampshire County show that on these farms in 1914 the receipts
from onions constituted 31 per cent, and 23 per cent., respectively, of the
farm receipts from all sources.
General Marketing Facilities.
The Connecticut Valley is fortunate in location. In close proximity
to all the large markets of the North Atlantic States with which it is
connected by numerous transportation lines, its shippers experience
little trouble in getting their produce to market. Comparatively short
hauls and direct routes make for low transportation rates and quick
service. The losses in transit from the valley to primary markets for
onions of standard quality are small indeed. Very few areas enjoy better
general marketing facilities.
General History of Onion Growing in Massachusetts.
As late as 1885, Essex County was the center of onion production in
Massachusetts. Onions have been raised in this county from colonial
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times, and in 1842 the first premium of $10 was offered by the Essex
Agricultural Society for their production. We have evidence that one
town raised onions on certain lands for eighty successive years prior to
1849. A history of the town of Danvers, — the most important onion-
producing town in Essex County, — written in 1848, says that approxi-
mately 120,000 bushels of onions were raised yearly, and that "probably
no town in the world raises as many onions as Danvers."
It was not until 1850 that the cultivation of onions began in the Connect-
icut Valley, in the town of Sunderland. From that date the acreage
steadily increased, and by 1875 had spread along the river through Frank-
lin, Hampshire and Hampden counties. By the year 1885 the supremacy
of Essex County in the onion industry was seriously challenged, and from
1895 the Connecticut Valley became indisputably the onion area of Mas-
sachusetts. Until the census year 1905 the town of Sunderland main-
tained first position both in acreage and in production, but since that time
it has been outstripped by Hatfield.
The nationality of western Massachusetts farmers has changed con-
siderably, particularly in the onion and tobacco industries. In 1853 in the
four western counties — Berkshire, Hampshire, Hampden and Franklin
— foreign laborers constituted less than one-fifth of the total, and those
were mostly Irish and French. In the eastern part of the State by far
the larger number of hired farm laborers were foreign. In the counties of
Norfolk, Middlesex and Essex more than three-fourths were foreign.
The influx of Poles, Lithuanians and Slovaks, which had fairly set in by
1890, has had a direct effect on the growth of the onion and tobacco
industries in the Connecticut Valley. Since that date the proportion of
these races has been steadily increasing and the onion industry, which
calls for a large amount of hand labor which the foreigners are willing
and able to give, has grown steadily. In 1895, 16 per cent, of the foreign
population in Deerfield, Sunderland, Montague, Whately, Amherst,
Hadley and Hatfield-were born in Poland, Austria and Russia. In 1905
the proportion had grown to 44 per cent. A seed fiim doing a large busi-
ness in the valley reports that its list of customers in 1895 contained the
ijames of only two foreigners; in 1915 the total number of customers in
the same territory was 198, of whom 145 were foreign born.
There has been no striking change in the methods of growing onions.
In early times the seed was planted by hand; but since the introduction
of onion culture along the Connecticut River the hand seeder and hand
cultivator have come into use. Adaptations and improvements of these
two implements have been practically the only change worth noting
in the culture of the onion.
In 1916 the eight-row horse seeder made its appearance. These gang
seeders are proving very satisfactory. They make possible at least eight
rows that are sown alike and spaced evenly, and with the tank attach-
ment for carrying formaldehyde solution an effective treatment for smut
may be applied directly when the seed is sown.
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Economics of Production. Tenure of Land.
In Franklin, Hampden and Hampsliire counties, in 1910, 94 per cent,
of the farms were operated by owners, 5 per cent, by cash tenants and
1 per cent, by share tenants. In the same year 93 per cent, of all Massa-
chusetts farms were operated by owners, 6 per cent, by cash tenants and
1 per cent, by share tenants. Practically no change has occurred in this
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industry alone, the percentage of tenants is much greater than the ratio
of tenants to all farms. Most of the tenant farms are operated by immi-
grant families, the women and children doing much of the hand labor
required for growing the crop. Very little capital is necessary to grow
onions on shares, which makes this form of tenure attractive to foreigners
with small means or large families.
Two general types of tenancy are found in the valley. The one may
be called share rental and the other cash rental. The terms of share
rental may vary widely, but the rent is usually half the crop. Under this
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form the owner pays for the fertilizer and frequently for half the seed,
in addition to supplying all the machinery and all the labor necessary to
prepare the seed bed. He also hauls his share of the onions to market.
All that the renter furnishes is his share of the seed wliich he may buy on
credit, and the labor required to grow and harvest the crop which calls
for a very few inexpensive tools.
The cash rent paid for the most desirable onion land varies from $30 to
•150 per acre. Under this form the landowner furnishes nothing but the
land. The cash tenant requires some capital; generally, however, he
experiences little difficulty in buying his seed and fertilizers on credit.
By beginning as laborers and taking advantage of these forms of tenure
many enterprising immigrants, especially Poles, have been able to save
enough to become farm owners.
Soils and Climatic Conditions.
Onions may be grown successfully under a wide range of climatic and
soil conditions. During the early stages, however, cool weather and a
good deal of moisture are essential. Later, a reasonable degree of heat,
together with a dry soil and atmosphere, are needed for the ripening and
proper curing of the bulb. The climatic data shown in Tables I and II
are illuminating.
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Frosts,^
Year. First Frost.
1913,
1914,
1915,
September 10
September 28
September 23
These tables are inserted to give the reader some idea of the climatic
conditions prevalent in the Connecticut Valley. For comparative pur-
poses the twenty-five years' mean (1889-1913) is also given. The crop
year 1914 was ideal for onions, judged from the standpoint of yield and
keeping quality, while 1915 was decidedly below the average in these
respects. Note the departures from the normal during the growing and
harvesting season, both in precipitation and sunshine.
Onions are now grown successfully in the United States on three general
types of soil.
1. Clay and Alluvial. — These soils, though fertile, usually need a
considerable amount of manure to lighten them. They are the soils
of the river valleys and delta regions near the coast. Spanish and Egyp-
tian varieties are almost exclusively grown on soils of this type.
2. Muck and Peat. — These are found in large areas throughout the
States bordering the Great Lakes. They require considerable attention
before they are suitable for onion growing. On this type are grown most
of the Orange County (New York) and Ohio onions. There are still
very large tracts of this soil awaiting reclamation.
3. Sandy Loams. — These soils, especially when overlying a well-
drained subsoil as in the Connecticut Valley and with a liberal application
of commercial fertilizer, are ideal for onion growing. The silt loam known
as "Connecticut meadows" has a decided advantage over others in that
the onions mature better, become much harder and are of better keeping
quality. The onions grown on this soil are found on the market in March
and April, and even as late as May.
In the Connecticut Valley the physical character of the soil determines
the specific crop to be grown, and the adaptability of those soil types to
such special crops has been the principal basis of land valuation for the
last half-century. The principal competing crops are tobacco, corn,
hay and potatoes.
There is still much land in the towns of Northampton, Amherst, Deer-
field and Montague which might easily be put into condition for successful
onion growing. In Hatfield, Sunderland and Whately, however, practi-
cally all the available land suitable for profitable onion growing is now
devoted to the crop and very little extension of the present area is possible.
1 Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 153, and Massachusetts Meteoro-
logical Bulletins 301-331.
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Extent of Indxistry.
In 1905 (the latest statistics available) the number of growers in the
valley was 850, and the number of bushels grown was 782,860, making
an average production of 925 bushels per grower. Ten years before, in
1895, there were but 372 growers raising 310,309 bushels, representing
856 bushels per grower.
Methods of Culture.
Under very favorable conditions with proper fertilization, tracts of
land may be continuously cropped with onions, but it seems better, and
in some sections of the valley absolutely necessary, to practice some system
of crop rotation. This will often prevent the land from becoming in-
fested with disease and insect enemies.
The methods of fitting land for onions vary somewhat with the charac-
ter of the soil, the locality and the season. As a rule, Connecticut Valley
growers plow in the autumn, but defer it as late as possible. Fall plowing
is especially desirable, because the ground can be worked earlier in the
spring, and, in this section, it is necessary to get the seed and sets into
the ground at the earliest possible date.
For surface fitting in the spring, a disk harrow or plow is used for break-
ing up the soil. This is followed by an Acme harrow or any device which
will thoroughly pulverize the surface. To give the final smoothing to the
soil before planting, a device called the Meeker harrow is used. This
consists of four rows of small disks set in a rectangular wooden frame,
two rows at either end. Across the middle of the framework is fastened
a board tilted slightly from its vertical position for the purpose of smooth-
ing the ground. The harrowing, disking, rolling and dragging are con-
tinued until the soil is smooth and mellow to a depth of 4 or 5 inches.
Usually not less than a full day's labor of man and team is required to
prepare an acre of onion land for seeding.
The return per acre justifies the grower in using a large quantity of
high-grade fertilizer. In the Connecticut Valley where stable manure is
not very plentiful growers resort almost wholly to commercial fertilizers.
Some growers find it desirable to purchase the ingredients and mix their
own chemicals, but the majority use ready-mixed fertilizers. No general
formula can be given, because the natural character and needs of the soil,
together with its previous treatment, are the only safe guides as to pro-
portions and quantity. The average cost per ton through the valley in
1914 was ^33.92, and the average application, 3,000 pounds to the acre.
Successful growers advocate applying fertilizer early in the spring, so that
it may be thoroughly incorporated with the soil by the various fitting
operations.
Seed and Sets.
Connecticut Valley onions are propagated both from sets and from
seed. Sets are small onions produced from seed thickly sown in com-
paratively poor soil. These small onions are planted the following spring
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and mature full-grown onions at least a month earlier than onions grown
from seed. Owing to the cost of the sets, perhaps averaging about 156
an acre, and their setting, a comparatively small acreage is thus grown—
in 1914 about 225 acres, belonging chiefly to the larger growers. Most
of the onions are propagated by sowing the seed in rows in the field where
the crop is to mature. Naturally, only seed with a high germinating test
should be used. Over half of the seed now used in the Connectic"ut Valley
is California-grown. A large percentage of the remainder is grown near
Milford and Wethersfield, Conn.
Fig. 16. — A good field of Connecticut Valley onion seed as it appears just before it is harvested.
Heavy winds and hail spell ruin for this enterprise.
Very little seed has as yet been grown in the Connecticut Valley, but
several demonstration plots have proved conclusively that it can be profit-
ably raised. One prominent seed house doing business in the valley
harvested from a plot of approximately 1 acre 4.30 pounds of marketable
seed. This is about one-third to one-fourth less than the California yield
under favorable soil and weather conditions. In 1915 good seed cost the
grower about $1.30 per pound and $1.50 on credit. Generally from 5 to 6
pounds of seed are required to sow an acre. The seed is sown as early
in the spring as the soil can be brought into proper condition, usually
about the first week in April.
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Varieties.
In the selection of varieties, both soil conditions and market require-
ments must be considered. That variet}^ should be selected which has
the greatest number of desirable characteristics, or commands the best
price in the market for which it is grown.
Over 95 per cent, of the onions grown in the Connecticut Valley are of
the Yellow Danvers variety. This variety, a bulb of medium size, globu-
lar in form, hard and compact in structure, with a close thin skin and a
small neck, is very productive. It has excellent keeping qualities and is,
therefore, well adapted for storage and shipping purposes. While it has
an excellent flavor, and under existing conditions is undoubtedly the best
general variety for the Connecticut Valley, it is, nevertheless, far inferior
in texture, flavor and keeping quality to the Spanish and the Denia
varieties.
A small acreage of the Red Wethersfield variety is also grown and good
yields are reported. The bulbs are large and keep well. The skin is deep
purplish-red, the flesh purplish-white, somewhat coarser and of stronger
flavor than the yellow onions. This variety is preferred to Yellow Dan-
vers in some markets, especially those patronized by the French, but in
most eastern markets the price is much lower.
Weeding.
Usually the first cultivation comes about three weeks after the seed
is sown, the purpose being to loosen the soil, which is always more or less
packed during the seeding and by rains, and to destroy all weeds. Three
to seven weedings and numerous workings with hand implements are
required, depending very largely upon the condition of the land and the
season. Each weeding costs from .|6 to .|8 per acre, according to the wages
.
paid and the difficulty of weeding. The implements employed are the
onion hoe, shove hoe, hand cultivator and weeding hook.
Economic Factors.
On an average, one man can take care of about 3 acres. This amount
may be considerably increased if he is assisted by his wife and children.
Growers who plant from 10 to 75 acres must necessarily employ a large
force of hired men, whose time is usually distributed between the onion
and tobacco crops, a number being retained throughout the year, while
others are employed for the season. During the planting and harvesting
additional day laborers must be hired at wages ranging (in 1915) from
SI.50 to $2 per day, without board.
In growing onions the amount of land per man is relatively small.
Well fertilized and cultivated, a small acreage is more profitable than a
larger area only moderately well cared for. Good onion land is worth
from $300 to $500 per acre, and much labor is necessarily required in
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growing the crop, as well as a large outlay for fertilizer; hence the neces-
sity for a small acreage per man, intensive culture and a large yield. The
outlay for equipment is a small item, because most of the labor is done by
hand.
Harvesting.
The harvesting of onions from sets begins about the second or third
week of July, varying somewhat with the season and the condition of the
market. In 1915, for instance, when the Texas crop held on long into
the summer, the harvesting of sets was delayed for fully a week awaiting
a better market. Even then they were sold to dealers for 75 cents per 100
pounds, and by them in turn for 90 cents to 1 1 to the trade. The pre-
ceding year the conditions were just the reverse; the price was 13 to $5
per 100 pounds, causing the crop to be harvested very early and rushed
onto the market.
The processes of harvesting are pulling, clipping, drying, screening and
bagging. In general, the harvest season extends from about August 20
to the middle of October.
While lifting machines are used to some extent for pulling onions, by
far the greater number are removed by hand. This is undoubtedly the
better way, because the present type of machine is likely to cut the bulbs
or to cover the roots with soil. If allowed to lie covered a few days new
roots may start and render the bulb worthless.
The time for pulling onions varies to a certain extent among the growers.
A good many hold that onions should not be taken from the ground until
the tops have bent over by their own weight and are pretty well dried.
Ripened in this way, onions are practically cured in the ground, and
after their removal may be clipped and marketed or placed in storage
almost immediately. There are others, however, who advocate pulling
the onions while still somewhat green, in fact, just as soon as they have
attained full size. Such onions, these growers believe, should be clipped
as soon after pulling as possible and immediately put into storage. Under
these conditions they will keep their outer skins, very seldom develop
roots in storage, and with curing become solid bulbs of excellent color.
All growers agree that onions must not be allowed to become too ripe
before pulling on account of the tendency to take root again, especiallj^
if the season is wet.
It would seem, then, that the time of marketing should, in part, deter-
mine the proper time for pulling. If they are to go on the market immedi-
ately the onions should be allowed to get fairly ripe. After the roots have
become dry they can be clipped, screened, bagged and marketed. Onions
thus treated will look better and, therefore, find a more ready sale than
if not so ripe or less well cured. However, onions should not be allowed
to lie on the ground very long, because the hot sun and rain are liable to
destroy the color, crack the outer skin and render them less salable. On
the other hand, experienced storage men agree that if they are to go into
storage they should be pulled rather green and allowed to cure in storage.
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They may not look so well when put in, but they keep better, and the
desirable color comes with curing.
The amount of work connected with harvesting a crop often makes it
necessary to leave onions on the ground for several days. This will not
hurt them necessarily, if they are not clipped, but clipped onions that
remain on the ground overnight are likelj^ to absorb moisture and become
spongy.
A few of the growers have been cribbing their onions with very good
results. This is done by putting the onions directly from the field, often
without topping, into 2^-bushel crates. These crates are then placed two
crates wide and four crates high in a crib similar to the ordinary corn crib,
but open at the sides. They are left there until the latter part of No-
vember, and then removed into the ordinary storage. The open sides of
the crib allow the wind to blow right through the onions. This dries them
thorouglily, and the bulbs cure down into hard onions of excellent color.
Onions cared for in this way usually sprout very little in the regular storage,
and the shrinkage is considerably reduced. The objection to this method
is that it is rather expensive due to the extra labor required. In a general
way, it would seem that the Ohio method of crating the onions and stacking
them in the field would be preferable.
Cost of Production.
The cost of raising an acre of onions in 1915, based on the best figures
obtainable, and the items among which the cost is distributed, are as
follows : —
Cost of Producing an Acre of Onions to the Landowner.
Value of land $300 00
Rent (calculated at 5 per cent.)
Tools, etc.:—
Seeder,
Hand cultivator
Onion hoe,
Shove hoe,
Shovel,
Screen,
Baskets (2),
Shears,
Rake,
Horse implements: —
Plow,
Disk harrow.
Acme harrow,
.
Meeker harrow,
Fertilizer sower,
$15 00
$13 00
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Interest on value of equipment (calculated per acre), .
Taxes on land valuation $60, rate $18 per $1,000,
Depreciation of equipment per year (calculated per acre).
Fertilizer, 3,000 pounds at $34 per ton.
Seed, 6 pounds at $1.30 per pound, ....
Labor, for fitting land and sowing fertilizer: —
•
11 2-horse hours at 50 cents, ....
4 hours' drilling in seed at $1.75 per day,
Labor, for tending crop: —
21 days' weeding,
4 days' shove hoeing,
5 days' cultivating.
Labor, pulling: —
1| days at $1.75
Total cost per acre to landowner, .
Total cost per bushel (460 bushels per acre).
30 days at $1.75,
$2
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In 1913 on 3,849 acres planted, the average
yield per acre was 336 bushels;
in 1914' the average yield per acre was
460 bushels, with an acreage of
3 965 This was the highest average
reported by the Bureau ot Orop
Estimates for the 12 States of surplus production.
In 1914 the average
yield of 86 growers scattered through
Franklin and Hampshire counties
was 520 bushels per acre. , , •
Of the 86 growers, from whom data were obtained by
personal interview
in 1914 27 growers in Sunderland reported
an average yield per acre ot
572 buskels; 5 growers in Whately, 398 bushels; 5
in Deerfield, 248 bushels;
6 in South Deerfield, 317 bushels; 21 in
Hatfield, 600 bushels; 11 m
Hadley 521 bushels; and 11 in Amherst, 485 bushels
per acre.
The following table presents the figures obtained
from the 86 growers
who were personallv interviewed by representatives
of the coUege
:
-
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Part II
Marketing the Crop.
Preparation for Market.
The onions of the Connecticut Valley are marketed as sets and as seed
onions. These are graded into picklers and primes, the latter including all
bulbs exceeding If inches in diameter.
Topping and Curing.
Very little attention is given to the curing of onions grown from sets.
When the season is at its height, it is not uncommon for onions that are
pulled in the morning to be in the cars on the way to market by evening,
it being necessary onlj^ to dry the roots a little. The late or seed onions,
however, especially if they are not put into storage, are allowed to lie on
the ground usually in windrows for a period varying from a few days to
two weeks before topping. There is danger from too much exposure to
sunshine; hence the bulbs are stirred frequently with wooden rakes, but
even then some injury to color, outer skin and quality results.
Most of the onions are topped or clipped in the field with ordinary
sheep shears. Topping machines are sometimes employed, the onions
being hauled from the field to the storage and there run through the topper
either immediately or when they are removed from storage in the winter.
These machines remove the tops, grade the bulbs and deliver them into
crates or bags. Undipped onions take up a little more room, but storage
men usually agree that they keep as well if not better than topped onions.
Screening and Grading.
When the topped onions are thoroughly dry they are cleaned and graded
by screening them. This is done in the field, and for efficient work with a
medium acreage eight or nine men are required. The men are distributed
as follows: two shovel the onions into bushel baskets; two carry them and
dump them on the screener; two shake the screener; one takes off the
bags; one weighs them; and another sews the bags up. When the
onions are screened for storage, the last two men are not needed.
The screen, which has come into use within the last ten years, has a
sloping bed of slats with If-inch openings, and sides 6 to 8 inches high.
The distance between the slats was at first 1| inches; a few years later it
was reduced to If inches; and about two years ago by some farmers to
Ij inches. This opening should not be made, smaller. Practically all
1
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contracts inatle between grower and dealer call for onions screened over
l|-inch screens.
The onions that pass through the screen are called picklers. Those that
pass over the screen are caught in bags and crates and sold as primes.
The picklers are frequently rescreened over a small screen to free them from
dirt and the ver.v small onions.
Since screening is the only means of cleaning and grading onions shipped
to the market directly from the field, too much care cannot well be exer-
FiG. 17. — Screening onions in the field. Note liow it delivers primes
into the sacks. Carefully screened onions help the Connecticut
Valley onion trade; poorly screened onions damage it.
cised by the grower in this operation. The men who operate the screen
should be given time sufficient to pick out the dirt and poor onions. Over-
loading the screen and failure to keep the openings free from dirt and
onions are practices entirely too common among growers.
Practically all the buyers and storage men of the Connecticut Valley
agree that a third or intermediate grade, although unnecessary for the
present demands of the trade, might be made with profit. This is also
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the view held by the commission men and wholesale dealers of the Boston
market. All distributors find fault with the grading done by the farmers.
Onions are frequently graded so poorly that it becomes necessary to
rescreen an entire consignment to bring it up to the' standard. This,
of course, entails much additional expense, and is one reason why some
farmers find it difficult to sell their product at the best prices. Careful
grading is not only desirable, hut it pays. Again, whether onions are shipped
immediately or placed in storage, they should be perfectly dry when put
into the bags or crates.
Labor required to 'prepare Onions for Market.
One man can top by hand from 50 to 70 bushels of onions per day.
Men who do this work receive SI.75 per day, or by piece work 4 cents a
bushel. Undipped onions usually sell for 4 cents less per bushel than the
quoted price. A gang of eight or nine men will screen and bag from 1,000
to 1,200 bushels in a day. These men receive SI. 75 per day, without
board, or, if employed by the month, from S35 to S45, without board,
making the cost of screening and bagging approximately 1.7 cents per
bushel.
Hauling.
The average initial haul from field to car or to storage is approximately
2\ miles. The average 2-horse load contains from 60 to 65 bags of 100
pounds each, so that a car of 500 bushels may be filled in a day by making
four trips. For a team and driver farmers pay S5 per day; for the use
of their own teams they should allow not less than $4 a day. This makes
the cost of hauling to the car or storage about 1.1 cents per bushel. Thus,
the average cost of preparing a bushel of onions for market and putting
it into the car or storage is about 6.8 cents, distributed as follows:—
Topping $0 040
Screening, ........... 017
Hauling - Oil
$0 068
Adding 31 cents, or the cost of producing a bushel of onions, gives a
total of 37.8 cents, the cost delivered at storage or depot.
The small grower, with the assistance of his family, usually does all
the work required to prepare his onions for market, while the larger
grower employs outside labor almost entirely.
Containers for Handling and Shipping.
To move onions in the field before screening, both bushel baskets and
crates are used. Tlie cost of the baskets is 50 cents apiece, and their life,
with reasonable care, four years. Crates largely used for storage hold
approximately 2 bushels, and cost from 25 to 30 cents apiece. Their
life is from fifteen to twenty years.
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For shipping purposes bags holding 100 pounds of onions are universallj''
emplo.yed because they furnish protection and ventilation sufficient for
short hauls. They are of convenient size for marketing and cheaper
than crates. Several dealers have tried crates holding approximately
a bushel of onions. These crates cost from 15 to 16 cents apiece, and
much extra labor is necessary for filling and handling them. The trade
was unwilling to pay for the additional expense and crates were given up.
Bags are usually furnished by the buyer. Three kinds are used by
Connecticut Valley shippers, as follows : —
1. Burlap or Cotton Meal Bags. — The cost of these in 1915 was 8 cents,
secondhand, 6 cents. Their use, however, is largely confined to the farm;
that is, to the moving of onions from field to storage. On account of
their close weave and unattractive appearance they are not suitable or
practical for shipping onions intended for sale in the original package.
2. Grass Sacks, originally Coffee Sacks. — These are strong and, on
account of their coarse mesh which allows the onions to show through,
make a very attractive container. They also permit a rather free circula-
tion of air, and make it possible for the prospective buyer to inspect the
contents without opening the bag. The cost of these bags in 1915 was
10 to 11 cents apiece. This type of bag gives character to a shipment,
and is very satisfactory both to wholesaler and retailer.
3. Woven Paper Bags. — While these have the same general characteris-
tics as the grass bags they are cleaner looking and make a more attractive
package. They are made in Buffalo and Cleveland, and cost 10 cents
apiece. The only objection to them is their lack of strength when damp.
A few bruised or rotten onions in contact with the bag frequently cause
it to break.
Bags are never returned directly and are, therefore, a very real expense
to the local dealer and to the farmer who ships his own onions. The
secondhand bags which are used come back from retailer to ragman, to
assembler, to jobber, to local dealer.
Methods of Sale.
A farmer either sells his onions directly from the field or holds them in
storage for later sale. In either case, since comparatively few sales are
made directly from producer to consumer, he is forced to market by
making use of the present machinery for wholesale distribution.
The middlemen to or through whom growers can sell directly may be
summarized as follows: local country buyers, local dealers and storage
men, traveling buyers, brokers and commission men. They perform with
more or less efficiency one or more of several necessary distributing serv-
ices: (1) collecting, gathering or assembling lots of onions, (2) grading,
sorting and bagging, (3) storing for later sale, (4) transporting for long
or short distances, (5) making sales to other distributors or to consumers,
and finding buyers and sellers, (6) financing either growers or distributors
for short or long periods by credits or advances.
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Local country buyers buy from the farmers in carload lots or assemble
smaller lots, and ship to the best available markets, selling on orders or
through the usual market channels for whatever margin they can secure.
They pay cash at the shipping point at the time of sale or delivery, and
often sell on ten to thirty days' credit. They usually buy for immediate
resale, but if market conditions are not satisfactory they rent storage for
a short period only. These country buyers are permanently located in
the community and have reputations to uphold in order to obtain busi-
ness. In addition to buying onions many of them also sell fertilizers.
Local Dealers and Storage Men.
These are easily the most important distributing specialists for Connect-
icut Valley onions; eight of them handle at present no less than 75 per
cent, of the entire output of the valley. They differ from the so-called
country buyer in that they are at the same time growers, dealers and
storage men. Being residents of the community, they know and are
known by the farmers. They pay taxes, initiate community projects and
in every way share in the life and well-being of the community.
As a class, they generally stand back of their contracts, and are re-
spected and admired for their businesslike methods of facilitating onion
distribution. Whatever may be said of some individual dealers, it is
quite certain that farmers have received better prices over a period of
years because of the presence of these primary distributing agents. They
follow the market, standardize the product and push the Connecticut
Valley onion into all the principal markets of the Atlantic seaboard States.
This class of middlemen clearly can perform a very real service to the
growers; knowing the requirements and the needs of the market, their
advice should help materially in producing more and better onions, in
putting up for market a standardized, well-graded product, and in pre-
paring an honest, attractive, uniform pack that will top the market and
stimulate the demand for valley onions.
They have a good reputation with the commission men and wholesale
dealers, most of whom prefer to buy from them rather than directly from
the farmers. Unless the present system of distribution is radically reorgan-
ized efficiency in distributing Connecticut Valley onions will continue to
rest very largely with this class of men.
Abuses by Local Dealers and Storage Men.
One charge made against dealers of this type is that they sometimes
misrepresent the actual condition of the market in order to buy at better
prices— they make the farmer a victim of sharp practice. Another
is that they effect a combination in such a manner as to remove actual
competition in buying from the growers. In other words, there is a feeling
that prices are fixed by a few who gain a monopoly. This, of course,
would result in the producer not getting his rightful share of a profit
which the condition of the market warrants.
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On the other hand, the dealers assert that some mutual agreement is
necessary for self-protection against the more or less flagrant irregularities
in grading and packing. However that may be, it is certain that consistent,
honest practice on the part of the farmer would remove a part at least of
the reasons for the alleged combination of dealers.
Still another charge is that when the crop is large, and the market
rather unsteady, dealers often refuse to buy onions excepting at under-
the-market prices and in small quantities, so that they are practically
insured against loss. On the other hand, if the crop is short and the
market steady, they are quite willing to buy freely because there is small
risk. Certainly, they are in a position to know the market, and it is their
duty as dealers to share their profits, or share with the farmer his risks
or losses during a year of excessive production. Otherwise, the charge of
selfishness is certainly well founded.
Fortunately, however, these practices are not common; many of them
arise from misunderstandings, or the trouble may be traceable to the
grower himself. The fact that the dealer knows the market and its
demands, whereas the grower does not, causes the latter to be suspicious
of anything which does not appear perfectly plain. Anything, therefore,
which will give the grower a more definite knowledge of markets will do
much toward bringing about a better feeling between him and the dealer.
Traveling Buyers mid Brokers.
Traveling buyers and brokers operating in the valley work along lines
similar to those of the local buyer. The broker buys in quantities desired
and ships to wholesale houses which have placed orders with him. For
his service he charges a definite brokerage, usually about -16 per car.
In addition to buying on orders he also sells for growers and shippers.
Carload lots are billed directly to him in the markets and, acting as the
representative of the shippers, he effects sales subject to inspection merely
upon identification of shipment.
The broker handles no funds, and his brokerage is fixed regardless of
the selling price of the onions. He should prevent unwarranted rejections
or secure proper allowances where rejection is justified. In practice,
however, brokers frequently favor buyers in order to keep in good standing
with the trade. They sometimes accept orders for more cars than the
trade demands, simply to get the brokerage with resulting low prices to
shippers. In late years their operations in the valley have hampered
the storage men in getting the maximum price for their onions.
Traveling buyers are employed by individual wholesale or commission
houses on a definite salary basis, and perform the services of brokers for
these houses alone. The traveling buyer purchases from both growers
and dealers, and thus by becoming an actual competitor of the local
dealer increases the possibility of higher prices. When a short crop is
reported in the commercial onion belt, a great many of these buyers
flock to the Connecticut Vallev. These men have less at stake than the
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local dealer and are often less responsible financially. Sales should not
be made to representatives of unknown firms until their business responsi-
bility and the accredited standing of the representatives have been carefully
investigated. In late years these traveling buyers have purchased largel.y
through the local dealers, chiefly because they then have some guarantee
that the onions will be fairly well graded; they are also protected against
the possibility of losing onions made unfit by lax and faulty preparation
for market.
Commission Men.
The commission men are dealers who receive shipments or consignments
and remit the proceeds to the shipper after deducting a specified commis-
sion for selling, which for onions is usually 8 per cent, of the selling price.
Some commission men, however, take 10 cents a bag commission; others
ask S50 per car. In New York the rate of commission is usually less
because of the larger market. Very few distributors of onions are com-
mission men pure and simple. Ordinarily they combine the functions of
jobbers and car-lot wholesalers with those of commission men. Three or
four commission men in the Boston market specialize in Connecticut
Valley onions.
In recent years there has been a decided falling off in the straight com-
mission business, dealers and farmers preferring the more businesslike
method of selling outright, either at the point of origin or at the destina-
tion. In cases where for any reason shipments are refused, commission
men are frequently called into service.
Occasionally, agreements are made between the local dealer or shipper
and a market representative, generally a commission man, for the purchase
of onions on joint account. In such cases the latter contributes his knowl-
edge of marketing conditions, and the former his knowledge of conditions
at the producing end. Such agreements have been made frequently
between certain large dealers in the valley and big commission firms in
Boston. The division of expenses and profits varies greatly in different
contracts, but the usual method is to divide net i^rofits between shipper
and market representative.
Sales for Lnmtediate Shipment.
All onions from sets are sold from the field for immediate shipment.
They are intended to supply the market after the Texas crop is gone and
until the seed onions are harvested. When these appear, generally the
latter part of August, sets should be entirely cleaned up.
A very large percentage of the seed onions of the valley is sold for
immediate shipment. Such sales are made from the opening of the
harvesting season until the first week in November. The exact quantity
by weeks for three seasons is shown in the chart of shipments (Fig. 28).
In nearly all cases the bags are furnished by the buyer.
The advantages of selling directly are obvious. The farmer gets
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immediate returns for his crop, loses nothing by shrinkage and handles
it only once. He assumes no risk of the keeping quality of the product
and possible injury through extreme weather. He frequently gets pretty
fair prices in the fall because of the competition among buyers, all of
whom are desirous of securing their needful share. This is especially
true when the crop is a short one either in the valley or the commercial
onion-growing belt. At such times the grower often reaps the benefit
of what may be termed a "fictitious local market," which is brought about
by the speculators who boost the market higher than general market con-
ditions warrant for the purpose of securing onions for storage in antici-
pation of a future profit which may or may not be realized. The dullest
market usually comes in October after the first rush is over and the local
dealers have secured the full quota for their storages.
Comparatively few onions are now consigned by small farmers directly
to commission men. Sales made in this way are for the most part limited
to transactions between growers who happen to know certain commission
men and consign to them a portion of their own and occasionally a neigh-
bor's crop. The reason for the decline in such sales is due, in large part,
to the fact that the farmer prefers to sell for cash, to assume no risk in
price fluctuations, and no quality or quantity losses; moreover, he prefers
to sell to dealers with whom he can make terms in person.
The sales to local country buyers, traveling buyers, local dealers and
commission men for immediate shipment vary considerably from season
to season, depending upon the strength of the market and the size of the
crop. In 1913 the shipments to November 4 amounted to 1,423 cars, or
approximately 50 per cent, of the total shipments for the season. In
1914 the shipments to the same date were 2,277 cars, constituting about
60 per cent, of the total shipments for the season. In 1915 the shipments
were 1,730 cars, or 52 per cent, of the crop.
An analysis of the total shipments for the season 1913-14 at one of the
leading shipping points shows the following facts:—
Total number of cars shipped, ........ 1,122
Cars shipped by 4 local dealers, ........ 947
Cars shipped by all the local buyers and dealers, ..... 1,077
Cars shipped by farmers interested only in marketing their own product, 49
Cars shipped by Boston dealers, ........ 6
A similar analysis of the shipments for the season of 1914-15 at the same
station shows that up to November 1, 4 local dealers shipped 477 cars; all
dealers and buyers shipped 624 cars; and farmers shipped 75 cars.
From November 1, 1914, to the end of the season, practically all storage
onions, 4 dealers shipped 541 cars; all dealers and buyers shipped 663
cars; and farmers shipped 57 cars.
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Sales from Field to Local Storage.
A great many of the onions purchased in the field by local dealers are
put into storage. Such sales are usually consummated early, often before
the onions are out of the ground. Onions for storage are selected on the
basis of size, general appearance and keeping quality, and it is not un-
common for the storage men to stipulate the conditions of harvesting,
curing and delivery of such onions. If, on delivery, the onions are not
all up to the standard required, the poorer are screened out and marketed
immediately and the rest stored. Onions that will store well always
sell readily, frequently at a special price.
The quantity stored naturally varies from year to year, according to
the crop and the conditions of the market. The local dealers who store
are almost without exception also growers; hence, they may store a large
portion of their own onions, and consequently buy fewer from other
growers for this purpose. They may sell their own directly and store
those purchased from others. In 1914-15, of the 673,900 bushels held
in local and terminal storages, approximately 300,000 bushels were pur-
chased from the growers for storing; of the remainder, 111,200 bushels
were raised by the storage men themselves; the remaining 276,400 bushels
were taken care of by hiring storage space either in the valley or at Boston.
Sales after Storage.
1. By the Farmer. — The onions stored b}^ the farmer for later sale may
be held (a) in temporary storages (tobacco shed, barns or cellars); (6) in
his own private warehouse; (c) in a commercial storage where he rents
space at a fixed price per bag or crate.
If held in temporary storages, onions are sold usually before Thanks-
giving Day; if held in a private warehouse or commercial storage they
are sometimes shipped by the grower himself at periods when market
conditions appear most favorable. Many of the farmers' holdings in com-
mercial storages are sold directly to or through the owner of the storage
or some other local dealer.
The quantity of onions thus held varies greatly from year to year.
If the season is a short one buyers are anxious and prices are high. Such
conditions usually induce the farmer to sell and thus escape storage charges
and probable loss by shrinkage. On the other hand, when the acreage is
large and the yield heavy, prices are usually unsatisfactory and buyers
hold off. At such times, farmers store for later sale and better prices.
2. By Dealers. — Storage men do not as a rule begin to ship before the
first of December. In 1915-16 the number of bushels shipped from the
first of December to the end of the season was approximately 670,000;
in 1914-15, 585,000 bushels; and in 1913-14, 582,000 bushels. Practically
90 per cent, of these were shipped by local storage men and dealers. These
shipments go to commission men, jobbers, wholesale distributors and
retailers in practically all of the principal markets of the Atlantic States
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and Canada. A few are consigned to Havana, and some years a large
quantity is exported.^
The general problem of the local dealer in the distribution of onions
may be stated thus: to keep in touch with general market conditions in
all of the principal markets; to buy intelligently; to slup as the market
demands; and to keep up the standard of his product without heavy
losses from shrinkage. In short, he must know onions, onion growers,
current market conditions, transportation and storage requirements, the
needs of the market, and the marketing machinery available for wholesale
distribution.
Storage op Onions.
Methods of Storage.
Onions are stored by farmers either in temporary or permanent storages.
Temporary storages are barns, tobacco sheds or cellars. By covering the
onions with hay or fodder they can easily be kept until Thanksgiving.
After this date very few onions remain in temporary storages.
Only twelve permanent farm storages were found in the course of this
investigation. Their total capacity is approximately 35,000 bushels, and
in practically every instance the owners found it necessary to buy addi-
tional onions to fill them. Such men are in a sense local dealers or
speculators. In 1914 the total quantity held in both temporary and
permanent farm storages was about 250,000 bushels.
The cut below shows an excellent type of storage for the farm. This
building follows refrigerator construction tliroughout, having three 4-inch
dead-air spaces in the side walls. The ventilators are easily worked,
and the storage is thus kept cool and dry. The shrinkage record of this
particular storage is very low, and onions have been held in it from October
until the end of April.
The capacity is 5,000 bushels, and the cost including equipment is
approxunately $1,400. The overhead charges are about four cents per
bushel, distributed as follows : —
Interest on investment, $1,400 at 5 per cent.,
Insurance at $1.25 per $100,
Taxes, $700 at .$18 per $1,000,
Repairs, 1 per cent..
Depreciation, 4 per cent.,
.
Care, etc..
Insurance on onions at 40 cents per bushel ai $1.25 per $100,
Cost per bushel (5,000 bushels capacity) approximately,
The cost of removing from storage is about 2.5 cents per bushel, making
the entire cost of storage 6.5 cents per bushel. This includes no allowance
for shrinkage, which in the particular storage is said to average not more
than 2 per cent., or approximately 100 bushels for the season.
' For the primary destination of onion shipments from the valley, see table of primary dis-
tributing points for Connecticut Valley onions, p. 103.
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Hired Storage.
A number of the growers, as well as some of the dealers, who do not
own their storages, rent space in the various commercial storages of the
valley for a portion of their product. In 1914-15 the quantity so held
exceeded 250,000 bushels. When the crop is heavy and fall prices are
low the demand for space in these commercial storages is very great.
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At these rates the grower simply delivers to the storage and, as noted
above, all subsequent charges including insurance are borne by the storage
man.
Onions are put into storage during September and October, and are
generally sold before March; indeed, in order to avoid excessive loss by
slirinkage, a good many are sold before Christmas.
Hired storage holdings may be shipped directly by the growers, but
very frequently they are sold to or through the local dealer. When a
dealer buys onions out of storage he pays for the number of bushels they
will screen, which means, of course, that the grower has to bear the loss
due to shrinkage. On the other hand, the storage charges are figured
on the basis of the number of bushels delivered to the storage, and no
account is taken of the length of the storage period.
Storage by Local Corporations or Dealers.
There are about thirty storages in the Connecticut Valley; including
two built in 1915, they have a total capacity of approximately 600,000
bushels. They are fairly well distributed throughout the valley, as shown
by tjie accompanying map. With the exception of Whately, each town
has at least three storages. In 1915 the number of commercial and private
storages, together with their joint capacity in each town, was as follows:—
Town. Storages. Com-
mercial. Farm.
Capacity
(Bushels).
Amherst, .
Hadley, .
Deerfield,
Hatfield, .
Sunderland,
Totals,
32,400
119,500
139,000
158,500
142,000
591,400
With the exception of a few storages owned by local storage corporations
all the warehouses are located on farms some distance from the railroad.
In the case of the principal storages, however, this distance does not
exceed 2\ miles.
Storage Men.
With the growth of the onion industry in the Connecticut Valley the
storage men developed in a very natural way. At first they were large
growers who held their onions for better prices. Very soon, however, they
also bought the product of others and held it. With larger quantities
in their possession and a better knowledge of markets and marketing
machinery, speculation and storing became their regular business.
Even to-day there are few exclusively storage men; they are at the same
time growers and dealers. They raise onions on their own farms, buy
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from other farmers for immediate resale, and store such portion of their
own onions and purchases as general market conditions may warrant.
Fig. 19. — Map showing the location of the prin-
cipal onion storage houses of the Connecticut
Valley in 1915.
The owners of the various storages and the managers of local storage
corporations are men well known in the valley, and farmers both large
and small sell to them directly.
Description of Storage Equifment.
The storages are equipped with crates or bins, or both. In a few ware-
houses bags are still used for storing.
1. Crates. — The slatted crate is used almost exclusively for the storage
of onions. It holds approximately 2 bushels, and permits of free circula-
tion of air. Well-made crates now cost 25 to 30 cents apiece, and with
average care last at least fifteen years. In the storage the first tier of
crates is placed on "two-by-fours" to allow the air to circulate under them.
Crates are scantily filled, so that when stacked one on top of another,
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there is at least an inch of air space between the onions in one crate and
the bottom of the crate above.
To facihtate handling there is a central alley running lengthwise through
the building. A derrick for lifting the crates is operated in this alley.
Cross alleys running from one pair of ventilators to the opposite pair
provide for the free circulation of air.
Fig. _'U, — Onion topping machine. This machine is now used by six or
seven of the leading onion growers in the valley. Its capacity is from
600 to 1,000 bushels per day. The elevator which carries the topped
onions into the bags is lowered to a horizontal position when the ma-
chine is at work.
2. Bins. — Bins for storage are usually 8 feet wide and 15 feet deep,
having portable shelves which slide into position on supports at each side.
On this shelving onions are placed from 6 to 8 inches deep, allowing a
2-inch space for air circulation above each shelf. This is the cheapest
method of storing as far as labor is concerned, and the up-keep is also
small. Considerable attention, however, must be paid to the upper tier
of bins, because the heat seems to affect onions stored in this way more
than those stored in crates. They grow and rot much more quickly.
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In order to avoid excessive loss, it frequently becomes necessary to market
the onions in the upper bins very early in the season. A few storages
are equipped with bins holding from 50 to 80 bushels, and having a depth
of about 18 inches.
3. Bags or Sacks. — Formerly a great many onions were stored in bags.
A few storage men in the valley still use them, placing the bags two or
three deep on shelves, thereby saving much time and labor of extra
handling. In years when onions are not of the best quality and the
outside skin comes off easily bags are very satisfactory. As a rule, how-
aver, dealers agree that the shrinkage is greater, and that onions so stored
discolor the bag and make it unsuitable for shipping. Some onions,
especially those intended for early shipment, are stored in this way in
practically every storage.
Dates and Periods of Storage.
The major portion of the storage onions are placed in storage during the
month of October. By the end of November shipments from field and
from temporary storehouses have ceased, transactions thereafter being
entirely with storage onions. For two months loss by shrinkage is com-
paratively small and accordingly shipments are light. In December
storage onions begin to move and by the end of March practically all are
marketed. These periods vary somewhat from year to year with the
keeping quality of the crop and the market price but, as a general rule,
as soon as there is danger of loss from shrinkage or other cause the storage
men begin to unload. It will be noted from the accompanjdng diagram
that a little over two-thirds (68.5 per cent.) of the 1914 crop was marketed
directly from the field or temporary storage from July to December.
One-third (31.5 per cent.) of the crop was put into permanent storage.
The shipments for December constituted only 3 per cent, of the crop,
but during January, February and March 25 per cent, of the total crop
was marketed. On March 31 only 3.5 per cent, remained in local storages.
Some years when the demand is strong and the quality of the onions good
a considerable quantity is removed to cold storage about March 1.
March is the period of greatest activity. In the 1913-14 season, con-
sidering merely that portion of the crop stored, 26.6 per cent, of the onions
were moved out during March; 21.2 per cent, in February; 21.9 per cent.
in January. In other words, practically 70 per cent, of the storage onions
were shipped to market during those three months. In the season of
1914-15 nearly 80 per cent, of the crop stored was marketed during the
same period. March was again the month of heaviest shipment with 35.4
per cent.; February with 25.4 per cent.; and January with 18.9 per cent, of
the stored onions.
Of the 1915 crop 59.7 per cent, was shipped from July to December.
The shipments out of storage by months follows:—
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Month. Percentage of
Entire Crop.
December, .
January,
February, .
March,
. ^
April, .
May, .
8.1
7.3
7.6
14.0
3.2
.1
Taking the 40.3 per cent, held in storage, 34.7 per cent, of them were
shipped in March, 18.8 per cent, in February and 18.1 per cent, in January.
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CONNECTICUT VALLEY QUION SHIPMENTS
FROM LOCAL POINTS 1913-14.
Fig. 21. — Note the uniformity of the shipments from November to
April.
The maximum length of time onions are held in local storage is eight
months; the minimum about one month; while the average period of
storage is approximately tliree montlis.
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The monthly shipments out of storage during 1913-14 show a remarkable
uniformity. This was due in part to the short season and the fact that
practically all storage holdings were in the hands of local dealers. It was
a good year for them. The market was steady and the demand constant.
The shipments from the valley were equally constant and helped very
materially to maintain a firm market.
CONNECTICUT VALLEY ONION SHIPMENTS
FROM tOCBU POINTS I«^I4-IS".
Fig. 22. Compare this with Figs. 21 and 23, and note how an unsteady
market affects shipments.
'- The 1914-15 season, on the other hand, shows the effect of a wavering
and uncertain market. The unusually heavy shipping to the end of
November, due to good prices for "sets" and early fall onions sold from
the field, broke down the market so completely that it continued unsteady
until the end of the shipping season. In fact, its unsteadiness, aggra-
vated by an abundant Texas crop, so affected the market for "sets"
during the 1915-16 season that many were sold below the actual cost of
production.
The shipments for the 1915-16 season show the peculiarities due to a
good season from the standpoint of price. Early harvesting was delayed
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by niunerous rains and lack of sunshine. Besides, the activity of the
buyers and the reports of the Ohio and Indiana floods gave some farmers
courage to hold the crop. This explains in part the unusually light ship-
ment for September, and the correspondingly heavy shipment for October.
The diseased condition of many crops, which made the onions undesirable
for storage, was another reason for the heavy shipments during October.
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PROM LOCAL POIKTS 1915-16
Fig. 23. — Note the exceptionally large quantity shipped in March.
Onions were held as long as possible for higher prices, but had to
be shipped in March (1) to prevent excessive loss through shrink-
age, and (2) to escape competition with the Texas crop reported to
be unusually large and early.
The shipments during November, December, January and February
show a marked uniformity similar to that of the 1913-14 shipments.
The heavy shipping in March was occasioned by the fact that onions were
not keeping and the market was good. Besides, there were reports of an
unusually heavy and early Texas crop. As a result, barely 3 per cent, of
the crop remained in the local storages after April 1.
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Cost of Local Storage.
The usual items in the cost of storage have been considered, but since
rates and methods of insurance and taxation differ in various sections,
a brief explanation of the figures used in our computation seems advisable.
The valuations of storages and equipments were furnished by their owners.
Five per cent, of the valuation was allowed for interest. The tax rate
varied in 1915 from $16.50 to $20 per $1,000; hence, the flat rate of $17
per $1,000 was used. There seems to be no uniform principle upon which
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practice among storage men and in rebates allowed because of short-term
insurance, the onions (486,900 bushels) were figured at 30 cents a bushel,
and the rate of insurance taken at $6 per SI,000 per j^ear.
Depreciation.
Four and one-half per cent, is a fair allowance for depreciation and
repairs. It was arrived at in this way. The ratio of the value of the
storage to its equipment is approximately 3:1, but the life of the building
is about forty j^ears, while that of equipment, especiall}'' crates, is possibly
only fifteen years ; hence, depreciation for crates is 6.6 per cent., and for
storage 2.5 per cent. Taking three times the building depreciation, plus
once the equipment depreciation, and dividing by four we have 3.5 per
cent. — the depreciation of buildings and equipment. For repairs 1 per
cent, was allowed.
In accordance with the above principles the distribution of the overhead
charges for storage of onions is as follows:—
Number of storages considered, ......
Capacity (bushels), ........
Total valuation, including equipment (crates, bins, derricks, etc.),
Interest on investment at 5 per cent., .....
Taxes, $17 per $1,000 on 65 per cent, of valuation.
Insurance on buildings and equipment ($1.25 per $100 on $200,000)
Insurance on onions (486,900 bushels at 30 cents) $6 per $1,000,
Depreciation at SJ per cent., ......
Repairs, 1 per cent., ........
22
486,900
$211,000 00
$10,550 00
2,331 55
2,500 00
876 42
7,385 00
2,110 00
Total overhead charges, $25,752 97
Overhead charges per bushel, ....... $0 053
In all these computations rather high valuations were made, so that
SO.053 per bushel seems a generous allowance for overhead charges.
Specific Problems of Storage.
The first problem of the storage man is to secure a sufficient quantity of
good storable onions. He solves this by purchasing early, especially
when the crop is reported short. In many cases contracts between'
grower and dealer are made even before the onions are harvested.
His second problem is to reduce shrinkage to a minimum. Shrinkage
is dependent upon the quality of the onions, the temperature changes
of the season and artificial atmospheric regulation of the storage. Over
the first two factors the storage man has practically no control except
in so far as he may select storable onions and ship immediately all other
purchases; but some years even the most carefully selected stock keeps
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poorly. This was notably true of the product stored in 1915-16. The
temperature of the storage should be kept as near 30° F. as possible by
using the ventilators.
The problem of timing shipments to conform to the rise and fall of
the market necessitates an acquaintance with the condition of the onions
in storage, transportation facilities and methods, and onion market con-
ditions in all the principal cities.
The selection of safe and reliable men at the receiving end is another
problem. This is necessary, for even honest business men are strongly
tempted to refuse consignments if
the market is on the decline when
they arrive. This is one of the
chief reasons why the small farmer
cannot risk direct shipment.
Still another problem is to keep
down the cost of doing business;
that is, office expense, up-keep of
storage, purchase of bags and labor
expense. In a large way these
costs per bushel seem to vary im-
mediately with the quantity stored
provided the storages are filled to
capacity.
Shrinkage.
The data collected from twenty-
two storages show that the shrink-
age for the season of 1914-15 was
about 10 per cent, of the quantity
stored. It is seldom less than 7
per cent, for any one year, and
hardly ever exceeds 15 per cent.,
except for onions held until the
very last of the season. The crop
of 1915 was unusual in this re-
spect. The wet season of 1915 caused the onions to become affected
with "slippery skin" and "center rot," so that losses as high as 35 per
cent, were reported. The average shrinkage, however, probably did not
exceed 20 per cent.
Shrinkage losses as well as the cost of extra handling must be considered
in computing the total cost of storage. In figuring the shrinkage loss,
the value of the onions stored is taken at $1.14 per 100 pounds, which
represents the average price paid to farmers for the three years, 1913-15.
The cost of extra handling from storage and loss by shrinkage on the
basis of 250 bags would be as follows: —
Fig. 25. — A newer type of onion warehouse.
Note the number and arrangement of the
ventilators. A portion of a roof ventilator is
shown to the right of the brick chimney.
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To regrade and sack, 5 men 1 day at $1.75,
To load and unload, 1 man 2 hours at ITj cents.
To haul to station, man and team 1 day,
Shrinkage, 25 bags at $1.14,
Total cost, shrinkage and handling.
Total cost per bushel (450 bushels), .
Cost per bushel not including shrinkage,
$8 75
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While these prices are somewhat higher than the grower received, the
farmers' prices for the same months would show about the same variation.
The table shows that the average March price is about 52 per cent, higher
than the September price.
We are now able to estimate the farmer's possible gain by holding his
crop. The table above shows a steady rise in price from December to
April. The question is whether this rise is sufficient to cover the items
of extra expense before enumerated.
As an illustration, let us take the case of a farmer who has 1,000 bags
of onions. By selling in September at the price listed he would receive
$1,620. The interest on this at 5 per cent, for five months would be
$33.75, or 3.4 cents a bag. Adding to this the loss from shrinkage, over-
head charges for storage and extra handling, we have a total cost of 33
cents a bag. The average price during the storage months is $2.18 per
bag. This is 56 cents above the September price, 66 cents above the
October price, and 46 cents above the November price. According to
these figures it would pay this farmer to store.
The general plan, however, is for the small grower to rent storage space
at 25 cents a bag. Add this to the increase for shrinkage, 11.4 cents, and
interest, 3.4 cents, and we have a total advance of 39.8 cents per bag.
Even under this plan the farmer who stored would gain over his neighbor
who sold in September and October; moreover, it appears that the charge
of 25 cents per 100 pounds is higher than necessary for the commercial
storage of onions. Of course, the man who holds his crops for any particu-
lar season must take chances on shrinkage and on receiving the average
price indicated.
Local Cold Storage.
No onions are placed in cold storage in the valley, though one of the
storages is so constructed that a cold-storage plant may be installed at
any time. Local warehouses are used almost exclusively until March,
and after that date some onions are put into cold storage in Boston and
New York where they are kept as late as the first of May.
In the opinion of a number of leading growers and storage men, a cold-
storage plant in the valley would be a profitable investment. Others
argue that since the Connecticut Valley onions must be closed out as
soon as possible after the middle of April because of the arrival of the
Texas Bermudas, the period would be too short for the profitable operation
of the expensive equipment necessary; moreover, the shrinkage of onions
in cold storage is usually high. In spite of every precaution the onions
seem to absorb moisture which greatly impairs their keeping quality.
Terminal Storages.
Terminal storages are of two kinds :—
1. Common. — Of the large quantities of onions shipped to the principal
markets during the months from September to December, a great many
are held in lofts, cheap warehouses and potato warehouses for later sale.
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While the quantity so held varies with the season it is usually large in
November and December, especially during years when the supply in the
valley is large and the market rules firm. The charge per month for
ordinary common storage is about 6 cents per bag.
2. Cold Storage. — The principal cold storage for Connecticut Valley
onions is the Quincy Cold Storage and Warehouse Company in Boston.
It is located on the Union Freight Railway, connecting with all railroads
entering Boston. It has a capacity sufficiently large to take care of any
quantity which dealers may send. Very few onions are put into this stor-
age before March. In 1915 the quantity by months held by this storage
was as follows : —
Bags.
March, 27,744
April 4,005
May 3,000
The charge for terminal cold storage in less than carload lots is 15 cents
per bag the first month and 12.5 cents per month thereafter; in carload
lots 12 cents per bag per month; if stored in barrels the charge is 20 cents
per barrel for the first month, 15 cents for the second, 10 cents for the
third and 5 cents for the fourth, making a total of 50 cents per barrel for
the maximum period stored.
Terminal storage is of great importance in onion distribution. Ship-
ments cannot always be properly gauged as to time and quantity. By
holding excessive shipments in terminal storages and releasing them
when shipments do not meet the demands of the trade the market may
be steadied to a considerable degree.
Transportation of Onions,
Local Transportation.
Onions sold for immediate shipment are bagged in the field and hauled
to the local shipping point on an ordinary farm wagon with a low bed.
While the length of wagon haul varies, the average, as pre\aously stated,
does not exceed 2| miles. The main roads in the district are excellent,
especially those leading from Sunderland to South Deerfield and from
North Amherst to Amherst over which thousands of bushels are moved.
These roads have only a few steep grades, and two horses can easily haul
a load of 60 to 65 bags.
The branch roads are generallj^ sandy and unimproved, which makes
hauling difficult and increases the cost accordingly. The average cost of
local transportation from field to local storage or shipping point is approxi-
mately 1 cent per bushel. Storage warehouses are either on the railroad
or within an average distance of 2J miles. If on the railroad, the onions
are put into cars directly from the warehouse. Those at some distance
are sufficiently near to enable a team to make at least four trips a day.
The cost of such transportation is discussed under "Storage" (page 95).
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Transportation from Local Shipping Points.
Transportation routes and the distances between the local shipping
points in the Connecticut Valley onion district and Boston and New York
are shown on the map below.
TRRNSPORTOT
AND DISTANCE
PRIMARY SHI
IN THE CONN.
01 S
Fig. 26.
Trolley Transportation.
The Amherst and Sunderland Street Railway running on the east side
of the Connecticut River between Amherst and Sunderland is the only
trolley line in the valley which has a franchise and equipment for handling
freight cars. At Amherst this electric line connects with the Boston &
Maine Railroad, running between Northampton and Boston. This
trolley freight service is used by the storage men and a number of the
large growers in the vicinity of North Amherst. It is a great convenience
in the autumn when the farmer is pressed for time, and for late winter
shipments it is almost a necessity on account of the danger of freezing
while in transit by wagon. Until December ordinary box cars are used,
but thereafter refrigerator cars are used almost exclusively.
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Until Sept. 1, 1914, the rate per carload to Amherst was $6 from Sunder-
land and $5 from North Amherst. Since then the charges have been
increased to .$10 from Sunderland and 18 from North Amherst. These
charges are considered too high, and a good many of the shippers are now
hauling onions directly to the railroad stations at Amherst, Cushman,
Hadley and South Deerfield. In spite of the heavy crop harvested during
the season 1914-15 the shipments by trolley showed a decided falling off.
The trolley shipments by months from 1913 to 1916 were as follows: —
Month. 1913-14.
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The shipping season begins about the middle of July and ends the latter
part of April or the beginning of May. The accompanying chart gives
the shipments by weeks for the seasons of 1913-14, 1914-15 and 1915-16.
Very few shipments suffer any marked loss in transit. As a rule, onions
that arrive in poor shajDO at their destination were questionable when
PRIMARY SHIPPING POINT S
TOGETHER WITH CAR LOAD
SHIPMENTS I9I4-IS .-*
Fig. 27. — The shipping points of the Connecticut Valley. This
map shows the relative importance of the various districts as
onion-producing centers by the number of cars shipped from
each station during the 1914-15 season. South Deerfield,
from which point all the Sunderland onions are shipped,
is by far the most important shipping point in the'valley.
consigned. Occasionally, however, they suffer through extremes of heat
or cold. Most of these complaints come during the early fall and the
late spring.
Methods of Shipping.
Practically all shipments are made in 100-pound bags. Occasionally
a car is loaded in bulk, but this method of shipping is not considered
advisable, because the onions are likely to heat especially during Septem-
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ber and October when the weather is warm and the onions are not yet well
cured. Until December ordinary freight cars are used, but after that
date refrigerator cars are used almost exclusively. These are frequently
lined with heavy paper to keep out the cold. In extreme weather the
cars may be heated with oil stoves.
The average carload contains 250 bags, approximately 500 bushels.
The freight rates per 100 pounds in carload lots from different shipping
points in the valley to some of the principal markets are as follows:—
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Amherst to Boston, Central Vermont Railroad, .
Cushman to Boston, Central Vermont Railroad, .
Cushman to Norwich, Ct., Central Vermont Railroad,
Cushman to Stafford, Ct., Central Vermont Railroad, .
Greenfield to Boston, Boston & Maine Railroad,
South Deerfield to Tampa, Fla., Boston & Maine Railroad,
Amherst to Boston, Boston & Maine Railroad, .
Amherst to New York, Boston & Maine Railroad,
Hadley to Boston, Boston & Maine Railroad,
South Deerfield to Boston, Boston & Maine Railroad, .
South Deerfield to New York, Boston & Maine Railroad,
Cents.
11
14
13
12
12
42
12
17
12
13
13
Problems of Transportation.
Shortage of Cars.
When shipping is at its height some trouble is experienced in getting
a sufficient number of cars. This is not always due to a real short-
age of cars, but rather to a lack of
Fig. 29. — Loading onions into the car. Note
the coarse mesh bag and the typical method of
handling it. After December 1 refrigerator
cars are used almost exclusively.
extra track for the placing of
empty cars at some of the local
shipping points in the valley. In
general, however, there is little
complaint against the railroad
companies in this respect.
More frequent complaint comes
because of delays while in transit.
Onions which leave the valley on
Thursday should arrive at Boston
the next morning in time for the
Friday morning market. Ship-
ments which do not arrive at that
time must be held over until the
following week, because Satur-
day's market is usually small.
During the fall such delays are
especially frequent making it diffi-
cult to time shipments properly.
Demurrage.
Demurrage in Massachusetts is regulated by a commission which has
accepted without any prescribed regulations the application of the "unified
code" or "national car demurrage rules" by the railroad companies.
Among other things this code allows forty-eight hours for loading and
unloading cars, such time to be computed from the first 7 a.m. after place-
ment and notice. Sundays and holidays are excluded in the computation
of time. The charge is $1 per day or fraction thereof after the expiration
of "free time" until cars are released. It also makes provision for an
extension of time when it is impossible to load or unload on account of
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weather conditions, or when serious injury would result to the freight from
loading or unloading under adverse conditions.
The New England Demurrage Commission, with headquarters at Bos-
ton, was established in 1910. All the lines in New England are members
of it, and, while each line publishes and files its own demurrage tariff,
a demurrage commissioner has general oversight of all demurrage matters.
He is "to arbitrate all doubtful or disputed cases growing out of the "appli-
cation of the demurrage rules which the shippers or the roads desire to
refer to him." As an impartial investigator and referee he attempts to
secure from the railroads their best possible service, and from shippers
co-operation by the prompt release of cars in order that commerce may be
facilitated and that efficiency of transportation may be increased. Cases
of demurrage charges against Connecticut Valley shippers are compara-
tively few.
There are certain dealers, however, who use cars for storage purposes at
local shipping points. One dollar a day is not a heavy charge for keeping
onions protected from the weather and ready to rush to market at the most
opportune time. This is not a common practice, however, being limited
largely to buyers who have no storage of their own, and to the late autumn
in seasons when the market rules firm.
Pbices of Onions.
Supply and Demand.
Statistics secured from the various transportation agencies for the
shipping seasons 1913-15 show that the primary markets for Connecticut
Valley onions are the principal cities of the New England and Middle
Atlantic States. A considerable number are also finding their way into
the markets of Canada and the South Atlantic States, and recently smaller
shipments have even been made to the Philippines, Cuba and Europe.
The principal cities, with the number of cars of onions shipped to each
during the seasons of 1913-14 and 1914-15, were as follows:—
City. Number of Cars,
1913-14.
Number of Cars,
1914-15.
Maine.
Auburn, .....
Bangor,
Portland,
Rockland,
Total Maine markets,
.
New Hampshire.
Keene, ......
Manchester,
Nashua,
Total New Hampshire markets.
5
24
81
2
147
22
14
6
II
39
96
11
212
12
34
11
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City.
Vermont.
Norwich,
Rutland
Total Vermont markets,
Massachusetts.
Boston,
Brockton,
Greenfield
Haverhill
Eolyoke,
Lawrence
Lowell, .....
Lynn
New Bedford
North Adams, . .
Northampton
Pittsfield,
Salem,
Springfield,
Worcester,
Total Massachusetts markets,
Connecticut.
Bridgeport,
Hartford,
New Britain
New Haven, ....
New London, ....
Waterbury,
Total Connecticut markets,
Rhode Island.
Providence
Total Rhode Island markets,
New York.
Albany,
Barclay Street
Brooklyn
Buffalo,
Harlem River
New York City
Schenectady, ....
Troy,
Total New York markets, .
Number of Cars,
1913-14.
Number of Cars,
1914-15.
11
4
31
707
10
14
7
26
22
27
20
30
14
43
14
10
71
59
1,173
27
57
10
70
5
30
233
189
196
36
206
22
14
107
38
16
26
479
16
8
47
983
27
35
21
13
47
38
18
34
21
35
18
13
70
104
1,589
^ 38
60
21
84
12
41
287
248
258
22
195
12
3
196
85
17
26
571
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City.
New Jersey.
Newark,
Total New Jersey markets,
Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia, ....
Pittsburgh,
Total Pennsylvania markets,
Maryland.
Baltimore,
Georgia.
Atlanta
Total Georgia markets,
Florida.
Tampa,
Total Florida markets,
Tennessee.
Total Tennessee markets, .
South Carolina.
Charleston,
Canada.
Halifax,
Montreal,
St. Johns,
Total Canada markets.
Number of Cars,
1913-14.
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Varieties of Onions handled.
The principal competing varieties and the duration of each on the New
England markets may be seen by a study of the accompanying diagram
(Fig. 31). Strictly speaking, however, three varieties take care of the
general onion trade in the New England States. They are the Connecticut
Valley, supplemented to a greater or less extent by the New York and
Ohio varieties, the Egyptian and the Texas Bermudas. Those from the
Connecticut Valley rule from September until April. Texas Bermudas
begin about April 10, and are at their height during May, June and July.
The Egyptians fill in the gap between the going out of the Connecticut
Valley onions and the coming in of the Texas Bermudas.
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explained. The growing season of 1911-12, for example, was marked by-
severe droughts which resulted in a short crop of onions, small in size, but
of excellent keeping quality. During tliis season most growers sold early
at around $1.50 per bag, which they considered a fair price. But the
buyer who sensed the situation stored and sold later at prices ranging from
$3.50 to $4.50 per bag. It so happened that the southern crop in 1912
was late and very short because of frosts, which was another lucky break
for the storage man.
Following the short crop of 1911 and the correspondingly high prices
that winter, a greatly increased acreage resulted and 1912 onion produc-
tion was overdone. The result was a record crop and very low prices.
Then came the reaction, a smaller acreage for 1913, and a yield much re-
duced by drought and the tlirips, but very good prices. The 1914 acreage
was again very large, the yield exceptional and the prices very low. In
1915 the acreage planted was about normal, but the quantity harvested
was very small on account of the exceptionally heavy rainfall and conse-
quent floods which destroyed thousands of acres in the commercial late
onion-growing belt. As might be expected the price was satisfactory to
both the grower and the dealer.
Marked variations in the supply may, therefore, be attributed to two
reasons— the price the previous season and the general weather condi-
tions during growth and harvest.
Variations in Demand.
For seasoning purposes the onion is used in practically every home, and
the demand for good onions continues throughout the year. In tliis re-
spect it has practically no competing vegetable and is purchased in the
small quantities demanded by the average home, no matter whether the
price is liigh or low. In this field the demand is stable or inelastic. In
our own markets, however, the demand seems to be increasing, due, first,
to the growth of our foreign population, many of whom are from southern
European countries and are large consumers of onions, and, second,
because the onion is used as a vegetable in an increasing number of homes
at all seasons of the year.
Wholesale Prices of Onions on Boston and New York Markets.
The weekly prices of Connecticut Valley onions per 100-pound bag for
the four seasons, 1911-15, on the Boston market, according to the Boston
Produce Market Report, are plotted on Fig. 32, page 107.
Two other charts are presented. The first (Fig. 33) shows the average
monthly prices for four seasons on the Boston market. A study of this
chart indicates among other things (1) that, in general, an exceptionally
good season is followed by a poor one, and (2) that for any one season the
September, October and November prices are fairly constant. The second
chart (Fig. 34) shows the difference between the wholesale quotations at
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New York and Boston. The figures for New York were taken from the
New York "Packer," and for Boston from the Boston "Produce Market
Report." It is evident from this chart that the differences in price in these
markets during a normal season are not very marked.
11 iXII If II H I) If
Scft. Oct.
Fig. 33. — Average monthly (wholesale-to-jobber) price for four seasons. This chart shows
that it is not always profitable to hold onions. While storage men who held the 1911 and
1913 crops profited greatly by so doing, those who held the 1912 crop lost heavily.
The wholesale prices given above are the prices which the retailer paj^s
to the large wholesaler and jobber. They represent the cost in the valley
plus transportation charges, cartage from car to wholesale distributor's
place of business, and losses and distributor's profit.
Fig. 34.
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Prices to Farmers. /
The prices paid to farmers for 100 pounds of onions in 1913, 1914 and
1915 were approximately as follows: —
1913.
August 10 to 17
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When onions are bought early, i.e., before they are harvested, a contract
is generally given by the dealer, and the price to the farmer is the named
quotation, but deductions are made if the onions are not delivered in
accordance with the terms of the agreement. To make the contract
binding, part payment on the crop is frequently advanced by the dealer.
Quite frequently the price quoted is for primes, which means that one-
half the price will be paid for picklers. The more common practice,
however, is to sell the entire product at so much per bag. In any case
the farmer does the screening and grading, subject to the conditions
stipulated in the contract. Too frequently the producer either willingh'
or carelessly fails to live up to his agreement. Dealers are emphatic in
their contention that owmers of land should supervise the screening done
by their share tenants. Only in this way, thej^ say, can the responsibility
be placed where it belongs.
The diagram below shows the variations in prices paid producers
through August, September, October and November for three seasons.
Fig. 35. -Variations in price to farmers. Some farmers must have had onions of inferior
quality or lacked bargaining ability.
A study of this diagram is illuminating. Are the conditions of the
market wholly responsible for this wide range of prices to farmers? It may
explain variations for sales early or late in the season, but it would hardly
account for the different prices paid on the same day even by the same
dealer for crops of similar quality. It would seem that the producer is to
a large extent responsible. At any rate, he is frequently not marketing
his product at the best possible price.
If price differences are due to quality then the problems of seed, fertilizer,
culture and harvesting should be investigated. If the quality is right then
the failure to get the real market value must be explained by the producer's
inability to sell advantageously. This is a problem of marketing. To
assist in the solution of this problem is rendering first aid to the farmer.
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Selling ability depends upon a great many things— a knowledge of
general crop conditions, of marketing conditions, of current price quota-
tions, of the onion supply in and out of storage, of the requirements of the
market as to standard packing and grading, and upon ability to bargain.
All these are effective selling arguments for the producer. Again, such
knowledge must help the farmer in deciding when is the best time to sell
.
One must always keep in mind that a crop sold from 10 to 20 cents a bag
less than the normal market price means a decided curtailment of the
producer's income.
In Fig. 36 an attempt is made to show the spread between the price
to the farmer, the wholesale price and the consumer's price.
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Distribution Routes.
Onions shipped from the valley may reach the consumer through a num-
ber of different channels. It is our purpose to point out only the routes
which the great bulk of onions takes, and
to note the general spread of price from
the producer to the ultimate consumer.
Heavy delivery charges and extra ex-
pense in the handling and packing of
small quantities account for the fact that
comparatively few sales are made directly
from the producer to the consumer.
There are, however, a considerable num-
ber of sales made directly to the large
retailer, but such sales are usually in
quantities less than carload lots.
The vast quantity of onions to be
moved and the limited time in which to
move them has brought into use our
rather complex process of handling them
through a chain of marketing specialists.
The principal line is from producer to
local dealer, to car-lot wholesaler, to
jobber, to retailer, to consumer. Another
is from producer to local dealer, to
broker, to car-lot wholesaler, to jobber,
to retailer, to consumer. In Fig. 37 an
attempt has been made to show the prin-
cipal onion-distributing channels. The
interlocking circles are employed to show
the rather intimate relations which exist
between certain agencies connected with
distribution; that is to say, certain firms
perform the functions of two or three
agencies. For example, firms may oper-
ate as commission men, car-lot whole- "'i" ristnoutirn cnunneis for omonai
Salers and brokers in such a way as to Fia. 37. — Main distributing channels
make it difficult to assign them to any f°^ "'^io'^s- The interlocking circles
. • 1 11
are used to represent the close relation
dehnite class of middlemen. existing between certain distributing
agencies. The heavy line shows that
n 7 T\- J •! 1- the bulk of the crop goes from growerSecondary Distribution.
^^ i^^^i ^^^^^^^ ,„ ^^^.,^, wholesaler.
Primary distribution comprises the to jobber, to retailer,
agencies engaged in the movement of
onions from the farm to the wholesale receiver in the terminal market.
Secondary distribution concerns itself with the distribution of onions
from the time they reach the wholesaler's hands until they reach the
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ultimate consumer, through such agencies as car-lot wholesaler, jobber,
wholesale grocer and retailer.
The places of the local dealer, commission man, broker and traveUng
buyer in onion distribution have already been noted. They come first
in the present system of marketing and operate in the valley, purchasing
for immediate sale, for speculation or for storage, and are agencies with
whom the farmer may deal directly.
Fig. 38. — Delivering onions for the wholesaler. These onions are deliv-
ered to the warehouse or directly to retail stores. The drayage cliarge
is 4 cents a bag.
Let US now briefly consider the functions of the middlemen who^handle
the product after it leaves the valley, i.e., those engaged in secondary
distribution.
The Car-lot Wholesaler.
The car-lot wholesaler acts as the primary distributor of onions arriving
at the markets by breaking up the carload lots and starting distribution.
He usually prefers to purchase outright through local dealers or brokers
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and sells to the jobbing or retail trade. When selling to jobbers the prices
charged are generally less than those to the retail trade. This is done to
protect the jobber and insure him at least a small margin of profit, when
he in turn sells to the retailer.
Costs and Profits.
The profits of the car-lot wholesaler vaiy greatly. Buying outright
and in large quantities he has a good chance for wide margins of profit
and aims to make as much profit on each sale as possible. Of course,
Fig. 39. — Good Connecticut Valley onions at the wholesaler's place of
business. No part of the bag needs hiding because this lot is well
graded
.
the risk he assumes is greater than that of any other wholesale middleman
in the chain of onion distributors, with the possible exception of the local
dealer.
His business is subject to heavy overhead charges such as rentals,
interest on investment and labor. The salaries of the regular salesmen
vary from $25 to $85 per week. Considering his services and his cost of
doing business his margin of profit is undoubtedly as small as that of any
middleman concerned in onion distribution. He must count on 2 per
cent, on gross sales for doing business.
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Jobber.
The jobber is an intermediary between the commission man or car-lot
wholesaler and the retailer. He usually buj^s from the former in less than
carload lots — from 50 to 100 bags— and sells to retailers or other jobbers.
His aim is to make quick sales, even on a relatively small margin, his profits
coming through the rapid turnover of his capital. The jobber's cost of
doing business is much the same as that of the car-lot wholesaler. It
includes rent, help and interest on investment.
For the rapid and effective handling of extremely perishable produce
his service could hardly be dispensed with, but in the distribution of onions
that are properly graded and sliipped the functions of the jobber are being
assumed more and more by the car-lot wholesaler.
Retailer.
The retailer is last in the chain of distributors. Occasionally he pur-
chases directly from the producer, but usually from the car-lot wholesaler
or jobber. In the early fall large retailers frequently purchase a consider-
able quantity of onions so as to escape the advance in price which comes
as soon as onions begin to be shipped out of storage. This accounts, in
part, for the heavy shipments during October and November and the light
shipments during December.
The various retailing agencies are the general store, the corner grocery,
the iDublic market and the street peddler. The retailers, as a rule, sell in
small quantities by the pound, quart or peck. Of course in the early fall
larger quantities are sold to institutions, asylums and other large con-
sumers. The retailer must add at least 20 to 30 per cent, to the price he
pays to cover his expenses and allow for a small margin of profit. As a rule,
his prices vary very little during the season. In the early fall he may get
his trade "educated," as he calls it, by filling a window with onions and
using them as a leader for a week, selling them at a very reasonable price.
In the fall of 1915, for example, a large Boston retailer sold onions at 4
cents a pound, 3 pounds for 10 cents, or 35 cents a peck. Later, the price
was 5 cents a pound, 6 pounds for a quarter, or 50 cents a peck. Another
retailer, running onions as a leader, sold them the first week at 5 pounds for
10 cents. Such sales advertise the onions and serve an excellent purpose
in that they introduce another season's product to the public.
It should be noticed that wholesale prices do not group themselves at a
certain definite level for the season, but differ even on the same day,
within the same State. This is due to the sensitiveness of wholesale prices
to such factors as quahty, grade, length of storage, shrinkage, middleman
expenses and cost of transportation.
In marked contrast to this is the retail price of onions which varies very
little during the season, although it is well known that the wholesale cost
is not the same; hence, the retailer often appears to be getting too large
a share of the consumer's dollar. The fact that in the same city on the
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same day onions are retailed at prices ranging from 2 to 8 cents a pound
shows that the retailers adjust themselves to their specific trade. Gener-
ally, however, the retailer charges a customary price of 5 cents a pound.
He needs a wide margin because of waste, the small quantity of onions
sold, and the liigh cost of doing business. This total cost for retail grocery
stores, according to figures obtained by the Bureau of Business Research
of Harvard University, ranges from 10.4 to 25.2 per cent, of net sales.
The most common figure is 16.5 per cent. If the producer is to get more
nearly his share he must do it by shortening the route between farm and
retailer or consumer, because it does not seem possible that he can do the
work of any of the middlemen for less than it is being done now; or he may
co-operate with his neighbors and handle distribution along the lines of
big business.
General Spread of Prices.
It is exceedingly difficult to analyze price figures with sufficient definite-
ness to determine price increment added by each of the various agencies
through which onions are distributed. In the first place, reliable data
on actual charges and prices received and paid by distributors are not
readily obtainable; and, in the second place, margins of cost and profit
vary greatly through the season and between different distributors.
From data collected at first hand it was found that when onions wei-e
selling at wholesale on the Boston market for 12.25 a bag, the retailer was
charging S3.50 per bag, or in smaller quantities 5 cents a pound. By
tracing this retail price back to the producer, it was possible to calculate
with some accuracy the increase made by each agency and the reason
for it.
Taking the average figures for the 1915-16 season: —
Ruling price paid by consumer per bag,
Ruling price paid by retailei per bag,
Ruling price received by farmer per bag.
$3. 50 to $5 = 100 per cent.
2. 35 = 67. 1 to 47 per cent.
1 . 30 = '37 . 1 to 26 per cent.
The farmer's price is for onions sold directly from the field. Hence,
the "spread" between $1.30 and $2.35, or $1.05 a bag, represents the
cost of the container, costs or charges for storage, shrinkage, local dealer's
profit, transportation and drayage charges, wholesale distributor's profit,
and, in some cases, a brokerage fee.
The " spread " between the wholesale price, i.e., the price paid by the
retailer and the price to the consumer, represents the cost of retailing,
losses through wastes and bad debts, and retailer's profit.
In Fig. 40 an attempt is made to present these facts graphically from
a different angle. We are to imagine a bag of onions passing from farmer
to housewife; as it passes from man to man each handler or distributor
takes the toll for his services out of the bag; in other words, each takes his
pay out of the onions he handles before he passes on the bag. Of course,
the bag grows leaner and hghter as it proceeds. A farmer delivers to the
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local buyer 100 pounds of onions. The buyer takes the equivalent of 24.5
pounds for his services; hence, he actually loads on the cars the equivalent
of 75.5 pounds. The railroad and drayman take 6.8 pounds, so that the
amount delivered to the wholesale distributor is 68.7 pounds. The various
wholesale distributors take 13.5 pounds of the 68.7, or about 19^ per cent.,
so that the retailer receives 55.2 pounds. He, in turn, takes out 18.2
pounds and delivers to the consumer 37 pounds; hence, 63 pounds repre-
sents the approximate cost of distributing 100 pounds of storage onions;
or, stated in other terms, the consumer pays as much for 37 pounds as the
grower receives for 100.
Dalivorod to
Fig. 40.— The coat of marketing Connecticut Valley onions.
Recommendations.
As a result of this investigation, the following recommendations are
made:—
1. There should be in the hands of the farmers more general and definite
information concerning the production (acreage, condition and estimated
yield) and commercial movement of onions in and from the commercial
onion-growing areas of the United States. Data from these sections are
of great value in deciding upon the proper time for selling the crop.
2. The average onion grower is not giving sufficient attention to the
problems connected with the curing, screening and grading of onions.
The quality of the crop and the condition in which it is delivered to the
buyer have a marked effect on the price. The requirements of the markets
which are supplied with Connecticut Valley onions should be carefully
studied and promptly met. This naturally demands a knowledge of the
breadth of the Connecticut Valley onion market.
The grower would do well to supply his own bags and have them properly
marked with his name and address as a guarantee of his willingness to
stand back of his product. Harvest carefully, grade conscientiously,
brand honestly and one has gone a great way towards insuring a satisfac-
tory price.
3. Most growers are unable to store because they need immediate
cash returns in order to pay existing debts. For such, co-operative selling
associations would be helpful or some arrangement by which loans could
be obtained by depositing warehouse receipts as collateral. Such receipts
are now given by many cold-storage corporations as soon as products have
been placed in their storages and, in many instances, loans are made on
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such holdings. It would seem that the local storage men might issue
these receipts to the growers whose onions are held in their warehouses.
4. The holding of onions in storages is generally advisable, but to do
this with profit a knowledge of the available supply and general market
conditions is absolutely essential.
5. To guide him in selling to the best advantage the grower should have
more exact information of market conditions and prices. At present
farmers sell more or less blindly. Newspapers, produce reports, market
bulletins and trade-papers help, but they are not sufficiently accurate
•or definite to be of much real assistance to the farmer. Price quotations
and market reports carefully compiled by State or Federal market bureaus
should be made available to all growers.
But much of the advantage gained in this way will be lost to the farmers,
iDecause they cannot hope individually to learn everything about market-
ing and distribution. Moreover, a hundred farmers can hire a marketing
expert to handle their products by organizing themselves into a growers'
mutual marketing and purchasing agency, operated on a strictly co-
operative basis.
The market demands of the producer dependable goods, packed uni-
formly and neatly, well graded and shipped regularly in sufficient quanti-
ties to meet the demand. These can hardly be met by the individual
farmer and because they cannot be met the retailer and consumer naturally
go to the various middlemen for their onions. Organization and co-opera-
tion among onion growers would help to solve many of the existing market-
ing problems. It would also assist in disposing of onions through the
auction route.
6. The onion farmer should make more use of the various agencies
"which are in a position to assist him in an unprejudiced way to produce
and market his products.
Some of the agencies are as follows : —
(1) The Federal Office of Markets, Washington, D. C. This office
assisted the Texas growers in a very definite way during the season of
1915-16. About April 1, two men were stationed in Laredo and other
points in Texas to report the movement and distribution of car-lots of
onions. At the same time representatives were stationed in twenty or
more cities of the United States where onions are shipped largely, to report
the daily market conditions and prices. The information collected in
these cities was telegraphed each night to Laredo, where it was compiled
and distributed for the benefit of those interested.
One function of the office is to assemble market information and make
it public in such a way that the distribution of the crop and the prevailing
market price can be known by any one. Each individual shipper can
guide his action accordingly^, without making known to any one else the
details of his business.
Recently the department extended this service to include the onions
produced in the Connecticut Valley. Certainly, such information covering
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shipments, receipts and market prices of onions should be of great value,
both to growers and dealers.
As a sample of the information disseminated, one of the bulletins issued
by the United States Department of Agriculture to Connecticut Valley
growers during the early fall of the 1916 onion season is reproduced below.
ONION SHIPMENTS August 24, 1916
Massachusetts, 6 (2 Boston); New York, 9; New Jersey, 7; Ohio, 4; Indiana,
3; California, 8; Washington, 10. Previously unreported; Aug. 20: California, 11,
TELEGRAPHIC REPORTS OF TODAY'S MARKET GIVING JOBBING
PRICES (WHOLESALER TO JOBBER)
BOSTON: 2 Wash reed. Mkt steady dem moderate. Wash Walla Wallas Yellow
Globes qual cond good lOOif bags mostly $2.25. Conn Valley qual cond gen
good lOOlf bags $2.25. Natives in bushel boxes $1.25-$1.35.
PHILADELPHIA: Mkt weak dem limited. Qual cond fair. 100# sacks Yellow
Globes Chios $2.25-$2.35. Ill 100# sacks Yellow Globes $2.60. Western bu
Whites $1-$1.25 Picklers $1.50-$1.75. Jerseys bu hampers $l-$2. 3 N J
arrived, 2 unloaded, 2 track. 3 Western arrived, 1 unloaded, 2 track. 1 Mass
unloaded, 1 Penn track.
NEW YORK: Unloads 1 Iowa, 3 Ind, 1 Penn, 3 N J, 8 N Y, 1 Cal, 1 Unknown
origin reed. Jerseys qual ordinary cond good dem slow bu hampers $1-$1.25
(yellows), Whites $.60-$l, Chios and Ind qual cond gen good dem slow Strd
crates Whites $1.10-$1.50 few sales 100^ sacks Reds qual fine cond good dem
good $2.50. N Y qual fair cond good dem slow bu hampers Reds $1-$1.25
Yellows $.75-$1.25 lOOlf sacks Yellows $1.25-$2.40 100# sacks Reds $2-$2.37§,
bu hampers Whites $.60-$.70. Washingtons qual cond fair overlarge dem
slow 100# sacks $2-$2.25. lowas qual cond good mkt dull dem slow 70#
sacks Yellows $2 few sales. Long Islands qual cond good small lOOif sacks
Yellows $3.50
The Federal Office of Markets also issues many bulletins on marketing
problems which may be had by addressing the Federal Office of Markets,
Washington, D. C.
(2) The Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture, State House,
Boston. This Board is vitally interested in the development of the
agricultural resources of the Commonwealth, and is spending considerable
time and money in disseminating useful agricultural information through
lectures, demonstrations, reports, institutes and correspondence.
(3) The Massachusetts Agricultural College. The college, more
especially tlirough the Experiment Station and its Extension Service, is
in a position to render valuable aid to Connecticut Valley farmers. The
Experiment Station, especially concerned with specific problems of Mas-
sachusetts agriculture, stands ready to assist in every way possible, both
in problems of production and distribution. Its various bulletins are
free, and may be had by addressing the Director of the Experiment
Station, Amherst, Mass.
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The Extension Service, through its force of instructors, its extension
schools, and its pubHcations, is bringing assistance directly to the commu-
nity and the producer. Address, Director of Extension Service, Amherst,
Mass.
SUMMAEY.
1. The commercial onion-growing areas of the United States are well
defined. Data concerning crop conditions in these areas are valuable
as market guides.
2. The Connecticut Valley by virtue of its rich soil and foreign labor
supply is well adapted to onion growing.
3. In close proximity to the large eastern markets, and with excellent
transportation facilities, onions can be readily marketed. Land suitable
for onion growing is still available, and extension of the industry is possible
whenever economic conditions warrant it.
4. Land values have steadily increased, so that good onion land sells
for from $200 to $500 an acre, and rents at $35 to $50 an acre.
5. The Yellow Globe Danvers is the leading variety grown. Red
onions are not grown extensively, because New York and the west can
produce them more cheaply.
6. The cost of raising and lifting a bushel of onions in 1915 was approxi-
mately 35 cents; of topping, screening, bagging and hauling to shipping
point 6.8 cents.
7. Onion growing on shares requires little capital, and many foreigners
with limited means are engaging in the industry.
8. The average yield per acre is from 400 to 500 bushels.
9. Wliile it is possible to crop certain parcels of land continuously with
onions, it is not advisable. Some system of crop rotation should be
practised more generally.
10. Most of the onions produced in the Connecticut Valley are seed
onions. Set onions are raised at a greater expense, but, in years when
the Texas crop is short, sets are a valuable crop.
1 1
.
Accurate crop reports from the Bermuda onion districts are a good
index as to the quantity of sets Connecticut Valley growers should raise.
12. Onions not intended for storage should be fairly ripe when pulled.
After pulling, care should be exercised to prevent rotting and injury
from exposure to sunshine and rain.
13. Onions intended for storage should be pulled while still somewhat
green and stored as soon as possible after the roots have dried a little.
14. Careful attention should be given to the screening and grading of
onions.
15. The problems of marketing Connecticut Valley onions are more
serious than the problems of production.
16. More than 75 per cent, of the Connecticut Valley onions are bought
by local dealers who are also storage men. Very few are consigned to
commission merchants.
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17. Sales to local dealers and traveling buyers are advantageous in
that the grower deals with the buyer in person and receives cash at the
time of sale.
18. Selling onions directly from the field transfers the risks of holding
from the producer to thebuj^er and turns the crop into immediately
available cash.
19. Sales of onions direct to the retailer or consumer are necessarily
few, because under present methods of distribution most car-lot shipments
must be sold through wholesale distributing agencies.
20. The local storage capacity is approximately 600,000 bushels.
21. The quantity of onions held in local commercial storages in Decem-
ber does not show very marked variations from year to year.
22. The actual cost of storing in the valley is about 11 cents per 100
pounds.
23. The average seasonal shrinkage in local storages is approximately
10 per cent.
24. The charge for hired storage is from 23 to 25 cents per 100 pounds.
25. The shipping season for Connecticut Valley onions lasts from the
middle of July to the beginning of May.
26. Onions are sold out of storage from December until May. The
month of heaviest shipment is March.
27. Allowing liberally for overhead charges, shrinkage and extra han-
dUng storages are a profitable investment.
28. Cold-storage facilities for onions may be had in Boston and New
York. Onions are seldom placed in these storages before March 1.
29. Practically all shipments are made in 100-pound bags. A carload
contains 250 bags.
30. The primary shipping points for Connecticut Valley onions are the
principal cities of the New England and Middle Atlantic States. In recent
years a considerable quantity has been shipped to the South Atlantic
States and Canada.
31. The three chief varieties for the New England markets are the
Connecticut Valley, Egyptian and Texas Bermuda.
32. A year of exceptionally good prices is likely to be followed by one
of large production and low prices.
33. The three-year average (1913-15) price to the farmer was about
$1.14 for 100 pounds of onions, as compared with the average wholesale
price for onions out of storage, which was about $2.20 per 100 pounds.
34. The retail price of onions is fixed largely by custom, varying little
from 5 cents per pound.
BULLETIN No. 170.
DEPARTMENT OP BOTANY.
SHADE TREES, CHARACTERISTICS, ADAPTA-
TION, DISEASES AND CARE.
BY GEOEGE E. STONE.
Introduction.
The general interest in shade trees, particularly in the eastern States,
well illustrated by the amount of money expended upon them and the
many questions asked concerning their welfare, has created a demand
for a brief, practical bulletin covering the various questions relative to
shade trees and their management. Bulletin No. 125, issued in 1908 by
the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station and the Massachu-
setts Forestry Association, covered the subject in a general way, but the
publication is now exhausted.
Shade trees add greatly to the desirability of a community as a place
of residence, and their aesthetic value cannot be estimated in dollars and
cents. It is no exaggeration to say that the complete destruction of all
the trees and shrubbery would reduce the valuation of some cities and
towns very materially.
Trees also possess a utilitarian value which is recognized by the courts,
and for the careless destruction of street trees the abutter is entitled to
compensation. A street tree adds value to real estate in the same way
that a sidewalk or curbing does, but while the sidewalk and curbing may
deteriorate, a tree increases in value for many years; for example, a tree
originally costing $2 to set out may be worth $150 in sixty years, which
is equivalent to 7^ per cent, compound interest on the investment.
Too much emphasis cannot be laid upon the care of shade trees. In
common with crops they give the best results under cultivation, but
unfortunately the best conditions do not always exist. Trees grow fairly
well on lawns, however, especially when the lawn is occasionally fertilized.
Conditions on congested streets are quite different. Many of the trees
on our village greens, where often little attention is given to their care,
show neglect and need of better treatment. In many places they have
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been growing for years in sod to which no fertilizer has been applied and
a hay crop removed annually, and in such cases one year's use of a plow
and harrow, together with manuring and some kind of cropping, would
work wonders in restoring them.
In applying remedies to trees it is well to be on the conservative side,
since it is a very easy matter to cause them serious injury. The dif-
ferent spraying mixtures, etc., recommended for trees are not always to
be depended upon, and many trees are injured by their use; hence a
word of caution is not out of place. Unfortunately, at the present time
it is necessary to be on the watch for fake "tree doctors" who often do
more damage to trees than good. This class of so-called "tree experts"
has greatly increased within the last few years, and in some localities
has become a nuisance. The "tree faker" is not only ignorant and incom-
petent, but is dishonest and a "divine right" fiend. There is another
class of workers who may be ignorant, but honest; and still another
class possessing some intelligent ideas as to tree work and a desire to be
conscientious, but thej^ fail to produce the best results. The men who
possess sufficient technical knowledge and skill to undertake work on
trees are comparatively rare, although fortunately there are a few com-
petent firms and professional men who are capable of giving advice in
regard to the treatment of trees.
The tree warden should be, and often is, a man of intelligence and
common sense, and one to be called upon for advice pertaining to trees.
Rkquirements of Shade Trees.
As a rule, those trees should be planted which are known to tlirive
well in the particular environment under consideration. The fact that
a tree does not grow naturally in one locality is no evidence that it will
not thrive in some other, and it is well known that species of trees peculiar
to wet places will grow in those inclined to be dry; but there is a limit
to the adaptabilitj^ of trees as regards their best growth and development
which should be taken into consideration. A species naturally adapted
to a wet environment is more likely to suffer from the effects of extreme
meteorological conditions when planted in a dry situation than one
normal to such places. The nature of the soil environment is, therefore,
important; and there are many other factors which enter very largely
into the problem of selection and planting of shade trees. Naturally
there is a considerable difference of opinion in regard to what are the
best trees to plant. It is important, therefore, to choose those species
which are best adapted to the conditions under which they are to be
grown, all trees having their weaknesses and defects, and perfection being
no more common to trees than to the human race. The past decade has
been characterized by extremely erratic conditions, such as unprecedented
drought during the growing season, and severe winters, both of which
have been responsible for so much deterioration of trees that the question
of selecting resistant types has been a vexing one. Moreover, the presence
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of destructive insects and fungous pests, wliich heretofore have not been
troublesome, has rendered the problem still more perplexing.
Some of the factors which enter into the problem of selecting species
and varieties for shade trees are the following: —
Adaptability to Climatic Condilions.
One of the first requisites in selecting a tree for street planting is a
knowledge of its climatic requirements. Many species of trees are likely to
suffer from extreme meteorological conditions, and even species indigenous
to a certain region ma)^ prove a failure when planted in a city or town as
shade or street trees. There are also certain species which have their
limitations as regards climate, such as some Japanese varieties, and in
planting this should be taken into account. Under adaptability to climatic
conditions is included the ability of a species to withstand the detrimental
effects resulting from heat and cold, wind, snow and ice, atmosphere and
soil moisture and light intensity.
Hardiness and Resistance.
Hardiness and resistance are the capacity of a species to withstand
extremes of climate and the more or less abnormal and severe conditions
of the particular environment in which it may be placed. These may
arise in part from the peculiar atmospheric and soil conditions which
are characteristic of congested settlements where the soil has been made
from various types of refuse, or may be due to the presence of large man-
ufacturing establishments.
Configuration and Conformity.
The shape or form of a species, as well as its conformity to its environ-
ment, is essential. Wide avenues demand different species from narrow
avenues; and the habit of branching, root development, height, spread
of the crown and general symmetry of the tree should be considered.
Longeiity.
The age which a species is capable of attaining is important in its
selection for planting, and while short-lived trees ma}^ have their use in
certain places for temporary growth, a longer-lived variety should be
selected for permanent effects. While the causes underlying senescence
and rejuvenescence are hereditary in individuals, the life and usefulness
of a tree may be prolonged by treatment, and its configuration greatly
modified. Some trees, such as the apple, are readily rejuvenated, while
others respond very poorly to treatment.
Rapidity of Groivth.
The growth of trees in general is quite variable. Even individuals of
the same species are different in this respect. Much also depends on
environment in the growth of trees. The modern tendency in tree plant-
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ing is to secure quick results; hence during recent years much use has
been made on streets of the Carolina poplar and soft maples instead
of the better and more slowly growing species, such as rock maples, elms
and oaks. Excepting a few rapidly growing trees like the poplars and
others, there is not much difference in the rapidity of growi,h of different
species if they are given ideal conditions. While the production of quick
growths is quite legitimate in planting, the idea of a permanent effect
should not be lost sight of; and it is possible to accomplish both of these
results by methods of planting.
Shade Production.
The amount of shade produced by any kind of tree depends on the
shape of the crown and the density of the foliage. The more rapidly a
tree grows the more quickly shade is secured. The shape of the crown
varies with different species, but may be readily modified in such trees
as the poplar by pruning. Shade constitutes the important feature in
street trees, and is perhaps the most essential qualification of an orna-
mental tree.
Root Peculiarities or Habits.
The nature of the root development is an important factor in the
selection of shade trees. Such trees as the maple and elm possess large,
spreading root systems which are generally interfered with by street
repairs, excavations, etc., while some other trees more restricted in their
root development more often escape injury. The tendency of the roots
of some trees to penetrate drainage and sewer pipes is an objectionable
feature, as is also the upheaval of sidewalks, dislocation of curbings, etc.,
which result from the root development of certain species of street trees.
Neatness.
Much objection is often made to species like poplars, horse-chestnuts,
etc., that produce litter, which requires frequent cleaning up. Some
fruits, such as the mulberry, are mucilaginous and often become danger-
ous on sidewalks. Nut trees are also likely to be objectionable on resi-
dential streets because of the nature of their fruit and the liability of
injury to the trees when it is gathered. It should also be mentioned that
certain trees — such as the staminate form of Ailanthus— which emit
disagreeable and irritating odors are undesirable.
Esthetic Value.
The modern civic requirements in street planting demand not only the
selection of healthy and vigorous trees and their general adaptation to the
physical conditions surrounding them, but the consideration of beauty,
taste and general arrangement as regards surroundings and conformity
to an intelligent treatment, or, in other words, the sesthetic and land-
scape features. At the present time city streets are often provided with
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parkways which are planted with shrubbery and trees, and consequently
both the nature of the species to be planted and the arrangement of the
individual trees should be studied in order to have them conform with
the general surroundings. This point of view of the matter is important
and should not be lost sight of, since the sesthetic arrangement of streets
and avenues adds to the value of adjoining estates in general.
Susceptibility to Insect Pests and Diseases.
Injurious fungi and insects are indigenous to every communitj'', and
many new pests are constantly being introduced, so that it is impossible
to draw definite conclusions as regards immunity or susceptibility of any
species of shade trees or ornamental shrubbery to those organisms. Judg-
ment upon the probability of injury in any particular case must be based
upon individual experience. There are scarcely any shade trees, how-
ever, which are not regularly affected by certain insects and fungi, and
they are, moreover, subject to local and sporadic attacks. Trees which
are exceptionally susceptible to insects, fungi and other injurious factors
should be sparinglj^ planted.
Commercial Importance.
Street trees are, as a rule, not planted for any commercial considera-
tion, and the commercial idea should always be a secondary one. It
happens, however, that sometimes the nature of the growth along country
roadsides is such that thinning may advantageously be done, much
good timber thus being obtained by the abutter; but this thinning should
be done with discretion. There are also quite a few trees, such as the
basswood and tulip, for example, and many shrubs, that are valuable
as honey species, and their utilitarian value in this respect should not
prevent their selection for planting. In European countries fruit trees
are often planted along the country roadsides, where they not only serve
ornamental purposes, but have a distinct commercial value in the pro-
duction of fruit.
Street and Roadside Trees.
American Elm (JJlmus americana). — This is one of the most widely
planted trees in New England, where it reaches its height of perfection.
It is generally symmetrical in outline, attaining a good age, one hundred
to three hundred years, and often large dimensions. The best developed
types are majestic and more beautiful than any other tree known. Accord-
ing to Olmsted Brothers, landscape gardeners, "there is no other sort of
tree which gives the effect of a lofty, over-arcliing canopy of foliage, wliich
observation of village greens leads us to believe is the effect mostly to be
desired." It is difficult for an elm to thrive on dry, gravelly soil, and
when located in such situations it is inclined to be lanky, develops slowly,
and is unhealthy in appearance. It is best suited to a fertile, more or
less moist soil where fine sand and silts predominate, and is well adapted
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Fi<i. 1. — The Lancaster elm.
to lawns and roadsides, but not at all to mowings. The high branching
habits of this tree render it the best type we have for streets on which
there are numerous wires. In recent years it has become infested with
such insects as the elm-leaf beetle,
and most disastrously by the leopard
moth. It has suffered more of late
from the effect of drought than any
other tree, and extreme cold has
affected its root system to a con-
siderable extent. These defects have
been the means of discouraging its
planting. The elm has a habit of
occasionally shedding its leaves and
twigs, and is sometimes affected by
a leaf fungus {Dothidella).
Slippery Elm ( Uhmis fidva) . —
Occasionally the slippery elm is
planted by mistake for the American
elm. It is, however, a much smaller
and inferior tree.
Engllsh Elm {rimus campefitris)
.
—
^ This tree, which attains a large
size, is a handsome species, and was formerly planted more extensively,
at least in certain localities. It is,
however, more susceptible to the elm-
leaf beetle than our native species.
Other elms which may be mentioned
here are the Scotch elm {U. montana),
which is occasionally seen; the Cork
elm {U. raccmosa), a tree of fairly good
size with a corky bark and of slow
growth; and the Japanese elm (U.
japonica), a handsome, symmetrical
tree of rapid growth, little known in
America. Although affected to some
extent by the elm-leaf beetle, this elm
gives promise of becoming a valuable
shade tree.
Rock Maple {Acer saccharum). —
The maples as a whole have been more
extensively used for street planting
than trees of any other group. The
rock maple, like the elm, has been ex-
tensively employed as an ornamental
tree; indeed, there is no species that has been used more widely for
lawns and avenues than the rock maple. It is one of our handsomest
trees, being characterized by unusual symmetry and dense foliage. It
Fig. 2. —Type of feathered elm.
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develoi)S rapidly under good soil
a diameter of 12 inches in fifteen
Fig. 3 Ruck nKipk' glowing in
pasture.
cent specimens may occasionally
planted on avenues and lawns to
habit of its branches,
together with its liability
to injury, affect its value
somewhat for street plant-
ing. In most situations
its real value consists in its
i"apid growth and ability
to produce quick shade
effects. It is attacked by
a leaf spot fungus {Rhy-
tuma) which, however,
does little harm.
Red Maple {Acer rub-
rum) . — The red maple is
a tree of rapid growth,
well adapted to swamps
and fairly moist places.
It has been planted quite
extensively on streets,
often, no doubt, in mis-
take for the rock maple.
It develops large branches,
usually rather low, which
should be pruned at the
conditions, and occasionally will attain
or sixteen years. In some situations it
grows to be an enormous tree, and quite
often attains an age of one hundred and
fifty years or more. The rock maple is
sometimes affected with a leaf spot,
and is more susceptible than any other
tree to sun scorch and bronzing of the
foliage. It is also quite susceptible to
frost cracks. During the past five or six
years this tree has suffered much from
extreme drought, and as a result manj*
staghead specimens are to be seen.
White or Silver Maple {Acer sac-
char imi7n). —• This species is not equal
to the rock maple, either from the point
of view of durability or of beauty, and
it is too commonly disfigured by ice and
winds. It grows very rapidly, and in
southern New England, where magnifi-
be seen, it attains a great size. It is
a very large extent, but the drooping
mM-
Fui. 4. — Avenue of elms planted close.
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time of transplanting. The foliage of the red maple is inferior to that
of the rock maple both as regards color and density. This species has
suffered much from drought and winterkilling of roots, which is character-
ized by a "staghead" condition. The leaves are often conspicuously
spotted by the fungus Rhytisrna.
Norway Maple {Acer platanoides) . — The Norway maple is a wide-
spreading tree, with large leaves wliich give a dense shade. It is well
suited to lawn planting, and is highly regarded for streets and roadsides.
The Norway maple is perhaps at the present day one of the most exten-
sively planted street trees, especially in cities. It is a rapidly growing
tree, and, at least when young, is very sjnumetrical and well adapted to
city conditions. However, whether the Norway maple will in the long
run prove equal to the rock maple as a shade tree under severe city con-
ditions is a question. When planted in unfavorable locations it is some-
times badly affected with sun scald, and the small terminal branches
sometimes winterkill and become affected with the cinnamon colored
fungus Nedria.
White Oak (Qiiercus alba). — This species is seldom planted as a
street tree because of its slow growth. Its habits of branching are not
always well adapted to streets,
although it makes magnificent in-
dividual specimens for lawns and
roadsides. It is occasionally
affected by a leaf fungus {Gkeo-
sporium) and by various insects,
and is one of the preferred food
plants of the gypsy moth.
Red Oak {Quercus rubra) . —
In former years little considera-
tion was given to the red oak as a
street or ornamental tree, although
recently it has received much well-
deserved attention. At present it
ranks among the first as a species
possessing all the required qualifi-
cations for planting. The growth
of the red oak is quite rapid; it is
symmetrical and clean in appear-
ance and exceptionally free from
injury resulting from insects, fungi
and other causes. It is adapted
to a variety of soils, quite easily
transplanted, and should be more extensively used as a street and country
roadside tree.
Black or Yellow Oak {Quercvs velutina). — Tliis oak is often found
associated with the red oak, but will tolerate much drier soils. It does
Fkj. 5. — Specimen of reri oak.
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possess, however, the qualifications of the former species, and is best
adapted to country roadsides.
Scarlet Oak {Qvercus coccinea) . — The scarlet oak is one of the most
beautiful oaks in New England. It is adapted to the driest and poorest
of soils, often being associated with the black or yellow oak. It is a tree
of slow growth, and on this account has been planted very sparingly in
the past. Recentty, however, it has come to be more appreciated. The
beautiful scarlet foliage, characteristic of this tree in the fall, is much
admired. It is well suited to dry, gravelly soil where other trees, such as
the elm, will not thrive. In some cases it has been effectively alternated
on countrj^ roadsides with some tree of rapid growth, as the Carolina
poplar, the poplars being removed when the oaks have reached a fair
size. The scarlet oak is worthj'^ of much more attention as a shade tree
than it has received, especially for suburban streets and country roadsides.
Pin Oak {Quercus pahistris). — The pin oak has its northern limit in
Massachusetts, and in the Connecticut valley, where it is found quite
abundantly, it becomes a handsome tree. It naturally grows in rich,
moist soil and often in water, and appears not to tolerate too dry con-
ditions. The s.ymmetrical, triangular or pyramidal shape of the crown
and its drooping branches give it an individuality distinct from other
trees. The growth characteristic of this tree in New England appears to
be somewhat different from that further south, as is the case with most
trees. In the north it appears to retain its youthful form longer than
elsewhere. It should be planted in soil having a texture capable of hold-
ing moisture, and the addition of organic matter is advisable. Under
desirable soil conditions the pin oak attains a diameter of 6 or 7 inches in
nine or ten years. It is well adapted to narrow streets, and especially to
lawns and parks. The characteristic drooping habit of its limbs neces-
sitates careful and high pruning when planted on streets. The pin oak
resembles the red oak in being relatively free from troubles induced by
insects, fungi, etc., and may be considered one of our most promising
shade trees.
Mossy Cup Oak {Quercus rnacrocarpa) and swamp wliite oak {Q^iercus
hicolor) are sometimes planted on country roadsides. The latter, which
makes slow growth, is adapted to wet places.
Basswood or American Linden {Tilia americana) is a native of New
England, but is seldom planted on streets, although it is adapted to certain
locations. It is a beautiful tree— with bright green foliage, graceful and
symmetrical when young, but when planted too closely it loses its lower
limbs and is inclined to early deterioration.
European Linden (Tilia sp.). — The linden has been much planted as
a shade tree, and is a good tree when young and vigorous. The tree is not
as a rule long lived, and it is often subject to sun scald and frost cracks
from which it deteriorates rapidly. It is also likely to be affected with
sooty mold, which follows the honeydew secretions of aphids. This
materially affects the appearance of the tree. There are several species
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Fig. 6. — Aveuue of lindens.
of linden under cultivation which possess distinctive characteristics, and
these have been sadly confused bj' nurserymen. The two species most
commonly planted are T. vulgaris
and T. platyphyllos. According to
H. J. Koehler,^ T. nulgaris is one
of the best trees to plant, while T.
platyphyllos is one of the worst.
Excellent types of lindens may
be seen in the Arnold Arboretum,
some of which will perhaps eventu-
ually prove superior to either of
the above species.
Horse-chestnut {(Esculus hyp-
pocastanum). —• The horse-chest-
nut, like the linden, was introduced
from Europe, and has been much
planted on streets. It grows
rapidly, but it is not, as a rule, a
long-lived tree. It is affected by
a leaf-spot fungus {Phyllosticta) , sometimes losing much of its foliage
on this account, and often many of the twigs are winterkilled and affected
with Nectria. It is also susceptible to sun scald and frost crack, and
the amount of litter produced by the fruit is somewhat objectionable.
The red-flowering horse-chestnut is occasionally planted and is preferred
by many.
Sycamore (Platanus occidentalis) . — Fine individual specimens of our
native sycamore maj^ often be seen on lawns and roadsides in New Eng-
land, but it has been used hi the past to a limited extent for avenue effects.
The sycamore has a wide range, being confined in the north to river
valleys. It naturally prefers a rich soil, and when transplanted under
good conditions it attains a large size. The sycamore will endure any
amount of pruning, and can be adapted to any street, even the busiest
thoroughfares. Much more use is made of the sycamore than formerly,
especially in cities, and the oriental species (P. orientalis) is also much
employed. The sycamore is severely affected with a leaf-spot fungus
{Gla:osporium) which often causes serious defoliation. The younger twigs
sometimes winterkill badly, but the tree will stand a great deal of hard
usage and mutilation.
AiLANTHUS {Ailanlhus glandidom) . — The Ailanthus may be termed
a "scavenger tree," as it will grow anywhere and will endure more trying
conditions than any other tree. It is frequently found growing along
railroad embankments, on dumping grounds, —• in fact, no conditions seem
too severe for it. It is used to some extent as a street tree, and excellent
individual specimens may be seen here and there. Where quick effects
are desired it is worthy of consideration. The Ailanthus, which is a native
1 Landscape Architecture, July, 1915.
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of Cliina, is often termed the "tree of heaven," concerning which Dr.
Asa Gray has well remarked that its blossoms are "redolent of anything
but airs from heaven." To obviate the disagreeable odors arising from
this species only the pistillate trees should be used for planting, the dis-
agreeable odor being given off by the male or staminate flowers, which
are often borne on separate trees. The Ailanthus apparently tolerates
obnoxious atmospheric gases better than most other trees.
Tulip Tkee {Liriodendron tulipifera) . — This is an excellent tree for
roadsides, although it is not verj'- much planted. It is probably better
Fl(i Avenue of pin oaks transplanted seven years in 40-foot avenue.
suited to lawns and country streets than to the hard usage it might receive
on city streets. The tulip is indigenous to different parts of New England.
It is a difficult tree to transplant successfully, and this may account for
its not having been more extensively employed. This species attains a
large size, developing a large symmetrical crown with handsome foliage.
It requires good, well-drained soil, and is best adapted to wide avenues
provided with generous tree belts. The leaves sometimes become badly
spotted from attacks of insects and fungi, but the loss in transplanting
and its lack of adaptability to certain situations are the chief objections
to its use as a street tree, at least in the north.
White Ash {Fraximis americana) . — This ash is commonly seen on
streets. It was formerly planted more extensively than at present. Our
measurements of a number of white ash trees which had grown in good
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soil and which were twenty-two years old showed an average diameter
of 16 inches, wliile others grown in dry, gravelly soil attained an average
diameter of only 12 inches during the same time. The white ash develops
a widespreading top, and is a fairly desirable skade tree, although in
too dry locations it may become affected by borers and scale insects. It
has suffered much in recent years from drought, winterkilling and in
some locations from a rust {Mcidium fraxini). Other species of ashes,
like the black ash, are occasionally planted accidentally for the white ash.
Cucumber Tree or Magnolia {Magnolia acuminata) has been highly
recommended by some authorities for roadside planting. It has been
employed extensively as an ornamental tree, but no attempt so far as we
know has been made to utiUze it as a street tree in the north.
Sweet Gum {Liquidambar styraciflua) is a native farther south, Mas-
sachusetts appearing to be a little too far north for its best development.
At any rate we have observed no satisfactory growth of this species in
this section. It is subject to winterkilling and frost cracks in the north.
Ginkgo {Ginkgo biloha), a Japanese species, is occasionally seen on
lawns, and forms a beautiful avenue on the agricultural grounds at Wash-
ington, D. C. Well-developed individual specimens of Ginkgo may be
observed here and there in New England, and this tree has been used to
some extent for street planting. It is adapted to a wide variety of soils,
and is remarkably free from diseases. It develops a narrow cylindrical
or conical crown, which adapts itself to narrow streets. This species is
undoubtedly better adapted to planting farther south than in New
England; nevertheless, it possesses many qualifications as a desirable
street tree, and should be utilized for this purpose in suitable locations.
Carolina Poplar {Populus deltoides), which is now quite extensively
planted, is one of the most rapidly growing species, and is a valuable tree
for producing quick effects. The Carolina poplar is especially useful to
fill in between trees of slow growth but of more desirable types. Good
avenues of this species may be seen about Boston in the metropolitan
park system, where the trees have been cut back to form a compact head.
Tliis tree, however, is subject to various troubles, and is short lived. Two
other native species of poplar, i.e., P. grandidentata and P. Iremuloides,
are common, but have no value for planting.
Black or Italian Poplar {Popidus nigra) . — This species has been
planted somewhat as a lawn and avenue tree. It grows even more rapidly
than the Carolina poplar, and possesses similar characteristics. It is
affected by a rust {Melampsora populina) which sometimes causes much
defoliation.
LoMBARDY Poplar (P. nigra var. italica) has been planted sparingly
for more than a century in New England, and has come into wider use
of late. It is used somewhat on narrow avenues, although on account of
its ascending and close-branching habit of growth it does not furnish
much shade, and is, moreover, too stiff and conventional in appearance
for most places. The white or silver-leaved poplar (P. alba) and the
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balm of Gilead (P. candicans) have been planted occasionally on streets
and near dwellings for many years. The former, which is characterized
by its silverj' leaves, grows to a large, widespreading tree.
Black Locust {Robinia pseudacacia) . —• The black locust is one of our
most rapidly growing trees, and while it is spontaneous here it is native
farther south than New England. It adapts itself to severe conditions,
and withstands obnoxious atmospheric gases better than any other tree,
but it is so attacked by borers at times as to render its use as a street tree
of little account. It is a valuable honey tree, and may be employed as a
hedgerow or screen near dwellings, and near smelters and large man-
ufacturing plants where noxious gases prevail.
Honey Locust {Gleditschia triacanthos) is a tree reaching large dimen-
sions and provided with stout thorns. It is sometimes used in planting.
Chestnut {Castanea dentata) frequently grows profusely along road-
sides and at times on lawns. It is not adapted to street planting on
account of the litter accompanying fruiting, and its rapid destruction
from the blight at present renders this species useless for any purpose,
Hackberry (Celtis occidentalis) , which is closely related to our elm,
is found sparingly in some of our river valleys, and occasionally met
with on streets side by side with the elm. During recent years some have
advised planting this tree instead of the elm, as it is said to be less sus-
ceptible to insects, particularly the elm-leaf beetle. It is a much inferior
tree, however, to the elm.
Hardy Catalpa (Catalpa speciosa) is more at home in the west, al-
though used here as an ornamental tree. With us it does not sustain its
western reputation for growth, and according to our observations it has
little or no value as a street tree in most northern sections.
Some of the willows are employed effectively for planting near marshes
and low, swampy grounds. They afford protection to roadsides and are
valuable as screens to unsightly places. The laurel-leaved or bay willow
(Salix pentandra), which attains a height of 20 or 25 feet, is used on
country roadsides and sometimes on lawns. It has dark green, glossy
foliage. It is adapted to hedges and thrives well near the seashore. The
weeping willow (Salix babylonica) and a few other forms are planted for
ornamentation and shade-producing effects.
Fine individual specimens of the black walnut {Juglans nigra), a tree
sparingly native in New England, may be seen on lawns, but according
to our observations on the results of planting this species on roadsides it
appears to be a failure as a shade tree.
Box elder (Negundo aceroides) is occasionally grown near dwellings, but
is not a satisfactory street tree under New England conditions.
The various conifers may be used under suitable conditions, such as
on country roadsides, and some use is made of them for this purpose.
The white pine and Norway spruce are sometimes planted along road-
sides, and are especially valuable as wind breaks. The European larch,
Scotch and Austrian pines, as well as our superior red pine, may be em-
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ployed advantageously for the same purpose. The shade produced by
roadside planting is beneficial to a roadbed, as it prevents the rapid
evaporation of water from the surface, and has a similar effect in this
respect to some chemical road dressings in controlling dust. Moreover,
a roadbed under such conditions retains its surface better than one con-
stantly exposed to the sun, and there is less trouble from drifting snow.
Since new plant material is being constantly introduced into the United
States from foreign countries there is a likelihood of some new and desir-
able species of shade trees
becoming available in the
future.
The large and unrivaled
collection of trees to be
seen in the Arnold Arbo-
retum, Jamaica Plain,
Mass., furnishes good ex-
amples for consideration.
According to the most
experienced planters the
trees best suited for street
purposes in New England
are as follows: elm, rock,
ichite, red and Norway
maples, red, scarlet and
pin oaks, basswood, tulip
tree. Ginkgo, cucumber
tree, hackberry, English
elm, horse-chestnut, syca-
more and white ash.
For wide avenues large
species such as the elm,
rock and white maples,
tidip tree, sycamore, etc.,
are recommended; and for narrow streets the pin oak, Norway maple,
sweet gum, catalpa. Ginkgo and horse-chestnut. For severe conditions
the English elm, horse-chestnut, linden and Ailanthus are considered
the most desirable species. No fixed rule, however, can be laid down
as regards the use of the different species of trees for wide, medium
or narrow streets, as different effects in planting are often sought.
Indeed, one of the most serious defects in planting of all kinds is the lack
of originality. Imitation in methods, the constant use of certain species
and varieties, and the extreme conventional effects often produced be-
come wearisome, wliile the marked diversity of Nature's planting, always
resourceful in producing harmonious effects, never becomes tiresome. In
general, however, the large type of shade tree, like the elm, maple and
others, should be used on wide streets, and those having a more pyram-
FiG. 8. — Street with ideal tree belt. (See Fig. 13.)
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idal type of crown are better suited for narrow avenues. In considering
the problem of the selection of shade trees it should be borne in mind
that there exists much variation in their habit of growth due to the con-
ditions under which they are grown, and what may do well in one loca-
tion will be more or less of a failure in another. There exists a marked
variation in the growth of trees, even of the same species, in a restricted
territory, and one can find much variation in their mode of development,
such as habit of branching, size and color of leaves, height to wliich the}''
grow, and age to which they attain, — in short, their general configura-
tion. The elm grows quite differentlj' in the north than in the south,
and even in New England manj'^ specific types may be met which are
characteristic of special localities. Hence, in order to secure the best
type of elm trees for planting it would be well worth while to obtain
them from localities which develop the best branching habits, such, for
example, as the Berkshire region in Massachusetts. There are some
species that are indigenous to the south which grow larger and do better
in their native environment than in the north.
Such trees as the magnolia, catalpa, Kentucky coffee tree, box elder,
persimmon and mock orange are much better adapted to the south than
the north, and consequently are of much more value as ornamental trees
in that section.
What shall we plant?
Perhaps the most perplexing question relating to shade trees, at least
during the last decade, is ''What shall we plant?" There has probably
never been a period within the momorv of living man during which such
severe conditions for
vegetation have pre-
vailed, especially in
the eastern States, as
in the past few j^ears.
Meteorological rec-
ords for many years
back would undoubt-
edly fail to show
similar conditions,
and even if they did
they would be of
little value, owing to
the fact that there
are important factors
other than those re-
corded by meteoro-
logical observations which greatlj^ affect vegetation and its mode of
development. The growth of trees themselves, as well as local variations
in a restricted environment, constitute a record of general meteorological
phenomena. Since trees live a century or more, these data are valuable.
Fig. 9. — Showint deterioration of elms, largely due to the
leopard moth.
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Considering the amount of deterioration in trees during recent years
many tree wardens and city foresters have been in a quaHdary as to what
species to plant. But there is reason to beUeve that these severe condi-
tions are past, and it may be a century before they occur again. One of
our most valuable and beautiful species, i.e., the elm, has been practically
abandoned as a shade tree in some places owing to its rapid and general
deterioration. There are many other species that have been affected in a
similar manner to the elm, although perhaps not so seriously. Notwith-
standing the fact that some trees have suffered particularly from various
causes, we believe that these should still- be utilized for planting, their
aesthetic and other qualifications being such that they cannot be dis-
pensed with. Moreover, affection by insects and fungous diseases must
not always be considered too seriously in judging the value of a species,
since control of many of them is possible with the use of modern methods.
It should be borne in mind that many of the pests are secondary or are
subservient to other causes.
The European cut-leaf birch, wliich has been dying off in wholesale
fashion of late, is always associated with borers, which are considered
a specific cause of the dying of this tree. Quite the reverse is true, how-
ever, as the borers are secondary to drought injury. In fact, every serious
drought period affects the cut-leaf birch in tliis manner; the roots become
dried out and the tree falls a prey to borers. Borers in trees may not
always occur secondarily to some other cause, but it is extremely rare to
find healthy trees affected with borers. As soon as a tree becomes slightly
abnormal from any cause, infection follows. Even the slightest poisoning
from gas or injury to the roots by drought or winterkilling is sufficient
cause for weakening the trees, and borers and other insects follow as a
secondary cause. There is no reason, however, why the European cut-
leaf birch or other trees should fall a prey to borers if properly planted in
a suitable soil and well suppHed with water during drought periods, prefer-
ably by subirrigation methods.
The elm has suffered from elm-leaf beetle to some extent, although
rarely is one found dying from this cause. Many elms have been prac-
tically ruined by the leopard moth. However, it can be stated as a general
principle that weak trees, or those that are under more or less abnormal
conditions, are more likely to be affected by insects and fungi than strong,
healthy, vigorous ones. In our opinion this holds true for the elm-leaf
beetle infestation, and some of our most careful observers regard the
leopard moth as secondary to other causes. The so-called "chestnut
blight" is held by some competent pathologists to be secondary to some
other cause or deteriorating factors common to the chestnut. In sup-
port of tills idea it is known that numerous chestnut trees have been dying
the last few years, from New England to Tennessee, which are not and
never have been affected with the blight fungus.
The most important lesson to be learned from the behavior of shade
trees during the past years of trying experience is that we must give more
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attention to the speeific re(iuirements of the different sjiecies of shade
trees, particularly as regards soil conditions. Species which cannot tol-
erate drought or the shghtest soil desiccation should never be planted in
sandy or gravelly soils possessing little water-retaining capacity; hence
care should be taken in dry situations in eliminating those species which
naturally grow in wet places. Neither should species that are adapted
to dry soil be planted in wet places. The more extensive use of loam or
soil containing a considerable amount of organic matter is needed in tree
planting.
In conclusion it may be stated that the problems associated with tree
planting during the last decade do not constitute a reliable criterion of
the specific value of any species, since the same combination of conditions
is not likely to occur in a centurJ^ We believe, therefore, that any one
is justified in planting the much condemned elm, at least in country
towns, where atmospheric conditions are much more favoralile than in
cities, and where the leopard moth is not so destructive.
Rapidity of CJkowth of Trees.
The variation in the growth of trees, due to the influence of many dif-
ferent factors, is ciuite marked, and even when trees of the same age are
growing side by side great difference in the size and development are
noticeable. A chestnut tree under certain conditions will attain a diameter
of 3 feet in fifty-six years, while another may reciuire one hundred and
fifty years to reach a diameter of 18 inches. The average diameter of 20
wliite ash trees measured by us was 16 inches in twenty years; and Italian
poplars will occasionally grow 26 inches in the same length of time. The
Carolina poplar will reach a diameter of 30 inches in fifteen years, which
almost equals the growth of the eucalyptus in California! We have
observed pin oaks that grew 18 inches in diameter in twenty years. The
average diameter of 16 elm trees thirty years old was 17 inches. In
another instance a similar number of elm trees attained an average diam-
eter of 20 inches 4 feet from the ground in forty years. Recent measure-
ments have shown that the average diameter growth of the thirty-year-
old elm trees for a period of seven j^ears was 6 inches, while that of the
fortj^-year-old trees during the same period was 4^ inches. It is not un-
common to find elms that have grown 3 feet in diameter in fifty years, or
4 feet in seventy years. An elm one hundred and thirty-one years old had
a height of 110 feet, and a diameter of 6 feet at the base. On the other
hand, many instances might be mentioned where trees have made very
slow growth. Some elms, for example, showed a growth of only 11 inches
in diameter in fifty years, and a white oak one hundred and thirty-two
j'ears old reached a diameter of 16 inches. Rock maples grow fairly
rapidly in good soils, but we know of instances in which they have made
only 6 or 8 inches growth in diameter in sixty j'ears. Species accus-
tomed to swamps, such as the white cedar and black spruce, grow quite
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slowly, the latter not growing more than 5 inches in diameter in seventy
years.
To obtain the approximate growth of trees in any particular locality
would require measurements of a very large number of specimens. The
age of trees may be obtained by counting the annual rings of felled trees,
or by cores taken from the trunk of living trees, while the age of conifers
and others may be estimated by the number of internodes formed. There
is often a wide difference of opinion as regards the age of living trees, as
the total leaf area is seldom taken into consideration. Since trees acquire
'0 20 50 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 iSOyrs
KiG. 10. — Grand period of growth (cross-section measurements) of an elm
tree (Ulmus americana L.) in centimeters and decades. The maximum
growth occurred between the tenth and thirtieth years, followed by a
gradual decrease. From the nature of the curve we may conclude that
if the tree had survived under normal conditions it was capable of
developing for one hundred years more.
practically all their structural material from the air by means of the
chemical processes going on in the leaves, it follows that those possessing
a large total leaf area grow much faster than those with a smaller leaf
area. A well-branched tree in the open will, therefore, grow six times as
fast as one in the forest under crowded conditions. Consequently there
is likely to occur much misconception regarding the age of living trees
on account of the marked variation in their rate of growth under different
conditions. The white pine, according to historical tradition, developed
feet in diameter and 250 feet in height in the New England primeval
forest, and elms as street trees are known to have lived two hundred years.
There are instances in Massachusetts where elms have lived to be
three hundred years old. Many shade trees live to be one hundred and
fifty years old and even more, and this age is not uncommon for forest
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trees. Trees, however, do not grow with the same uniformity throughout
their period of existence. At first they start in to grow more or less slowly,
A\'liich is generally followed between the tenth and thirtieth year by the
• • •
• • •
Fig. 11. — Plan of street at Hadley, Mass., approxi-
mately 300 feet wide, provided with two driveways
with green (G ) in center and generous tree belts.
maximum development, this being followed throughout the remaining
cycle by a gradual diminution in growth. (See Fig. 10.)
The following list, showing the average growth of trees, represents
approximately what a 3-inch sapling will develop into in twenty years.
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towiis. Many of these old towns are arranged with exceptionally wide
streets that from earlj^ times were systematically planted with shade
trees. Some of these streets are 300 feet wide and have two rows of shade
trees on either side of the street. On the other hand, many towns are
poorly laid out, with no proper provision, or at any rate very poor pro-
vision, for planting trees.
Fk;. 12. — Narrow avenue, showing trees planted alternately
about 45 feet apart.
Most towns will not accept a highway under 40 feet wide, which is
narrow enough for tree planting; in fact, it would be much better if towns
would not accept avenues less than 50 or 60 feet in width. Some of our
modern cities, when laying out avenues, now make provision for a tree
Fiii. 13.— Plan of modern avenue provided with a 40-foot roadbed,
6-foot sldewaliis, 23-foot tree belts, with alternating rows of trees
60 feet apart.
belt or a space between the curbing and the sidewalk where trees may be
planted. This space should be at least 4 feet wide, and 20 or even 30 feet
%vide is better. A tree belt 2 or 3 feet wide is far better than none,
since this allows some space for planting. In case the sidewalk comes
next to the curbing, and a special tree belt is lacking, it is always advis-
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able to plant the trees near the abutter's line to protect them from horses,
etc.; besides, the conditions for development are better here. When
trees are planted too close to the sidewalk and curbing the roots interfere
with them, and if the tree belt is narrow the roots are continually injuring
the walks. In no case is it advisable to plant trees in the ditch, or even
so close to the roadbeds that they are likely to be constantly scarred.
Wide tree belts make it possible to alternate two rows of trees and secure
more massive effects. A street having wide tree belts provided with good
soil furnishes an excellent opportunity' for tree growth and development,
and with the installation of the best modern gas lines, sewer conduits,
etc., there is no reason why trees should not flourish under these con-
ditions. When the streets are narrow it is desirable, if conditions will
permit, to plant alternately. This system allows much better opportunity
for development of the trees.
Besides the tree belt, manj' of our modern cities reserve a space in the
center of the street for a miniature parkway, to furnish a chance for the
planting of trees and shrubs.
Much more attention should be given at the present day to the laying
out of streets, and towns should be more careful about accepting too
narrow highways. The present generation might learn much concerning
street planning from the early settlers of our New England towjis.
Distance to plant.
Opinions naturalh' differ in regard to the distance apart to plant
trees. In fact, we must expect to find a diversity of opinion in all matters
relating to the care and treatment of trees and shrubs owing to the vari-
F'ni. 14. — Plan of street with parkway and 6-foot tree belt.
able conditions under which they grow; neither are the results sought
for always the same.
If street trees are to be plantecl for their final individual effect they
should be set far enough apart not to interfere with one another; but if
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the effect of the avenue as a whole is aimed at they can be planted closer
together. What holds true in regard to trees is also true of shrubbery.
Some gardeners plant masses of shrubbery together to get the effect of
the whole, while others plant for the individual effects. Trees planted
20 or 25 feet apart will interfere in a few years, and if allowed to remain
at this distance the individual effect of the tree is destroyed, although
such close planting on an avenue is often effective.
In one city which we recall the elms were planted 25 to 30 feet apart
many years ago, presumably with the intention of future thinning, but
as no one apparently ever had the courage to do this, the trees have now
so developed as to interfere, and as a result have become deformed through
crowding. It is now too late
to practice thinning on these
streets. While their indi-
vidual characteristics are de-
stroyed by their restricted
development, yet it must be
confessed that the high
Gothic arch effect produced
by such close planting is
effective.
When trees are planted
very closely, every other one
can eventually be taken out.
The principal difficulty with
this method is the courage
required to do it; besides,
in most places a hearing
would have to be given for
their removal which might
meet with strong opposition.
In one instance ash trees
were planted in a row 25 feet apart. The limbs touched in twenty years,
and later every other tree was removed, leaving the trees 50 feet apart.
At their present rate of growth it will be some years before they interfere
with one another.
The limbs of medium-sized rock maples planted 40 feet apart will inter-
fere, as will those of larger trees of tliis species when planted 60 feet
apart. A good average distance for planting most street trees, however,
is 45 to 55 feet. Even 70 to 80 feet is not too far apart to plant elms in
some localities, as this tree grows to a large size, with a wide spread of
foliage, and we are familiar with specimens of rock maples growing along
a roadside wliich have a spread of 75 feet. For smaller trees, such
as the European linden, 30 feet apart is not bad. Many maples are set
50 feet apart, and in localities where the development is slow and they
do not attain a large size, even 40 feet apart is suitable. When the growth
Fig. 15. street with tree belt, Bhowing cloBe
planting.
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of permanently planted species is slow, alternating trees of quick growth,
like the Italian and Carolina poplars, is advisable, and when the more
permanent trees have reached a fair height the poplars may be removed.
Country Roadsides.
One of the wisest provisions of the Massachusetts laws relative to shade
trees is that trees and shrubs bordering country roadsides shall be pro-
tected by statutes similar to those in residential districts. Much of the
senseless slashing of roadside shrubbery so long in vogue is now largely
prevented. New England country road-
sides are unsurpassed in beauty, and the
miscellaneous character of trees and shrubs
to be found growing along them is a source
of great pleasure to tourists.
There are several ways of treating
country roadsides. One of these methods
is to maintain a regularly planted tree
belt on a graded and neatly kept roadside,
which results in a conventional effect.
Another scheme consists in allowing the
development of slirubbery and eliminating
the tree growth which is often objection-
able when crops are growing up to the
liighway. Or a system combining both
slirubbery and trees may be employed,
allowing the trees eventually to crowd out
most of the shrubbery.
Most roadsides are lined with a miscel-
laneous growth of shrubbery and trees,
located irregularly, which produce good
effects, but when conventionality in the surroundings has been aimed
at the well-kept roadside and tree belt are legitimate. However, there
are roadsides on which no trees or shrubbery can be allowed, — for
instance when the road runs through valuable farm land used for more
or less intensive agricultural purposes. Trees absorb a great deal of
moisture, and this factor and the shade produced interfere greatly with
crop production.
For generations roadsides have been used for dumping grounds by
certain misguided persons, and one of the objects of maintaining road-
side shrubbery in its natural condition is to cover this extreme unsight-
liness from view. Unfortunately many think they are conferring a benefit
on the public when they cut roadside shrubbery and leave it beside the
road to decay. Roadside planting is Nature's planting, and is envied
by the best landscape architects. It has the merit of intrinsic beauty;
it is harmonious, no matter how heterogeneous the mass may be, and
never becomes tiresome or monotonous like conventional planting. Many
Fig. 16. — Illustrating method of
growing trees on busy thor-
oughfares. The conventional
type, such as the Oriental
plane which tolerates severe
annual pruning, is planted
between the sidewalk and
curbing in a rich loam 3 or 4
feet deep, provided with spe-
cial subirrigation tile.
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of the shrubs and vines which decorate roadsides are now used extensively
by landscape p;ardeners in planting, and various species are very highly
I)rized.
The native shrubbery consists of the various elderberries, Viburnums,
honeysuckles, cornels or dogwoods, luiwthorns, hollies, sumachs, azaleas,
laurels, blueberries, etc.
There are also such species
as the chokecherries, witch-
hazel, sassafras, alders, etc.
The most characteristic
New England country
roadside trees are the
chestnut, various oaks and
maples, hickories, ashes,
l)ines, hendock, elm, cher-
ries, hornbeam, tupelo,
birches and poplars. They
are found growing in all
sorts of combinations,
mingled with dift'erent
types of shrubbery, vines
and herbaceous plants,
with resulting effects quite
unlike those obtained by
artificial planting. Aside
from the removal of briers
and other growths too
close to the roadbed, or the cutting out of the natural vegetation near
abrupt curves where its presence constitutes an element of danger to
traffic, or in cases where some legitimate scheme involving permanent
improvement is concerned, roadside shrubbery should not be destroyed.
There are, of course, occasions when the cutting of roadside shrubbery
is desirable to improve the new growth which soon follows, but this should
be done with discretion and care.
Flc. 17. — Country roadside, sbowin
growtli of native species
spontaueous
Root Characteristics.
There are Avell-defined differences in the development of the root
systems of shade trees. All seedlings develop what are termed primary
and secondary root systems; the former are known as taproots and the
latter as laterals. In certain species like the red cedar the taproot develops
quite extensively. In young trees its function is relatively more im-
portant than in older ones; hence it is usually easier to transplant large
pasture cedars than small ones, which are more dependent on the tap-
root.
The lateral root system in some trees is well developed, and those
having this system are in general the easiest to handle. The elm, maple,
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hoiulofk, pine and others are easily transplanted with little loss because
it is not difficult to obtain enough of the lateral root system to supply
the tree. Some species, however, possessing lateral root systems appear
to be dependent upon root fungi {mlcorhiza), which restricts them to
])articular soils and renders them sometimes difficult to get established
in certain localities. Many plants, like the sumach and others, possess
long, creeping lateral roots which must be taken up carefulh' to insure
.successful transplanting.
Depth of Roots.
Some idea of the depth to wliich roots extend maj' be had by examining
excavations near trees, and also to some extent by plowing. Most elm and
mai)le roots are confined within 2 feet of the surface, but in wet soil they are
generally much nearer than this. The large roots of the European larch
are very near the surface, and usually somewhat exposed. Pine and
hemlock roots are frequently seen nmning on top of the ground, and in
swamps, where trees often blow over, it may be observed that the entire
root system is located within a few inches of the surface. Oak and chest-
nut roots do not appear to penetrate very far, as shown bj' the ease with
which winds uproot the trees when growing even in ordinary soil. The
maximum number of roots of most trees in ordinarj^ soil is probabl,y
located between 1 foot and 18 inches below the surface.
Roots often penetrate soil to great depths, and when growing in gravel
become flattened out in irregular shapes from growing around large
pebbles. Apple tree roots have been known to grow tlirough a mass of
coarse gravel 8 feet to obtain water, and elm and rock maple roots will
penetrate quite a distance to reach a water table. The roots of the com-
mon clover one year old have been known to descend to a depth of 8 feet;
those of parsnip more than 13^ feet; and of lucerne, a leguminous plant,
more than 20 feet. The roots of a leguminous tree growing in India have
been traced to 69 feet below the surface without reaching their full length.
The distance to which roots extend laterally may generally be roughh'
determined by the spread of the crown. Practically all trees extend their
roots beyond their foliage or branches. The Norway spruce and others,
which have narrow crowns, do not have an extended lateral system. The
maple and elm have well-developed root systems which extend to a con-
siderable distance.
There is a correlation between the shape of the aerial portion of a
plant and its root system. The leaves of root crops like radish, turnip
and others are so placed on the stalk that thej' divert the rain toward the
axis of the plant, or taproot. On the other hand, the apices of the leaves
of many plants are deflected away from the axis, i.e., toward the lateral
or feeding roots. Most shade trees are noted for their large crowns, mth
the leaves pointing away from the trunk and directing the rain where it
is most needed, whereas the soil near the trunk does not receive much
water. This feature admirably illustrates biological adaptation.
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Such trees as the balm of Gilead and Itahan pophir possess extensive
root systems. This is evident from the root suckers which may fre-
quently be seen coming up quite a little distance beyond the spread of
the branches, and many roots will grow in a horizontal direction to great
distances. There is an authentic case of an elm whose roots were found
in abundance 75 feet from the trunk, — just the height of the tree. In
another case the roots of an elm were found obstructing drain tile which
was 450 feet from the tree. The leading roots of a pear tree developed
in 60 feet of a line of drain tile during five years measured 8,498 feet
(1.61 miles); if smaller roots be included, the total length was about 2
miles. A squash grown in a greenhouse produced in a few weeks a total
of 15 miles of root growth, or over 1,000 feet of roots per day.
Ohstruction of Sewer Tile, etc., by the Roots of Trees.
The obstruction of sewer services and drain tile by tree roots has in
some places become such a nuisance that steps have been taken in certain
cities to obviate it. The elm is a troublesome tree in this respect, often
completely filling land drain tile for long distances with roots, and putting
the tile out of commission.
The Carolina poplar is a more troublesome tree, however. This causes
so much damage to house sewer connections that its use for planting
has been discontinued in some sections. The Carolina poplar is a tree
of such rapid growth that an extensive root system is developed in a
short time. Sewage appears to have an especial attraction for the roots
of tliis tree. They seem to have no difficulty in penetrating even the
cement joints of Akron tile, and when once in the tile the root develop-
ment is remarkable. In one city as many as eighteen sewer services had
to be taken up and repaired in one month the sections were so badly con-
gested with roots of the Carolina poplar. Other tree roots occasionally
enter tiles, cesspools and wells, but the Carolina poplar appears to be
the greatest offender in this respect.
From the results of numerous experiments covering a period of years
it is evident that roots can be kept from penetrating drain tile by properly
packing the joints with chemically treated fibers, which destroy the
delicate roots as they attempt to enter. ^
Branching Characteristics.
There is considerable difference in the branching habits of trees. This
must be understood before a tree can be developed along desirable Unes.
The red and Norway maples have a habit of sending out large branches
or secondary leaders at more or less oblique angles, very close to the
ground. If allowed to develop, these render the trees undesirable for
street use; but if started right when young by pruning, such trees may
be trained to meet the requirements of residential streets. However,
iMass. Agr. Expt. Sta. Rpt. 23, Pt. 2, p. 35 (1911).
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if pruning is attempted when thej' are fairly well developed, great injury
results, and the sjmimetry of the tree may never be entirely regained.
The habit of the rock maple is to produce one or two strong vertical
leaders, and its ultimate development is such that it seldom gives much
trouble so far as pruning is concerned.
The branches of the pin oak are low and drooping. This objection-
able feature detracts from the value of this tree for use on streets, but
may be overcome by high pruning.
The branching habits of the elm, on the other hand, make it one of
our most desirable shade trees, the branches invariably forming acute
angles with one another. Elms oftentimes develop low, more or less
horizontal branches, but these possess no permanent value and may
subsequently be removed. The ideal mature elm offers no obstacles to
street traffic, and even the wires of public service corporations seldom
interfere with the branches.
On the other hand, evergreens, like the Norway spruce, branch to the
ground, and for their best development they should never be placed
where it is necessary to prune them, as cutting the lower limbs of the
Norway spruce and most other conifers detracts greatly from the beauty
of the trees.
Many trees, including some of the maples, birch, oak, chestnut and
elm, and most shrubs, have a habit of suckering or sprouting from the
roots. Much of the timber growth such as the chestnut is of this nature,
and is termed "sprout growth." This growth is very common in wood-
lands and along roadsides which have been cut off. Trees originating
from root suckers do not possess the value of those grown from seed, and
consequentlj'^ should not be used for transplanting. Stump growth may
develop faster for the first few years than seedlings, but later growth is
often slow. As the sprout growth reaches maturity it generally becomes
involved with the stump, which ultimately decays, leaving an ugly cavity
at the base of the tree. Most sprout growth shows abnormalities in
the foliage the first few years, and it is likewise more susceptible to aphis.
The extensive root system of the tree which nourishes it induces malnutri-
tion or overfeeding characteristics which are pathological.
The formation of sprouts on the trunks and branches of trees is of
great value in their restoration. Sprouts sometimes originate from the
callus of wounds, and are quite serviceable in accelerating healing.
Soil Conditions, Texture, etc.
It requires only a glance at the trees of any particular region to observe
their natural choice of environment. While this does not always mean
that trees will not grow elsewhere with the same degree of vigor as in
their natural habitat, — indeed the growth is often more vigorous,—
they are very likely to prove less resistant to various troubles. One
cannot be always certain, however, that, because a species is restricted
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to a particular location or habitat, it has realized its optimum condition
for development. In some cases there is reason to believe that their
choice may be determined by some minor inherent peculiarity common
to the species, such as seed habit.
Some species of plants are confined to dry soils, while in other loca-
tions the same species grow in moist situations. In a botanical sense
these are identical species, but they may possess such different physiolog-
ical adaptations as to warrant the term "physiological species."
Soil texture plays an important role in the distribution and develop-
ment of plants, and is inseparably associated with water-retaining capacity.
Soil texture affects the color, size and thickness of the foliage, and also
has an influence upon susceptibilit}' and nonsusceptibility to certam
troubles.
Even in limited areas trees possess different habits of growth, and soil
texture is probably the most important contributory factor. For example,
the elms in the eastern part of Massachusetts are different fi'om those in
the Connecticut valley. Those growing in the Housatonic valley differ
from either, assuming a more vase-like form and being characterized
by the development of a larger number of vertical leaders or branches.
The greatest number of symmetrical elms and the best types of branch-
ing occur in this region.
The rock maples in the Connecticut valley are of a different type from
those found elsewhere, growing larger and more luxuriantly. This region
is characterized, also, by the occasional occurrence of a beautiful, dark-
colored, densely foliaged form resembling the black maple, Acer sac-
charurn var. nigrum, noticed farther west. Like the elm, much difference
in the branching habits of the rock maple may be observed here and
there which a,ppears to be characteristic of certain localities.
There is, however, a wide diversity of conditions in nature under which
trees may live and develop. The rock maple, oak and hickory appear to
be at home on our rocky hillsides, whUe the basswood, canoe birch and
beech are adapted to soil containing humus. The chestnut is confined
largely to clay hills or "drumlins," where it has. grown since time im-
memorial. The sycamore, pin oak, red maple, tupelo and swamp wliite
oak are confined to low, moist soil ; while the scarlet, red, wliite and yellow
oaks, pitch pine, poplar, gray birch and red cedar prefer drier locations.
The willows, Carolina poplar, red birch and hackberry are closely re-
stricted to streams; and the white cedar, tamarack and black spruce to
swamps. The wliite pine is ciuite generally distributed, and in New
England it is adapted to a greater variety of conchtions than any other
tree in our flora.
Notwithstanding the wide diversity of conditions to which our native
trees are subject, they can with care be made to thrive under different
conditions. Rhododendrons may be grown successfully in dry soil having
2 or 3 feet of muck placed underneath, and trees adapted to moist places
Avill develop well in poor soil if freely supplied with fine-textured loam.
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The moisture content of a relativel.v dry soil may be greatly modified
by the addition q{ organic matter, which increases the water-retaining
capacity and makes the soil more suitable to swamp-loving species. But
swamp trees that make excellent growth in dry soil need to be supplied
with water during drought periods.
There are other factors than those of soil texture, water suppl.y, etc.,
that influence the distribution of plants. The chemical composition of
the soil afTects the habitat of trees, and is capable of modifying to some
extent their mode of growth. Many plants are restricted in their range
owing to differences in the chemical composition of the soil. Certain
species are practically confined to the seacoast, where the percentage of
chlorine in the soil is greater than it is inland; but these species may be
grown successfully elsewhei'e. The amount of humus in the soil afTects the
growth of trees materially. While 20 or 30 per cent, of organic matter
was formerly contained in the upper strata of our soils, now not more
than 2 to 5 per cent, maj' be found in a large portion of it. Organic matter
has a vital effect not only on the physical properties of soils, but on their
chemical and biological properties, influencing the development of mi-
corhizn (beneficial root fungi) that are intimately associated with the
roots of some of our shade trees. Soils also contain toxic elements that
are often found in sufficient abundance to make it difficult to establish
certain species in the desired location.
It is desirable in all cases when planting trees to give them conditions
closely approximating their requirements as determined by their natural
habitat. Elm trees often grow in swamps, as well as in dry and sandj^
soils, but both of these habitats produce poor specimens. The swamp
tree is usually of inferior shape, and sandy soil as a rule produces a lank,
spindling growth, with inferior foliage. Even the best type of elm, if
planted under uncongenial conditions, will make poor development
regardless of its inherent qualifications. The elm, therefore, should never
l)e planted in dry, gravelly soil without being supplied with a large amount
of good loam of the proper texture. The rock maple, on the other hand,
will endure a dry soil much better than the elm, although if too dry borers
may affect the tree. The scarlet and black oaks will thrive in such a soil.
In general, the texture of the soil in most towns is fairly well suited to
the growth of a large variety of trees. The soils often lack organic matter,
hence the application of loam is advantageous. On the other hand, some
of our New England river valleys are particularly adapted to the growth
of elms and maples, and the addition of loam in such cases is not so
necessary.
Street trees are too often forced to exist under extremely unfavorable
conditions; therefore they require different consideration from those more
favorably located. Many city trees are planted in made soil, and some
of the refuse found in these fillings is hardly adapted to tree growth. Such
soils are, moreover, likely to be deficient in organic matter and i)lant food,
and are often in such poor mechanical condition that the soil capillarity
is of little account.
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Soil Covers, Lawns, Macadam, etc.
The nature of the soil cover surrounding trees is scarcely less important
than that of the soil in which the roots are growing. We find trees growing
under many different conditions: e.g., lawns, mowings, cultivated fields,
paved and macadamized roads, sidewalks, etc., and it is hardly necessary
to point out that cultivation is much superior to all other conditions.
The importance of tillage is scarcely appreciated in the case of ordinary
crops, even by lifelong farmers. Stirring the soil, even without the use
of fertilizers, has enormous influence on the growth of crops, and is also
an important factor in the control of various tree pests, a thrifty tree
being more resistant to infection. Cultivation not only aerates the soil,
but breaks up the capillarity and conserves the moisture, — of great
importance in dry soils.
Examples of the good effects of cultivation on shade trees may be seen
in the many specimens growing luxuriantly in soil in which crops have
been cultivated for years. Trees under these conditions branch freely
and produce large leaves of a deep green color. Cultivation of the soil
about trees for even one year has a decided effect.
Next to cultivation, lawn conditions are perhaps the best. The grass,
which is constantly being mowed and left on the ground, acts as a mulch
and conserves the moisture. Some of our best trees grow in pastures,
where the conditions are often unfavorable to the growth of grass or where
the grass is kept closely cropped by grazing. A mowing or hay field is
one of the worst possible locations for a tree, the elm being particularly
susceptible to the ill effects of such an environment. Measurements of
elms growing on either side of a road, one series being under partial lawn
and the other under partial mowing conditions, showed dilTerences in
their development. The average growth of these trees during a period
of twenty-five years is as follows: those on the lawn side of the road had
a circumference of 56 inches, while those on the other, or mowing, side
were only 49 inches. In another case the average circumference of lawn
trees was 37 inches, and that of the mowing trees, 26 inches. These trees^
which had been growing under these conditions for many years, were of
the same age, and were so located that the difference in light intensity
cannot be considered a factor in their development.
The extensive use of v-arious materials for paving roads can hardly
have a beneficial influence on tree growth. In some cities a great many
trees are found on streets paved with asphalt from one block front to
another, allowing nothing but a small space around the trees unpaved.
It is a question in such cases where the trees obtain their moisture, al-
though they exist year after year, and make some growth. No doubt
some water is obtained from catch basins and sewers; at any rate, moisture
is usually found in the soil under the most impervious substance employed
in paving, and during the most severe droughts trees on paved streets
often suffer less from lack of water than others apparently more favorably
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located. This may possibly be explained by the fact that whatever
moisture reaches the soil under these paved streets is to a certain extent
conserved, the surface evaporation being less than where no pavements
are found. The severity of the conditions to which trees are subjected
when surrounded by pavements varies considerably, and when more or
less water is allowed to leach through them the soil moisture conditions
cannot be unfavorable. The more thoroughly a roadbed is sealed the
more soil aeration must be affected. How largely this factor enters into
the problem is unknown, but while trees do survive under extremely severe
conditions, their length of life must be limited.
Excavations, Curbings and Sidewalks.
Remodeling and regrading streets are a frequent cause of injury to
trees. In placing curbstones large roots are often cut, and in regrading
streets so much soil is frequentl}'^ removed that the base of the tree is
left high in the air and the exposed root surfaces become injured by traffic.
Besides these mechanical injuries, the exposed roots are likely to be injured
from other causes such as winterkilling, sun scald, road oil, etc. If the
roots are cut to any extent the tree deteriorates in value, and if grown
under other unfavorable conditions it usually succumbs to a lingering
death. Again, root mutilation too often takes place when sidewalks are
being laid, and it is quite difficult to prevent it when the trees are large
and have extensive root systems. The cement sidewalk with its deep
foundation constitutes more of a menace to roots than a tar or brick
walk, but if care is used in excavating, much root cutting may be pre-
vented. The roots of trees located under a modern roadbed have little
chance of remaining uninjured, with the sewers, water pipes, gas lines,
telephone systems, electric wire and other conduits that are constantly
being installed. Electric railways may also cause injury to trees in various
ways. It is more injurious, of course, to the tree to cut the large roots
close to the trunk than the small ones some distance from it. In widening
a certain road a few years ago 4 or 5 feet of the banking adjoining a row
of ash trees were removed, destroying a large number of the smaller roots
on the west side of the trees, but this cutting had little or no noticeable
effect upon the trees. They were young and vigorous, and on the east
side the roots extended into cultivated ground, apparentlj^ soon making
up for the loss on the roadside. Since the cutting of these roots, every
other tree has been removed, and measurements of the rings of the stumps
show that not the slightest retardation in growth had taken place follow-
ing the operation. One fact should be remembered: mutilation of the
root system is not so serious as that of the stems and branches, the former
responding more quickly to the stimulus caused by mutilation. In
transplanting young trees 80 to 95 per cent, of the essential part of the
root system is usually destroyed, and even with a slight pruning of the
top the tree usually sur\'ives when the work is properly done. Indeed,
the cutting of the roots has been known to be beneficial, as, for instance.
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ill the case of gas leaks in the street. Many cases are known to the writer
where large trees have escaped gas poisoning owing to the fact that when
the curbing was put in some of the larger roots leading towards the gas
main were destroj'ed; therefore when leakage occurred there were no
roots favorably located to absorb the poisonous substances.
The cutting of roots on vigorous trees is not so serious as cutting those
of old trees. In the latter case judgment should be exercised as to root
cutting.
Effects of Light and Shade.
Most plants are quite susceptible to light and shade. Those which
require light are termed photophilic (light friendljO, ^ii^d those which
thrive best in shade, photophobic (light shunning). Shade has an unfavor-
able effect on plants, causing a spindling growth and rendering them
more susceptible to diseases. On the other hand, too much light is detri-
mental to certain species. The dense shade from street trees interferes
nt times with the growth of grass and shrubbery on lawns. Since there
are relativel.y few varieties that are adapted to shade, it often becomes
a problem as to what to plant in such locations. However, a glance at
any native flora will give a hint of what is best adapted to shad,y places.
Such wild species as clethera, rhododendron, hobblebush, leatherwood,
moose and mountain maples, laurel ami honeysuckle tolerate shade, and
there are some exotic shrubs, such as Ligiistrmn regeUanum, Symphoricarpiis
vulgaris, Xanthorrhiza ajnifolia, etc., and vines like Euonijmus radicans
and Vinca minor, that are adapted to shade.
Notwithstanding the fact that shade is natural to some species, they
develop a less s]:)indling growth in light. Shade trees require light; hence
for their best development they should be planted far enough apart to
jjrevent interference and spindling growth. The effect of shade on trees
when growing thickly together is a dying of the lower branches, inducing
growth in height at the expense of spread of the crown and growth in
diameter.
The variation in light intensity differs, as is well known, during the
year. Light intensity is also variable in different localities, and there
are definite variations that occur in light intensity during the day which
are more pronounced at some seasons of the j^ear than at others. The
difference in the amount of sunshine peculiar to any region is not depend-
ent on latitude but on other conditions. For example, the number of
hours of total sunshine occurring during the 3'ear at Boston, Mass., is
2,493; Cleveland, Ohio, 2,075; Chicago, 111., 2,616; Milwaukee, Wis.,
1,865; Seattle, Wash., 1,973; Elkins, W. Va., 1,737; Phoenix, Ariz..
3,742, and New Orleans, La., 2,378. These marked variations in the
number of hours of sunshitie show that latitude does not necessarily con-
stitute an important factor in determining light conditions. The amount
of possible sunshine, according to the United States meterological ob-
servatories, varies from 37 to 84 per cent. \'ariations in light intensit}-
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i)r number of hours of sunshine are correlated with growth and develop-
ment of vegetation, although temperature is very important too.
Morning light is more intense that that of the afternoon, and this
difference exerts an influence upon the growth of trees. Measurements
of a large number of tree stumps ranging from ninety-five to two hundred
and twenty 3^ears old showed 17 per cent, more growth of the radii on the
east side than on the west, and the radii "measurements attained from the
stumps of a row of ash trees running north and south were 24 per cent,
greater on the east than west side. Two rows of trees bordering either
side of a road running approximately east and west showed a difference
of 11 per cent, in their circumference growth 4 feet from the ground,
during a period of seven or eight years, in favor of the south row. Daily
measurements of light made by us for one year showed an average dif-
ference of 10 per cent, in favor of morning conditions. Since photosyn-
thesis or carbon assimilation is proportionate to light intensity, and
growth is in proportion to photosynthesis, there naturally follows a
greater growth on the east than on the west sides of trees, and the
same holds true for the east and west slopes of high elevation. The light
conditions at high elevations are more intense than low elevations, and
the difference may equal 25 per cent, more or less, depending upon the
altitude and other conditions.
Light is an important factor in the process of photosynthesis or carbon
assimilation in leaves, about 95 per cent, of the structural material of the
tree being obtained by this process. Light inhibits growth and stimulates
the formation of mechanical and resistant tissue; on the other hand,
darkness or lack of light stimulates growth. Light affects the size, color
and texture of the foliage, and, in fact, the whole configuration of the
organism.
Since morning light conditions are better than those in the afternoon
it is well to set trees with their poorest developed sides towards the south-
east, as they will become more favorably exposed to light conditions;
hence they will develop more rapidly on this side. Moreover, an avenue
of trees located on the east and south sides of a road will develop more
rapidly than those on the west and north sides, and trees and crops located
on the east side of a hill will develop more rapidly than those located on
the west side. An east exposure is therefore much better for the rapid
development of an orchard than a west exposure, and the same holds
true for different crops and shade trees.
Transplanting.
Too little attention is given to the details of transplanting. It is quite
essential that soil conditions should be suitable for the growi^h of the
particular species of tree planted, and in the selection of material for
planting there is great need of more care. A large amount of poor material
is constantly being used, besides which, injudicious use of the knife and
pruning shears maims many trees for life. Trees 6 to 8 feet high are usually
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too small for street planting, not being so well adapted to street con-
ditions as larger ones ranging from IJ to 3 or 4 inches in diameter. More-
over, by using larger trees one can obtain a better idea of their future
development and configuration.
The life cycles of trees are by no means identical even in the same
species. The conditions which a certain species seems to require at one
period of its existence are less suitable for another period, especially as
regards soil requirements for root development, older trees appearing to
tolerate certain conditions better than younger ones. Young trees 5 to
6 feet high will often fail to grow for some years after transplanting under
the poor conditions often prevailing on streets, while larger ones will
start immediately to grow.
Much more attention should be given to the type of tree transplanted
than is generallj'^ given. The same species varies greatly in different
localities. Lopsided elms should be
avoided, and only those selected which
possess a habit of growth calculated to
produce a desirable type. It is worth
while to secure elms from those localities
where the most perfect types abound.
In localities where much desirable native
material exists this can be used to ad-
vantage for street planting, and if care-
fully handled it will prove successful.
Native material, or that gathered from
the fields, however, is much improved by
nursery conditions, and two or three years
under such conditions are desirable when
utilizing native stock.
Most competent authorities recommend
planting a few trees well rather than
many poorly, and when one recalls the
large amount of poor planting seen around
dwellings, and the weak-looking specimens of trees and shrubs, this advice
will appear pertinent.
Town funds^ do not always allow the appropriation of a large sum of
money for transplanting trees, and one must do the best he can with the
conditions under which he has to labor. Special attention, therefore,
should be given to the adaptability of certain species to the conditions
at hand, since the cost of extensive preparation and soil modification is
too often- beyond the funds allowed for this purpose. The advice given
by Olmsted Brothers, landscape architects, in one of their reports, regard-
ing the planting of elms, is to the point : —
Fig. 18. —A state highway speci-
men of elm worthless for future
development.
1 During the year 1914, 12,498 trees were planted by tree wardens in 58 cities and towns in
Massachusetts.
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It would be better to prepare tree beds 2 to 3 feet deep and 20 to 30 feet square,
filled with good loamy soil where the present ground is dry and sandy gravel, even
if the expense of doing so would be so great that only one tree a year could be
planted.
Few trees, however, outside of those planted in the Arnold Arboretum
and on a few private estates receive any such treatment. It must
be borne in mind in planting that shade trees are always under more or
less disadvantageous conditions as regards atmosphere and soil. Hence it
is of the greatest importance that they should be aided as much as pos-
sible, and the time is not far distant when much more specific methods
must be employed in the planting of street trees in thickly settled com-
munities. Even at the present time, where ideal conditions are sought
much more money is spent in prepara-
tion for transplanting than in purchase
of the trees. The majority of street
trees which are planted are not sup-
pUed with loam or placed in holes over
2 or 3 feet wide and 15 inches deep,
and some of them are given space only
large enough to contain their roots.
Loosening up the soil to a considerable
depth is very important, as shown b}'-
the results of the use of dynamite in the
preparation of soil for transplanting. A
hole 5 to 6 feet wide by 20 inches deep
in any case should be the smallest used,
and it should be as much larger as can
be afforded.
When digging up young trees the
roots should be preserved as much as
possible, and the more earth taken up
\vith the roots the better. The roots
should not be exposed to sun and wind, and if possible should be kept
covered and inoist. For this purpose damp straw, bagging or sphagnum
moss may be used.
It is usually the practice to place the best side of the tree toward the
north and the pborest toward the south, since the light conditions on the
south side are better, and naturally better growi.h results. It is also
advisable to lean a tree toward the direction of the prevailing winds,
and if these are strong enough to interfere with the growth of the tree it
should be fastened to a strong stake. Trees obtained from the field where
they have been growing close together have long, slender shafts and are
top-heavy. When such trees are planted in windy situations it is neces-
sary to support them by stakes.
When the ground is prepared for planting, the injured roots should be
recut so that healing may take place, and before being covered they
Fig. 19. — Elm severely cut back when
transplanted. This has destroyed
its natural symmetry.
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should be properly arranged in the soil. According to good authorities
trees should never be planted more than two or three inches deeper than
they originally grew, and too deep planting often causes their death.
It is more convenient for two men to set out a tree than one, as one can
hold the tree in the proper position while the other is filling the soil in
around the roots.
The top soil, if of good quality, may be used, but it is better to dis-
card the poorer subsoil and replace it with loam. Much depends, how-
ever, upon the nature of the subsoil and whether the species is adapted
to grow in it. In any planting the best soil should be placed at the bottom
of the hole or under the roots, and the sod when properly pulverized may
be used, care being taken not to interfere too much with the soil capil-
larity. The poorer soil which covers the roots may be enriched and its
texture improved by working in manure or other organic matter. Manure,
however, should be sparingly used and thoroughly incorporated with
the loam, care being taken not to bring it in too close contact with the
roots. Towns and cities which do much transplanting might make good
use of composted street cleanings; and if land were available for a small
nursery, it could be used to good advantage by tree wardens and foresters.
When a tree is being set out the soil about the roots should be well
tamped. Many people apply water to the roots at the time of trans-
planting, and if the season is an unusually dry one the watering may be
repeated occasionally. But persistent watering is injurious, and young
trees are sometimes killed in this way. If the soil around the roots is
well tamped when the trees are set out it is not essential that water should
be applied at all, and it may even be injurious by washing the soil from
the roots and leaving air spaces. One of the most essential features in
transplanting is to secure as nearly as possible normal conditions of the
soil about the roots. It may be mentioned here that watering large trees
near their trunks is not a wise practice, since the feeding roots are quite
a distance from the tree. One would suppose that an elementary knowl-
edge of tree growth would discourage such a course, although it is possible,
by constant watering and cultivation, to encourage the formation of roots
at the base of the tree.
After the tree is set out a mulching of hay, straw or horse manure con-
taining considerable straw may be used to help conserve the moisture
in the soil and to keep down the grass and weeds which rob the soil of its
moisture and food.
Transplanted trees require a certain amount of pruning to accommodate
the leaf and root systems to each other, and it is usually necessary to cut
back the branches to meet these requirements. (See Pruning.)
There are differences of opinion in regard to methods of transplanting
trees, and undoubtedly more than one method may be used. Opinions
also differ in regard to the best time of year for transplanting, but it may
be said that most persons prefer the spring to the fall. We are of the
opinion that it is not advisable to plant too small trees, preferring elms
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and maples 2| to 4 or 6 inches in diameter, since they take hold of the
soil better.
At the present day manj^ very large trees and slirubs are being trans-
planted successfully. Special machines have been designed for use in
this work. The Hicks Tree Mover, designed b}'^ Mr. Isaac Hicks of
Westbury Station, Nassau County, N. Y., is extensively used, and Mr.
Hicks has acliieved remarkable results in handling very large specimens
of trees and shrubs. These tree movers are expensive, however, and for
trees 6 to 10 inches in diameter a pair of high, heavy truck wheels, with
some simple improvised arrangement, may be adapted. At the present
time many individuals are willing to pay a good price for large trees, for
wliich tree movers are admirably adapted and should be more extensively
used.
A general tendency has been to plant street trees rather closely, with
the idea in some cases of cutting every other one when it should become
necessary. The courage to do this when the time comes is often unfor-
tunately lacking, however, and the trees are allowed to grow and crowd
one anothei' until it becomes too late to thin them out.
The loss from transplanting need not be great, although there is a
great deal of difference regarding species in this respect. During a normal
season the loss from transplanting need not exceed 2 or 3 per cent., and
sometimes 100 trees from 100 will live. During severe drought periods
a greater loss is expected, and even 50 per cent, loss in a good season occa-
sionallj' occurs from poor planting. Such trees as the tulip tree and
tupelo are naturally difficult to transplant with success, and a consider-
able loss with such species is anticipated.
Tree Surgery.
The term "tree surgery"' is a legitimate one to use in describing modern
methods of treating trees, as they are similar to those used in human
and animal surgery, i.e., the treatment of trees is based upon aseptic and
antiseptic methods. ^ In the same manner that modern surgery is success-
ful in correcting deformities, performing operations, etc., so a young and
vigorous, although often imperfect, tree may be improved and rendered
more valuable by the use of the same methods. While old and decrepit
trees are often treated to extend their period of usefulness, it should be
borne in mind that it is more desirable to care for the younger, more
promising trees, and it is only too apparent that if more attention had
been given to the care of old trees at the proper time they would never
be in the condition in which we often find them.
Unlike the surgeon, who has no choice of subjects, the tree expert can
select his individuals at the start and eliminate the imperfect specimens,
1 Some prefer the term " tree repair work " to that of " tree surgery " on the ground that the
work is of a much cruder type than that generally recognized as " surgery." There are, how-
ever, many instances where as much skill and knowledge are required in this work as in animal
surgerj'.
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although in the process of development trees need constant attention.
It is desirable that antiseptic methods of treatment following pruning,
mechanical injuries, etc., shall be adopted.
Pruning.
Besides the necessar}' pruning at the time of transplanting, the removal
of dangerous dead wood and branches every two or three years is essential.
In the case of street trees the lower branches
frequently need removing or lightening up.
When limbs are so close as to interfere, thin-
ning out is necessary to prevent their injuring
one another; but this thinning may be over-
done so as to affect the beauty of the tree.
Some make a practice of thinning and shaping
trees when young, thus preventing too much
thinning when the tree reaches maturity. The
amount of dead wood annually produced in
trees is quite large, and it costs about as much
to dispose of it as it does to prune it away.
In to^\^is a distance of 10 or 12 feet or
more may be left between the roadway and
the lowest limbs, but in cities the nature and
amount of traffic necessitate liigher pruning.
When street trees are growing close together
high pruning is often necessary in order to let
in sufficient sunlight, and when different types
of trees are planted together, such as maples
and elms, the pruning is often high in order
that the high canopy or Gothic arch effect
formed by the elm trees may not be destroyed.
If a more or less symmetrical type in indi-
vidual specimens is desired, the removal of
certain limbs often changes the contour of the trees. We do not believe
it desirable to prune the feathery growths often found on the trunks of
elms, as they are apparently protective in nature; moreover, in our
opinion they add to the beauty of the tree, taking away much of its con-
ventional appearance.
As a rule, the limbs of vigorous maple trees will droop a foot or more a
year owing to their increased weight, and in a short time they become
too low. Limbs over a sidewalk may be left lower than over roadways.
During rain and sleet storms limbs are heavily weighted and often give
trouble when too near the ground.
On country roadsides pruning should be high enough so that the limbs
will not interfere with hay and wood traffic. All limbs should be cut as
close as possible to the tree, and cuts over 1^ to 2 inches in diameter
Fig. 20. —Specimen showing
poor pruning. Note the long
stubs.
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should be treated antiseptically to prevent decay. Strictly horizontal cuts
should never be left. They retain water so that rot is likely to result, and
^^i)i:M
Fig. 21. — Showing the evolution of a cavity and method of treating it: («) long stub left
from pruning; (6) beginning of decay; (c) more advanced stage; {d) cavity formed
in the wood ; (e) longitudinal section of the trunk showing cavity ; {/") cavity cleaned
out and ready for orifice covering.
Fig. 22. — Method of pruning large limbs: («) tree before pruning; (6) showing relative
distance of first cut from the tree trunk; (c) the same with limbs cut close and the
scars finished with mallet and chisel.
the cleaner the cut the better it will heal. There is, moreover, less chance
for subsequent rotting.
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Manj' of the cavities in trees are caused by leaving long stulDs on the
trunk of the tree, which become infected and disintegrated, the decay
following back into the heart of the tree. (See Fig. 21.) It is therefore
essential that close pruning and antiseptic treatment of the wounds
should be practiced in order to prevent this decay. The plastic materials
in a tree will not follow up a long stump and form a callus unless there
are some branches left upon it which bear leaves, and even then healing
is most likely to take place only close to the living branch of the stump.
Two or more cuts should be made when pruning practically all limbs
to prevent peeling, and on limbs of any size it is necessary to make the
incision on the under side for the same reason. (See Fig. 22.) After re-
moving the limbs with a saw, a mallet
and chisel may be used to sniooth up the
cut surface. This induces a better callus
growth. It is well to prune carefully at
the time of transplanting, when all street
trees should be trimmed to a height of 8
or 10 feet or more. It is usually necessary
at this time to prune for the purpose of
Ijalancing the root and branch system,
and when this is done some of the less
desirable branches may be sacrificed, and
those remaining may be cut back to some
extent, if necessary. However, a great
deal of unwise and careless pruning of
nursery stock and young trees is done,
and many specimens are ruined in this
way. Tree pruning shears should not
be used in a haphazard manner, and a
distinct idea of the object in view should
be borne in mind. Moreover, species
differ greatly in their response to mutilation, and what may prove of little
consequence to one may be quite injurious to another.
The practice of topping trees is injurious, and should never be resorted
to except in special cases. All of the reserve material in the tree is stored
in the roots, stem and branches, and in a transplanted tree this is suf-
ficient to develop the foliage. It is necessary that a young transplanted
tree should have a certain amount of foliage for growth and development,
since the rapidity of growth is dependent upon leaf development.
The type of trees termed "bean poles," having the tops so cut away
that there are no limbs left, is not suited, therefore, to transplanting.
Trees like the willow will survive any amount of mutilation, but elms,
maples and others must be handled more carefully to obtain the best
results. Pruning has a marked effect on the conformation of trees.
Pruning the branches or secondary organs directs the energies of growth
to the trunk, whereas topping, or the destruction of the leader, has the
Fig. 23. — Formation of a cavity in
tree caused by the removal of a
large limb, and wound not prop-
erly cared for.
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reverse effect. Continual pruning of the lower branches induces the
tree to grow taller than it otherwise would, and in some locations is
advantageous to the tree. Topping is destructive to the formation of
tj^pical crowns in such trees as the elm, hornbeam, etc., whereas in other
trees, like the Carolina poplar, topping or pollarding has a tendency to
thicken them up and make them mor-e desirable shade trees. The con-
figuration of the crowns of maple trees is modified to some extent by
topping them when they are young. This modification is manifested by
Fi(i. 24. — Too common method of pruning limbs, resulting in the disfiguration of the tree
:
(«) tree before pruning; {b) limb cut too close, resulting in the peeling of the bark;
(c) unsightly wound caused by this method of pruning.
the more vertical growth of the branches, thus producing a more narrow
crown.
The cutting back of old trees is usually disappointing. It is often a
question as to whether this is worth wliile, although if not too far gone,
old trees may be restored to a more or less vigorous condition by judicious
pruning, tillage and feeding. When elm branches a foot or more in
diameter are topped, notliing but a bushy growth results. By removing
all but a single sprout, thus diverting the plastic materials, much better
growth may be obtained, and replacing of the sacrificed member may be
more readily obtained.
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There is a difference of opinion as to the best time to prune, some
authorities advocating spring and others preferring the fall of the year.
Many people prune when the tree is in foliage, — in May or later. Thei'e
are advantages in pruning in either season. Since trees occasionally bleed
when pruned in early summer, painting the wounds is not always success-
fully accomplished under these conditions; on the other hand, scars on
vigorous trees are likely to heal somewhat during the summer if the
pruning is done early.
The tools required in pruning are as follows: for general work, a good
coarse-tooth, wide-set saw (5 teeth per inch) ; for larger limbs, a small 3
or 4 foot hand cross-cut saw; and for smaller limbs not easily accessible,
a pole saw is convenient. Pole-saw blades may be ordered through hard-
ware dealers, and may be fitted to poles of any desired length. A pole
hook, which can be made by any blacksmith, is often useful for removing
the small dead branches. For lowering large limbs a set of blocks is
necessary, and in the felling of trees a cross-cut saw is indispensable. Ropes
of various sizes, iron wedges for felling trees, axes, mallets and chisels,
ladders, spurs for climbing, 'etc., are also indispensable.
The above are the most essential tools for pruning shade trees, although
there are others which are extremely useful and time saving.
Healing of Wou7ids.
A protective feature characteristic of all plants is well illustrated in the
healing of wounds. The healing tissues (callus) in a tree are the cambium
and adjacent meristematic cells located be-
tween the wood and the outer bark. The
plastic substanceswhich provide the material
for growth and healing are manufactured in
the leaf, and are transferred through certain
tissues of the inner bark (pliloem) adjacent
to the cambium to various parts of the tree.
AVhen the tree is girdled or the bark removed
no growth takes place below the girdling be-
cause the channels of transportation are
destroyed.
In some j'oung plants the pith cells possess
the power to form a callus, but such cases
are rare and of little importance. The
younger the tissue or organ the more quickly
it will heal, providing other things are favor-
able, and vigorous trees will form a callus
much more quickly than old or weak ones.
Since the plastic substances are manufac-
FiG. 25. - Healing of wound. tured in the leaf, and since it is these sub-
Most active healinar follows 4. U- U J? xl 1 1
most direct lines of trans- ^^^'^^^^ ^^^^ .^^^ necessary for the develop-
ference of plastic materials, ment of healing tissue, it is only when
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wounds are located along the line of transference of the plastic substance
that they develop healing tissue. The sides of a circular wound as a
rule heal over most rapidly because they are most directly in the chan-
nels of the transference of the plastic substances, and the top and
bottom of the wound heal more slowly. When these facts are borne
in mind it will be seen that a proper shaping of the wound is im-
portant for the development of a more or less even callus formation. (See
Fig. 25.) Cuts made near large, leafy branches are more likely to heal
quickly than those near small ones, for the reason that a larger amount
of the plastic materials is available.
To facilitate healing, recourse is occasionally made to cutting the bark
smooth around the stumps of the removed limbs, and it is also claimed
that after the callus is well started a recutting of the surface stimulates
its growth.
Moisture is said to stimulate the growth of the callus, and the old
practice of covering the wound with a mixture of cow manure, clay and
lime had this object in view.
Disinfectants for Wounds and Cavities.
There are many erroneous ideas concerning the effectiveness of dis-
infectants and their use in general. This is particularly true of disinfect-
ing materials used in tree work. Because a certain disinfectant is used
Fig. 26. — Effects of antiseptic treatment of wood in soil two years:
(a) treated with Carbolineum; (Z<) creosote; (c) untreated. Little
difference between (a) and (6) ; in (c) practically all decayed and
about 50 per cent, completely.
successfully for one purpose it does not follow that it is applicable to all.
As a matter of fact, all disinfectants are limited in their usefulness owing
to the great variation existing in organisms as regards amenability to
treatment by chemical substances. Disinfectants, therefore, possess
specific rather than general properties, which are determined by many
different factors. Copper sulfate, for example, is remarkably effective
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when applied to reservoirs, ponds, etc., for cleaning out objectionable
growths of many kinds, even when used at 1 to 1 ,000,000 parts or at 1 to
10,000,000 i^arts; while to be effective against the common blue mold,
Penicillium, which is often found in the wood of dead trees, it requires
a solution of about 1 to 30, or several thousand times stronger.
In the disinfection of wood tissues the following points should be con-
sidered. The disinfectant should be capable of penetrating wood tissues.
An oily substance, which has more penetrating power, is far better adapted
to this purpose than a watery solution. The substance should be only
slightly volatile and should keep its original form, or at any rate its
antiseptic properties, indefinitely. Copper sulfate, corrosive sublimate,
formalin, lime and sulfur, and Bordeaux mixture have been used as dis-
infectants and preservatives in the
treatment of tree cavities, scars and
wounds, and while all of the above-
named substances have specific disin-
fecting properties it does not neces-
sarily follow that they are adapted to
wood tissues.
The above-named substances pos-
sess limited powers of penetration,
and have little or no permanent anti-
septic value when applied to tree
wounds. Coal tar is also objection-
able because of its lack of penetrating
l)ower, and because it loses its fungi-
cidal value as it becomes hard. A
thick, nonpenetrating material applied
to wood is not only of no value, but
becomes an injurious agent, as shown
by the treatment of shingles on roofs.
The old practice of tarring roofs
simply induced decay because the tar
coating conserved moisture in the sliingles, and decay followed more
rapidly than in the untreated shingles. Coal tar, however, is useful in
covering surfaces previously treated antiseptically. In fact, the use of
creosote followed by coal tar constitutes one of the best scientific treat-
ments known, especially for exposed wounds. On the other hand, paint
which contains plenty of oil is valuable, as has been proved by long
years of experience. It lacks durabiUty however.
Shellac dissolved in alcohol and applied to wounds is serviceable for
filling the pores of wood and preventing decay, and hence is of some
value as a wound dressing. Gas tar and liquid asphaltum are also some-
times used to cover wounds, and there are specially prepared paints and
other substances for use as wound dressings. Even common painter's
oil is excellent for the treatment of wounds, as it prevents checking of
Fig. 27. — Inferior mechanical work.
Iron band too low for best support,
and also causing girdling.
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the wood tissue. As the transpiration current remains practically normal
because checking of the wood is prevented, trees will support a large
amount of foliage even when badly girdled. Painter's oil is especially
suitable for bark wounds. These should be first properly shaped and
their surfaces scraped before applying the oil or other substances. Prac-
tically all disinfectants injure delicate tissue such as the cambium layer,
but it should be borne in mind that the cambium always dies back to a
certain extent when exposed to the air, and more of this dying back
results from dessication than from the use of antiseptics. All antiseptics
must be used with judgment, especially when the vital tissues are likely
to be seriously injured b}'^ their use.
Chaining and Bolting Trees.
It often becomes necessary to bolt or chain trees to render them more
secure and to prevent injury and disfiguration. As this process is not
necessarily always an expensive one it should be
much more commonly employed, many valuable
trees having been made practically worthless by
the loss of large limbs during wind storms, etc.
Although the elm is a very tenacious tree with
wood that is very difficult to work up into fuel, it
is very likely to split. For this reason it is advisable
to chain and bolt elms and any other trees which
show a tendency to weakness. For an outlay of
from SIO to $15 it is often possible to save a tree
worth $150 to $200 from destruction.
Different devices are employed for strengthening
trees. Some of these are objectionable and do more
harm than good. It has been a common practice
to place chains around limbs to prevent their split-
ting, but as the tree develops the chains become
imbedded in the bark, resulting in partial girdling,
and ultimately disfiguring and injuring the tree.
Another equally objectionable method which invariably results in
girdling consists in placing strong bands of iron around limbs and trunks.
For making trees more secure some prefer to use an iron rod rather than
a chain, and although both have their place, in our estimation the chain
system is the better for most purposes. If it is necessary to fasten branches
near the point of forking where swaying is limited an iron rod is prefer-
able; but for connecting limbs a few feet apart more or less remote from
their junction with one another (w^here swaying is more pronounced) the
chain method is superior. A rod is likely to break when the tree is swayed
by the wind owing to its rigidity, whereas a chain, which is flexible, will
stand the strain better. Moreover, a chain is easier to place than a solid
rod, as less attention has to be given to boring the holes. However, if
— Girdling by
placed around
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one or two links are placed in the rod, as is sometimes done, this dif-
ficulty is of course obviated to some extent.
Galvanized stranded guy wire or cables, such as are employed by
public-service corporations for anchoring their poles, are superior to
either chains or rods for holding in place defective limbs and branches,
and are far more pleasing to the eye. These wire cables may be obtained
in various sizes and are much cheaper and stronger than chains. Their
tensile strength varies according to size and quality from a few thousand
to several thousand pounds, but the more flexible cables are best suited
to this work. A chain is as
strong as its weakest link or
member, wliich sometimes
may be very weak, whereas
a stranded wire cable is much
more homogeneous in its con-
struction and less likely to
break. The strain which it
is necessary to overcome in
swaying trees is often very
great, and we have known
many chains to break when
the links were composed of
three-eighths or five-eighths
inch iron. Wire cables and
chains are usually used with
eyebolts, provided with washer
and nuts, but the eyebolt
often constitutes the weakest
feature. It is therefore im-
portant that only the best
quality of iron be used in the construction of eyebolts. Moreover, work
of this nature demands skillful blacksmithing.
When stranded cables are used the eyebolt method is sometimes dis-
pensed with. In tliis case the wire passes thi-ough a hole in the tree and
around an embedded piece of iron. The wire method is also valuable in
temporarily rendering safe weak or dangerous limbs, and in anchoring
more or less decrepit trees to strong supports.
Most of the chaining, bolting, etc., observed in trees follows extremely
poor mechanical principles. *The chains or bolts are often too small, and
are seldom placed advantageously as regards leverage, the majority
being placed too low or too near the crotch of the tree, thus requiring
too much strain to be overcome. Where large limbs are involved, most
eyebolts should be 1 inch in diameter and extend tlirough the tree, these
being supplied with a 3 or 4 inch washer and nut. The practice of screwing
eyebolts or hooks into a tree for a short distance for the purpose of attach-
ing a chain is bad, since they may be pulled out or broken off with the
Fig. 29.— Showing com-
bination of bolting and
banding method which
caused girdling to the
tree.
FIG. 30. — Illustrat-
ing the combination
banding and bolt-
ing method. It is
extremely faulty in
all respects.
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slightest strain, and only a bolt passing through the tree, provided with
a washer and nut, is suitable for such work. If stranded wire is employed
it may pass around an imbedded iron bolt
at the back side of the limbs.
In any system of strengthening trees,
whether by Mires or other methods, the
best mechanical principles should be em-
ployed and a careful estimate made of the
amount of load that must be carried; also
the proper angle of attachment, etc. The
amount of strain to overcome in wiring
trees is invariably underestimated, even
with an ordinary amount of swaying.
During severe tempests hardly any tree is
safe, a twisting air movement of great
velocity acting as a severe strain. It^is
always wise to have the chain or wire used
far mthin the limit of safety. Since the
limbs or branches of a tree have a tendency
Fig. 31. — Iron band around limbs
of tree. An objectionable metliod.
to move inwards during cold
weather, causing chains and wires
to become slack, all wires should
be drawn tight at their installa-
tion.
In many cases of chaining and
bolting the washer and nut are
placed on the outside of the bark,
and often no attempt is made to
cut off the ends of the bolts. The
unsightliness of this method makes
it objectionable. It is better to
cover the nut and washer, which
may be done by countersinking them into the wood of the tree by means
of a gauge or extension bit, and the free ends of the bolts should be cut
off close to the nuts. The washer and nut should be well imbedded in
Fig. 32. — Improper method of cbaiu-
ing tree. Dotted lines show more
effective method: (6) bolt, (cj
chain. All chains, however, too low.
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thick paint or coal tar, and either elastic or Portland cement used to
cover them, allowing the cement to come flush with the exterior surface
of the wood. By this method
the ends of the bolt, washer and
nut are covered, and the scar
produced by this operation will
heal over in a short time, leav-
ing no trace.
^
The poles of public service
corporations are often attached
to trees by guy wires, and care
should be taken to prevent in-
jury to the tree from girdling,
etc. A large wire loop placed
round a tree and properly in-
sulated from the trunk by special
hard wood blocks is usually
harmless, and is more desirable
on streets than other often un-
sightly methods of anchoring
poles. These blocks may be
made from oak, and should be
2 inches wide, 1| inches thick
and 8 or 10 inches long for
heavy wires. They should be
provided with a shallow groove
to take the wire, the groove
being made a trifle narrower than the wire to insure a tight fit. (See
Fig. 42.)
Treating Decayed Cavities, Fillings, etc.
Decayed cavities in trees are very undesirable
since any fungi and insects which may be present
will extend their range of activity, causing decay and
shortening the life of the tree. Cavities result from
poor pruning of limbs, the breaking off of branches,
.
1 The weight of a limb may be roughly obtained by multiplyiiii::
the average diameter by the length. This calculation should include
the numerous small branches, limbs, etc.
According to Prof. C. S. Sargent (Woods of the United States, 1885),
the weight of a cubic foot of elm wood is 40.55 pounds when dried at
100° C, and according to W. S. Clark (32d Rept. Mass. State Board of
Agriculture for 1874) the amount of water in elm wood varies from
40 to 60 per cent.; thus a cubic foot of green elm wood would equal
about 60 pounds. A limb 40 feet long with an average diameter of 8
inches would weigh about 840 pounds, and a section about 34 inches '
long would equal 1 cubic foot. Of course the leverage which must be
overcome is determined by angles of the limb and point of attachment
of the chain or wire. (See Fig. 36.)
Fig. 33. Chain and bolt method of support-
ing limbs.
Fig. 34. — Tree prop-
erly bolted; washer
countersunk and Im-
bedded in cement.
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and other injuries which are not followed by proper treatment at the
time.
The treatment of cavities naturally involves some expense, but if a
tree is of any value it is worth treating, even though its value may be
sentimental in nature. There are many trees which to the casual observer
would appear to be of little consequence, but the associations connected
with them may be highly cherished. Then, again, the location is often
important. A tree may furnish shade which cannot be dispensed with,
and even if old and decayed it is often more satisfactor}^ to treat it than
to wait for a new tree to grow.
The rationale underlying the cleaning and filling of cavities is similar
to that in dentistry. If the work is properly done, and if antiseptic con-
ditions are secured, the length of a
tree's life may be extended.
For centuries trees have been
treated in various ways. Cavities
have been filled with wood, brick,
stone, cement and other sub-
stances, but as a rule much of
this earlier work was very crude
in nature, and has accomplished
little or nothing toward the pre-
vention of decay. During the past
few years, however, more scientific
attention has been given to the
treatment of decayed cavities in
trees, and many good examples
may be seen here and there, although it must be confessed that as yet
the work is in more or less of an experimental stage.
^
As has been said, the object of treating decayed cavities is to prevent
further decay and to prolong the life of the tree; but there is no particular
reason why people should spend one or two thousand dollars on a single
tree for repair work when it is possible and certainly more reasonable to
transplant a larger and better one for two or three hundred dollars.
The first step in the treatment of cavities is to remove all decayed and
infected tissue, which is done by a thorough cleaning out of the cavity.
Second, to treat antiseptically all the exposed tissues which are sus-
ceptible to decay, preventing further disintegration. The disinfecting
' The writer's first attempt to establish a course covering shade-tree management was in 1895
although the research work concerning shade-tree problems antedated this period. At that time
there was little material of a reliable nature at hand touching upon the many shade-tree problems
which were continually coming up, and it was practically impossible to organize a course of study
relative to the subject which would be of any great practical, scientific or pedagogical value. It
was, therefore, apparent from the first that an extensive course of study covering this subject,
to be of practical value, would require a scientific basis. However, the numerous investigations
carried on during recent years relating to shade-tree problems have placed this subject on an
entirely different basis, although there is still great opportunity for further research work along
these lines.
Fig. 35. — Longitudinal section of
limb, showing method of bolting.
B, bark; X, wood; R, bolt; W,
washer; C, cement.
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substance should be one which can safely be used and still be permanently
effective. Creosote is one of the best antiseptics because it possesses
superior properties for penetrating wood, and is
quite permanent as a disinfectant. In some cavity
work this is as far as it is necessary to proceed,
especially in the treatment of old, weak, decrepit
trees which at most have only a brief period to
live, and when there is already considerable
strengthening tissue owing to the inward growth
of the callus and wood. It is often inadvisable to
remove this strengthening tissue and fill the cavity.
(See Fig. 43.)
Third, to cover the orifice or opening of the
cavity to direct the growth of the callus or healing
tissue. However, trees are seldom if ever strength-
ened by fillings; on the other hand, they are too
often weakened by overloading, although ulti-
mately, as new tissue develops over the surface of
the filling, strengthening may follow as a result
of growth.
Innumerable instances may be observed of
positively injurious tree repair work which has
been done by incompetent men, some of whom
are downright scoundrels; and many trees have
come to a sad end from overloading with heavy
concrete. Sometimes the tree collapses
before the contractor actually finishes the
work, in which case litigation usually
follows.
The writer has had many opportunities
to observe cavity work in trees. Some of
these cavities were treated forty years
ago, and when thorough cleaning and
antiseptic treatment were given the cav-
ities, decay has been arrested to a very
remarkable extent. Even some of the
work done by ignorant men and am-
ateurs, who are unable to distinguish
between normal and infected wood, has
been effective in arresting decay, although
only the punk and discolored tissue is
usually removed from the cavities.
While some progress has been made in
cavity treatment during recent years, the greatest drawback to the de-
velopment of a more scientific and intelligent method of treatment is
ignorance and incompetency on the part of those undertaking such
Fig. 36. — Showing
relative strain in
pounds on wire
or cliain holding-
limbs at different
angles. The strain
at X would be twice
as much as at a.
Fig. 37. — Illustrating a faulty
method of chaining trees.
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work. The use of worthless disinfectants, the improper shaping of the
cavity opening, and many other wrong methods show a total disregard
for the first principles of scientific treatment and for common sense. It
is unfortunate that so many have undertaken to do tree repair work with-
FIG. 38. — Showing cross-section illustrating the eyebolt and the
stranded wire method of attachment. (Compare Fig. 39.)
out adequate training or special aptitude for it. There are innumerable
so-called "tree experts," "tree specialists," etc., whose whole experience
consists in having filled one or two tree cavities. They possess little
or no knowledge of trees or tree problems. Too much stress is also laid
on the external appearance and smoothness of their cavity work. They
seemingly fail to realize that the
scientific treatment of a wound
or cavity is fully as important
as its appearance when done.
The principal advance in cav-
ity work has consisted in more
thorough cleaning and more
effective antiseptic treatment,
and some improvement has been
made in the technique of cement
work. However, these innova-
tions are of minor importance,
considering the extent of the
work done and the opportunities
offered for improvement in the
scientific and rational treatment
of cavities.
Methods of treating Canities.
— The greatest need in tree
cavity work at the present time
is more suitable material and
improvement in methods of
doing the work. There is no reason why a cavity should be filled, —
•
in fact, there are reasons why it should not. The principal problems as-
sociated with cavity work are those involving the eliminating of fillings
of all descriptions. A durable material with physical properties similar
to those of the tree to direct the callus growth must also be found.
There are several methods for the treatment of cavities, some of which
were|_tirst used years ago. Brick and stone laid in cement have been used
FIG. 39. — Illustrating eyebolt and stranded
wire method of attachment.
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as a filling to cover the cavity opeiiiiia;, and some years ago use was made
of irregular pieces of untreated wood for filling cavities. However, cement
in different forms has been most frequently employed for cavity fillings,
and various metals have been used as a covering for the cavity opening,
Use has also been made of wire mesh covered with elastic cement; com-
binations of asphalt and sawdust; paraffine and sawdust; wood pulp and
cement; excelsior and asphalt; sawdust, tar and oakum; certain com-
posite substances like papier-mach^; special floor cements; and chemically
treated wooden blocks.
KiG. 40.— Different methods of fasteniog branches. The solid
lines represent the best method; dotted lines inferior
methods.
Various disinfectants, such as copper sulfate, corrosive sublimate,
Bordeaux mixture, kerosene, formalin, carbolineum, coal tar, creosote,
etc., have been employed for cavity work, but some of them are
poorly adapted for the purpose. Creosote and carbolineum are similar
in nature, and are the best materials for disinfecting cavities. The
former apparently possesses greater power of penetration than the latter,
although carbolineum seems to form a more permanent external covering
than creosote. (See Fig. 26.) Owing to the slow penetration of all dis-
infectants into moist wood, more than one treatment is needed, and if
the cavity is left open for a while before receiving later treatments, so
much the better.
Although there have been complaints that creosote injures trees, we
have never observed any such injury, notwithstanding the fact that we
have treated cavities within 1 inch of the vital area. In all instances
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()b.ser\ed, where injury was reported from the use of tliis substance, the
pathological conditions were due to other causes, and were present pre-
vious to the time of the repair work.
The expense involved in the different methods of treating cavities
varies considerably, and it is not well to increase it unnecessarily. How-
ever, if a tree is worth treating
the work should be done well,
and the more costly methods
need not be condemned if they
achieve superior results. Before
an attempt is made to repair a
tree a thorough examination
should be made, but this is
seldom done. Often a consider-
able portion of a tree above and
below the ground may be dead
without the fact being noticeable
to the casual observer. A careful
examination w^ould reveal the fact
that the tree is not worth expen-
sive treatment.
Shaping the Cavity.—-The shape
of the cavity interior is determined
largely by the necessary removal of the decayed material. As the decay
of the heartwood is usually more extensive than that of the sapwood, the
interior dimensions of a cavity are usually greater than those of the
orifice or opening. A shoulder is thus formed, and this is of great ad-
vantage when cement and other substances are used in filling. In cases
Fig. 41. — Bolt passing through a tree with
large square washer. A smaller round one,
represented by the white circle, is a more
desirable form to use.
Fig. 42.— Least objectionable method of anchoring
guy wires to trees.
where there is no shoulder, spikes may be driven into the wood or iron
bolts used, or grooves in the wood may be chiseled out to anchor the
filling substance more thoroughly and to prevent its dislocation. But
the shaping of the cavity opening or orifice is most important, the main
object in filling a cavity or covering its opening being to direct the callus
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or healing tissue. It is therefore essential that the shape of the cavity
opening conform to the path of the translocated plastic substances of
the tree. These are confined to the phloem, or
inner bark. The sides of the cavity opening
should, in a general way, conform; and the less
the irregularity of the edges of the opening the
better.
If the cavity is above the surface of the ground
the apex and base of the opening should never be
truncated or flattened, but should be apiculate or
pointed. There is no particular objection, how-
ever, to having the opening of the cavity per-
fectly square or rectangular if the bark is re-
moved above and below the opening and brought
to a pointed or rounded termination. (See Fig.
49.) This allows the healing tissue to form reg-
ularly and uniformly over the outside of the
cavity. Tliis also holds true in the treatment of
scars and abrasions on trees. After removing
the bark the wood should be scraped and treated
as with any wound.
Concrete Fillings. — Concrete has been used
more largely than any other substance for fill-
ing cavities in trees, but its physical properties
are so unlike those of wood that it has never been
regarded by competent authorities as a suitable
material for work of tliis nature. By some workers
its use has only been tolerated until something better could be substituted.
Some of the numerous objections to be raised against filling cavities
with cement are as follows : —
Fig. 43.— Demonstrating
the object of treating
cavities. Upper figure
shows cavity of long
standing, with callus
curved in, which, if it
had been treated,
would be as repre-
sented below.
Fig. 44. — Cross-section of filled cavity showing one
method of treatment. B, bark; Y, sapwood; M,
medullary rays; H.heartwood; A, annual rings,
G, grouting; S, cement surface covering; W, wire
re-enforcement; E, elastic cement. Inferior to the
(irv cement methods now used.
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(a) Cement cannot accommodate itself to the constant swaying move-
ments of trees. As a consequence the fillings are likely to become dis-
placed and crack, although this is not so often the case with fillings low
in the tree. This unavoidable cracking of the cement renders it extremely
unsuitable for use in cavities.
(6) Cement upon drying shrinks from the wood, furnishing an entrance
for water, frost and injurious organisms which may cause damage if the
conditions are favorable.
(c) It is practically impossible to stop bleeding from a cavity that has
been filled with cement. This exudating sap or "slimeflux," which is
Fig. 45. — Cross-section of split tree with bolt and
countersunk nuts and washers and iron braces to
obviate movement. Instead of cement, wooden
blocks should be employed to cover the opening of
the cavity.
not uncommon in trees, discolors the bark and in some cases injures the
underljdng tissue.
(d) There is nothing to be gained from filling a tree cavity with cement
or any material. The chief object of filling is to protect the heaUng tissue
or callus of the tree after the cavity has been thoroughly cleaned and dis-
infected, and this can be accomplished bj'' other methods.
(e) Cement does not in any case strengthen the tree; on the contrary,
it often proves weakening because of its cumbersome and quite unneces-
sary weight. It is not adapted to horizontal cavities, which are difficult
to seal sufficiently to prevent trouble from water, etc.
(/) The several schemes devised to increase the efficiency of cement
fillings, such as re-enforcing with iron, wire, etc., covering the cement
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Fiti. 46. — Cement-flUed cavity
favorably shaped for healing
over.
surface with metal, the use of elastic material and special grooves, laying
the cement in sections, and many others, have not proved of any material
value in solving the problem.
(g) The tissues back of a cavity are
rendered more susceptible to decay by
the cement filling. This is especially
true if proper antiseptic treatment is not
given, or if the cavity is not thoroughly
cleaned.
From the various objections given it
follows that it is often better to leave
the cavity open, or merely to cover the
same, than to fill with cement.
Several methods have been employed
for the use of cement, and a detailed
description of all of them is hardly
worth while. It has been extensively
employed as a filling, and also as a
covering for the cavitj^ opening, in
which case the main cavity itself would
be left unfilled. In most of the older work in filling cavities with cement
the opening of the cavity was boarded up and grouting of a more or
less soft consistency, consisting of 1 part cement to 5 or S of sand,
gravel or other material, was poured in.
When this was partiallj^ set the boards
were removed and the surface of the
grouting was coated with about 1 part
cement to 2 parts sand, tliis extending to
the outer edges of the wood and conform-
ing to the general contour of the tree. In
other cases cement in the proportion of 1
part to 2 or 3 parts of sand has been used
in a relatively dry form, applied in small
quantities, and thoroughly tamped. Tliis
method does not require the use of boards
at the cavity opening, as the cement,
which is uniform throughout, is gradually
built up until the filling process is com-
pleted. The outer surface conforms to
the general contour of the tree. The use
of relatively dry cement has proved more
desirable for cavity work than grouting,
followed by a surface covering of a different consistency, and has done
away with considerable of the cracking and dislodgment of cement which
followed surface covering over grouting. In cavity work of all kinds
where cement is used, nails, spikes, wires, iron rods and bolts, wire mesh.
Fio. 47. - Cement-flUed cavity
with bolt.
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otc, have been used freely in numerous ways for re-enforcing-. When
the cavity has no "shoulders" to hold the cement in place, spikes
driven into the wood are effective in anchoring the cement, and we have
observed such fillings to remain undisturbed for many j^ears.
Anj^ filling substance or covering of a cavity should always come flush
with the exterior of the wood. For this purpose it is best to cut the bark
back as little as possible to expose the edge of the wood to view. Special
grooves cut in the wood of the cavitj'^ just anterior to the outer edge of
the wood have been used with the idea of directing the flow of surface
water which may enter the cavity, or that arising from the interior caused
by bleeding, but these grooves have not
proved of practical value. A V-shaped
groove cut in the edges of the cement
before hardening, filled with elastic cement
to prevent water from entering, is some-
times used. As there is always more or
less separation of the cement from the
wood after setting or hardening use has
been made of thick elastic substances to
cover the surface of the cavity to make
the contact more complete.
Sectional Concrete Fillings. — The writer
first experimented with sectional concrete
fillings in- 1902 and 1903, and has at dif-
ferent times since suggested this method
of filling cavities to those seeking to avoid
cracking of the cement where considerable
movement exists. In our original experi-
ments the cement was laid in sections, each
section being allowed to become set or
hardened before another was put on. The
sections were further separated from one
another by the use of such substances as
cardboard or tarred paper, fiberoid, elastic
cement or wire mesh. Our idea in de-
veloping the use of sectional work was to eliminate cracking of the
cement which so commonly follows the use of this substance, and the
purpose of using more or less elastic substances between the sections was
to form a bed for each section or independent unit to move upon dur-
ing swaying without causing chipping of the edges of the sectional blocks.
The sectional method of filling has been employed quite extensively within
the last six j'^ears, and at present it constitutes the best method of
employing concrete cement in tree cavities.
In some of this work the sections are bolted to the tree, thus restricting
independent movement to a certain extent by anchoring the sections.
In consecjuence of this anchoring the sections load the tree with weight,
FKi. 48.— Stump growth of white
oak with cavity cleaned and
treated witli creosote and filled
with cement. Edge of cavity
effectively sealed with elastic
cement.
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whereas in basal cavities if not anchored they would not, and with the
use of entirely independent sections the movements of cement would be
slightly different.
The first to use sectional concrete in tree cavities with bolted sections
was probably the late city forester W. F. Gale of Springfield, about 1906.
Mr. Gale employed two cross bolts to each section, the sections being
about 20 inches long and separated in part by wire mesh. After the
cement had sufficiently hardened the bolts were tightened to separate
the sections or individual units still further. At the present time tarred
paper is usually employed between sections, but where there is much
movement this substance is hardly tliick enough, especially on the outer
edges, to prevent chipping. We had this feature in mind in our original
Fig. 49.— Showing a square cavity filled with
cement. P, disintegrated bark above and
l)elow the filling; E, general path of plas-
tic or healing substances; F, bark cut to
point to accommodate tlie process of heal-
ing and conforming with the path of heal-
ing substances.
sectional work. With the judicious use of iron bolts (which should in our
opinion be independent of the sections) in order to secure rigidity, the
sectional cement method has proved superior to the older methods of
filling cavities, since it has done away with much miscellaneous cracking
and dislodgment of fillings.
Much improvement in the quaUty of the cement work done on trees
has been made witliin the last few years, especially in cement technique,
and some of the Portland cement surface in cavities is excellent. A
great deal of puttering and detail work such as thorough tamping and
troweling of the cement is often done in tree cavity work, especially
when the contract is for work by the hour. Thorough tamping and
troweling improve the cement, and as a result of this frequent time-
killing process practiced by certain unscrupulous workers some of the
best individual examples of cement technique may be found in trees.
While the sectional method of filling cavities with cement has caused
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some advance in cavity cement work, it does not solve the problem of
treating cavities. In many cases of sectional work it is an absolute fail-
ure. This is true especially when there is too much swaying or when
the tree cannot stand the
load, or when there is too
much crusliing force, as
in narrow cavities. All
concrete work on trees
is better adapted to cav-
ities located near the
ground or below the sur-
face than to high cavities
where swaying constitutes
an important factor, and
where an increase in the
load which a tree is
obliged to carry is ob-
jectionable.
Concrete Coverings for
the Cavity Opening. —
Concrete may be used to
advantage as a covering
for cavity openings to
form a surface for direct-
ing the healing tissue.
With this method the
interior of the cavity is
left unfilled, and if the
cement is properly re-
enforced with iron the
scheme is practicable and
possesses many advan-
tages. The writer has
treated some large cav-
ities by this method, and it has proved as satisfactory as solid fillings.
Considerable cement is also saved. (See Figs. 51 and 52.)
Metal Coverings. — Metal was much used formerly, and is to some
extent to-day, to cover the openings of cavities, and some very creditable
work has been done in this line. For this purpose tin or zinc is cut and
shaped to meet the requirements of the cavity opening, and after some
of the bark has been cut away the metal is securely fastened to the sap
wood with tacks. With this method of treating cavities the usual clean-
ing and disinfecting are done, but the cavity itself is left unfilled.
The principle underlying this method is good, but metal has not proved
a durable covering, nor are its physical properties suitable to work of
this nature. It is affected too greatly by changes in temperature, which
Fig. 50. — Concrete filling built in sections.
"Tree Talk.")
f From
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luis a tendency to displace the tacks; consequent!}^ the metal covering:
becomes loose and valueless in a short time. Metal is inclined to deteri-
orate in a few years, and cannot
accommodate itself to much
movement in the tree vuiless it is
used in sections and imbricated
or overlapped like shingles.
Sometimes metal is used to
cover cement-filled cavities, but
this is of no particular value, and
does not im]irove the appearance
of the tree. The principal pur-
pose in using it over cement is to
cover the cracks, and when used
in connection with iron bands
over the surface it is supposed
to help hold the cement in place.
In some cases where metal is used
in this way it is lapped over on
the bark 4 or 5 inches, but this
destroys the underlying tissues
and arrests their future develop-
ment, thus defeating one of the
'., encouraging and directing the
Fig. 51. — Chestnut tree cavity resulting
from stump growth, with cavity covering
of cement about 6 inches thick. (See
Fig. 52.)
main objects of treating cavities,—
healing tissue or callus formation.
Elastic Cement. — Elastic cement, such as is emploj^ed by slaters, has
been used for some years in tree repair
work, and was recommended for this pur-
pose by the Massachusetts Forestry Associ-
ation about 1000. Its principal value in
tree repair work consists in its elastic
properties and its adaptability to places
where there is considerable movement. It
is too expensive for use in large cavities,
costing from 4 to 15 cents per pound, but
it has been employed to some extent for
filling small spaces and also as a thin
covering for cavity openings. In the latter
case wire mesh is strung across the cavitj'
opening, the wire mesh being re-enforced
with iron and shaped to conform to the
outer contour of the tree; and the elastic
cement is plastered on the mesh. (See
Figs. 54 and 55.)
This method of treating cavities has been especially recommended by
Mr. L. F. Prouty, associated with the citj^ forestry department, Spring-
FiG. 52. — Illustrating cross-sec-
tion of the cemeut surface
covering to cavity shown in
Fig. 51. W, wire stapled to
sides of cavity; I, iron reen-
forcing; C, cement.
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field, Mass., who has made quite a httle use of ehistic cement for cavity
work. One of the drawbacks in the use of this substance for tree work
is that it does not harden suffi-
ciently, the surface easily becoming-
disfigured. On the other hand, it
is valual)le for cavities in high
swaying trunks and limbs of trees,
and especially for cavities witli
horizontal openings.
Wood pulp with a thin facing of
Portland cement has also been em-
ployed for covering the openings
of cavities.
Asphalt Fillings. — During the
last twenty years numerous at-
tempts have been made to use
asphalt in tree repair work, and
more recently it has been employed
in combination with other sub-
stances. Asphalt and sawdust
have been used for cavity work by
Mr. John Boddy,^ city forester of
Cleveland, Ohio. For cavities in
swaying branches he uses 1 part
Fi<i. 53. — Cavity in apple tree cleaned out,
treated antiseptically, and surface covered
with tin.
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Fig. 5.5.— Section of tree with
cavity illustrating wire and
elastic cement method of
covering opening. C, elastic
cement; W, wire mesh; I,
iron re-enforcements.
Another method of treating tree cavities with the use of asphalt has
been devised and described by Elbert Peets. This consists of using brickets
or units composed of aspha.Hum and excel-
sior. These brickets are employed as a
covering to the outer surface of the cavity,
and are cemented together with asphaltum.
The brickets are secured to the side of the
cavity opening by spikes, and are held in
place by iron re-enforcements, the portion
of the cavity back of the brickets being filled
with sawdust, cinders or other material.
An especially commendable feature of this
method is the unit SJ^stem employed, and
the adaptability of the material to the move-
ments of trees. On the other hand, asphal-
tum is not a convenient substance to use
because it has to be heated. The same objec-
tions to completely filling a cavity apply
also to asphaltum, although with the use of this
material such a practice may not always be
necessary.
Wooden Block Method. — This method of seal-
ing cavities (invented by the writer) has been in
use only recently. It consists in the use of chem-
ically treated wooden blocks to cover the open-
ing of the cavities, and makes filling unnecessary.
The blocks are of different sizes. Each one
constitutes a homogeneous structural unit com-
posed of various cellular elements, similar to
those in trees. With this method, as in others,
the cavities are cleaned and treated antiseptically,
the blocks being used simply to cover the orifice
of the cavity and to direct the growth of the
callus or healing tissue.
The advantage of wooden blocks for cavity
work consists in the fact that the blocks are
composed of the same type of element as found
in trees. The geometrical arrangement of the
various elements, as well as their chemical com-
position and molecular structure, is similar;
moreover, the physical properties — rigidity,
elasticity, etc. — are practically identical. The
various movements in the cavities of trees re-
sulting from variation in temperature, moisture,
barometrical influence, etc., may be better conformed to by the use of
this material than by any other yet employed for the cavity treatment.
l#^^^^^^S^Sw^
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The blocks should be arranged in the cavity opening so that the radial
and tangential surfaces of the structural elements in the blocks coin-
cide in general with those in the tree. It is not necessary to lay the
blocks in cement, but in some cases painting
the surfaces which will come into contact
with one another with an elastic cement is of
advantage. The blocks are fastened to the
tree by means of special iron braces and held
securely by iron re-enforcements. Besides
being especially adapted, owing to their
phj'sical properties, to use in trees, such
blocks are durable, light and easy to fit, and
are better adapted to swaying movements
and crushing pressure found in narrow
cavities than rigid or less plastic substances
such as have been used heretofore. The
disagreeable and injurious effects arising
from bleeding may be taken care of by
this method of cavity treatment, and con-
structive work may be done in winter as
well as in summer.
Fig. 57. — CroBS-section of
Ulustration shown in Fig.
56. C, cavity; B, chemi-
cally treated blocks; I,
iron re-enforcement in
grooves; X, longitudinal
section of blocks.
Tree Guards.
There is almost no end to the types of tree guards used to protect trees.
Some of these are good and others are of little value. The purpose of a
Fig. .58. — Different types of tree guards: 1, wooden strips nailed to a tree; 2, wooden
strips nailed to a tree and banded with iron; 3, old type of wooden tree guard;
4, wooden strijis banded with iron tightly to the trunk of the tree; 5, similar to 4;
all objectionable types.
tree guard is protection, and the guard should cover the tree to a height
of about 6| feet; it should be as light and as inconspicuous as is con-
sistent with strength and protection; and should allow the tree ample
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opportunity for growth without causing in.iur}^ The ideal tree guard
is dural)le, easily placed and not easily displaced, inexpensive and neat
in appearance. Some tree guards are attached to trees by means of
staples or nails, but this method of attachment is objectionable. The
old-fashioned tree guard made of wood usually became useless in a few
3'^ears. However, while it may not have possessed much beauty or per-
manent utility, it at least showed a commendable spirit and desire 'for
tree protection.
A very cheap and efficient tree guard is used to quite an extent in
some places, and is known as the "Clinton Tree Guard." This guard is
made of No. 15 galvanized wire, having a mesh three-fourths inch in
diameter, all the wire contacts being soldered. This wire may be bought
in strips of various widths from 12 to 48 inches, and cut off any length
desired, 6 and G§ feet being the more usual lengths. Strips 12 to 18 inches
wide are well suited for small trees. These are rolled up in cylindrical form
of the desired diameter, and tied together by a few pieces of copper wire.
To prevent the toji of the tree guard from chafing the tree the top is
protected by wiring thi'ough the rough
edges of the guard a split piece of dis-
carded rubber hose. Use is also made of in-
sulated wires or springs placed diagonalh'
through the top of the guard to hold it awaj'
from the tree. The great advantage of this
guard is its cheapness, but it is made of
heav}'^ wire firmly woven, and answers the
requirements very well. This wire is made
by the Clinton Wire Company, Clinton,
Mass., and costs about ih cents per square
foot. (See Fig. 60.)
A re-enforced wire clotli guard manu-
factured by the Wright Wire Company,
Worcester, Mass., has recently come into
use. It is made from close mesh wire similar
to that of the Clinton guard, but is re-enforced
with flat metal strips. This re-enforcement
is considered a valuable innovation because
even heavy wire mesh is likely to crumple up
with hard usage, and becomes ineffective as
a tree guard. The re-enforced metal edges
are provided with holes for the purpose of
stapling the guard to large trees. (See Fig.
61.)
One of the neatest and most durable tree
guards is shown in Fig. 59. It consists of an
open-mesh, heavy-wired guard supported by a piece of angle iron on
either side driven into the ground. The angle iron acts as a re-enfoi'ce-
F I G. 59. — Effectual tree
guard used on Boston Com-
mon. The wire guard is
reeuforced Ity pointed
angle irons driven into the
ground.
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ment and holds the guard in place. The use of any guard around trees
is more or less of a nuisance, but at the present time they have to be
applied to street trees. Planting inside of the sidewalk or on wide
tree belts will obviate much of the use of tree guards
in the future.
uij
Fertilizing Trees.
Trees, like agricultural crops, respond to tillage and
treatment with fertilizers and manures, but there are only
meager data relative to the specific effects of the various
chemical constituents in fertilizers on shade trees. From
what is known regarding their effects on other crops, and
from their limited use on trees and shrubs, it is evident that
they may be applied with a reasonable degree of success.
Wood ashes have been used to some extent for treating
shade trees, also bone meal, nitrate of soda and potash in
the form of muriate or sulfate. Any good complete fer-
tilizers, such as those adapted to lawns, should prove
valuable for trees. Wood ashes, which are not so easily
obtained as "formerly, are of benefit to lawns, and there is
no reason why they should not prove suitable for trees.
A certain amount of nitrate of soda, at the rate of 150 to
200 pounds per acre, may be used to good advantage, but
care should always be used not to apply it too freely.
The nitrate of soda stimulates wood production, and, like
Ume, helps to give a deeper color to the foliage; but an
excess produces symptoms of malnutrition in many crops
which usually takes the form of an abnormal development of
foliage. Bone meal is slow to become available, but it
does not injure plants when applied freely, and makes a
good fertihzer. Pulverized sheep and cow manure are
valuable lawn fertihzers, and even though the price is
rather high for the plant food contained, they supplj' organic
matter and therefore have an especially beneficial effect on
the soil. They can be applied freely without danger of
harm.
While trees will respond favorably to judicious treatment ^vith fertilizers,
it must be borne in mind that no fertilizer can take the place of cul-
tivation. Fertilizers should be applied where the feeding roots are located,
and these are confined largely to an area corresponding with the spread
of the foliage and not close to the trunk of the tree, as imagined by many
persons. This also holds true for tillage, i.e., the whole area surrounding
the tree should be cultivated to some distance beyond the spread of the
foliage. As the tree develops in size the smaller feeding roots become
less abundant near the base of the tree, although cultivation and feeding
have a marked tendency to induce root development wherever they are
Fig. 60. — Clin,
ton tree guard,
with hose pro-
tection at top.
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practiced. All fertilizers should be ai)plied evenly. Spreading b}^ hand
is at best a poor method, as shown by the dark green plots of grass on
lawns where nitrate of soda has been applied in this way; but when
fertilizer spreaders cannot be had the hand method must be used. Another
factor to be considered when applying fertilizers to lawn trees is that the
grass roots will obtain their full share. Turning under the sod and cul-
tivation of the soil around the tree is of
the
.
greatest importance from the very
considerable amounts of organic matter
added to the soil. Fertilizers applied
under these conditions, or, far better,
stable manure well incorporated into the
soil at the rate of 20 to 30 cords per acre,
are of the greatest benefit to the tree,
even if it becomes necessary to reseed
immediately. In cases where it is incon-
venient or undesirable to disturb the
soil around a tree, and when the applica-
tion of fertilizer to the surface does not
accomplish the desired results, holes 1 or
2 feet apart and 15 inches deep may be
made with an iron bar and then filled at
different times with a liquid fertilizer.
There are a numl^er of fertilizer mix-
tures prepared for shade trees that are
undoubtedly of value, but some of them
are apparenth^ not based on any expert
knowledge of the tree's special require-
ments.
Fici. 61. — Reenforced wire cloth
tree guard, showing edge stiffen- DISEASES OF TrEES.
ing with nail holes for attaching
to tree. (From the Wright Wire Trees, like other living organisms, are
Company.) very liable to attacks from disease, and a
tree of any maturity is seldom found
perfect in all respects. A disease may be defined as a disorder caused bj^
any failure in or diversion of the normal phvsiological activities of the
organism.
The diseases of plants with which plant pathologists have to deal may
be divided into three classes: First, those caused by parasitic fungi;
examples, — rust, smut, etc. Second, those brought about by functional
irregularities wliich induce saprophytes (dead wood fungi) or parasites
to thrive, such as "damping off," mildew, etc. Third, those of a purely
functional nature, pathogenic organisms not necessarily being present;
examples, — dropsy or cedema of tomatoes, malnutrition and others.
All these tj^pes of diseases are found in trees, but the first and second are
most common.
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Diagnosis of Disease.
A successful diagnosis of disease necessitates a thorough knowledge of
the normal and abnormal functions of the organism, together with an
understanding of the specific reactions of the plant to various external
and internal agencies or stimuli that may affect it. The specific reactions
of plants are so little understood as compared with those of animals which
have been studied for centuries that it often requires considerable study
to make a complete and accurate diagnosis of some of the troubles affect-
ing plants, especially without knowledge of
the conditions to which they have been
subject. Plants have their peculiarities,
like animals, and the large number of
different species which are normally adapted
to a great varietj^ of conditions and which
are likely to be subject to disease renders
the problem of diagnosis often quite diffi-
cult. The reactions of plants to stimuli are
manifold, and much more depends upon
the nature of the organisms stimulated, as
,
regards the nature of the response, than
upon the particular stimuli giving rise to
the reaction. The same agency may produce
a variety of reactions even in the same
organism, and different agencies will often
produce like effects.
It might be difficult to tell whether a
particular plant was affected b}^ coal gas,
hydrocyanic acid gas, burned sulfur, for-
malin vapor, or other gases without other
evidence than that afforded by the plant,
imless the observer possessed a special
knowledge of the effect of these gases.
But there are distinct symptoms displayed
by plants which enable one, after much
experience and careful investigation, to de-
termine with some degree of accuracy the exact cause of injury resulting
from injurious agencies.
In diagnosing diseases it is first necessary to distinguish between primary
and secondary causes. A tree may be subject to borers and fungi, but these
may not be the primary cause of the trouble; indeed, they are more
often merely secondar,y effects. A tree may sometimes winterkill and
become subject to fungi, but one would not be justified in diagnosing the
case as injury from fungi, although in the diagnosis of disease secondary
causes are often mistaken for primary ones. It should be borne in mind,
however, that no plant ever dies wdthout some definite cause. In deter-
FiG. 62. — Open mesh tree guard
with protective springs at top.
(From the Wright Wire Com-
pany.)
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mining the health condition of a tree it is important that all the factors
in any way concerning it should be well understood; in other words, one
should be able to judge of the degree of vigor possessed by the tree. A
tree in a vigorous condition has a quite different appearance from one
that is less thrifty. In the former case the bark has a certain color and
other characteristics by which it is easily distinguished from those in a
less healthy tree. This is also true of the branches, twigs and leaves as
well as of the general habit of growth.
Finally, in all tree work it is essential that as thorough knowledge as
possible should be secured of the structure and function of the tree, its
normal and abnormal characteristics, and the causes responsible for
health and disease. As a rule, tree workers have little idea of tree structure
and function; consequently their diagnoses are seldom correct.
Fxmgous Diseases of Trees.
There are troubles of a serious nature affecting trees which are not
associated with organisms; but by far the most numerous and trouble-
some diseases are caused by fungi, and occasionally by other types of
organisms. The fungi responsible for decayed cavities do the most
damage to trees.
There are a great number of leaf spots — Septoria, Cercospora, Phyl-
lostida and other genera —• which affect both our native and introduced
trees and shrubs, and mildews are found on almost every tree and shrub.
Much careful investigation has been given to the control of plant diseases
in general, and valuable results have been obtained from spraying and
other methods of treatment. (See Treatment.) The fungous diseases of
our agricultural crops have been thoroughly studied, and most of them
are of enough importance to warrant systematic treatment every year;
but a large number of the leaf spots affecting shade trees are not common
enough to do anj^ particular harm, and at least during the past manj^ of
them have not been considered worth serious study from the viewpoint
of treatment.
Most of the fungi affecting leaves and branches are parasitic; a few
are saprophytic, i.e., attacking only dead tissue; while still other forms
flourish either as parasites or saprophytes. The root-like mycelia of
parasites in most cases penetrate the cells and rob them of nutriment.
Often fungi cause distortion of the tissues so that galls and other abnormal
growths are formed. They also have acquired the peculiar habit of
secreting ferments that dissolve the cell walls. All fungi are capable of
producing some injury, but economically considered, treatment is neces-
sar}'^ only when the injury greatly retards the growth of the tree or seriously
impairs its appearance.
Among some of the commoner forms of fungi that affect shade trees
may be mentioned the following: —
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Fig. 63.— Oyster mush-
room (Pleurotus
sapidus) on maple,
following injury.
Maple (Acer). — Leaf spot {Phyllosticta acericolu C. & E.) forms irregular
brownish spots on the leaves of the rock and white maples.
Anthracnose (Glceosporium aqwcryptum E. & E.) is known to cause serious in-
jury to the leaves and shoots of the box elder and maple.
Leaf spot (Rhytisma acerinum Fr.) is characterized by
conspicuous black spots on the leaves of the red and white
maples, but is practically harmless.
Ncctria cinnabari?ia (Tode) Fr., a conmion fungus char-
acterized by small cinnamon-colored pustules occurring on
dead wood, follows winterkilling, sun scald, etc. It is
especially noticeable on winterkilled twigs of Norway
maples.
Oyster mushroom (Pleurotus sapidus Fr.) is a large,
edible fungus growing in masses on maples that have been
injured by borers and other agencies. A mildew ( Uncinula
circinata E. & E.) sometimes infects the leaves of various
maples.
Sun scald and frost cracks are not uncommon on
maples. The rock maple is one of the most susceptible
trees to sun scorch and "bronzing" of foliage induced by
excessive transpiration during dry periods. The red maple
is susceptible to winter injury of roots, and like the rock
maple suffers from drought.
Horse-chestnut (Msculus). — Leaf spot (Phyllosticta
sphwropsoidea E. & E.) appears in the early summer, and
later causes a conspicuous yellow spotting of the foliage. This disease is more or
less common every year. The leaves of the horse-chestnut are occasionally affected
with mildew (Uncinula flexuosa Pk.), and the
winterkilled twigs are sometimes attacked by
Nectria cinnaharina.
Chestnut (Castanea) . — This is seldom
planted as a shade tree, although it is some-
times seen on country roadsides and on lawns.
The chestnut blight, which is so serious and so
universally distributed at the present time,
renders the use of the species as an ornamental
tree out of the question. The chestnut is also
affected with certain leaf spots, etc.
Sycamore (Platanus). — The tree most likely
to be severely defoliated by a fungus is the
sycamore. The causal organism is Glceosporium
nervisequum (Fckl.) Sacc, which affects the
petioles and veins of the leaves, causing small
black areas on these organs. More or less large
portions of the leaves turn brown and the leaf
finally falls.
The sycamore is unusually susceptible to
winterkilling of the twigs, but in spite of this
constant defoliation and twig killing it is a very
hardy tree.
Poplar (Populus). — The principal species
in cultivation as shade trees are the Carolina
poplar, white poplar, Italian poplar and the
Lombardy poplar. The Italian poplar is often severely affected with rust
(Melampsora populina (Jacq.) Lev.), and a mildew (Uncinula salicis DC. Wint.)
is frequently observed on the leaves of poplars. Anthracnose (Marssonia populi
Fig. 64. — Horse-chestnut leaf spot
(Phyllosticta).
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Fig. 65A. — Italian poplars affected with rust {Melampsora populina (Jacq.) Lev.)-
Unsprayed. ( After Maynard.)
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Fig. 65b. • Italian poplars aflfected with rust (Melawpsora popidlna (Jacq.) Lev.),
with Bordeaux mixture. (After Maynard.)
Sprayed
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(Lib.) Sacc), which attacks the twigs, has been known to cause great injury
to many poplars. Poplars are often affected by crown gall and various other
diseases.
Oak {Quercus). — The oaks are affected bj- a number of diseases such as Septoria
dryina Cke., which produces a leaf spot, and by several mildews, e.g., Phyllactinia
suffjilta Reb., Asterina intricala E. & M. and Asterina patelloides E. & M., Micro-
sphtrra quercina (S.) Burr. The fungus Glirospnrium nerviseqmim (Fckl.) Sacc,
which also affects the sycamore, is sometimes found on oaks, affecting the leaf
petioles and veins, causing a browning, and, in severe cases, a loss of the foliage.
It is most common on the leaves of the shaded branches. Nectria cinnaharina
(Tode) Fr. also affects the oak. Oak "spangles," little saucer-shaped bodies on
the leaves which resemble the work of fungi, is caused l^y insects.
Hickory (Carya). — Two or more leaf spots are found on the hickory, e.g.,
MicTostroma juglandis Sacc. and Phyllcmticta caryce Pk. Some seasons hickory
leaves are quite badly spotted.
Butternut (Juglans). — Butternuts are affected
by the following leaf spots: Ascochyta juglandis
Bolish, which is more or less common; Cercospora
juglandis K. & Sw., Glocosporiuni juglandis (Lib.)
Mont., Marssonia juglandis (Lib.) Sacc. The butter-
nut has suffered greatly from climatic conditions in
the past decade.
Tunp Tree (Liriodendron)
.
— The leaves of the
tulip tree are sometimes badly spotted by insect work
which is often accompanied by fungi.
Sweet Gum {Liquidambar)
.
— The sweet gum is
affected by a leaf spot {Septoria liquidambaris Cke. &
E.) and is susceptible to winter injury in the north.
Magnolia. — The magnolia is affected by an
anthracnose (Colletotrichum spinaciw E. & H.) which
ruins the smaller branches and foliage of the tree.
Mildew {Asterina picea B. & C. and Asterina comata
B. & Rav.) is also found on the leaves.
Pine {Pinus)
.
— The white pine during the past ten years has been affected by
a root killing, which has been responsible for the burning of the leaf tips (sun
scorch). Various fungi, such as Septoria parasitica Hartig, and Hendersonia folii-
cola Berk., have been associated with this trouble, but both are apparently sapro-
phytes. The terminal twigs of the white pine are occasionally affected with Phoma
Harknessii Sacc, which causes the death of both the leaves and twigs. Scorias
spongiosa Schw. forms black incrustations on the leaves and twigs of the white
pine in the secretions of the woolly aphis. Rust {Coleosporium pini) sometimes
occurs on the leaves of the pitch pine.
Catalpa. — The catalpa is affected with the leaf spots Phyllosticta catalpw E. &
M., Cercospora catalpw Wint., Macrosporium catalpa; E. & E., also with mildew
{Microsphmra elevata Burr, and Phyllactinia suffulta Reb.). A blight disease is
recorded which causes the leaves to turn black, shrivel and fall. This is said to be
caused by insect larva). Two wood-destroying fungi, e.g., Polyporus versicolor (L.)
Fr. and Polyporus (Poria) catalpw are found on the catalpa.
Hackberry {Celtis). — The hackberry is occasionally planted as a shade tree,
and is affected by two mildews {U7icinula polychwta B. & C. and Sphwrotheca
phytoptophyla K. & S.) which are associated with a mite {Phytoptus) in producing
distortion of the leaves. Phleospora celtidis E. & M., Phyllosticta celtidis E. & K.,
Ramularia celtidis E. & E. and Septoria gigaspora E. & E. are responsible for leaf
spots.
Beech {Fagus). — A mildew {Microsphwra erineophila Cke.) is associated with
a mite {Phytoptus) on the leaves of the beech. The fungus {Scorias spongiosa
Fig. 66.
—
Armiliaria melted
on roots of maple.
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Schw.) grows in the secretions of woolly aphis, causing a large spongy black mass
on the leaves.
Hawthorne {Cratwyus).-—-The leaves of the English hawthorne are affected
often seriously with Entomosporium thumenii Cke., which produces spots.
Ash (Fraxinus). — The stems and leaves of the ash for the past few years have
been troubled with a rust (^cidium fraxini Schw.). The worst cases have been
Fig. 67. — Linden leaf spot {Cercospora).
found in the vicinity of Cape Cod. The ash is also .subject to a leaf spot (Septoria
leucostroma E. & E.) and mildews (Phylluctinia suffulta (Reb.) Sacc. and Phyl-
losticta viridis E. & K.).
Locu.ST (Robinia). — The locust is unusually susceptible to borers, and when
attacked by them often becomes infected with various species of fungi.
Linden (Tilia). — The leaves of the linden are sometimes badly affected with
leaf spots, such as Ccrcospora microsorn Sacc, which may be largely controlled by
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This fungus causes defoliation, and sometimes a great deal of injury results. The
mildew (Uncinula macrospora Pk.) is found on elms, and Taphrina ultni Johan. is
found on Ulmus montana and Ulnivs campestris
.
The American elm is very susceptible to drought and winterkilling of roots.
Frost cracks are also rather common on the elm, and from these and injury from
borers the elm bleeds rather freely.
Sun scald, sun scorch, "bronzing'' and various types of winter injury, —
such as root killing, death of buds, twigs and branches, frost blisters and
frost cracks, — drought effects, "staghead" from various causes, and
many other troubles not caused by organisms, are quite commonly found
on trees.
There is also a sooty mold that grows in the "honeydew" secreted
some years quite abundantly by aphids on various species, which some-
times causes considerable retardation of growth. The honeydew is usually
washed off the leaves by rains before it does very much harm, but occa-
sionally, in periods of drought, the concentrated sticky covering remains
on the leaves long enough to plasmolyse the cells, causing a mottled
appearance of the leaves.
Wood-destroying Fungi.
There are a great number of fungi that may be found on dead wood
following various injuries caused by sun scald, insect work, fires, illum-
inating gas, oil sprays and other agencies. Some of these parasites attack
the dead bark and penetrate living tissues of the host, destroying the
cell structure, and others are found in the heartwood. By far the largest
number of wood-destrojdng fungi, however, are saprophytic in nature,
and find congenial conditions only on dead tissue or that which has
become weakened from some cause. These fungi produce different
chemical and mechanical effects on the tissues, depending upon the nature
of the host and of the attacking organism.
A great many of the fungi that attack wounds are capable of pro-
ducing cavities, although the heartwood fungi are the chief offenders in
this direction. These wood fungi are the most insidious enemies of trees,
and ciuite often no trace of their work is discovered until a great deal of
injury has been done. They penetrate the tissues slowly and persistently,
and the decaj^ is usually so well hidden from sight that the damage does
not appear until the injured tissues are removed Avith mallet and chisel.
While the wood-destroying fungi are responsible for much injury to
trees, fortunately it can be prevented hy the antiseptic treatment of
wounds; and if the decay has progressed until cavities are formed, these
should be thorouglily cleaned and disinfected. The great amount of tree
work done during the past few years has demonstrated that the careful
removal of infectious material from cavities, followed by thorough anti-
septic treatment of the cavities, has been very successful in arresting
decay and preventing further injury.
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Some of the more common wood fungi are given in the following list.
This list is by no means complete as there are innumerable deadwood
species belonging to many different genera which it is unnecessary to
give. Even some of those listed, e.g., the common birch Polyporus, are
seldom if ever found except on dead trees.
Most of the wood-destroying fungi develop conspicuous fruiting organs
that make them easy to identify. Molds and bacteria are also responsible
for hastening decay in trees, often preparing the way for other organisms.
Armillaria mellea Vahl. — A parasite nmshroom affecting the roots of maples,
oaks and other trees.
Dccdalea quercina (L.) Pers. — Occurs in wounds and on dead tissues of the oak
and chestnut.
Fomes igniarius (L.) Gillet. — False timber fungus. This is responsible for a
heartwood rot common to a large
variety of trees, such as maple,
oak, hickory, poplar, beech and
others.
Fomes rimosus Berk. — Common
on the black locust, where it forms
large, conspicuous fruiting bodies.
Fomes fomentarius (L.) Fr. —
Occurs on the beech and yellow
birch, probably as a saprophyte.
Fomes applanatus (Pers.) Wallr.
— A deadwood fungus often fol-
lowing injury from fire, etc.
Fomes pinicola Fr. —• Causes a
decay of conifers.
Hydnum septentrionale Fr. —• A
large, creamy white growth occur-
ring on wounds of rock maple.
Pleurotus sapidus Fr. — Oyster
mushroom (edible). Occurs on
maples, elms, etc., injured by borers
and on neglected wounds.
Polyporus sulphureus (Bull.) Fr.
— Red heart rot. Occurs on vari-
ous trees, such as oak, maple, locust
and conifers. Fruiting bodies con-
sist of a series of sulfur-colored
shelves overlapping one another and forming a large, round mass.
Polyporus betulinus (Bull.) Fr. — Common on dead birches.
Polyporus gilvus Schw. — On deadwood
.
Polyporus nigricans. — A wound and heartwood fungus.
Polyporus borealis (Wahl.) Fr. — A wound parasite on species of hemlock.
Polystictus versicolor Fr. — One of the most common fungi, found on a great
variety of trees and cut timber. Very destructive as a saprophyte, and as a wound
parasite causes injury to catalpa.
Polystictus perganienus Fr. — Common on trunks of trees ff)llowing fires.
Schizophylhwi commune Fr. — Common on trees injured from various causes.
Stereum frusiulosum Fr. — Causes decay to trunks and occasionally found in
wounds, etc.
Fi< 69. I[yd II II III aeiitentrionale.
A. White.)
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Slime-Flux.
This trouble is common to trees like the elm, maple, j^ellow birch and
apple. It is associated with frost cracks, injury from lightning, splitting
of the trunk, defective pruning, etc., and is not uncommonly found in
cement-filled cavities. Slime-flux is characterized by the exudation of a
slimy, discolored sap from wounds. This exudation of sap is contaminated
with various forms of algse, bacteria and fungi, and occasionally with low
forms of animal life, all of which give the sap a sour odor. This fermenting
mass is apparently poisonous to vegetation, since it will kill the grass
upon which it falls, and also causes injury to the bark and underlying
tissues of trees. The whitish appearance given to the bark by the slimy
sap often persists for some time after the flow has stopped.
Bleeding wounds often prove injurious to trees, and are very difficult
to treat. The bleeding can usually be stopped when it follows defective
pruning, as it often does in the elm. Sometimes wooden plugs nicely
fitted and driven into the wound firmly will prevent bleeding, and in some
cases the tissue may be cauterized by heat. Cement should not be used
in cavities that show a tendency to bleed.
Treatment of Fungous Diseases of Trees.
The methods of treating fungous diseases are numerous, but undoubtedly
in the future different, as well as simpler, cheaper and more efficient,
methods will be used. The use of antiseptics in the treatment of wounds
and cavities caused by the worst enemy of trees,— i.e., the wood-
destroying fungi — is absolutely essential in controlling this type of
diseases.
Little attention has been given to the treatment of the many leaf spot
diseases of trees and shrubs, but from what has been already accomplished
along these lines we are justified in assuming that these spots can be
controlled largely by spraying; for example, trees like the linden, which
often becomes badly infected with a leaf spot, are much benefited by
spraying. A linden tree,^ sprayed twice during July and August with
Bordeaux mixture, retained its leaves ten days later than trees unsprayed,
and the amount of leaf spot was materially less on the sprayed tree.
(See Fig. 68.) The leaf spot Entomosporium affecting the English haw-
thorne may be controlled, according to our observation, by spraying
with Bordeaux mixture; and there are many other shade-tree leaf spots
that jdeld to this treatment. In many cases, however, it is a question
whether the trees are worth the expense and trouble of treatment.
All the rusts are difficult to control, and it is doubtful whether some of
them at least are worth treatment. The rust affecting the Italian poplars
(Melampsora)
, which at times has been more or less serious, was held
in control quite effectively by Prof. S. T. Maynard,^ who sprayed for
1 Mass; (Hatch) Agr. Exp. Sta. Kept. 15, 1905.
2 Mass. (Hatch) Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 25, 1894.
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this trouble with Bordeaux mixture many years ago. This rust affects
the lower foliage, usually when the dew is most abundant. Infection is
sometimes so severe that it destroys the twigs and branches. However,
the use of Bordeaux mixture as a spray for ornamental trees is objection-
able on account of the discoloration of the foliage, and some prefer the
fungus to the unsightly foliage. If possible, some less objectionable
sprajdng material should be employed for ornamental
trees and shrubs. Although Bordeaux mixture has
proved after manj'' years' trial to be the best all-round
summer spray for leaf spots, of late the diluted lime
and sulfur solution is being substituted for it with more
or less good results. Lime and sulfur applied to dormant
trees for the San Jose scale has proved invaluable as a
means of controlling leaf spots, and in some cases it
can undoubtedly be used to advantage for certain of the
such, for example, as the Glaosporium infection fungi,
oak and sycamore. It should be applied in late winter
before the leaves have begun to appear.
A valuable preventive treatment for fungous infec-
tions of trees, in some cases at least, consists in burn-
ing the leaves each fall. This is especially valuable
with Rhytisma, common to maples, for this fungus
does not mature its spores wliile the leaves are on the
tree, and burning the contaminated leaves would lessen
the chance of infection.
Finally, attention should be given to keeping trees
in a healthy condition. Countless examples could be
given of the lessened chances of infection possessed
by a healthy tree.
Winter Injuries.
Fig. 70. —Elm tree
showing pitted
trunk associated
with borers. Of-
ten observed on
trees under un-
congenial con-
ditions.
Injuries resulting from low temperature are common
and often cause considerable damage to vegetation.
Whether a species is native or introduced it is likely
to suffer from winter injury if the proper condition
prevails, but plants introduced from regions where the climate is mild
are more likely to suffer from the effects of severe cold, although this
does not always follow. Moreover, plants grown out of their customary
habitats, or under uncongenial conditions, become more susceptible to
winter injury. The red maple, for instance, which usually grows in wet
places, becomes more susceptible to winter injury when grown in a dry
situation, and the same holds true for other swamp species.
Winter injury is often restricted geographically, although during some
seasons it may be quite universal. The same type of injury may also
be more common, as well as more serious, in one locality than another.
The effects of winter injury to trees may also be local, i.e., only the
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branches or buds or flowers will be affected; or, again, it may be con-
fined to the roots or other portions of the tree. The apple, pear, quince,
peach and plum, various shrubs and vines and
small fruits are often injured severely both above
and below ground from winterkilling, and much
loss results to agriculturists.
There are several types of injury resulting from
low temperature which may be easily distinguished,
and which occur almost every year, such as winter-
killing of the roots, of the trunks, branches, twigs
and buds; also injury to exposed roots; to the cork
cambium, resulting in exfoliation of the outer bark;
and frost blisters, causing subsequent defoliation.
Winter injuries are not always the result of
severe cold, but follow from a combination of
factors. Even the temperature of a comparatively
mild winter is sufficient to cause much injury to
trees and vegetation in general if the preceding
summer and fall have been unfavorable for nor-
mal plant development. A very dry summer affects
the normal growth of vegetation, and if a warm and
unusually wet fall follows such a period the plant will go into the winter
resting stage under abnormal conditions, and may therefore possess little
power of resistance to cold.
Some of the conditions which underlie winterkilling are as follows : —
Severe cold, causing frost to penetrate to a great depth.
Sudden and severe cold following a prolonged warm spell in the fall,
in which case the wood tissue is tender and immature.
Conditions which favor a soft growth and immaturity of wood. Various
causes may be responsible for this, such as growth in a low, moist soil,
too heavy manuring or fertilization, or absence of sufficient sunlight.
General low vitality, caused by insect i^ests and fungous diseases and
lack of moisture in the soil.
Insufficient soil covering, such as lack of organic matter, light niulching
and snow covering in winter.
Location in unusually windy and exposed places, etc.
Fig. 71. — Same as
Fig. 70, with l)ark
removed, showing
characteristic sculp-
turing.
Winter Injuries of Roots.
During the past decade an unusually large amount of injury has occurred
to trees through the northeastern portion of the United States as a result
of root killing. Innumerable orchards, small fruit plantations and various
ornamental plants have suffered, and forest and shade trees form no
exception. This injury has been more severe in New York and Ohio than
in New England. The trees most severely affected by root killing are the
white pine, black oak, white oak, ash, red maple, white maple, elm,
butternut, etc.
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There are many symptoms characteristic of this root injury which
manifest themselves according to the extent and nature of the injury. If
the entire root system is killed the tree dies rather quickly. Sometimes
an effort will be made on the part of the tree during the spring, especially
if a few roots are still alive, to produce foliage, but the tree soon dies.
Then, again, a tree will mature its foliage fairly well, but as soon as the
Fig. 72.— Elm slowly dying- from defective root system.
soil becomes slightly dry it will die. In such cases the leaves often turn
brown and dry up, and remain on the tree in this condition. There are
many cases in which the root systems are only slightly affected, when
the tree may live for some time and only show a defective top. This
slight affection of the root system is particularly common in red maples,
which very often recover in a j^ear or two, the only apparent effect being
the somewhat smaller leaves found at the tree's crown. In more severe
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cases the top of the tree fails to produce foliage, and the characteristic
staghead effect is seen. (See Fig. 82.) We have observed elm trees 4
feet in diameter die suddenly from winter injuries to the roots, but more
often death from root injury in elms is a rather slow process, the branches
dying at the top and usually presenting the characteristic staghead
appearance.
Elms and black oaks often show the results of root injury by tufted
foliage effects, especially when much of the upper part of the tree is
Fig. 73. — Elm branch with tufted foliage, resulting from wintefkilling.
A large percentage of the branches on this tree are dead.
dead^ The few remaining live branches produce numerous large leaves,
— the result of an unbalanced relationship between the root system and
the upper portions of the tree. In all cases of root injury' those portions
of the tree farthest away from the water supply, or, more properly, those
wliich are in less direct communication with the main or principal chan-
nels of translocation or mobihzation, are affected first. In trees naturall}'
developing single leaders, such as the rock maple, the tops die back' first,
whereas in the elm, which has several leaders or branches located more or
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less alike as regards water supply, each branch is likelj* to be affected
similarly. In evergreen trees possessing a defective root system, sun
scorch or burning of the tip of the
leaves sometimes follows. Tliis is
often serious and may cause a loss
of all the foliage, and later the death
of the tree (white pine blight).
Many small fruits, grape vines,
etc., qiiite -commonly suffer from
winterkilling of roots. Plants affected
in this way will leave out in the
spring, set their fruit and then
usually die before it is matured,
demonstrating that the maturing
and ripening of fruit acts as a severe
drain on the water supply of the
plant. A fairly large number of
shade trees located remotel.y, or near
one another, ha^'e died from winter-
killing of roots in recent j^ears, ne-
cessitating considerable outlay in re-
moving them. Trees located on
embankments are very likely to
winterkill, that portion of the tree
towards the embankment being
Fig. 74. — Winterkilled root from elm
tree. Note lack of fine librous roots,
which have died.
Fig. 7.5.— Norway m.aple affected with
Xectria cinnabarina following
winterkilling of twigs.
affected. Roots growing under favor-
able conditions are less likely to be
affected than those growing under
poorer conditions, even in case of
a single tree. The smaller, younger
feeding roots are usually most
severely affected, and there is a
marked tendency in some species
for the roots continually to die back
to the trunk when the terminal root
system is affected. In these cases
numerous new lateral roots are often
formed, but as the dying back con-
tinues, these are eventually involved.
Various fungi soon attack any part
of a tree dying from root injury.
Later, the bark falls off, but deteri-
oration is not so rapid as in trees
killed by other causes.
While the symptoms of dying back
resulting from winterkilling of roots
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are not alike in all cases, they are easily distinguished from those
of troubles caused bj^ other agents, such as gas poisoning, etc. In the
majority of cases trees showing this staghead effect, whether from drought
or winterkilling, die graduallj', and even when their death is more or less
rapid there are few of the symptoms characteristic of gas poisoning. Trees
poisoned by gas usually die and disintegrate rapidly; also the diagnostic
features to be fouml in the tissues of trees killed by gas are entirely
different.
There are numerous
effects of winter, such
Fig. 76. — Same as Fig. 75,
l.irged, showing pustules
inter Injuries above Ground.
cases of injury occurring above ground from the
as the dying back of California privet, various
fruit trees and vines, our native alders,
white birches, the terminal twigs of trees
like the horse-chestnut, Norway maple,
sj^camore, Japanese maple, and a con-
siderable variety of exotic trees and shrubs.
Sorne of the specific tj^pes of winter in-
jury to trees will be best treated under
the different names by w^hich they are
knowai.
Winter injuries, like other types of in-
jury responsible for the production of dead
tissue, are usually followed by various
species of fungi, a common form being
Neclria cinnabarina, characterized by the
appearance on the bark of numerous cin-
namon-coloi'ed pustules, — fruiting bodies
of the fungi.
Frost Cracks.
Frost cracks are often seen on many of our shade and fruit trees in
w'inter, and are particularly common to the elm and linden, although
occasionally seen on maples. They extend down the trunk for some dis-
tance on the sunny side of the tree, and are caused by severe changes in
temperature during the winter. Some of our forest trees are also subject
to frost cracks; e.g., the striped maple when planted in the open, but
never in the dense forest, its native habitat, showing that the trunks of
certain trees need to be shaded. Frost cracks open in winter and close
more or less in summer, although quite often they never succeed in entirely
healing over. In the spring they usually bleed profusely, giving forth a
sour, dingy-colored sap called "slime-flux," which shows under the micro-
scope various species of fungi, algse and yeast.
The opening and closing of frost cracks vary with the temperature,
barometer and relative humidity, and so closely is this variation allied
with meteorological factors that the weather conditions can be deter-
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mined quite accurately. Sometimes frost cracks open 4 or 5 inches or
more in winter and close pretty well in summer. They usually extend
rather deeply into the wood.
The best way to treat frost cracks is to staple
them together. (See Figs. 77 and 78.) Since
the cracks open more in cold weather than in
warm, tliis operation should be done in the spring
or summer, when the cracks are more or less
closed. Staples made from iron tliree-eighths to
five-eighths of an inch in diameter and 4 to 5
inches wide, with prongs of the same length, are
best suited to this purpose. The size of the
staples depends upon the nature of the frost
cracks to be treated. In making up the staples it
is a good idea to have the ends of the prongs bent
inward a trifle, as they are more likely to hold.
The staples are driven into the tree at a distance
of from 15 inches to 2 feet apart, as the case re-
quires, and this is best done by first boring holes
about the size of the staples. The bark and
wood should be removed sufficiently to allow the
staples to be driven in flush with the wood,
and the exposed tissue should be treated with
some antiseptic substance, such as paint or
creosote. If it becomes necessary to treat the
cavity of the frost crack it should be done in
the winter when the crack is open, and such materials as creosote, coal
tar and elastic cement or oakum may be employed for tliis purpose. Dis-
infecting the wood is a most important
treatment, but filling the crack is of
secondary importance and is not abso-
lutely necessary. In our experiments the
use of staples in large trees has been suc-
cessful in holding the crack together so
that healing of the tree may follow. If
the cracks are not held securely together
their constant opening and closing, due to
the changes of temperature, rupture the
healing tissue and prevent the callus from
joining. Trees are sometimes so severely
Fiu. 78. -Section of tree showing injured by frost cracks that they bleed
frost cracks and iron staple method
, i .
,
.
, , ,
i
of preventing opening, thus faciii- *« ^^^^h, and we have observed maples
tating healing. that had bled to death in a few weeks
from this cause. Occasionally the cracks
extend from the very top of the tree down to the base, when there is small
chance of the tree surviving.
Fig. 77.— Effective method
of treating frost cracks
liy iron staples. (See
Fig. 78.)
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Winterkilling of Cork Cambium.
As already stated, the effects of low temperature on a tree may be en-
tirely local; i.e., it may affect some particular organ or some one portion
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Showing curve of opening and closing of frost cracljs in elm trees. The
lower curve i-epresents the variations in the opening and closing the others
represent the mean relative luimidity, mean temperature and barometer in
the order named.
of the tree only. Following one of our extremely severe winters a few
years ago, elms and some sycamores were found suddenly discarding
their outer bark, — a rather unusual phenomenon. This loss of the outer
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bark was brought about by winter injury to the cork cambium, a vital
layer located between the outer and the inner bark. It did not injure the
tree in the least, since the inner bark and the cambium layer underneath
remained unaffected. As the collapsed cells of the cork cambium decom-
posed, the outer bark became loosened from the tree and fell off in a year
or two, covering everything it happened to fall upon with a peculiar red-
dish powder. A microscopic examination of this powder showed it to
consist of disintegrated cork tissue, or lamellie. This injury to cork cam-
bium from low temperature, although
observed here and there, was not common.
In one city in New York, however, 50
trees were affected, but in only one or two
instances did injury extend to the wood
and involve the cambium layer. One large
sycamore tree 4 feet in diameter, which we
observed, lost all of its outer bark, but is
in good condition at the present time.
The large section of bark, composed of
many annual layers of cork, fell off in a
comparatively short time, giving to the
trunk an unusual wliitish appearance.
Occasionally there may be found in our
State elm trees in wliich the cork cam-
bium has been affected by winter tempera-
ture, resulting in a subsequent loss of the
outer bark. But the exfoliation of small
portions of the outer bark of elm trees
is not uncommon, and should cause no
apprehension.
Sun Scald.
Sun scald is a type of injury affecting
unripened wood. It is quite commonly
met with on rock maples and orchard
trees and on some of our wild slu'ubs.
Shade-loving trees are particularly susceptible to sun scald, as may be
observed in any forest clearing. For instance, the moose maple, a shade
plant, seldom scalds in its native habitat, but when timber is removed
and the sun allowed to enter, it is affected. This tree is undoubtedly
the most susceptible of any to sun scald.
On the apple sun scald is often associated with canker (Spharojisis)
.
White pines also, when thinned too freely, will sun scald severely on the
trunk. Many shade trees in our State show injury from tliis cause, the
trouble being more common in some localities than in others. In one
section of a city in the eastern part of the State more than 60 per cent, of
the maples were found to be suffering from sun scald. The scars, which
were confined to the trunk, were invariably on the sunny side of the tree,
FIG. 80. — Elm tree which has lost
its outer hark, resulting from
winter injury to cork camhium.
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Vjeing more commonly on the southwestern side, where the maximum
temperature w^as usually found.
Sun scald does not usually involve the whole trunk of large trees, but
in many cases, particularly small maples, the whole tree will suffer. A
few 5'^ears ago, in a comparatively short distance on one street, 16 maples
had died from sun scald, and at one time our wild cornel {Cornus circinata)
suffered severely from this trouble, many of them never recovering.
Quite often young rock maples will show onlj' small spots affected by
sun scald, proving that the injury may be only local, as in the case of the
apple, on which tree sun scald often takes the form of collar rot. Sun
scald on apples is often confined to the shaded branches, and sometimes
occurs on severely pruned or dehorned trees.
In some cases sun scald wall be found on tree roots
and root buttresses exposed by regrading. Instances of
this class of injury have been noted, particularly in the
case of hickories. Any regrading necessitating the ex-
posure of roots should be done in the spring rather than
in the fall. Piling soil too high around the base of young
apple trees produces injury, and frequently results in
girdling the trunk and the death of the tree.
Most cases of sun scald are followed by an outbreak
of Nedria cinnabarina, as is often the case with winter-
killing. * The treatment of sun-scalded areas should
consist in scraping the wood, after removing the bark,
and treating with some such antiseptic or preservative
material as creosote and coal tar, or thick paint.
Fig. 81. — Fungi
foUowingaitacks
of borers on rock
maples, resulting
from extreme
drought.
Deought.
The unprecedently long period of drought of the past
five or six years has been an unusually severe drain on
vegetation in general. While the rainfall records for
this period show quite a marked falling off from
normal, it should be borne in mind that rainfall is only one factor in
producing drought, and the amount of rainfall seldom gives a correct
idea of the severity of drought. So far as crops are concerned, the amount
of water contained in the soil is a most essential factor. This is determined
not only by rainfall but by the amount of water withdrawn from the soil
by surface evaporation and the transpiration of plants. Enormous quan-
tities of water are removed from the soil by these processes, which are
much influenced by sunshine and wind. The amount of water transpired
by the foliage of trees varies greatly from day to day. When the meteor-
ological conditions are favorable for this function, as they usually are
during hot, dry seasons, enormous quantities of water are taken from the
soil into the air; consequently the soil may contain much less water than
rainfall records would indicate.
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One of the common effects of drought on trees is the premature yellow-
ing and falling of the leaves. Quite often, however, as in the case of the
elm, the leaves fall off in large quantities without turning yellow, and the
not unusual habit of this tree of shedding its terminal branches may be
associated -with drought. During dry periods the leaves of rock maples
often sun scorch, particularly when strong winds are blowing; and wdiat
is known as bronzing of the foliage is associated with a lack of water.
Drought in summer interferes with the development of the tissue,
thereby affecting the growth of trees. In times of unusual rainfall a
renewed activity often takes
place in the fall, when many
shrubs will begin to blossom
again and throw out new
leaves. The result, especially
in very cold winters, is a
susceptibility to winterkilling
on the part of the tissue.
Drought is responsible for
many pathological conditions
in trees. Many of them,
such as the rock maple, the
European cut-leaf birch, the
white ash and others, become
weakened and therefore more
susceptible to attacks from
borers and in some instances
to scale insects, as a result of
which many trees die. When
plants enter the winter resting
period after a drought in the
fall they are very likely to
become victims of winter-
killing.
Severe drought affects the
roots of trees, wliich are un-
able to thrive with so little soil moisture for any length of time, especially
when the soil is dry as powder to a considerable depth. During the past
three years the root systems of numerous maples, elms and other trees
have been severely affected by drought, as shown by the cases of staghead
and the unusually large number of trees that have died during this period.
Trees affected by severe drought sometimes die suddenly, but more often
the
J'-
linger in a djdng condition for a few years. The wood of trees Hke
the elm, when dying from drought, is invariably quite brittle, owing to
the fact that the decreased water supply from the roots causes a trans-
formation of the sapwood into hard wood.
Shade trees growing in dry situations may be greatly helped over periods
Fni. 82. — Showing maple witli staghead effect.
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of drought by cultivating around them, by supplying water, or by turning
luider the sod and applying manure heavily. Planting a crop around the
tree is also beneficial, but when this cannot be done conveniently, water
may be supplied to the
roots through numerous
holes 1 or 2 feet apart and
12 or 15 inches deep, driven
in the soil by means of an
iron bar. In applying the
water it is important that
the feeding roots be
reached, and perhaps a
small amount of plant food
may be added at the same
time. Sometimes wells are
installed near the feeding
roots of trees; and tile
aqueducts can be placed
under trees at the time of
planting, through which
water can be supplied to
the roots of the tree. This
latter method would prove
valuable in periods of
drought for trees like the
European birch and others
which are greatly weak-
ened by any deficiency in
the water supply.
FIG. 83. Red maple, alive with inferior foliage
at the top.
Sun Scorch and Bronzing of Leaves.
Sun scorch is a physiological trouble characterized by the wilting and
burning of the foliage of several species of trees during the spring and
summer. Sun-scorched leaves often present only a few dead, brownish
areas located on the margin of the leaves, or comprising more or less large
areas of dead tissues between the leaf veins. When a strong wind is
blowing the dead areas often disappear and the leaves present a lacerated
appearance.
Sun scorch is caused by severe warm winds when the soil moisture is
low. It is more common in the spring and earlj^ summer, when transpira-
tion is at its maximum, the leaves transpiring more water than the roots
can obtain from the soil. As a result they become wilted, and those parts
of the leaves which fail to recover from the wilt die. Identical troubles
affect agricultural crops, ornamental shrubs, etc., although known by
different names. Tipburn of potatoes and onions, topburn of lettuce and
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the so-called winterkilling of conifers and rhododendrons in the spring
are in reality sun scorch.
The rock maple is most commonly affected by sun scorch, although
other trees suffer to a certain extent. There is seldom a season that this
species does not sun scorch, and during the summer of 1913, 30 per cent,
of the trees in some localities were sun scorched so badly that the foliage
presented a decided reddish brown appearance.
Fig. 84. — Elm tree showing staghead from defective root system.
Note dead, stubby branches at the top.
As already stated, strong wands are one of the prime causes of sun
scorch. A few years ago in May there was a wind from the northwest
which blew at the rate of 71 miles per hour, and as a result manj' thou-
sands of rock maples sun scorched throughout the State. Burning in all
cases was confined to the northwest side of the tree. The particular winds
which cause sim scorch may easily be ascertained, for that part of the
tree exposed to the prevailing winds is always the one aff'ected.
Some trees are subject to sun scorch each year. Light, porous soils
ha\ang Uttle water-retaining capacity are responsible for a great deal of
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this trouble, as shown by the fact that the white cedar, arbor vitff, etc.,
accustomed to wet situations, are quite susceptible to sun scorch when
grown out of their natural habitat. There is also reason to believe that
in some cases a peculiar chemical condition of the soil or some variation
in the root absorptive capacitj^, which limits absorption, is at the root of
the trouble.
We have been observing for a long time maple trees which sun scorch
badly each year. During especially severe droughts every leaf is affected,
while trees located near by are not in the least injured. The leaves of
trees suffering from sun scorch do not usually fall off, but remain alive,
although discolored. It is impossible for them to perform their full func-
tions, but little injury results to the tree.
Rhododendrons, arbor vitses and other conifers often burn in the spring
before the frost is out of the ground, when strong, warm, dry winds occur.
When they are mulched the frost remains in the ground longer than it
otherwise would, and the winds cause more transpiration of water than
the roots can supply. Many rhododendrons meet their fate in this way,
their death usually being attributed to winterkilling. Tliis can be pre-
vented by removing the mulching early in the spring and allowing the
sun to thaw out the frost.
"Bronzing" of foliage is merely another form of sun scorch common in
very dry, hot periods. It is not caused by wind, and there is no laceration
of the foliage. Examination shows that the cells near the veins and vein-
lets of the leaves are alive, but those farthest away are dead. This bronz-
ing is caused by a lack of water supply to the cells of the leaves located
most remotely from the veins or source of water supply. Like sun scorch,
it is associated with excessive transpiration and diminished root absorp-
tion. The leaves become a reddish brown or bronze color, the dead tissue
giving them this peculiar hue. It is most commonly met with on the rock
maple, though other trees sometimes show the same trouble.
Mechanical Injueies.
Although trees possess quite a remarkable power of growth, by means
of which they are able under certain conditions to overcome apparently
insurmountable obstacles, they do not always make use of this power.
When roots and other organs are restricted in some way in their growth,
they often lift objects weighing many tons, but when there is opportunity
for active tissues to flow around the object, as it were, this more practical
and easier method is used. Every type of injury to a tree acts as a stim-
ulus, hence there usually follows an accelerated "growth of the tissues
around the wounds, which often produces disfigurement.
Under the heading "mechanical injuries" may be described many
injuries arising from various causes. The injuries due to wires have
been treated in Bulletin No. 156. In cities and towns perhaps one of
the most common injuries to be seen on roadside trees is that caused by
horses' teeth. Trees located between the sidewalk and the road are
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especially liable to be gnawed by horses, but the many good types of
tree guards to be had make most of this inexcusable. There are statutes
which cover such cases of injury,
but it is alwaj's better for the tree
warden or city forester to prevent
injury by the use of a tree guard
than by resort to courts. Very
often trees are injured by being so
close to the roadbed that heavy
teams come in contact with them
and cause abrasions. This is com-
mon in large cities where there is a
great deal of heavy traffic. Run-
aways are also responsible for
occasional injury, and for all these
reasons the ideal location for a
street tree is that known as a "tree
belt." Many of the modern streets
are now provided with tree belts 4
to 10 feet wide or more, situated
between the sidewalk and the
road. When such space is avail-
able it is possible to plant trees
some distance from the curbing,
preventing injuries from heavy
Fig. 85.— Elm trees with bark scraped, illus-
trating a hideous and useless practice.
Fig. 86. — Obliteration of
signboard on tree, result-
ing from stimulated cal-
lus growth.
teams and horses' teeth. The most frequent
offenders are grocerymen and marketmen.' It is
their common custom everywhere to leave their
horses unhitched in front of a house, within easj^
reach of any trees located near the roadside.
Tree-belt planting prevents this difficulty. If
tree belts are not available, it is advisable to
plant the trees inside the sidewalk near the
highway line, and since on every well-kept
avenue there are fertilized lawns, a tree in such
a location is under desirable conditions for
healthy growth.
Placing signs on trees
.
is another objection-
able feature. Since the signs cannot accom-
modate themselves to the tree's growth, ' the
bark grows over them, causing ugly scars. The
same objection holds true of the fastening of
other objects, particularly wire fences, to trees.
Some injury to trees is occasionally caused by
spurs. Trees have sometimes been severely
injured in this way, and as a rule all climbing of
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trees should be done without the use of spurs. Most of our inteUigent and
thoughtful foresters and tree wardens never allow them to be used.
Ice is responsible for much disfiguration of trees which cannot easily
be prevented. It affects more particularly such soft-wooded trees as the
white maple, and greatly mutilates them by breaking down their limbs.
Posting advertisements on trees on country roadsides is another objec-
tionable practice, but this is prohibited by law in Massachusetts. (See
page 263.) A great many roots are injured and destroyed by the
Fig. 87. — Trunk of au elm tree, showing old trunk and new formation of roots.
laying of gutters and curbs, sewers, water and gas pipes, telephone con-
duits and catch-basins, but at present this seems to be unavoidable.
Earth Fillings around Trees.
The remodeling and regrading of streets, lawns, etc., often necessitate
filling in around trees. These earth fillings are usually fatal to trees, no
doubt owing as often to the effects of the earth on the bark as to the lack
of air to the roots from the deep covering of the soil. We have seen trees
growing on a bank with one side of the root system and part of the trunk
covered with soil. Those parts covered with soil gradually died, and
finally the whole tree died. The maximum depth of soil around the
trunk was not more than 8 inches, but the roots were covered for 18 to
20 inches. The soil used for refilling was of a fine texture, — undoubtedly
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more injurious than a loose-textured soil would have been. In this case
the death of the trees was caused by too close contact of the soil with
the bark. When a stone
wall is first built around the
tree at sufficient distance to
allow for future growth, to
keep the soil away from the
trunk, trees filled in to a
height of 5 or 6 feet have
been known to survive for
many years.
Some trees are undoubt-
edly more easily injured by
earth fillings than others,
but building a wall around
them to keep the dirt from
the trunk, or even the use
of cobble stones, brick or
coarse gravel close to the
trunk, tends to prevent in-
jury. Banking soil for even a few inches around young trees sometimes
causes injury.
There are many instances where trees which have been buried partly
up the trunk threw out a new root system nearer the surface of the soil.
The tree shown in Fig. 87 had been filled
in with soil to a depth of 4 feet thirty-five
years ago, and in removing the tree it was
found that the old stump and roots were
all decayed, but the new surface roots had
proved sufficient to support the tree.
Fni. 88. — Red maple injured by earth lilling
foot deep.
Bleeding of Trees.
A great many trees sufter from bleeding
from different types of injury such as borers,
lightning strokes, frost cracks, splitting of
the trunk, and occasionally Hnemen's spurs.
Often trees filled with cement bleed; and
the exudation, containing magnesium com-
pounds derived from the cement together
with various microorganisms which thrive
in the exuded sap, gives an unsightly
appearance to the bark. Bleeding to ex-
cess is very injurious. Sometimes the death of trees from this cause is
sudden, and in other cases the tree will linger, gradually dying back at
the top, and eventually dying. The exuded sap, or "slime-flux," some-
times proves detrimental to the living tissue, as shown by the presence
of saprophytic fungi.
Fio. 89. — Wall built around the
base of a tree to prevent in-
jury from earth filling. (See
Fig. 88.)
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Elm trees often show a white streak on the bark, caused by some injury
resulting in bleeding, and maples are also quite often affected, sometimes
going into a slow decline, followed by death from bleeding alone. These
injuries are a difficult class to treat, and at present
no satisfactory method is known.
Injurious Chemical SuBSTA^x'E.
Kerosene Oil.
Many different oils have been used for spraying
insect pests, some of which have proved reliable and
others injurious. Kerosene oil can be used on some
plants under certain conditions without causing
injury, wliile in other cases it will kill them. A
few years ago there was placed on the market a
spraying device for the mechanical mixing of kero-
sene and water in different proportions, but when
these materials are mixed mechanically they separate
on the tree, and they have been responsible for the
death of many trees. The oil soaks into the bark and
often reaches the cambium and sapwood, destroying
the tissue ; and we have seen quite a few shade trees
killed by spraying with kerosene and water to exter-
minate woolly aphis. In some cases every part of
the tree touched by the kerosene was injured, while
in others the injury was only local, a more com-
monly noticed condition on thick bark trees, while
the former case was invariably restricted to trees
with thin bark. The bark of trees killed by the use
of kerosene presents a different appearance and
develops usually a different type of fungous flora
from the bark of trees dying from other causes;
besides, traces of the oil, which remain on the tree
for a long time, can be detected by the sense of
smell. A fair diagnosis of this type of injury may
be made from specimens of the bark, but when there
are comparatively slight local injuries it is best to
examine the tree in situ. Even slight traces of oil
may be detected by removing small portions of
the outer bark on the sunny side of the tree, the sun's heat causing
a slight volatilization and perceptible odor.
Fig 90. —Bleeding
elm. The white
streak on the limb
and trunk shows
the slime-flux.
Gas Oil.
Gas oil, a heavy oil used in the manufacture of water gas, is very in-
jurious to trees when used as a spray. A few years ago several hundred
shade trees were severely injured in one of our eastern cities by spraying
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the trunks with this oil to kill clusters of gypsy moth eggs, it being used
without any knowledge of its adaptability to this purpose. (Fig. 91.)
The oil quickly soaked into
the bark, cortical tissue and
cambium, and in some cases
extended into the sapwood
for one-half to three-fourths
of an inch. This injury
occurred even on trees with
fairly thick bark, killing all
the living tissue wherever
the oil was applied. While
in some instances the trees
did not show extensive in-
jury, in others the trunks
were 50 to 90 per cent,
girdled, and many of the
trees died from complete
girdUng. The most striking
feature of this case was the
ability of the trees to pro-
duce perfect foliage even
after serious injury had
Fig. 91. — Effects of spraying heavy oil on trees.
The oil penetrated tlie bark and killed the
tissue.
taken place. One tree was examined whose trunk
was girdled for a height of 15 to 20 feet, but this
tree persisted in producing foliage for two years after
the bark had fallen off. An explanation of this
remarkable case consists in the fact that the heavy
oil soaking into the sapwood prevented it from
checking or cracking, therefore the supply of water
from the roots was uninterrupted. The trees treated
were elms, different species of maples, which are
especially susceptible to injury, and others. The
presence of oil in the sapwood in the cases cited above
was of the greatest aid in preventing cracking and
in helping to maintain the transpiration current and
normal foUage, and this bears out the recommenda-
tion that tree wounds, very soon after they are
formed, should be painted or treated in some way to
prevent cracking. It is sometimes necessary to
scrape the wound before applying the paint.
Fig. 92. — Maple in-
jured by burning
leaves near the base
of the tree.
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Paint.
Ordinarj'- house paint, although a crude enough treatment, has some-
times been used by ignorant persons on smooth bark trees, with, of course,
resultant injury.
Miscihle Oils.
Occasionally commercial oils used for spraying fruit trees for the San
Jos6 scale cause local injury, and some shade trees have been known to be
affected by their use. This is especially true of maples, and it is never
safe to use oils of any sort on many smooth bark trees.
Road Oil.
Oils and other materials to keep down the dust in roadbeds are now
much in use, and we have observed some injury from this source when the
trees were located close to the highwaj^ and the buttresses of the roots
were exposed. The roots are much more susceptible to injury from various
causes than are the trunks, as they are not so well protected by bark, and
when oil sprinkled on a roadbed touches some of the exposed roots it kills
the tissue. Particles of. dust from oiled roads which sometimes alight on
the foliage of trees are said to cause injury, but this type of injury is rare
with us. Whether the oil ever penetrates deeply enough into the road-
beds to reach the root systems of trees is not as yet known, but if it does
it may cause serious injury. Neither are there specific cases of injury to
the roots of trees by the dripping of oil and gasoline from automobiles,
although if this leakage were sufficient it might reach the roots and cause
injury. Not long ago, however, our attention was called to a tree sup-
posed to have been killed by gasoline leakage from a near-by garage.
Creosote.
This material is used extensively on trees for disinfecting cavities, and,
mixed with lampblack, for painting gypsy moth egg clusters. It does not
appear to penetrate to any great extent when combined with lampblack.
We have examined a great many trees to discover injuries from its use
with no success, except in the case of linden roots, which had been exposed
by regrading, where the imderljdng tissue was injured. But such instances
are rare and the injury purely local in character.
In one case a combination of creosote and naphtha applied to a large
number of trees for the destruction of gypsy moth caterpillars appeared
to soak into the outer bark, apparently killing the cork cambium, which
later resulted in a disintegration of the tissue. Whether these substances
did further injury to the tree we were not able to learn.
Coal Tar.
Coal tar is much used for painting wounds and scars caused by pruning,
and sometimes injures delicate tissue when first applied. The injury,
however, is not serious, as shown by the fact that various saprophytic
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fungi will develop where the coal tar has been put on. After coal tar has
been on for some time it is evidently not injurious, even to delicate tissue.
Salt.
Salt used on sidewalks, in gutters and on trolley lines in winter has been
known to cause injury to the root systems of trees. In one instance we
noted injury to several small maples growing near a sidewalk and gutter
which had been treated heavily with salt. In some cases where salt had
been used extensively on trolley tracks, injury to trees was observed.
It should not be used near valuable trees.
Other Injurious Factors.
Arsenate of soda, potassium cyanide and other chemicals are extremely
poisonous to trees, and when placed in holes bored in the tree the two
first named will soon cause death. Since arsenate of soda is often used
as a weed killer, it is recommended that care be taken in applying it
around the feeding roots of trees.
A quite common opinion among linemen is to the effect that copper
spikes driven into trees will kill them, but a small maple so treated by us
a few years ago showed no abnormal symptoms.
The foliage of different trees is often injured by spraying with various
fungicides and insecticides. It is well known that plum and peach foliage
is quite susceptible to this type of injury, and even the leaves of maples
and other trees may be injured by arsenate of lead. The extent of the
injury depends not only on the nature of the spraying solution or mixture
used, but also on the condition of the foliage sprayed. We have observed
injury to maples from the use of 12 pounds of arsenate of lead to 100 gallons
of water; and Paris green, owing to its present-day uncertain composition,
often burns foliage.
Burning insect nests with torches, although a common practice, is a
bad one, and invariably causes injury. Serious harm often results from
burning leaves and grass around trees, and the roots of forest trees,
which are often close to the ground, are sometimes injured by burning
the underbrush.
In conclusion it may be said that in any treatment of trees one should
always have before him some definite object; he should leave strictly
alone the numerous irrational methods constantly being advocated, or
apply to them first the measuring stick of common sense.
Banding Substances.
During the past fifteen years a large number of banding substances
have been placed on the market, all of which with one or two exceptions
have proved injurious to trees. These substances usually contain some
oil which affects vegetation injuriously, in some cases even when applied
aver tarred paper. The injury caused by banding substances varies
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greatly, the tree often being completely girdled, and again only a local
effect is produced; i.e., portions of the tissue here and there will be af-
fected by the material. This results in relieving the tension of the tissue
at places, and an abnormal growth of the tissue follows.
"Tanglefoot" appears to be the only substance that does not cause
injury when applied directly to the bark, i.e., when tarred or other heavy
paper is not used. Many laboratory samples of substances resembling
"Tanglefoot" have been made up, but in only one instance have any of
these materials resembled "Tanglefoot" in virtually all its properties;
at least, among those which have come to our notice. While the injuries
from banding substances have been quite pronounced, practically all of
the substances causing injury have now been discarded.
An examination made by the writer of many trees treated with the
so-called "Tanglefoot" has revealed only one case of girdling, and even
in this case we were not able to obtain anj^ clue to the manufacturer
of the particular material causing the injury. This substance, although
resembling "Tanglefoot," may have been one of its many imitations
some of which are known to cause injury. The only other case of injury
from "Tanglefoot" was where it had been applied to the trunk at the
same place for a number of years. The oil seemed to penetrate the outer
bark to some extent, affecting the texture of the bark; but this injury
is not serious, so far as we have observed, and can be prevented by chang-
ing the location of the band occasionally. We have never noticed any
injury from the use of "Tanglefoot" to the cortical tissue or cambium
located underneath the bark. Our previous experiments show that the
most delicate tissue was not injured when it was applied to various plants.
But injury was noticed to smooth bark trees when other banding sub-
stances were applied, even on tarred paper. Tarred paper alone is capable
of injuring the bark of some trees, and the injury mentioned above may
have been caused in this way in some cases.
Effects of Illuminating Gas on Trees.
A much larger number of trees suffer from the effects of escaping
illuminating gas in the soil than formerly. The increased death rate from
this cause may be accounted for by the fact that gas is now more exten-
sively used, and the larger pipes and different types of connections em-
ployed, together with the changes in the methods of laying and calking
the joints, also play their part; at least there is much less leakage from
small pipes having thread joint connections, which have been in the
ground for many years, than from larger pipes calked with oakum and
cement or lead. Electric cars, steam rollers, motor trucks and other heavy
traffic on highways are often responsible for defective joints and the
consequent leakage of gas, especially in newly. installed lines. Also, the
continual undermining of gas conduits made necessary by the construction
of sewer and water lines, as well as the effects of frost in very cold winters,
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cause leakage; and, finally, the wires, steel rails, etc., carrying electricity
are a constant source of danger to gas pipes, as is occasionally proved b}^
cases of electrolysis.
A large amount of the gas manufactured is unaccounted for, often
averaging 10 per cent. This loss may be accounted for in part by dis-
crepancies in meter readings, etc., and should not be laid wholly to leak-
age, and a small percentage of unaccounted-for gas is of slight importance.
It should be stated in justice to many of the large gas producers that every
effort is usually made to prevent leakage and injury to trees. Some of
the most progressive manufacturers spare no
expense in constructing and maintaining their
lines, although it must be confessed that there is
great need for improvement in methods of convej^-
ing this dangerous substance. The larger pipes,
which are more difficult to keep calked securely,
furnish better facilities to patrons; nevertheless
the danger from leakage is greater. There are
numerous connections in gas mains from which
the leakage is slight, perhaps only a few cubic feet
a day, while in others it is very great. Even small
leaks, if neglected, will injure trees in the course
of time, owing to the gradual saturation of the
soil with gas.
There are several kinds of gas used for lighting
and heating, i.e., water gas, coal gas, gasoline gas,
acetylene gas and others, but their effects on the
plant are quite similar, and they are all verj^
poisonous to vegetation. The poisonous prop-
erties are largely confined to the numerous
products absorbed in small quantities by the soil
moisture, taken up by the roots and translocated
through the tissue. The reactions to the substances
are not quite the same in different locations nor
in different species of trees. Trees poisoned by
illuminating gas usually show some characteristic post-mortem symptoms,
but the problem of diagnosis is greatly complicated by the fact that
many of these symptoms may be found in trees dying from other causes.
More or less rapid deterioration and increased brittleness of the wood
are quite characteristic symptoms, however.
In summer, the first effects of gas poisoning may be seen in the foliage.
The leaves often turn yellow and drop off, while in other cases the leaves
will fall when still green, and, again, the leaves will turn a reddish brown
and die without falling. The upper part of the tree, being far from the
source of water supply, usually shows the effects of defoliation first. These
various symptoms occur before there is any evidence of abnormal tissue
above ground. But after the water in the soil containing the poisonous
Fii;. 93.— Maple tree dy-
ing from the effecta of
illuminating gas, witli
characteristic fungous
( Polystictus ) growth.
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gas'principles has passed up through the roots and stems, the sapwood,
cambium and bark become abnormal. The first symptoms take the
form of a characteristic dryness of the cambium and other tissues outside
the wood, this being the first indication of
the approaching death of the tissues. Later,
these tissues— cambium, phloem and cortex
•
— turn brown, and disintegration follows.
The roots, which first absorb the poison,
are naturally the first to become abnormal,
but later, as absorption and translocation
proceed, the poisonous constituents may be
detected in the wood at the base of the tjee.
It not infrequently happens that the tissue
here is dead, while that in the trunk a few
feet above is alive, but this condition does
not endure, the whole tree sooner or later
becoming affected. When the underlying
tissues die the tissue tensions are destroyed
and the bark changes color, gradually grow-
ing darker, and its physical properties become
greatly changed. Soon various species of
fungi, such as Polystictus, Schizophyllum and
others, find a foothold on the bark, and
borers and other insects attack the dead
tissue. Even bacteria and molds, like Peni-
cillium, become active and hasten the proc-
ess of disintegration. The smaller twigs
become dry and brittle, and the ends often
break off; the upper limbs usually lose their
bark first, but eventually the larger limbs
present the same appearance. Disintegration
may take place so rapidly that in one and a
half to three years the bark disappears and
most of the larger branches break off, and
soon nothing but a portion of the trunk and
a few stubs remains.
It must be understood that many of the
symptoms mentioned above may also be
found in trees dying from other causes and
do not necessarily constitute reliable guides
to the detection of gas injury. The tissue
furnishes the best symptoms for diagnosis,
and the writer, who has for the past twenty
years been examining hundreds of trees killed
by gas, from the first found it necessary to make a thorough examination
of the tissue to warrant any degree of accuracy in the diagnosis. He has
Fi(i. 94. —Effects of illuminating
gas on elm tree one and one"
half years after leakage oc-
curred.
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FIG. 95. - Showing cross-section of Carolina poplar ( Populus deltoide^ Marsh) . 1, Cross-
section of normal stem, enlarged; 2, same, showing abnormal- growth; 3, naked-eye
view of same; 4, section of a normal stem; 5, cross-section of trunk of tree showing
the splitting of the bark; a, bark; 6, cork cambium; c, cortex; d, phloem; e, abnor-
mal parenchyma; /, cambium; g, wood or xylem.
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also taken exhaustive notes on every symptom shown by trees dying
from various causes, and from these notes may be had many interesting
data on the relative importance of various symptoms. In diagnosing
gas injury one must learn to detect either by chemical means or from direct
observations and experience the presence of the poisonous constituents
of illuminating gas which are absorbed by the roots and circulate to a
certain extent through the tissues of the wood.
As already intimated, no two species of trees suffering from gas poison-
ing present precisely the same symptoms, and there is much difference
existing in the same species, the location, season of the year and other
factors having an important modifying effect. Trees, for example, when
examined in the fall, will show slightly different symptoms from those
examined in the spring. This is also true of trees poisoned by gas from
different manufacturing plants, which varies considerably. The varia-
tion in the chemical constituents of the soil here and there may to a certain
extent account for the variations in the reaction of gas on the tissues,
but this factor is probably not very important, since these variations in
the soil are likely to be found even in a single town supplied with gas
from one source, and as a rule the symptoms of trees injured by gas from
a single manufacturing plant are alike. Tables giving the results of gas
analysis from various corporations, however, show that there is consider-
able difference in the composition of gas, and that gas from a single manu-
factory is likely to vary slightly from day to day, not only in the percent-
ages of carbon monoxide and hydrogen, but in the other products.
The odor and color of the tissue should first be examined carefully when
diagnosing a gas-injured tree, although it is possible by the use of chemi-
cals to obtain reactions and to detect certain products in the tissue.
There are different odors associated with the wood of trees which die
from various causes, and it is therefore necessary to become familiar with
these before relying too closely on this factor. For instance, molds and
other micro-organisms found in the sap of trees dying from various causes
often cause decomposition with resultant odors. But there will always
be found in trees killed by gas peculiar characteristic odors difficult to
describe, and more easily recognized, at least above the ground, after a
tree has been dead for a few weeks or months. The odor is more prominent
in moist than in dry trees, and can be detected in the tissues of the bark
as well as of the wood. Sometimes this odoriferous wood is found deep in
the sapwood, and can be recognized in the stumps of trees freshly cut,
but in old stumps, where decay has set in, it is not always discernible.
In such cases some part of the root system, if dug up, is likely to give a
characteristic odor, except when the wood has become too dry and a more
or less advanced stage of decay has set in. Even the rate of disintegration
and the nature of the decay are often characteristic, and are of some
value in diagnosis.
It should be remembered that the odors of different species of trees,
even when in normal condition, differ greatly; i.e., the natural odor of the
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maple is quite different from that of the elm, horse-chestnut or red oak,
and their products of decomposition also differ. The accurate diagnosis
of trees killed by illuminating gas is highly specialized and technical.
Nevertheless the characteristic odors given to the tissue by illuminating
gas can be discerned quite accurately by one thorouglily familiar with
them. Sometimes these odors are found in all of the tissues of the trunk,
but more often they are confined to some special part of the tree or root.
They are far more pronounced at the base of the tree, and rarely found in
the top. Carolina poplars and willows often display peculiar reactions
to gas poisoning. The bark sights open and large masses of soft, paren-
chymous tissue are formed directly from the cambium laj^er. When the
tree dies this parenchymous ^ tissue decomposes into a mucilaginous
mass. (See Fig. 95.) Some species appear to be less often affected by
gas poisoning than others. It is a question whether there is much differ-
ence in susceptibility, however, as regards species. Trees like the elm
and maple, with a large spread of the I'oots, naturally become poisoned if
located near gas leaks, and some trees are adapted to more strenuous
conditions and possess a greater capacity for regeneration than others,
although they may be as susceptible to poisoning as trees of other species.
Coniferous trees possess the greatest resistance to gas poisoning of any
species, and m many instances they have been observed surviving in an
apparently healthy condition when located dangerously near broken
mains, while deciduous trees located much farther away would always
succumb. In some cases where conifers have actually been poisoned to
quite an extent they have completely recovered. This response may in
part be explained by the protection furnished by the coating of micorhiza
on the roots of conifers.
We know of no remedies which can be applied to trees already poisoned
by gas, since the injury occurs below the surface of the ground, and the
effects are seldom noticeable until the poisoning is more or less pronounced.
If the leakage of gas could be discovered quickly and the leak repaired,
the effects on the roots might be prevented, but this is rarely the case.
Illuminating gas in small quantities acts as a stimulus to plants, and
there is a certain capacity for adaptation to poisons possessed by them,
although limited. By the time the effect appears in the foliage consider-
able gas has been absorbed by the roots, and since it is impossible to
eliminate the gas from .the soil, absorption is bound to continue and the
tree is doomed. We have known of only a few instances (with the excep-
tion of the conifers above rioted) in which trees have shown even slight
symptoms of gas poisoning and survived for any length of time. In some
instances where only one root has been affected, and the poison has not
reached the trunk of the tree, amputation of the root may prevent fiu"ther
injury, and is known to have been effective. There are many cases in
which trees have not suffered from gas poisoning although located near
large leaks, owing to the amputation, during the installation of curbings,
etc., of the larger roots which extended over the gas pipes.
I Mass. Agr. Exp. Sta. Rept. 25, 1913, Pt. I., p. 51,
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When the soil is charged with gas, digging it up and aerating it is
beneficial, and in the case of severe leakage it is well to leave the trench
open for a few days, if possible. On the other hand, boring holes in the
soil and filling with water or lime is a perfectly useless practice. It is
generally believed that if young trees are planted near others which have
died from gas poisoning, they will not live, but this is true only in some
cases. If the soil is thoroughly saturated with gas, bad results will follow,
but if the trees are planted in fresh loam and the old soil aerated, there
is little likelihood of the tree d3dng.
Gas escaping into the soil from a leak follows the line of least resistance.
For this reason, if leakage occurs in the street in front of a house, one can
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often detect the odor of gas in the cellar, as the gas will follow the ex-
terior of the pipe leading into the cellar, and often escapes into sewers,
underground conduits, hydrants, etc. Wells are often badly contami-
nated even when located some distance away, and in the winter gas
leakage becomes a source of danger to near-by greenhouses.
There is considerable difference in the resistance of soils to gas. In
gravelly soils we have known gas to travel 2,000 feet when the ground was
frozen and escape into the cellar of a house, while in heavier soils it is
more likely to be restricted to smaller areas. It requires a considerable
amount of gas to kill a large tree, although not so much as it would were
i
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Fig. 97.— Protective arrangement against injury resulting from leakage of illuminating
gas. A, cross section of protec^tive conductor; B, adjustment of same to pipe; C,
black lines allowing method of arrangement of protective device on street and house
service; D and E, vents for leakage.
it not confined so closely by the soil covers, especially in winter, and by
the impenetrable macadam and other styles of modern roadbeds.
The danger to human life from illuminating gas is too great to be ig-
nored, and even with the present defective systems of distribution it is
not only possible but practicable largely to eliminate the dangers from
tliis source to trees as well as to human life by the use of certain devices
to prevent the leakage of gas into the soil.
The comparatively recent introduction of joints welded by the acety-
lene flame may prove superior to the threaded or calked cement and
leaded joints in preventing leakage, but this system of la3dng street mains
has not been thoroughly tested out in cold climates. There are also pro-
tective arrangements covering the pipes designed to prevent leakage of
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gas. This protection may be secured by laying a simple device, originated
and used by the writer, over the gas main to convey the leaking gas to
certain points above the ground, thus preventing contamination of the
soil. By using a block system or applying it to sections 100 or 200 feet
long, as the case may require, and ventilating each section, a leak may be
readily detected and repaired before it has an opportunity to cause any
damage. The device made of chemically treated wood and shown in
Fig. 97 is suitable for this purpose. It consists of pieces 2 inches square
in cross-section and of any desired length. This size may be adapted to
any size pipe and secured to it by wires at intervals of 6 to 12 feet (B).
Each section, which may be 200 or more feet in length, is vented by means
of a pipe rumiing to a pole or tree or any convenient object (D and E), or
may be vented directly over the pipe or near the sidewalk or curbing by
using an ordinary iron shield provided with vent cap, such as is used for
gas shut-offs. This takes care of all the leakage, conveying it into the
atmosphere at certain points. If leakage occurs it can be detected by
pedestrians and prevented from permeating the soil, where it would be
likely to kill trees on the highway. While at present it may not be feasible
to equip all pipe lines in this way, all new systems should be protected,
and those already laid as fast as possible. This protection should also be
extended to house services to prevent asphyxiation to human beings and
injury to shrubbery and trees on private property.
Effects of Atmospheric Gases on Vegetation.
The atmosphere of industrial centers is a complex mixture of various
substances. Besides the presence of the well-known gaseous constituents
found in the atmosphere, — such as oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide
and water vapor, — hydrocarbons, solid particles and compounds of
carbon, nitrogen, chlorine and sulfur are present in varying quantities.
Argon, helium, krypton, neon, xenon and ozone are also found in the
atmosphere in small proportions, but so far as is known they cause no
detrimental effect to living organisms. Carbon dioxide, which is present
in the atmosphere normally ranging from .03 to.04 per cent., is not destruc-
tive to living organisms at this dilution. On the other hand, it furnishes
the most important source of food for vegetation, and plants will thrive
even better with a much liigher concentration than that normally existing
in the atmosphere. Sulfur, which may be present in the air in several
forms, constitutes one of the most injurious agencies to plant life, and sul-
furous gases arising from smelters, which often contain other poisonous
substances, are frequently detrimental to animal life. There exists some
sulfur in most grades of coal, and during the process of combustion sulfur
dioxide is given off. This pollutes the air to a certain extent, and if
sufficiently abundant will injure plants. When oxygen combines with
sulfur dioxide, it forms sulfur trioxide, which in turn forms sulfuric acid
with water. Sulfuric acid is very corrosive, attacking and decomposing
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various building materials, and is more or less injurious to plants and
animals. The amount of sulfurous gases in the atmosphere, however, is
often quite insignificant, and very exact methods of chemical analysis are
required for quantitative determinations. The most exact and refined
methods of analysis in use are hardly reliable for amounts less than 1 to
5,000,000 parts of sulfur dioxide. Particles of cement dust, such as may
be found near cement manufactories, injure vegetation, as does the soot
arising from incomplete combustion of coal. Moreover, dust particles,
which may equal 50,000,000 to a cubic inch, form the nucleus of fogs,
which in turn imprison various obnoxious gases, thus rendering the dust
particles indirectly detrimental to vegetation.
Besides the injury to vegetation resulting from gases associated with
smoke, smoke affects vegetation by causing a deposit of soot on the leaves,
thus obstructing the light. The soot also clogs the breathing pores or
stomata of the leaves, causing asphyxiation. The acids resulting from
coal combustion which accompany smoke also affect the soil by producing
soil acidity. At Leeds, Eng., a manufacturing city, it is estimated that
the daily deposit of soot is about one-half ton, and in the vicinity of other
English cities, where much soft coal is burned, the soil has become so
impregnated with smoke acids as to be of much less value for agricultural
purposes. Soft coal contains more sulfur than hard coal, and combustion
is less complete, resulting in more smoke and solid particles, which are
conducive to fogs. Fogs hold the sulfurous gases down, and in cities
where considerable soft coal is burned such gases affect vegetation more
severely.
Soft coal is burned on steam railroads, but the escaping smoke and
gases are readily dispersed in the atmosphere. Moreover, the exposure to
gases of the vegetation along railroads is of such brief duration that in-
jury to plants is seldom noticeable. Injury to trees is frequently dis-
cernible in the vicinity of railroad engine houses, or roundhouses as they
are called. Soot is often found deposited on the trunk and foliage of
trees in such situations, and the contained gases affect the size and color
of the leaves.
Trees in general are affected by atmospheric gases, but some are much
more immune than others. The black locust, Ailanthus and peach are
especially so, while most conifers and some of the oaks are quite susceptible
to injury. Many herbaceous and annual plants, such as morning glory,
cosmos, ragweed, etc., are very susceptible to injury from gases. Short-
lived trees of rapid growth, such as poplars, willows, box elders, cotton-
woods and soft maples, will survive and resist smoke and gases more
readily than the oak, elm, hard maple, chestnut and linden. Our native
elm appears to be affected most seriously by atmospheric gases, although
the nature of the symptoms resulting from constant exposure to atmos-
pheric gases is such that few ever guess their true significance. The
pathological effects following exposure to gases indicate troubles of a
chi-onic rather than an acute nature, and the trees gradually lose vigor
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through a series of years until they finally die. There are many instances
in New England, particularly in large industrial centers, where the expec-
tation of life of elm trees is reduced from one-half to one-third the normal,
owing to the presence of noxious atmospheric gases, and no amount of
soil renovation or tree surgery can correct these conditions.
It is questionable whether injury ever occurs to vegetation from smoke
derived from wood, although in one or two instances injury to crops has
been surmised. In each case the crops were located near brick kilns.
Lichens are the most sensitive organisms to smoke, although the smoke
and gases derived from wood combustion appear not to affect them.
These lowly organized plants are invariably absent on trees in cities, and
in the thickly inhabited parts of towns where coal is burned, but may be
observed in suburban settlements where wood is more used as fuel. These
organisms are apparently affected even by the minutest trace of sulfurous
gases in the atmosphere.
The greatest injury to vegetation occurs near smelters, where sulfur
dioxide and other gases contaminate the atmosphere. In some places
vegetation is affected 75 to 100 miles from such establishments. Where
sulfur is used for bleaching purposes, and the atmosphere becomes polluted,
vegetation is likely to suffer, and many manufacturing establishments
wliich make use of coal-tar products, naphtha, ammonia, carbolic acid,
creosote oil, etc., frequentlj'^ fill the atmosphere with poisonous gases
which injure vegetation and animal life. However, the manufacture of
sulfuric acid by smeltering companies has done away with much of the
injury formerly occurring to vegetation in their vicinity. In the manu-
facture of sulfuric acid the furnace smoke, which is heavily laden with
sulfur dioxide, is used, and in modern eciuipments most of the sulfur con-
tents are removed. Sulfur dioxide is much heavier than air, and possesses
a pungent and characteristic odor. Persons familiar with the odor of
sulfur dioxide are comparatively rare who can detect 2 to 1,000,000 parts
when present in the atmosphere. Even 3 to 1,000,000 parts is detected by
only few, while 4 to 1,000,000 parts is discernible to those of average
sensitiveness.
The limitation of injury from sulfur dioxide to the most sensitive plants,
or threshold of discoloration as we term it, is according to some experi-
menters 1 to 1,000,000 parts. This, however, is regarded as the theoretical
limit, since it would require many hours to produce visible injury to the
most sensitive plant with this concentration, and, as a matter of fact,
burning or visible injury probably never occurs in nature with this dilu-
tion. Verj'' sensitive plants will show discoloration when subjected to
sulfur dioxide from 3 to 4 parts to 1,000,000 if they are exposed to this
concentration for a number of hours. Or, in other words, to produce
burning a concentration would have to exist in the atmosphere for some
hours, even when present in sufficient quantity to be discernible to the
sense of smell. Burning in general from various gases presents different
appearances, and the same gas will produce entirely different pathological
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symptoms even in the same species. Burning from gases in general is
affected by light, soil and air moisture, and the age of the foliage consti-
tutes a factor, as probably does the condition of the stomata or breathing
pores of the leaves, which vary in numl^er from 800 to 170,000 per square
inch of leaf surface.
Some recent European experiments show that burning from gases is
intimately associated with sunlight, a fact long recognized by American
gardeners in connection with the fumigation of greenhouses. Fogs and
mists are conducive to burning. As is well known, they have a tendency
to drive gases downwards, imprisoning them, as it were, and preventing
their diffusion. Burning even with the same concentration of gas is more
severe in moist than in dry air. Southern exposures are the most favor-
able to burning from gas, as are the exposed tops of trees, where the light
conditions are more intense, and it has been demonstrated that burning
is associated with the assimilative activity of the leaf, which is at its
maximum during bright sunlight. Hence, a plant in sunlight will show
discoloration or burning at a much less degree of concentration of the gas
than during cloudiness or darkness, and the proportions of sulfur dioxide
in the atmosphere must be considerably greater to produce the same
effects under poor light conditions than during sunlight.
As the stomata or breathing pores are open during bright sunlight and
closed during dull days and darkness, these organs would appear to have
some influence as regards burning. However, experiments have shown
that the stomata or breathing pores of the leaves, at least in some cases,
close immediately when exposed to various gases, and in tliis way they
may prevent severe injury to a certain extent. The age of the leaf is
very important as regards susceptibility to burning, the younger leaves
not being so susceptible to burning as the older ones. This is shown by
injury from illuminating gas in greenhouses. This gas affects the older
foliage, wliile the younger leaves remain normal or unaffected with small
dosages. Tins may be explained in two ways, i.e., that the stomata of
the older leaves which are injured are more or less inactive, whereas on
the younger ones they are more active. Moreover, the assimilative
processes more nearly approach their maximum condition in the well-
developed or older leaves than in the younger ones; or, in other words,
carbon assimilation is undoubtedly more active during June and July
than during April and May in some species, and as burning is associated
with the assimilative activity of the foliage, burning may naturally be
expected to occur more severely to older leaves than younger ones. The
probability of the inactivity of the leaf stomata constituting a factor in
susceptibility to burning from gases is borne out by the fact that some
species which possess thick and tough leaves appear to be the most sus-
ceptible to burning, and the inability on the part of the stomata to respond
to external influences may be an important factor underlying injury from
gases. The condition of the atmosphere is often extremely variable even
in the same locations, and any gas would be variable in its concentration,
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hence one part of sulfur dioxide per million might be present for a few
moments at any particular point, while a few moments later only slight
traces would be found.
The preparation of asphalt and tar on streets lined with shade trees
sometimes results in burning of the foliage; and this is also true of steam
rollers when employed for road work.
Sewer gas has often been suspected of injvu-ing shade trees. The con-
stituents of this gas are, however, extremely variable. Some of them are
toxic, and in sufficient quantities are capable of injuring vegetation.
As a matter of fact, however, injury to plants from sewer gas seldom
occurs; on the contrary, sewers and cesspools furnish one of the best
environments for root growth. Even when the poisonous gases of the
sewers reach rather high percentages they are seldom produced in large
enough quantities to do harm, and soon become diffused in the atmosphere.
In summarizing the effects of smoke on vegetation the following factors
should be considered : —
Smoke is the product of combustion diffused in the air, and may be
either visible or invisible, affecting vegetation in the following ways : —
By retarding growth and development of plants in consequence of the
presence in the atmosphere of noxious gases, acids, etc.
By causing a direct burning of the foliage resulting from the gases
present.
By causing asphyxiation through the deposition of soot on the foliage.
By reducing the light intensity and thereby affecting photosynthesis
or carbon assimilation.
By constituting an important factor in the formation of fogs, which
increase the susceptibility of plants to injury from gases.
By combining with certain soil constituents to form an acid soil, therebj'
affecting the roots of plants.
Smoke affects plants both directly and indirectly, although the effects
are often slow in asserting themselves.
The direct effects of smoke arise from the products of combustion, such
as soot and sulfurous gases, which affect the foliage and young shoots,
also the soil, and, consequently, the roots of plants.
The indirect effects of smoke follow as a result of fogs, which are due
to the solid particles present in the smoke and which also interfere with
the normal light conditions, thereby affecting photosynthesis or carbon
assimilation.
The factors involved in burning from gases may be classified as follows :—
1. Inherent susceptibility to burning, which is determined by the
anatomical and physiological characteristics of the organism.
2. Susceptibility of a periodic nature, which is associated with the
activity of some particular life cycle function.
3. Susceptibility associated with meteorological conditions or agencies.
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Electrical Injuries.
The increase in electric railroads, electric lighting systems and tele-
phone lines, whose wires are usuallj^ located near the tree belts of our
cities and towns, has made necessary a lamentable amount of disfiguring
pruning. When strung too close to trees, wires also often cause serious
injury by burning, sometimes mechanical injury is done, and lightning
discharges will cause harm when guy wires are attached to trees.
Both the alternating and direct currents are used. They produce
different physiological effects on plant life, the alternating current ap-
parently being less injurious than the direct; and when either is used at a
certain amperage it acts as a stimulus to the plant, and growth and devel-
opment are accelerated.
There are minimum, optimum and maximum currents affecting plants.
The minimum represents that strength of current which just perceptibly
acts as a stimulus, and is very insignificant. The optimum is that pro-
ducing the greatest stimulus — about .2 milliampere — and the maximum,
that causing death. The maximum current necessary to cause death is
very variable. The direct current has a less stimulating effect than the
alternating, and on account of its electrolyzing effect is capable of causing
more injury to vegetable life than the alternating current.
Most of the injury to trees from trolley or electric light currents is
local, i.e., the injury takes place at or near the point of contact of the
wire with the tree. This injury is done in wet weather when the tree is
covered with a film of water, which provides favorable conditions for
leakage, the current traversing the film of water on the tree to the ground.
The result of contact of a wire with a limb under these conditions is a
grounding of the current and burning of the limb, due to "arcing." The
vital layer and wood become injured at the point of contact, resulting in
an ugly scar and sometimes the destruction of the limb or leader. In a
large number of tests made by the aid of sensitive instruments with guy
wire and other connections of wires to trees we have never found any
leakage during fair weather or when the surface of the tree is dry. Since
the amount of current that can be passed through a tree depends upon
the resistance and electromotive force, we shall consider this resistance.
As might be expected, there is considerable difference in the electrical
resistance of various trees as well as of the different tissues found in trees.
The heartwood, sapwood, cambium, bark and sieve tubes possess quite
different properties and functions, and their electrical resistance would
naturally vary to a large extent. The living cells containing protoplasm,
such as are found in the cambium, present the least resistance, as shown
by various observations on lightning discharges. The minute burned
channel caused by comparatively insignificant Ughtning discharges follows
down the cambium, indicating that this is the line of least resistance.
Moreover, by driving electrodes into a tree to different depths and meas-
uring the resistance it can be shown that the least resistance occurs in the
region of the cambium.
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The electrical resistance may average throughout the year about
25,000 ohms in 10 feet of the trunk of a large maple tree, but in cold weather
it often exceeds 100,000 ohms. The lowest resistance in all cases corre-
sponds to periods of high temperatures, and the highest to periods of the
lowest temperature. The difference shown by the various sides of the
tree is also related to temperature. The resistance of the sapwood is verj'
much greater, and probably that of the heartwood is even higher than
that of the sapwood.
In determining the electrical resistance it is necessary to know the path
or course of the current, and the only manner in which the resistance of
different tissues can be determined accurately is by isolating the tissues.
By girdling a tree and scraping the trunk down to the solid wood we can
get the resistance of the wood. Mr. G. H. Chapman^ found the resistance
of a freshly cut rock maple stem, 1^ inches in diameter, to be 70,000 ohms
with the bark on, but 150,000 ohms when the bark was removed. The
electrodes were 1 foot apart. Next to the cambium the phloem has the
least resistance, followed by the sapwood. The outer bark appears to
offer the most resistance, but when wet the resistance may be decreased,
owing to the less resistant film of moisture on the bark. The resistance
obtained from an elm tree in summer, with the electrodes 10 feet apart
and in contact with the cambium, was 10,698 ohms, whereas when the
electrodes were inserted into the middle of the cortex or phloem we ob-
tained 11,300 olims' resistance. When driven one-quarter inch into the
wood, and some of the exterior tissues surrounding the electrodes re-
moved, the resistance was 98,700 ohms. The outer bark gave 198,800
ohms' resistance, but when the electrodes were inserted slightly deeper
into the bark we obtained 109,900 ohms. It should be pointed out,
however, that the data given here do not represent the actual resistances
of the various tissues, but they indicate that there exist very material
differences in the electrical resistance of the tissues in trees. The resist-
ance obtained for the cambium, however, may be taken as fairly repre-
sentative, as shown by the use of other methods, such as the employment
of relatively liigh potentials and current measurements.
The resistance given by small tree trunks and woody stems, even for
small distances, is quite large. About 4 feet of a young pear tree, includ-
ing the root system, with a maximum diameter of stem equal to 1 inch,
gave a resistance of about 300,000 ohms; and the resistance given by a
tobacco plant, in which the distance between the electrodes was only
14 inches, was much lugher (110,000 to 165,000 ohms) than that shown by
trees at corresponding temperatures.
The water and various salts in the living plant undoubtedly play a role
in resistance, and it might be expected that the various plastic substances
would influence it also.
The cambium ring is very insignificant in size, and even on a large tree
the total area is small. In all probability it is the protoplasm itself which
1 Mass. Agr. Exp. Sta. Rept. 24, Pt. I., 1912; also Bulletins 91 and 156.
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offers the least resistance to the transmission of an electric current; and
even if there were no continuity it would be necessary for the current to
pass through a great many cell walls even for comparatively short dis-
tances on the trunk. In case the protoplasm was continuous or there
existed continuity, the strands would be so very small that they would
undoubtedly offer high resistance, due to their attenuation. Whatever
conditions prevail, trees show relatively high electrical resistances, a
feature which is no doubt
of some biological impor-
tance. The liigh resistance
of trees, moreover, is un-
doubtedly a protection in
case of lightning strokes,
since often the heat devel-
oped is enough to do only
slight injury. On the
other hand, if trees pos-
sessed tissue with rela-
tively small electrical re-
sistance, they would be
more seriously affected by
currents from high-tension
wires. The electrical re-
sistance of trees is so high
that it is doubtful whether
injurj'^ ever occurs to them
from contact with low or
even liigh-tension wires,
except that produced by
grounding when the bark
is moist. Any escaping
current from transmission
lines that can be trans-
mitted even through the
least resistant tissue is fiu. 98.— showing disfitfurenient of trees caused by
likely to be insignificant. liigli-tension alternating current wires.
Effects of Alternating Currents.
The alternating current systems employed for lighting purposes vary
greatly in their potential. Cases of burning from alternating currents are
more numerous than those from direct currents because trees are brought
into more frequent contact with the wires, and, owing to the higher po-
tential, more leakage is likely to occur. The high and low voltage lines
may vary from 100 to 100,000 volts. The high-tension systems are in-
variably constructed across country, and are naturally not brought into
very close proximity to shade trees. No injury to trees whatever occurs
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from the low voltage (110-volt) lines, but the lines of higher potential
found on streets constitute a source of danger to trees. The liigher the
electrical potential the more dangerous the wires become to trees, for,
owing to the lessened effectiveness of the ordinary insulation, more leak-
age occurs and consequently greater opportunity for burning.
The effects of alternating currents on trees are local, producing injury
only near the point of contact with the wire. Such contact results in
death of that part of the tree, and if it is a leader or large limb it usually
has to be sacrificed. In no case, to our knowledge, has an alternating
current caused the death of a tree, although it may burn or disfigure the
tree so badly that it amounts to practically the same thing. It is doubtful
whether the current from a fairly high potential wire would kill a large
tree under any circumstances. It is different in the case of small plants,
as has been frequently demonstrated in the laboratory, although the cur-
rent must produce heat enough to kill the protoplasm. The close rela-
tionship between the maximum temperature required to kill a plant and
that induced by electrical current indicates that the collapse of the plant
tissue in such cases is probably due to the heat rather than to ar>y specific
electrical shock. It is possible to pass the same current through larger
plants where heat is not generated without causing any collapse of the
tissue. The ordinary house circuit wires are perfectly harmless to trees,
and it seems strange that a judge could render a verdict to the effect that
an ordinary insulated 1 10-volt house circuit was responsible for the death
of a tree whose terminal branches were located 3 feet from it. There is
only one court record of which we know where such a judgment has been
given.
Very high-tension line wires are not provided with insulation and are
known to affect the atmosphere surrounding them to a considerable extent.
Any increase in the electrical potential of the atmosphere if not too high
would favorably affect vegetation in general.^
General Effects of Direct Currents.
Most of the direct currents affecting trees are those used for operating
electric railroads. Trolley feeders may be at 500 to 550 volts. Ordinarily
the burning from direct currents is similar to that produced by the alter-
nating current in being largely local or confined mainly to the point of
contact with the wires. The feed wires cause no burning except when the
tree is moist, in which case grounding takes place.
The strength of current which will kill one plant will produce not the
slightest effect on another; in other words, the maximum current for
each individual varies materially. Small, tender plants possess a maxi-
mum much below that of woody plants. A young, succulent tomato
1 There is evidently much difference in plants in this respect. A crop of radishes showed a
gain of 57 per cent, when subjected to an average atmospheric potential of 167 volts, whereas an
electrical potential equal to 500 or 1 ,000 volts is beyond the stimulation zone for some plants (16th
Ann. Rept. Mass. Agr. Exp. Sta. (Hatch), 1904, p. 31).
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plant, one-eighth inch in diameter and 5 inches high, was instantly killed
when treated with a current of 20 milliamperes, and currents of 2 and 3
milliamperes of thirtj' to sixty seconds' duration accomplished the same
result. In all the tomato plants, considerable heat was developed, and
their death was caused by the generation of heat developed by the current.
The electrodes in these tests were about one-half inch apart. If the elec-
trodes had been farther apart, no perceptible effect would have been
observetl.
When trees with a more or less thick bark are drenched with rain the
conditions are quite different. A large maple tree which was in circuit
with a feed wive (500 volts) and rail of an electric road when dry gave a
current equal to 70 milliamperes (one-fourteenth ampere) with the elec-
trodes placed vertically 1 foot apart. These connections were left on the
tree for several months. The observations were made on dry days and
no appreciable amount of heat developed with this current. During
periods of wet weather considerable heat always developed, especially at
the positive electrode, but not enough to melt the soft solder which con-
nected the wires with the electrodes.
Examination of the tree ten months later showed that a portion of the
tissues near the electrodes had been Idlled. After removing the dead bark
an oval space 6 by 11 inches was found to be dead about the positive
electrode and a space about Ih by 3 inches near the negative electrode.
The burned area about the positive electrode was about 95 per cent,
greater than that occurring about the negative electrode; in each case
it extended about twice as far above and below the point of contact as
out to the sides of the electrodes, thus showing a tendency of the current
to spread laterally as well as vertically, but more largely vertically. The
immediate • area around the electrodes was more affected than that
farther remote. There was an area of tissue about 5 inches long
between the large and small oval burning that was uninjured, showing
that burning was confined about the electrodes. The current traversing
the film of water on the bark between the electrodes was not sufficient to
destroy the tissues at that point.
If a milliammeter had been placed in the circuit when the tree was wet
a greatly increased current would have been detected, since the current in
this case traversed the less resistant film of moisture on the bark. But
the electrical resistance of the vital layer under such conditions would
remain practically the same as when the tree was dry, or it would show
only such variation as might be induced by an increase in temperature.
The burning and injury in this case resulted from the heating of the film
of moisture, which became so intensely heated that the vital tissue was
destroyed, especially near the point of insertion of the electrodes. The
more the film became heated the greater was the lessenmg of the resistance
and increase of the current.
Practically all of the burning of trees from either alternating or direct
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currents occurs in this way, since the high electrical resistance charac-
teristic of trees does not permit injurious currents to pass through their
tissues.
Death of Trees from Direct Current.
Instances are known in which large trees have been killed bj' direct
currents used in operating electric railroads. Attention was first called
to these cases in Bulletin No. 91, issued
by tliis station, and since the publica-
tion of this bulletin other cases have
been obsen^ed. In all of these cases
the escaping current had burned and
girdled the trunks for a distance of
from 5 to 10 feet from the base; the
point of contact of the feed wire with
the limb IS or 20 feet above showing
little or none of the characteristic local
burning effects usually observed in
ordinary cases of grounding. In fact,
the difference between the burning from
direct currents in these cases and that
from ordinary cases of electrical injury
may be seen at a glance. On electric
railroad sj^stems the so-called positive
current generally traverses the over-
- head feed wire, where the injury (burn-
ing) takes place. It does not differ
materially from that produced by low-
tension alternating current- wires. In
all cases of death from direct-current
electricity that have come to our
notice, however, the rail was positive
and the overhead wire was negative,
constituting what is called a "reversed
polarity." How common this practice
is we cannot say, but apparently it has
been employed intentionally at times to
prevent electrolysis as well as uninten-
tionally by various companies, and is
responsible in a few instances for the
death of shade tree^s near electric rail-
roads. There is much greater oppor-
tunity for extensive burning in the case
of reversed polarity than in the regular
systems employed. The moisture
conditions of the soil and bark are such as to reduce the resistance,
and in consequence the film of water and the water-soaked bark
Fig. 99. — Showing elm tree kilierl by
direct current (reversed polarity)
from electric railway system. Note
effects of Ijurnlng at the base of
the tree.
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become intensely heated, destroying the living tissues and girdling the
tree to a considerable distance. The part of the trunk towards the rail is
almost invariabl}^ the most severelj^ affected. With reversed polarity, as
already pointed out, the injury is confined mainly to the base of the
trunk, where the destruction of tissues causes great damage. Such dam-
age does not occur when a positive overhead feed wire comes into con-
tact with limbs. The entire area between the base of the tree and the
overhead wire is not, as a rule, affected, although the extent of injury may
vary somewhat. On the elm shown in Fig. 99 the burning was caused by
a reversed system, and there was only slight injury at the point of contact
with the overhead wire, while at the base about 6 or 7 feet of the tree were
affected. This injury takes place when the soil and the bark of the tree are
moist, and may occur during a single period of excessive moisture, or
intermittently. In some instances trees show serious effects a short time
after the current has been reversed, when the bark will become loose and
later fall off. The writer has observed both elms and maples — some of
them 2 feet or more in diameter — which have been killed in this waj'.
In some cases the trees were not more than 3 feet from the rails, while in
others the distance was considerably greater.
In one city, 51 trees were reported killed or so badly injured as to be
of no value, G7 had large limbs removed, and many more were saved bj^
removing limbs likely to come into contact with wires. Some of the in-
jury took place on streets having trolley wires but no electric railways,
and it is surmised that the ground connections were made through several
pipe lines located near the trees, which led very close to the electric rail-
way. According to Mr. G. A. Cromie,^ who had these under observation,
the injured trees were in some cases located from 200 to 1,000 feet from
the track. The effects on the trees were noted shortly after the street
railway had changed its system, i.e., using the rail to carry the positive
and the overhead wire the negative or return current. The trees in. con-
tact with the overhead wires became electrically charged, and when wet
it was impossible for linemen to work on them. Under these conditions
the insulation was much less efficient, and even wooden sleeves im-
bedded in coal tar and rubber proved of small use in preventing leakage.
A large percentage showed a characteristic burning at the base, and
the bark was burned off in some instances to quite an extent. One limb
that had been in contact with the negative feed wire was found dead, but
the tissue at the base of the trunk was normal. Dr. J. W. Toumey,
director of the Yale Forestry School, who examined many of these trees,
found a disintegration of the wire where it came into contact with the
limbs, apparently due to electrolytic action, and chemical analysis showed
the presence of copper and zinc in the tissues of the wood that had been
in contact with the negative or overhead wire. Dr. Toumey believes
that in such cases the disintegration of the copper wire and the absorption
of the copper by the tissue were responsible for the death of the limbs. If
1 G. A. Cromie, "Scientific American" supplement, No. 1985, p. 40, Jan. 17, 1914.
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true, this entirely new state of aifairs would indicate that the electrical
injury from direct currents arises not only from heat but also from the
electrical disintegration of metals, which may poison the tissues. These
observations demonstrate that we have a varietj^ of conditions to deal
with in considering the effect of direct-current electricity on trees, and
these phenomena may be summarized as follows: —
Burning and injury to plant tissue are much more prominent at yoints
with a positive potential ^ than at points with a negative potential.
When the rail is at a positive potential and the overhead, wire which touches
some part of the tree is negative, and the hark and soil are saturated with
moisture, a circuit is formed by means of this surface moisture.
The moisture conditions and the electrical resistance, etc., at the base of
the tree are different from those above; therefore, a larger area of tissue is
affected by the positively charged rail.
As the bark becomes heated through the film of xraler, the electrical resistance
is reduced and the current increased to such an extent that the vital layer is
destroyed.
The actual current passing through the inner tissues must necessarily
be insignificant, and when there is a film of water on the bark, probably
no current passes through the cambium; furthermore, the moist soil
between the rail and the trunk of the tree becomes a better conductor
for the current than the roots. The actual injury, therefore, is done by
the current traversing the film of water rather than any of the inner
tissues. The maximum heat and the areas most affected are near the
base of the trunk.
In regard to the possibility of injury to large trees by direct currents
passing directly through them, experiments show that what holds true
for alternating currents is true also to a great extent of direct currents.
However, it would require a voltage much higher than that furnished by
most electrical railways at the present time.
It might be possible for direct currents to affect trees without causing
any perceptible burning. If, for example, a tree were subjected to a suffi-
cient strength of current, there might occur a disintegration of the cell
contents, causing the tissues to become abnormal and finally to die, but
the electrical resistance of trees is so great that a quite high potential
would be necessary. If the potential of the electric railway systems were
greatly increased it is possible that some injury might result to trees even
under ordinary conditions.
Probably the amount of ground leakage occurring through imperfect
rail connections would not cause any perceptible injury to trees; nor
is there any direct evidence that lightning arresters when placed near
trees cause any injury by discharges. However, the guy wires used by
1 Positive electro-static charges have a more stimulating effect on plants than negative
charges, and retardation of growth and injury to the cells are more pronounced. The phenomena
associated with the positive and negative galvanotropic bendings of roots may be explained in
this way (24th Ann. Rept. Mass. Agr. Exp. Sta., Pt. I., p. 144, 1012).
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electric systems arc a source of clanger from lightning, and we have ob-
served cases where large limbs have been destroj'ed and the trunks of the
trees badly lacerated by electrical discharges from these wires.
On the whole, the cases of death to trees from electricity are by no
means so numerous as is generally believed. Because a large number of
Ftg. 100.— Showing electrolysis of gas pipes. (After A. A.
Knudson, " Corrosion of Metals by Electrolysis.")
trees near electric roads, etc., often look sickly it must not be concluded
that electricity is always the cause. In cities and towns, where most of
these unhealthy specimens are found, there are innumerable destructive
factors for trees to contend with. It is quite essential in diagnosis work,
therefore, that all of these factors be taken into consideration before a
definite opinion in regard to the cause of any abnormal condition is formed.
Electrolysis.
Direct current electricity is frequently responsible for electrolysis of
gas and water mains, and lead coverings of underground telegraph circuits
are often affected. The trouble is often so serious that the iron gas and
water pipes become corroded and eaten with holes in a few weeks or
months, causing leakage. When gas mains are affected by electrolysis,
the gas escapes and permeates the soil, so that electricity sometimes be-
comes a primary and gas a secondary factor in the death of trees.
The phenomena associated with electrolysis are often complex and
difficult to do away with entirely, according to expert electricians, but
much of the trouble can be elhninated by proper bonding of the rails of
electric roads and the grounding of different systems.
Electrolysis is more common in wet than in dry soils. Cases are on
record where severe electrolysis has taken place 700 or more feet from the
source of the leakage. It more often becomes troublesome in cities where
numerous railways and public-service corporations of all kinds make use
of the streets. We have observed cases where plants have been stimulated
and their growth increased by escaping electricity in the soil.
Lightning.
The common effects of lightning strokes on trees are so well known that
it is not necessary to dwell upon them here; but lightning does not always
strike a tree in the same way, and the peculiar effects sometimes produced
are often interesting. Very powerful discharges of lightning act somewhat
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like an avalanche, causing a severe shattering of the tissue, while less
powerful discharges may remove a strip of wood only a few inches wide
and 1 or 2 inches thick. Lightning often takes a spiral course, following
the grain of the wood, which is sometimes very irregular. Even when
strips of wood 4 or 5 inches wide and 2 or 3 inches
thick are removed, in which case the electrical energy
is enormous, the path of the discharge is shown only by
a dark-colored streak 2 or 3 millimeters wide.
Sometimes trees are killed outright by lightning with-
out being shattered or displaying any other of the com-
mon effects. In such cases the discharge is apparently
dispersed so as to cause no visible mechanical injury to
the tree, but the girdling of a large or small area of the
living zone or cambium layer of the trunk would be
sufficient to cause its death. This might follow as a
result of an earth discharge either destroying the vital
tissue directly or by a dissipation of heat over a surface
film of moisture. In some instances the leaves wilt im-
mediately and die, indicating injury from heat. How-
ever, in a very large number of instances neither death
nor mechanical injury of any importance takes place.
Hundreds of trees are annually struck by lightning
that never show any effects except to those capable
of interpreting the small narrow ridges which later
make their appearance on the trunk. In such cases
the lightning discharge follows the line of least resist-
ance, — the cambium zone, — burning a small chan-
nel usually about 1 milhmeter in diameter. The tissues
surrounding the channel are apparently not injured,
but the annular rings which are later formed outside
the burned channel are much broader, resulting in the
formation of a ridge on the bark.
Earth Discharges. — There are many cases of light-
ning that are apparently earth discharges. Their effect
on the tree is quite characteristic and not at all
similar to the ordinary forms of lightning strokes.
Our attention was called several years ago to some
shade trees to which lightning had apparently caused
some injury. These trees were maples 5 to IS inches
in diameter, growing in soil composed mainly of gravel
containing oxide of iron, and underneath this a stratum of quicksand. A
considerable number of the trees showed the effects of repeated earth dis-
charges, in some cases becoming so disfigured that they had to be replaced
for the third, time. These discharges occur during thunderstorms, and
those who have observed them for many years relate that they give rise
to a dull, characteristic report resembling that caused by throwing a wet
Fig. 101.— Showing
ridge ou elm tree
CJiUi^ed by feeble
lightning dis-
charge.
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cloth on a hard surface. The whole tree is not affected as a rule, as the
lightning stroke seldom follows up the main trunk, but discharges at the
points of several branches. As a rule, however, one side of the trunk and
one or more of the limbs on that side are affected and the symmetry of the
tree destroj^ed. The first indication of the discharge is shown bj' the
immediate wilting and subse-
quent death of the leaves of the
affected limbs, which also die
later. In the course of time cracks
similar to those caused by frost,
and later ridges due to healing,
will be seen on the trunk, show-
ing the path of the discharge,
and occasionally, when the in-
jury is considerable, the bark near
the affected part of the tree falls
off. The limbs, however, are not
always killed, frequently splitting,
and a cracking of the wood for
some depth is now and then
observed on the trunk and limbs
along the path of discharge.
Whether the chemical composi-
tion of the soil has an^^ particular
bearing on earth discharges is not
positively known. It is known,
however, that there frequently
exist great differences in the elec-
trical potential between the earth
and air during thunderstorms, and
that the electrical conditions of
the atmosphere and earth may
change instantly from negative to
positive. Some observations made
in our laboratory with a Thom-
son self-recording quadrant elec-
trometer show that the electrical
potential of the atmosphere, at a
distance of 30 feet from the
ground, may vary, often in a
brief period, from a few volts to 300 or more. It is also known that
trees occasionally discharge sparks at their apices, showing that insig-
nificant earth discharges occur through trees; and when the soil in which
potted plants are growing is charged electrostatically, small sparks are
thrown off from the leaves. Earth discharges through trees, whether
strong or weak, appear to be similar in nature, and may be associated
Fig. 102. — Maple showing effects of earth
discharges (lightning), causing splitting
of the trunk and death of limbs.
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with changes in the potential of the earth and atmosphere. The liigh
electrical resistance shown by plants in general, as already stated, serves
as a great protection against death from lightning and electric currents.
Susceptibility of Different Trees to Lightning Stroke.— There has always
been much difference of opinion in regard to the susceptibility and non-
susceptibility of various trees to lightning, and the data of the subject
gathered from this and that source are altogether too meager to admit of
reliable conclusions; but it is known that the location of the tree, nature
of the soil, elevation, etc., are of great importance in determining sus-
ceptibility to lightning.
It has already been pointed out that electrical resistance is influenced
by temperatitf'e, and the percentage of moisture in the tissues is also an
important factor. During thundershowers, trees become more or less
drenched with rain, and, according to Stahl,^ the more thoroughly wet
the tree is the less susceptible it becomes to lightning stroke. He bases
his observations on the fact that smooth-bark trees, \\ke the beech and
others, wliich are considered more immune to lightning, become thoroughly
wet during storms, wliile the oak and other rough-bark trees do not.
Stahl's idea, therefore, is that smooth-bark trees possess a better water-
conducting surface and have a tendency to equalize the electrical tension
existing between the atmosphere and the ground, so that they are ren-
dered less susceptible to lightning. His deductions were based upon
experiments with electrical discharges made with the bark of different
species of trees containing various percentages of moisture. He further
observed that vertical limbs were more likely to become drenched than
horizontal, and that the lenticels and stomata play a role in the equaliza-
tion of the difference in electrical potential existing between the tissues
and the atmosphere. There appears to be no difference in the electri-
cal potential, at corresponding heights, under deciduous trees and in the
open air when there is no foliage, while the electrical potential will average
40 per cent, less under the trees than in the open air when the foliage is
developed.
The potential of the air is usually negative, although occasionally
changing to positive. In the case of coniferous trees, however, like the
Norway spruce,^ we found that the potential under the foliage was in-
variably positive or similar to that of the earth, wliich may be explained
on the theory that conifers are constantly discharging positive electricitj'
to such an extent that the air surrounding them becomes charged similar
to the earth. To what extent the film of water on the bark is capable of
equalizing the difference in electrical potential in the air surrounding the
trees, as well as in the ground and in the tissues themselves, has not been
wholly determined, but we had difficulty in obtaining potential readings
under the foliage of elms in wet weather in our experiments covering
two summers. This may in part be explained by the improper installa-
' Stahl, E. Die Blitzgefahrdung der^verschiedenen Baumarten, Jena, G. Fisher, 1912.
! Mass. (Hatch) Agr. Exp. Sta. Kept., 1905, p. 14.
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tiou of our collector. It is not unlikely that the film of water on the bark
of trees during such periods would have a tendency to affect materially
the potential of the surrounding air, as Stahl has pointed out, and possibly
to equalize the electrical tension. The subject should have further investi-
gation, but we believe that it is possible to protect trees from injury by
lightning, whether they be atmospheric or earth discharges.
Injuries to Trees from Arc Lamps.
Damage to trees from artificial light rarely occurs. We know of only
one instance where any definite injury has occurred to trees from the use
of the arc light. Mr. William G. Keith, gas and electric light commis-
sioner of Cliicago, 111., has reported a case where the electric lights caused
damage to adjacent trees located on certain streets in Chicago. The
trees injured were in all cases young Carolina poplars. The particular
lamps causing the trouble were known as the G. E. Companj^, type W,
10 ampere, 465 watt, 1,000 candle-power, series flame arc lamps, and
were operated on the same circuits. These lamps were in operation nearly
a year. Shortly after their installation damage occurred to the poplars
adjacent to the lamps. The damage to the trees in all cases was confined
to that side near the source of light, the trees being stripped of leaves and
some of the branches apparently killed. The injury to the branches was
such that they became infested with borers. As the injury to the trees
seemed to be persistent where this type of lamp was employed and not
noticeable where other types of lamps were used, — such as the direct-
current open arc lamp and the 300-watt 600-candle-power gas-filled in-
candescent lamp,— the system was changed to the latter type, and the
trees became normal, throwing out new twigs and leaves.
At fii'st it was thought that the heat generated by the lamps was re-
sponsible for the damage to the trees, but the heat generated from the
gas-filled lamps was equal to or greater than that from the other types;
hence it appeared that the damage did not result from the heat. Finally
it was demonstrated that the trouble was caused by the practice of empty-
ing the contents of the globes, consisting of such products of combustion
as fluorides and possibly other injurious salts which accumulate in them.
The trees were located very close to the lamps and somewhat below them;
hence in emptying the globes the poisonous products would fall on the
foliage. As already stated, the injury in all cases occurred on that por-
tion of the tree adjacent to the lamp, the other or remote portions being
unaff"ected.
Tliis is apparently the first authentic case at least of noticeable injury
to street trees from electric lamps, and the theory of Commissioner Keith
relative to the specific cause of the injury to the foliage — namely, it
being due to the deposition of the products of combustion from the carbon
on the foliage— appears to be a most rational one. It should be pointed
out, however, that there are other ways in wliich injury of a similar
nature might occur to trees from electric lights, and as innovations in
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street lighting systems are frequent, attention should be given to this
subject by those having the welfare of trees in their charge.
It would, of course, be possible for injury to be produced directly to
the foliage of trees in close proximity to lamps resulting from the intense
heat produced by the electric current setting free poisonous gases from
the heated carbons used for lighting purposes, the carbons in such in-
stances being composed of or containing chemical substances which when
volatilized by intense heat and diffused in the atmosphere would be toxic
to plants.
Moreover, it is possible for light itself to affect vegetation detrimentally.
It is well known that artificial lights differ from sunlight very materially,
and in ijroportion as they are characterized by rays of high refrangibilitj'
they produce abnormal conditions on vegetation. However, the in-
jurious effects to plants resulting from various artificial lights can be
and are eliminated to a large e-vtent by the use of globes and glass screens.
We have never observed, however, any detrimental effects upon shade
trees from any lighting system which could be attributed to any peculiaritj-
in the nature of the light itself.
The carbons in the older type of arc lamps which have been extensively
used are supposed to be pure, while those used in the flame arc contain
certain admixtures, such as fluorides. The older type of arc lamps pro-
vided with pure carbons were apparently harmless to street trees and to
vegetation in general when the light was properly screened through glass,
although more or less delicate, rapid-growing plants became abnormal
when subject to the naked arc.
Apparently the flame arc lamps have not as j^et been extensively em-
ployed on street circuits, and if the trouble to trees resulting from their
use is caused by the deposition of the products of combustion of the car-
bons on the foliage, which appears to be the most rational explanation,
it is not likely that any serious difficulty to street trees will follow their
use if ordinary care is given to the handling of the residue which gathers
in the globes.
Injury to Trees from Wires.
The constantly increasing use of electricity for various purposes makes
necessary a more extensive use of wires, which has become a great menace
to shade trees. The appearance of streets is injured by the increased
number of poles and wires, and the legal restrictions as to the height,
distance apart, etc., of the wires of the telephone, telegraph, trolley and
electric light companies make the problem of maintaining shade trees on the
same street with public-service corporations a serious one. Of all the
troubles with which tree wardens have to contend, the wire problem is often
regarded as the worst. Notwithstanding the strict laws which some States
have adopted in regard to injuring shade trees, the agents of some public-
service corporations often have little regard for trees or the laws respecting
them. Where 40-foot poles must carry the wires of three or four public-
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service corporations there can be little or no opportunity to preserve the
natural symmetry of shade trees, especially when low branching maples
and other trees are planted on the same side of the street with the wires.
There is less interference from limbs with low than with high tension
wires. Trees like the elm, whose branches form acute angles, offer less
obstruction to wires than maples; but not all streets, of course, are
1)1anted with elms, which may be as well,
considering their susceptibility to various
pests and unfavorable climatic conditions.
The best solution of the wire problem
lies in burying the wires. This has been
done to quite an extent in large cities,
especially in the business sections, the
telephone corporations having adopted
this system to a much greater extent
than the- electric light companies. It is an
expensive sj'stem, however, and those who
so strenuously advocate its adoption do
not always consider that in the end it is
the patrons who have to pay for it.
Another n:iethod of preventing wire
injuries is the erection of high poles to
bring the wires over the trees. This is
sometimes done, especially where the
trees are young or of a species that
naturally grows low, when a very liigh
pole would be sufficient to clear them for
many years. The cable system may be
used for telephone wires, and much injury
to trees, prevented. I^arge cables are
rather expensive to install, but what is
termed the "ring construction" system
may be used to advantage in many
instances, particularly in the suburbs.
In tliis way it is possible to run a line
tlu'ough avenues of fine trees in the
country districts without necessitating
pruning or disfiguration.
Rights of way for poles on private property back of residences are
sometimes secured, and by this means the poles and wires may be re-
moved from the streets, much to the advantage of the trees. But such
rights are often difficult to secure, and are not always satisfactory either
to the public-service corporations or the owners of the property. The
former naturally do not care much for these rights of way unless they are
legal and permanent, and the owners in granting permanent rights run a
I'isk of lowering the value of the property. Most of the very high-tension
Firt. 103.— SliowiDg the ili'striicti\ e
eifect on the growth of a maple
tree of a mass of wires.
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transmission services, however, are at present on private property and
seldom interfere with trees. High-tension hnes are affected seriously
merely by close proximity tp trees; therefore, these rights of way have
to include broad strips of land, which of course is expensive.
On general principles, it is not wise to allow wires to be attached to
trees, although this is often done. Trolley and electric light wires are
frecjuently guyed to trees, but they are a source of
danger, since injury is likely to occur from the cross-
ing of the wires, and lightning discharges occasionally
pass from the wires to the tree, causing damage. • It
is, however, often better to allow this than to allow
the erection of ugly poles; but proper insulation of
the wires should be insisted on, although ordinary
insulators have little effect on lightning discharges.
The lagbolt system in common use for guj'ing wires
to trees is not the best method, for sooner or later the
wire and bolt become imbedded in the tree and cause
injurJ^ Moreover, a direct metal connection with a
tree is objectionable, as has in more than one instance
been proved. The block system is better, although
it may not in all cases be free from objections.
(See Fig. 42.) In no case should a wire be allowed
to pass tightly around a tree, as it will girdle it in
time. When live wires come into contact with limbs,
some type of insulator should be employed similar to
that shown in (1), Fig. 105, of which there are various
types, some being quite effective in preventing injury
from low-voltage lines. The type shown in (2), Fig.
105, is cumbersome and unsightly, but is one of the
most effective. The principle of the porcelain and
dowel insulator is good, but it has a tendency to slide
on the wires and to become displaced. If it were
provided with larger dowels, and the danger of dis-
placement on the wires done away with, it would
prove much more satisfactory.
Wires often accidentally come into contact with
trees by the displacement of poles, particularly on
curves where the strain is very great, but much of this injury may be
prevented by imbedding the poles in Portland cement. It should be
pointed out that the necessity for guying poles to trees may be obviated
in tlais way.
Better methods of handling tliis vexatious question of wires and shade
trees should be forthcoming in the future, and even at the present there
must be a compromise between the tree warden or city forester and the
companies as to the best method of wiring through tree belts and the
amount of pruning allowed. Conditions at present favor the corporations.
Fig. 104. — Showing
maple tree in-
jured by lightning
discharge from
trolley guy wire,
causing death of
limb and lacera-
tion of trunk.
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as they are furnisliing valuable and necessary facilities for business,
and in towns thej^ obtain their franchises and location of poles from the
selectmen with httle difficulty. The selectmen notify the abutters of any
contemplated installations of poles and wires or of changes to occur^ in
the systems, and the abutters are given a hearing. However, they usually
wake up to their duty only after the installation of the lines, when the
tree warden must assume all responsibility for injury to trees. He has to
choose between two courses, — prevent the pruning or permit it. In
either case the companies can erect the poles and install the wires, allowing
the wires to burn their way through the trees, although this, of course,
Fig. 105. — Showing different types of guards for electric
wires: 1, porcelain dowel guard; "2, porcelain wood guard;
3, wooden sleeve.
often causes trouble to the corporation as well as to the abutter. In case
of injury to trees the warden has access to the courts, but most companies
are willing to put up with a few moderate fines for the sake of the right of
way thi'ough a tree belt.
The Spraying op Shade Trees.
The great value and economic importance of spraying shade and fruit
trees have resulted in placing on the market a large variety of fungicides
and insecticides and types of machinery. Massachusetts has unfortu-
nately been obliged to spend more money in spraying than any other
State, and many towns and cities in the eastern part of the State, where
the brown-tail and gypsy moths are so prevalent, appropriate thousands of
dollars yearly for spraying.
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Besides the larger spraying enterprises which are being carried on for
the suppression of the gj^psj^ and brown-tail moths, much private work
is being done, and hundreds of tons of arsenate of lead are used annually
in this work. While the above-named pests haye not at present invaded
the central and western parts of the State to any extent, other pests ne-
cessitate spraying our shade trees.
For years a great deal of attention has been given to the improvement
of spraying machines, nozzles, etc. It has often been a question whether
our towns or cities can afford to use the methods which are recommended
and practiced by the best orchardists for shade trees. The aim of the
orchardists is to cover every part of the tree which needs protection with
a very fine mist spray. This method cannot be too closely followed by
orchardists, since it is not necessarily expensive when only orchard trees
and small fruits and crops, such as potatoes, are concerned. Howe^'er
Fig. 106. — Large spraying equipment.
when we have to spraj^ large elms, the question becomes an entirely
chfferent one.
A few years ago some large elms located in the public square in one of
our cities were sprayed by the same methods used by the best orcharchsts,
at an expense of something like 116 per tree. These trees, to be sure, were
unusuall)^ large, but the cost was so great that in our opinion it set a limit
to the amount of sjiraying which should be undertaken by such methods.
Most of the former spraying of shade trees was done by this very expen-
sive method at a cost of $1.50 upwards for trees 14 to 18 inches in diameter.
In much of this early spraying the Vermorel, Ware or similar fine-spray
nozzles on poles were used, and sprajang had to be done at close range for
the best results. The early gypsy moth work was done in this same way,
any other method at that time being considered useless. This method
entailed a great deal of climbing on the part of the sprayers, and was a
slow and costly process. With the improvement of gasoline engines,
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pumps, etc., together with the utilization of coarse nozzles, more efficient
methods came into vogue. Some years ago the Gypsy Moth Commission
abandoned these fine nozzles and close-range methods of spraying, and at
the present time use is made only of wide aperture nozzles and solid
streams, with large hose. Exceptionally high pressure is obtained from
powerful machine sprayers. With the larger area which has to be treated
at the ]3resent day the older method would prove prohibitory, not only
on account of the expense, but also because of the time involved. Virtu-
ally all the spraying with
these large modern ma-
cliines is done from the
ground, domg away with
the necessity' for ladders
and for climbing trees;
and by using one or more
lengths of hose large
areas may be treated
from one spot. This
method of spraying trees
is verj'- effective and very
much cheaper, the aver-
age cost of spraying
woodlands being some-
thing like $6 or less per
acre. With this method
the spraying mixture is
delivered to the nozzle
through a large strong
hose 1 inch in diameter,
under a pressure of 200
to 275 pounds, the high
pressure breaking the
spray up into a fine mist.
The spray has consider-
able spread when broken
up, which is a desirable feature in treating woodlands and country road-
sides^ but on tliis account it is more or less objectionable for use on resi-
dential streets in cities and towns, as it is likely to disfigure anything it
touches. The high-pressure, solid-stream equipments are the cheapest,
and are more practical for shade tree work than anything that has as
3'et been devised.
What might be termed a compromise between the fine-nozzle system
and the high-pressure, coarse-nozzle or solid-stream system employed in
the gypsy moth work is often used in spraying shade trees at the present
day. This consists in the use of the Bordeaux nozzle, which has an aper-
ture of about three thirty-seconds of an inch. When used on a hand
Fro. 107. — Spraying from the ground with solid stream
and higli pressure (Worthley nozzle).
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pump wdth a pressure of from 50 to 70 pounds, or even more, it does not
give, in our estimation, a satisfactory spray because it is not broken up
sufficiently. When a small number of trees is to be sprayed and an expen-
sive equipment cannot be afforded, small hand pumps will do the work,
but when it becomes necessary to spray 500 or 1,000 trees in the course
of a few weeks, power sprayers are necessary and more economical.
The Bordeaux nozzle has the advantage of being adjustable and can
be used either as a mist nozzle or at more or less long distance. As a
long-distance nozzle, how-
ever, under any pressure, it
is unsatisfactory and much
inferior to other long-dis-
tance sprays. Moreover,
with the use of the Bordeaux
nozzle it becomes necessary
to use a ladder and to do
some climbing. The aperture
is so small that with any
pressure the stream is limited
in its height.
The most important fac-
tors necessary for economical
work in spraying shade trees
on a large scale are macliines
powerful enough to maintain
a constantly liigh pressure,
an efficient nozzle, and com-
petent men to do the work.
By high pressure we mean a
pressure of 200 to 250 pounds,
preferably the latter. This
should be maintained con-
stantly, and the capacity
should be sufficient to main-
tain this pressure in a 1-inch
delivery hose, if necessary, provided with a nozzle with an aperture one-
quarter inch or more in size. With the mist nozzles, or even with the
Bordeaux nozzle, a pressure of over 150 pounds is useless and unneces-
sary. With this pressure, or even less, depending on the nature of the
nozzle employed, the maximum results may be obtained. It is extremely
important for the best work in spraying that there should be as little
friction as possible. Therefore, care should be exercised to have no reduc-
ing valves or couplings anywhere on the line to reduce the volume, since
it is essential to have an uninterrupted flow of the spraying mixture
directly to the nozzle. In this respect the fixtures usually found on the
market are poorly adapted to good work, and are often useless, with the
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exception of those used by the State in spraying for the gypsy moth.
These are excellent.
Too much attention cannot be given to the nozzle. It should be adapted
to the work required of it, and a satisfactorj^ or ideal nozzle is worth
almost any price. It should be constructed on mechanical principles
which will enable it to break up the spraying mixture into as fine a mist
as possible, and to do this at a distance convenient for the economical
spraying of trees. The ideal nozzle for spraying either from the ground
or from a ladder should
possess some carrying fea-
tures, and still break up the ^/^
spray finely. The nozzle
should not be encumbered,
any more than the hose,
with worthless mechanical
devices which produce fric-
tion without adding any-
thing to its efficiency, and
for this reason we believe
that it is better to employ
mechanical devices to break
up the spray after it has
left the nozzle rather than
in the nozzle itself. This
applies, of course, to that
type of nozzle intended to
be used with high pressure,
either from the ground or
from a ladder, since in this
case it is necessary to have
nozzles adapted to throw a
certain distance in order to
reach the foliage, and have
it broken up into as fine a
mist as possible. This does not apply to types of nozzles like the Ver-
morel and Friend, which are well adapted to the purposes for which they
are intended.
For high-pressure, solid-stream spraying in long-distance work, the
Wortliley tips are best. These tips range in size from one-eighth inch
upwards, according to height of stream desired. They are constructed
so as to break the stream into a mist at a certain height. With this type
of nozzle the tops of trees can be sprayed most effectively, although the
lower foliage does not receive so much of the spray. To overcome this
difficulty the writer has devoted a great deal of time to experimenting
with new types of nozzles, and from some forty or more designs two have
been constructed which have given good results. One of these, known as
Fig. 109. — " M. A. C." nozzle. A, atoniizinj?
point or de Hector; B, wing Imndle to adjust
or swing point; C, nozzle proper; D, hollow
case to protect A and C.
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the "M. A. C. nozzle,"' has been patented and placed on the market.
This nozzle is adapted for use with apertures ranging from one-eighth
inch upwards, and is adjustable so that different types of sprays may be
])roduced. It is designed for high-pressure work, and is more efficient at
relatively close range than long distance; consequently, when used in
connection with the Worthley tips an effective method of spraying results.
With a three and one-half to six horse-power machine it can be used with
one-eighth to three-sixteenths inch tips effectively, but in such cases a
ladder must be employed with high trees.
The securing of competent men is also important in spraying. Any
reliable man of common sense can learn to spray in a short time, and
there should be little difficulty in securing such men if they are treated
properly and well paid.
At the present time there are numerous types of spraying machines
on the market ranging from two horse power on, and costing from $200
to $1,200. When it becomes necessary to spray a large number of trees
in towns or cities, only the large size machine should be used, but the
large machines are rather costly for small towns with a limited amount
of work to be done.
In the case of towns having a limited amount of work to be done, it is
better either to contract the work or secure a five or six horse-power
machine. As a rule, contract spraying of shade trees, done with small
hand pumps or with small machines, is quite unsatisfactory, the equip-
ment not being adapted to the best work at the usual contract prices,
especially when many large trees must be sprayed. The cost of spraying
large trees with hand pumps or small machines with the Bordeaux nozzle
should be at least $1.50 per tree, and few contractors take work at this
price. When contracts are accepted at the price of 70 cents per tree the
work must be slighted with the inferior equipment employed, and even
then it is done at a loss. With the use of large machines and solid-stream
sprays, city trees have been sprayed for about 20 cents each, and an
average price in cities and towns would be from 20 to 39 cents. In one
instance the average price for spraying about 900 elm trees, with an
average diameter of 20 inches, during a period of six years was 57 cents
per tree; a three and one-half horse-power engine and an " M. A. C. nozzle "
were employed. Use was made of a ladder, but very little climbing was
done, and the price represents the bare cost of material and labor. Dete-
rioration of machinery, repairs, etc., are excluded. An outside contractor
should of course receive considerablj^ more for spraying to offset the extra
items of expense, such as the cost of transportation, housing his men, etc.
* This nozzle was devised by the writer, and the patents are held by the Massachusetts Agri-
cultural Experiment Station. It is manufactured and sold by Brackett, Shaw & Lunt, 62 North
Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
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Valuation of Shade Trees.
The valuation of shade trees is a very important question, and opinions
on the subject often differ greatly. Tliere are several different ways of
arriving at the value of a shade ti-ee, but in all of them the many factors
modifying the xalue of a ti-ee must be taken into consideration.
Since a tree planted for its shade, ornamental purposes, etc., possesses
a utilitarian or property value, its real worth is usually represented by
the cost of duplication. The amount of reduction in A'alue of property from
the loss of a tree is simply equivalent to the value of the tree, which in turn
is represented by the amount it would cost to duplicate it. There is a
limit to the size of tree that can successfully be transplanted, but it is
possible to duplicate an IS-inch tree, and the value of trees that are too
large to transplant may be estimated proportionately.
The transplanting of large trees is thoroughly practicable when done
by men who understand it. A tree 6 inches in diameter may be moved
for from' $6 to .120, and one 14 inches in diameter for from $30 to $80,
depending upon the availability of transplanting apparatus and of suitable
trees.
Another method of determining the value of a ti'ee, mentioned brieflj''
above and often used in court, is to determine the decrease in value of the
real estate affected by the loss of the tree, and expert appraisers of prop-
erty are usually called in when this method is used.^
This method has its limitations, for real estate men are not necessarily
familiar with all the factors affecting the value of a tree, — diseases, ex-
pectation of life, etc., which must be taken into consideration; conse-
quently, they often set the value too high or too low. Moreover, the
price per foot of real estate has little or nothing to do with the real value
of a tree, which may be worth as much on a piece of property valued at
$2,000 as on one valued at $6,000. As a matter of fact, the trees located on
real estate have very little effect on the price obtained for the propertj^,
this depending much more upon the ability of the salesman. Then, too,
while trees, shrubbery and other ornamental planting undoubtedly add
value to projoerty, it is a question whether the buj^er often very seriously
considers this fact when it comes to actually paying over his money.
A tree is likely to be destroyed at any time by wind storms, lightning,
etc., in which case it is impossible to recover damages, and it therefore
does not appeal to the average buyer as a substantial property asset.
Trees may be insured, but the writer's experience is that comparatively
few persons regard trees as of sufficient value to warrant much expendi-
ture. This is substantiated by the fact that in only a few cases, where
trees have been destroyed by public-service corporations, and damages
paid for them, have we observed any attempt to replace the dead trees
1 Many trees attain to a diameter of at least 18 inches, and in many cases even more, in fifty
years. Assuming that it costs S2 to plant a tree, and that it is worth S150 at this age and size when
in good condition, the return on the original investment would be 9 per cent., compound interest.
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with others of large size, and seldom even with small ones. Not infre-
quently the destruction of a tree is considered in the light of a blessing,
although damages are alwaj^s insisted on. It is almost invariably true
that real estate owners who allow horses to disfigure their trees j'ear after
year, not showing enough interest to expend 75 cents or so for wire pro-
tection, usually insist on the heaviest damages when these same trees are
destroyed by public-service corporations.
Another method of estimating the value of trees is by obtaining the
cross-section area. Cross-section areas of trees are often obtained at a
certain distance from the ground and the value computed at so much per
square inch. The a'sthetic features, location, species, imperfections,
etc., are also taken into consideration in determuiing the value of the
tree. This method may be used in deciding the value of trees too large to
transplant, but even here some allowance should be made, since their
utility, shade value, etc., do not increase proportionately with their
increase in size.
There are many factors underlying the valuation of trees which should
be, but seldom are, taken into consideration, and a short discussion of
these follows : —
A tree may be valuable in more than one way. It may possess a species
or varietal value, i.e., it may be of a type possessing horticultural value
for propagating purposes; it may possess historic value, such as the
Washington elm and others; it may have merely a sentimental value, in
being associated with some family event; or it may possess asthetic value,
from its landscape effect and intrinsic beauty; again, it may possess
only a timber value, which in most cases is insignificant; and finally, it has
a utilitarian or -property value, which naturally includes many factors.
Other features which help to determine the value of a tree are as
follows : —
Size. — Size is of importance in determining the value of a tree.
Form. — A tree may be of good size and of very poor shape. Unfor-
tunately there are many trees which, on account of their poor shape,
should never have been planted.
Vigor. — Shown by the rate of growth, size of leaves, color of foliage
and condition of bark.
Susceptibility to Various Troubles, to Specific Diseases, etc. — These
may follow as a result of the environment or may be peculiar to individuals.
Physical Condition. — Sho^vn by freedom from cavities and wounds,
caused by unscientific pruning and other mechanical agencies, •—• borers,
various animals, etc.
Species. — The species is important also, not only from the standpoint
of beauty but from its conformity to the environment, its longevity and
susceptibility to disease. There are many species wliich were formerly
of much greater value than they are to-day, owing to the increased number
of troubles affecting them now, e.g., the elm-leaf beetle, leopard moth,
winter injury and drought.
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Location. — If the importance of the location of a tree were better
realized, much more accurate valuations would be given trees which
have been destroyed. For instance, a tree located on a well-planted avenue
is worth more than one growing on a poorly planted avenue.
A tree forming part of a symmetrical line of trees is, as a rule, of more
value than one of an irregular group.
A tree planted too closely to others is of less value than one which has
a chance to grow without restriction.
A tree located in a wide tree belt is worth more than one growing in a
narrow tree belt.
A tree growing on a narrow avenue is of less value than one on a wide
avenue, for in the latter case the water mains, sewers, etc., may be farther
from the roots, which are less likely to become injured.
A tree growing inside the sidewalk is of more value than one growing on
the edge of a road near the curbing, or in a ditch. Usually the farther
from the roadbed the tree is located, at least in cities, the more valuable
it is, for the roots are often amputated close to the trunk in street exca-
vating, sidewalk and curbing construction, etc., and the tree is much more
liable to injury from horses and trucks, runaways, etc.
A tree growing in a street wiiere water mains, sewers, underground
conduits and gas pipes are so numerous as to necessitate digging up the
roadbed cannot have the value of one growing in an undisturbed roadbed.
A tree planted near manufacturing establishments or in other locations
where it is subject to an atmosphere of smoke and various gases is also
unfavorably located since its expectation of life is reduced.
A tree located where it is likely to become affected by sun scorch or
drought is of less value than one growing under more normal conditions.
Cultivated soil is better for a tree than a lawn, mowing or pavements,
but next to cultivation the lawn conditions are most favorable. Abnormal
chemical conditions of the soil and unsuitable soil texture affect growiih
and development. The location of a tree as regards distance and direction
from a residence are important from the shade point of view.
Trees located close to oiled roadbeds are unfavorably situated, since
the dust from oiled roads injures foliage. There is also a possibility of the
roots themselves being affected by the oil.
On account of variation in their susceptibility to disease and to injury
from climatic conditions, trees are often of more value in one location
than another; for instance, those growing in country towns are usually
under more wholesome conditions than those in cities. They may also be
located in situations where certain pests thrive. While trees in cities 'are
relatively short lived, they are considered of more value than town trees,
because they serve a larger population.
The nature of the species and the conditions under which a tree is
growing help to determine its expectation of life. An elm tree may live
for two hundred to three hundred years in some localities, and in others
sixty or seventy years is its limit, while the duration of life of other trees
is even more restricted.
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The extensive cutting of roots, made necessaiy bj' modern cit_v street
conditions, where business blocks with their deep foundations are often
erected within a few feet of the highway trees, and where the placing of
sidewalks, curbings and various other modern conveniences necessitate
considerable excavating, renders even the most perfect specimen of tree
almost worthless in a short time.
Court Decisions concerning Damages to Trees.
Of the many court decisions regarding the injury and death of trees,
quite a few are valuable as precedents. It is too often the case that the
official representatives of public-service corporations, which hold francliises
granted by cities and towns, assume that the corporations have entire
jurisdiction over everything interfering in any way mth the operation of
their sj^stems. As regards this point may be quoted the decision of a
justice of the Supreme Court, who stated that public- service corporations
"have only such rights as others to the use of streets, and are subject
therein at all times to reasonable regulation or even to termination at any
time if the supreme authority acting in the public service shall so deter-
mine." He further maintains that "they have no rights of property in
the streets, and their privileges are merely temporary ones, wliich may
be recalled at any time and which carry with them no right of property
whatever."
From a lack of understanding of or inability to conform to the law,
and a disregard of the rights of the people, this often leads to friction
between those having special care of trees and representatives of the
corporations. The heads of corporations have always been better dis-
posed toward public utilities than their representatives, and some of
them have laid down stringent rules in regard to shade trees which their
representatives are supposed to follow. Most States, however, recognize
that trees located on public highways enhance the value of the abutter's
property, and in case of the destruction of or injuiy to such trees, the
abutter has the right to claim damages.
In a case decided by the Appellate Division, New York, an owner of
land abutting on a city street, whose ownership did not extend to the
middle of the street but "who had set out ornamental shade trees on the
sidewalk in front of his premises at his own expense and with the sanction
of the municipal authorities, is entitled to have such trees protected
against negligent or willful destruction at the hands of third parties. He
has' a right in such trees in the natiu-e of an equitable easement, and when
one is girdled and destroyed by a horse, may recover from the owner of
the horse the damages thus sustained."
In Minnesota an injunction was granted by the judge to restrain the
defendant from cutting, mutilating or in any way damaging trees whose
limbs were threatened by an old house that was being moved through the
streets. Along the route which the building must take in the course df
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moving were several shade trees which would have to be destroyed in
order to move the building. The court maintained that "there can be
no question of the right of plaintiff to the protection of the court to save
these valuable trees from mutilation and possible destruction. The fact
that these trees are in the street and not witliin the boundary line of
plaintiff's premises does not alter in the least his right to have them pro-
tected, as they are his property. In the absence of proof to the contrary
he is the owner of the land in front of his premises to the center of the
street, subject only to an easement in the public to use it for the purposes
of travel and the usual and ordinary incidents thereof. His rights of
ownership yield only to the public welfare and convenience, and to the
power of the municipal authorities to appropriately adapt the street and
maintain it to meet the necessities of the travelling public."
From various court decisions it would appear that the value assigned
to trees has sometimes been too high and often too low, and in the main,
the extent of the damages resulting from the destruction of trees is based
upon the deterioration occurring to the adjacent property. In general,
it may be stated that a tree 18 or 20 inches in diameter, in good condition
and in a desirable location, is worth S150, and a smaller one is of corre-
sponding value. In private settlements, which are often made, for trees
injured bj'' public-service corporations, amounts ranging from $15 to $150
have been paid for trees of the above size, but in many cases from $40
to $100 is considered sufficient compensation for trees ranging from 10
to 18 inches in diameter, depending entirely, of course, upon the many
factors that influence the value of a tree.
Several tj'pical cases of court decisions concerning damages to trees
follow : —
The jury of a circuit court in Missouri once awarded $200 against a
telephone company for cutting out the top of a shade tree without con-
sulting the owner. The tree in question was a 6-inch poplar which inter-
fered with the telephone wires, and the workmen, without consulting the
abutter, chopped out the top and center of the tree. The abutter sued
for $300 and received $200.
A similar instance occurred in North Carolina, when an electric lighting
companj' was sued for damages for cutting a tree on the edge of a side-
walk, even after being provided with the permission of the superintendent
of streets, approved hy the board of aldermen. The jury awarded the
plaintiff a verdict of $499. Of course the case was appealed, but the
judgment of the State Supreme Court was that while the city had the
power under its charter to control streets and sidew'alks and to remove
obstructions when necessary, it did not, when it condemned land for
liighway purposes, acquire a title to it but merely a right of way over it,
so that the plaintiff was still the owner of the tree.
"^n another case a resident of New York, owning residential property
outting on the city street, brought suit against a gas company for the de-
struction of trees by gas. The case involved the destruction of some
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maple trees thirty-five years old, all in a thriving condition and furnishing
good shade. Four of these trees were destroyed by the negligence of the
gas company in permitting gas to escape from its pipes into the soil about
the roots of the tree. Action was brought to recover the damages alleged
to have been sustained by the plaintiff by reason of these facts, and the
jury found a verdict in his favor for the sum of $150. Upon appeal to
the Appellate Division, the judgment entered upon the verdict was
imanimously confirmed. The court held, as a matter of law, that the
plaintift" had a property right in these trees, although they were not
planted upon lands to which he had a title.
The question of negligence in the destruction of shade trees is an im-
portant one, and opinions seem to differ as to what constitutes negligence.
There are some cases in wliich negligence has not been established and
decisions were rendered in favor of the defendants, although it should be
pointed out that an appeal to the liigher court often reversed such deci-
sions. The case of Robbins v. the Hartford Gas Company, pertaining to
the destruction by gas of shade trees located on the highway and on
private property, resulted in a decision for the defendant, but on appeal
to the higher courts the defendant made a satisfactory settlement with the
plaintiff. In the case of Rooney v. the Hyde Park Gas Company, which
involved a number of shade trees on the highway and on private property
wliich were supposed to have been injured by gas, a decision was given in
favor of the defendant. The gas leak as admitted by defendant occurred
some distance away from the trees, and it was not established that they
had been injured by gas, neither could negligence be established.
These cases concern action brought by property owners against public-
service corporations for the destruction of trees, but in accordance with
our Massachusetts statutes city foresters or tree wardens can bring
action for injury or destruction to shade trees located on the public high-
way. For instance, the city forester of Springfield brought suit against
the Springfield Gas Company for the destruction of sixty shade trees,
and the judge rendered a verdict in favor of the defendant, since negligence
was not established. The gas company, however, made no attempt to
establish anj^ case ; moreover, thej^ had previously settled with the owners
of the adjacent property for many of the trees involved, thereby acknowl-
edging in such settlement that the trees had been killed by gas.
In another case the town of Athol brought suit through the tree warden
against the Athol Gas Company for killing public shade trees by gas.
The decision given by the judge of the local court was in favor of the
plaintiff. The gas* company appealed, but again lost its case before a
jury in the liigher court. In the case of the Superintendent of Parks,
Lowell, V. the Lowell Gas Company, in which some fifty trees were sup-
posedly killed by gas, a fine of $900 w^as imposed on the company in the
police court, the same being paid to the city treasurer. In addition to the
fine, the gas company settled with many of the abutters.
A few j^ears ago fifteen tupelo trees were cut on private land by an
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electric railway company. The court awarded triple damages on the
ground that the cutting was willful, and the company was fined $1,200.
A case is recorded of a superintendent of an electric light company
being adjudged guiltj^ in a Massachusetts court on a charge of injuring
and destroj'ing shade trees on the highway. The court imposed a fine
of $2o. In another case a lineman was fined $15 in the district court on
complaint of a tree warclen for climbing trees with spurs.
Innumerable other court cases could be cited similar to those already
given illustrating the laws in regard to public shade trees. In some States,
however, according to decisions of the courts, public shade trees may be
destroyed from almost aiiy cause without any compensation to the ad-
jacent property owner. By far the larger number of cases of injury to
and destruction of shade trees from various causes never reach the courts,
and it is much better to arrive at some satisfactory settlement b}^ arbitra-
tion than to resort to criminal proceedings. One Massachusetts cit}',
however, has attempted to require a public-service corporation to give a
bond for the payment of damages to trees, but this regulation was not
adopted by the aldermen of the city.
There are only a few instances, to my knowledge, of the courts awarding
damages for trees supposed to be killed by electricity. Most courts
would undoubtedly allow damages for serious burnings brought about by
wires, but there are only a small number of cases in which electricity has
actually killed a tree and in these cases the death of the tree was due to a
reversed polarity in the electric railways.^
Codified Shade Tree Law^s of Massachusetts, 1915.
For several years prior to 1899 there was a provision in the Massachu-
setts statutes that towns might elect tree wardens. By the acts of that
year it was provided that every town must elect a tree warden, and the
duties and powers of the office were defined. The tree warden law of
1899, with certain amendments in details, remains in force to-day and
regulates the care of shade trees in every town in the Commonwealth.
Chaptkr 145, General Acts of 1915.
Section 1. The powers and dutie.s conferred and imposed upon tree wardens
in towns by this act are hereby conferred and imposed upon the officials now or
hereafter charged with the care of shade trees within the limits of the highway in
cities, by the charters of the said cities, by other legislative enactments, or by the
ordinances of the said cities, and upon such officials as the city governments shall
designate to have charge of said shade trees where it is within their power to trans-
fer such duties, by ordinance or otherwise.
Section 2. The tree warden may appoint and remove deputy tree wardens.
He and they shall receive such compensation as the town determines or, in default
thereof, as the selectmen allow. He shall have the care and control of all public
shade trees, shrubs and growths in the town, except those within the limits of a
' Electrical Injuries to Trees, Mass. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 156, 1914.
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state highway, and except those in public parks or open places under the jurisdiction
of the park commissioners, and of those, if so requested in writing bj^ the park com-
missioners, and shall enforce all the provisions of law for the preservation of such
trees, shrubs and growths. He shall expend all money appropriated for the setting
out and maintenance of such trees, shrubs and growths, but no trees shall be planted
within the limits of a public way without the approval of the tree warden ; and in
towns until a location therefor has been obtained from the selectmen or road com-
missioners, where authority has been vested in said commissioners. Regulations,
other than those made by the terms of this act, for the care and preservation of
public shade trees made by him, and in towns approved by the selectmen, and
posted in two or more public places, imposing fines and forfeitures of not more than
twenty dollars in any one case, shall have the force and effect of town by-laws. All
trees within or on the limits of a public way shall be public shade trees; and when
it appears in any proceeding where the ownership of or rights in the tree are material
to the issue, that, from length of time or otherwise, the boundaries of the highway
cannot be made certain by the records or by monuments, and that for that reason
it is doubtful whether the tree be within or without the limits of the highway, or
is public or private property, it shall be taken to be within the limits of the highway
and to be public property until the contrary is shown.
Section 3. Except as provided by section five, public shade trees shall not be
cut, trimmed or removed, in whole or in part, by any person other than the tree
warden or his deputy, whether such person is or is not the owner of the fee in the
land on which such tree is situated, except upon a permit in writing from said tree
warden, nor shall they be cut down or removed by the tree warden or his deputy
or other person without a public hearing at a suitable time and place, after notice
thereof posted in two or more public places in the town or city and upon the tree
at least seven days before such hearing, and after authority granted by the tree
warden therefor: provided, however, that if the tree warden shall refuse to cut or
remove or issue a permit to any such owner to cut or remove any such tree or other
growth, the damages, if any, sustained by him shall be determined in towns by the
selectmen and in cities by the officer or officers in charge of the public .shade trees
and shall be paid by the town or city. Any person aggrieved by the action of the
selectmen or said officer or officers in charge of the public shade trees as to the
trimming, cutting, removal or retention of any such tree, or as to the amount
awarded to him for the same may have the damages, if any, which he has sustained,
determined by the superior court for the county in which the said tree is or was
situated, upon a petition filed for the purpose, in the same manner as for the taking
of land for ways; and his damages, so determined, shall be paid by the town or city,
Section 4. Tree wardens shall not cut down or remove or grant a permit for
the cutting down or removal of a public shade tree if, at or before a public hearing
as provided in the preceding section, objection in writing is made by one or more
persons, unless such cutting or removal or permit to cut or remove is approved by
the selectmen or by the mayor.
Section 5. Tree wardens and their deputies, but no other person, may, without
a hearing, trim, cut down or remove trees, under one and one half inches in diameter
one foot from the ground, and bushes, standing in highways; and, if ordered by
the mayor and aldermen, selectmen, road copimissioners or highway surveyor,
shall trim or cut down trees and bushes, if the same shall be deemed to obstruct,
endanger, hinder, or incommode persons travelling thereon. Nothing contained in
this act shall prevent the trimming, cutting or removal of any tree which endangers
persons travelling on a highway, nor the removal of any tree, if so ordered by the
proper officials, for the purpose of widening the highway, and nothing herein con-
tained shall interfere with gypsy and brown tail moth suppression, as carried on
under the direction of the state forester and the United States department of
agriculture, except the cutting and removal of trees, shrubs and growths that are
one and one half inches or more in diameter one foot from the ground.
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Section" 6. Whoever violates any of the provisions of the preceding sections
of this act shall forfeit not more than five hundred dollars to the use of the town
or citj'.
Section 7. Towns and cities may appropriate money to be expended by the
tree warden in planting shade trees in the public ways, or, if he deems it expedient,
upon adjoining land, at a distance not exceeding twenty feet from said public ways
for the purpose of improving, protecting, shading or ornamenting the same: pro-
vided, however, that the written consent of the owner of such adjoining land shall
first be obtained.
Section 8. The Massachusetts highway commission shall have the care and
control of all trees, shrubs and growths within the limits of state highways, and
may trim, cut or remove such trees, shrubs and growths, or license the trimming,
cutting or removal thereof. No such tree, shrub or other growth shall be trimmed,
cut or removed by any person other than an agent or employee of the commission,
whether such person is or is not the owner of the fee in the land on which such tree,
shrub or growth is situated, except upon a permit in writing from said commission:
provided, hoioever, that if the commission shall refuse to issue a permit to any such
owner to cut or remove any such tree, shrub, or other growth, the damages, if any,
sustained by him shall be determined by said commission and paid by the com-
monwealth. Any person aggrieved by the action of the commission as to the
trimming, cutting, removal or retention of any such tree, shrub or other growth,
or as to the amount awarded to him for the same by the commission, may have
the damages, if any, which he has sustained, determined by the superior court for
the county in which the said tree, shrub or other growth is or was situated, upon
a petition filed for the purpose, in the same manner as for the taking of land for
highways, and his damages, so determined, shall be paid by the commonwealth.
Section 9. Whoever affixes to a tree in a public way or place a play bill, pic-
ture, announcement, notice, sign, advertisement or other thing, whether in writing
or otherwise, or cuts, paints or marks such tree, except for the purpose of protecting
it or the public and under a written permit from the officer having the charge of
such trees in a city or from the tree warden in a town, or from the Massachusetts
highway commission in the case of a state highway, shall be punished by a fine of
not more than fifty dollars for each offence. Tree wardens shall enforce the pro-
visions of this section: provided, however, that in case of the failure of a tree warden
to act in the case of a state highway within thirty days after the receipt by him of
a complaint in writing from the Massachusetts highway commission, said com-
mission may proceed to enforce the provisions of this section.
Section 10. Whoever without authority trims, cuts down or removes a tree,
shrub or growth, within the limits of a state highway or maliciously injures, defaces
or destroys any such tree, shrub or growth shall be punished by imprisonment for
not more than six months or by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, to the
use of the commonwealth.
Section 11. Whoever, wilfully, maliciously, or wantonly cuts, destroys or in-
jures a tree, shrub or growth, which is not his own, standing for any useful purpose,
shall be punished by imprisonment for not more than six months or by a fine of
not more than five hundred dollars.
Section 12. Whoever wantonly injures, defaces, or destroys a shrub, plant or
tree, or fixture of ornament or utility, in a public way or place or in any inclosure,
or negligently or wilfully suffers an animal driven by or for him or belonging to
him to injure, deface or destroy, such shrub, plant, tree or fixture, or whoever by any
other means negligently or wilfully injures, defaces, or destroys such shrub, plant
or tree, or fixture, shall forfeit not more than five hundred dollars, one half to the
use of the complainant and one half to the use of the city or town in which the act
was committed; and shall in addition thereto be liable to said city or town or other
person interested in said tree for all damages caused by such act.
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Section 13. Section fifteen of chapter twenty-five of the Revised Laws, in
so far as it relates to trees ; section ten of chapter fifty-one of the Revised Laws, in
so far as it gives authority over trees and bushes; sections one hundred and one,
one hundred and two and one liundred and four of chapter two hundred and eight
of the Revised Laws, as amended by sections thirty-one and thirty-two of chapter
five hundred and forty-four of the acts of the year nineteen hundred and two; sec-
tion twelve of chapter fifty-three of the Revised Laws, as amended by section two
of chapter two hundred and ninety-six of the acts of the year nineteen hundred and
eight and by chapter three hundred and twenty-one of the acts of the year nineteen
hundred and ten; section thirteen of chapter fifty-three of the Revised Laws, as
amended by section three of chapter two hundred and ninety-six of the acts of the
year nineteen hundred and eight; section sixteen of chapter twenty-five of the
Revised Laws; section one of chapter three hundred and sixty-three of the acts of
the year nineteen hundred and ten; and chapter two hundred and seventy-nine of
the acts of the year nineteen hundred and five, as amended by chapter two hundred
and ninety-seven of the acts of the year nineteen hundred and eight, are hereby
repealed.
Section 14. The provisions of this act, so far as they are the same as those of
existing statutes, shall be construed as continuations thereof and not as new enact-
ments.
Section 1.5. This act shall take effect upon its passage. [Approved April 7
1916.
R. L., Chapter 208, Section 115.
Law regarding the Posting of Notices, etc., avithin the Limits of the
Highway.
Whoever paints, or puts upon, or in any manner affixes to, any fence, structure,
pole, rock or other object which is the propertj' of another, whether within or
without the limits of the highway, any words, device, trade mark, advertisement
or notice which is not required by law to be posted thereon, without first obtaining
the written consent of the owner or tenant of such property, shall, upon complaint
of such owner, or of his tenant, or of any municipal or public officer, be punished
by a fine of not more than ten dollars. Any word, device, trade mark, advertise-
ment or notice which has been painted, put up or affixed within the limits of a
highway in violation of the provisions of this section shall be considered a public
nuisance, and may be forthwith removed or obliterated and abated by any person.
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DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY.
A CHEMICAL STUDY OF THE ASPARAGUS
PLANT.
BY F. W. MORSE.
^
Introduction.
The chemical composition of the asparagus plant (asparagus officinalis)
has been under investigation in tliis laboratory for several years. The
studies were begun in connection with a series of fertilizer experiments
which have been condiicted at Concord, Mass., where asparagus culture
is an important industry.
The chemical composition of the asparagus plant has heretofore re-
ceived comparatively little attention. Rousseaux and Brioux,^ in a
study of commercial asparagus culture in France, include numerous
determinations of the inorganic constituents. Tanret^ has investigated
the soluble carbohydrates, or sugars. Wichers and Tollens* have re-
ported the composition of the roots and crowns at different seasons.
A few scattered analyses of the edible stalks have been found in different
publications.^
Our studies have included several stages in the development of the
asparagus plant, and also the effects produced by different methods of
fertilization.
Crowns and Roots.
The first lot of material collected for the investigation consisted of
crowns and roots taken from the experiment field at Concord early in
November, 1908. One-year-old plants had been set in this field in the
spring of 1907; therefore the roots when sampled were two and one-half
years from the seed.
1 The author's indebtedness to Director Wm. P. Brooks and Dr. J. B. Lindsay for important
suggestions regarding the work is gratefully acknowledged.
2 Rousseaux and Brioux: Ann. Sciences Agron., 3d Series, I. (1906), pp. 188-326.
3 Tanret: Bull. See. Chim. (4) 5, p. 889 (1909).
* Wichers and ToUens: Journ. fur Landwirthsch., 1910, p. 113.
6 N. Y. Agr. Expt. Sta. Bull. 265; Office Expt. Sta. Bull. 28, p. 37.
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The material was collected at this time for the purpose of determining
the influences of the different fertilizers on the proportion of the reserve
plant foods stored in the roots. The first crop of stalks would be cut
from the plots in the following spring, and it was desirable to ascertain
if any relationship could be demonstrated between the reserve food stored
in the roots and the amount of growth made in the spring.
At the time the roots were dug the tops of the plants had been killed
by frost and the stems were breaking down. It was consequently assumed
that the roots had stored all the reserves of plant food which the stalks
would have for their growth in the following spring.
Since these samples were primarily for studying the effects of fertilizers,
each plot was represented by four plants which were selected by the size
and number of their stalks, on the assumption that a plant with an average
amount of tops would possess an average lot of roots. •
The crown and attached roots of each plant were dug with spade and
trowel by means of wMch the longest roots were followed to their tips.
The word "roots" is used here to designate the rod-Uke storage roots of
the plant, and not the fibrous feeding roots which were rubbed off during
the wasliing process.
The roots in this lot were selected and the digging supervised by Mr.
E. F. Gaskill, assistant agriculturist. The subsequent preparation of the
samples for chemical analysis was supervised by Mr. P. H. Smith, in
charge of the feed and dairy section of this department. The writer was
assigned to tliis investigation in January, 1910, and the work has since
been wholly in his charge.
A second lot of roots was collected on Nov. 4, 1910, by the writer and
Mr. Gaskill after the plants had been set in the field three and one-half
years. Two crops of stalks had been cut for market during their life, —
a short crop in 1909 and a full crop in 1910. Plants were selected as
before by the size and number of the matured stalks, wliich were in the
same condition of decay as in 1908.
The roots had now ramified to such an extent that those of adjacent
plants were more or less intermingled, making it impracticable to follow
all roots of selected plants to their tips. Therefore a circle with a radius
extending halfway to the adjacent plants in the row was cut with a spade
around the chosen plant, after which the crown and attached storage
roots were removed from the soil. It was noted that most of the roots
ended in the characteristic pointed tips without cut ends, and were there-
fore fully representative of the plant.
The roots were shaken free of soil, put in sacks and shipped to Amherst.
Two days elapsed between the removal of the roots from the soil and
their reception at the laboratory. Upon their arrival they were placed in
a cool cellar used for vegetable storage.
Each crown was next separated into small sections in order to remove
adhering soil, and the parts, together with the attached roots, were
scrubbed with a stiff brush, after which they were rinsed in clean water.
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The material was next spread on a large sheet of paper in a cool place
until the surface was free of adhering moisture. Each individual crown
and its accompanying roots were then weighed and the weight noted
down for the subsequent calculations as the fresh or green weight from
the field.
The first stage of preparation of the material for analysis was to pass
a sample, consisting of one crown and its corresponding roots, through
a hand-lever feed-cutter, by which they were cut to lengths of about
1 inch (2.5 centimeters). The sample was then placed in a large steam-
heated drying oven, where the temperature was about 55° C, and dried
until sufficiently brittle to be easily pulverized.
In pulverizing asparagus roots for analysis certain properties of their
constituents made serious trouble. During the preparation of the first
lot of roots in 190S Mr. Smith found the dried material to be so hygro-
scopic that in damp weather it would quickly become sticky and gum
the mill. The friction of grinding was also apt to produce sufficient heat
to make the material sticky and hopelessly cement the grinding plates
together. By using a ball mill in dry weather he finally succeeded in
reducing the samples to powder.
The TVTiter's procedure with the samples of 1910 was as follows: im-
mediately after removing the dried sample from the oven the material
was allowed to cool a short time in the air and then weighed. Directly
after weighing the sample was passed through a large drug mill, by which
it was reduced to a mixture of coarse fiber and fine powder, the fiber
coming from the outer walls of the roots and the powder from the interior
and the crown. The mixture was subsampled by two successive quar-
terings.
The subsample was next sifted by means of a millimeter sieve, which
separated nearly all of the fine powder from the fibrous shreds. By this
step the hygroscopic, gummy constituent was largely eliminated from
subsequent milling and the coarse fiber was pulverized about as readily
as wheat bran, until it also passed through the millimeter sieve. The
entire material of the subsample was thoroughly mixed and preserved in
a tightly corked bottle for analysis. Care was taken to conduct all the
operations in a dry atmosphere.
On June 23, 1911, at the end of the cutting season, a third lot of samples
was taken for the purpose of determining the amount of exhaustion which
the reserve material in the roots had undergone in producing the crop
recently harvested. This lot of roots was collected under the supervision
of Mr. C. W. Prescott, who was in charge of the Concord experiment
field. There was practically no top growth by which to judge the size
of a crown, and the roots were therefore necessarily chosen more at random
than in the previous cases. On arrival of the roots at the laboratory they
were treated in the manner described for the samples of 1910.
The average fresh weight of forty-four roots gathered from eleven
different plots was found to be for each of two years, as follows: 1908,
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1,092 grams; 1910, 2,440 grams. In two years the crowns and roots had
more than doubled in size and v/eight.
The average weight of sixteen roots from four plots in each of tln-ee
years is as follows: 1908, 1,120 grams; 1910, 2,393 grams; 1911, 2,401
grams.
The roots obtained in 1911 actually averaged slightly heavier than those
selected the fall before. This may in part be 'due to the more random
choice of samples in the summer before there was sufficient top growth
to guide the selection, but is more probably the result of a higher water
content in the growing season, as will be seen in the table of composition.
It has already been mentioned that the first object in collecting the
different series of roots was to ascertain the effects of different fertilizers
on their composition, but it is deemed best to present first the average
composition of the roots at different stages of development, and follow
with the composition of other parts of the plant before taking up the
specific influences of methods of fertilization.
In furtherance of the primary object of the investigation, forty-four
crowns, representing eleven different plots, were collected in the fall of
1908; seventy-six from nineteen plots in the fall of 1910; and sixteen
from four plots in the summer of 1911.
A complete analysis was not made of every sample. Nitrogen was
determined in every individual sample of each year. Total sugar was
determined in about two-thirds of the samples obtained in 1908, and in
every sample of the lots of 1910 and 1911. Ash and ash constituents
were determined in every sample of the lot of 1908, but only in composite
samples representing the individual plots in the series of 1910 and 1911.
Dry matter was determined in every sample of 1910 and 1911, but was
not calculated in the samples of 1908 because the weights after the first
drying were omitted. The other constituents— fiber, pentosans and
fat— were determined in selected samples in each series, chosen from
some with average percentages of nitrogen or sugars, and others with
maximum or minimum proportions.
In compiling averages for each year from the numerous analyses of
individual samples above mentioned there were included only those
figures obtained on samples from plots receiving complete fertilizers in
some form, and results from plots receiving no nitrogen, no potash or no
phosphoric acid were omitted.
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Composition of Asparagus Roots.
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Asparagus Stalks.
The marketable portion of the asparagus plant consists of the young
stalks cut from the crowns during the spring and early summer. Their
constituents must be mainly derived from the reserve materials stored
the previous summer in the roots, and the total quantity removed in a
season represents the drain which the roots must be prepared to meet.
Our first samples of young stalks were obtained from the experiment
field at Concord in 1910, but it was clearly evident that during the two
or more days which elapsed between cutting in the field and delivery at
the laboratory there were destructive changes taking place in the soluble
carbohydrates or sugar of the cells. Consequently in the spring of 1911
a series of samples of young stalks was gathered from the experiment
field at Amherst, which had been fertilized in a similar manner to the
field at Concord.
Samples of stalks were cut from four different plots in the home field
on four different dates, beginning May 17 and ending June 14. The stalks
were cut as close to the crown as possible, and averaged about 10 inches
(25 centimeters) in length. The common practice of asparagus growers
in Massachusetts is to grow the crop so that most of the stalk is above
ground, and when trimmed to the standard length of 8 inches (20 centi-
meters) it is nearly all green. The material used in our investigation rep-
resented the crop as cut from the crowns before it is bunched and
trimmed. Each plot sample consisted of all the stalks which were tall
enough to be marketable on the day of cutting.
Immediately after the samples were cut they were taken to the labora-
tory, where the stalks were wiped with a dry cloth to free them from
adhering soil, after which the samples were weighed. The stalks were then
broken into short pieces and spread on a tray which was placed in the
steam-heated drying oven at a temperature of 55° to 60° C.
In preparing asparagus stalks for analysis it was found necessary to
avoid a large amount of cut or broken surface, since the contents of the
ruptured cells changed rapidly during the early drjdng stage by a process
of fermentation with a loss of soluble sugar. Too high a temperature
would soften the tender tips or buds of the stalks and cause them to stick
to the tray. Pieces of stalks about 3 inches (7.5 centimeters) in length
withered quickly in a temperature of 55° to 60° C, and at the end of
twent3^-four hours the largest butts were split in half, longitudinally, to
promote further rapid drying. Samples dried in this manner were subse-
quently found to have retained their sugar unchanged, or at least under
such conditions there was obtained the maximum proportion of sugar.
Composite samples from all plots represented each date of cutting,
in order to determine the rate of change in their composition as the season
advanced. The following table shows this composition;—
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Composition of Asparagus Stalks in Spring.
[Parts in 100.]
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the first rapid development in warm days of May, giving more time for
the photosynthesis to go on. It does not seem reasonable that the drain
on the roots should be inversely proportional to the reserves in them.
The decrease in nitrogenous matter does follow the exhaustion of the
roots. The change in protein is a steady decrease in the amino nitrogen,
while the true protein remains practically constant. Tliis points also to
more self-support and slower growth.
Asparagus Tops.
The development of reserve food material by the asparagus plant has
been studied by the analysis of samples of fully grown tops in midsummer
and ripened tops in late fall. Two series of samples were collected from
the fertilizer plots at Concord, — one in October, 1911, and the other in
August, 1912. These were taken for the purpose of ascertaining whether
the reserves were affected in any manner by the different fertilizers em-
ployed. Upon analyzing them it was noted that soluble carbohydrates
were very low, and the possible destruction by respiration during tlje
time required to transport the samples from Concord to Amherst led to
taking parallel samples at Amherst for the study of their composition at
the two stages of growth.
To avoid serious injury to the crowns, representative samples for each
stage of growth were obtained by pulling only one stalk from a crown.
Seven average plants yielded in this manner an abundance of material
for a sample, and two parallel samples were thus selected on the different
dates.
To ascertain how fast translocation of reserves was taking place the
tops were divided into two portions. Each top was trimmed to a single
stalk and thus was formed two samples, — stalks and branches.
The lot of tops was weighed as soon as removed from the field, then
divided into stalks and branches, each portion being weighed. Each
separate sample was now spread in the sun in the glass house for twenty-
four hours, and then run through a fodder cutter. The samples were
next dried in the large steam-heated oven until brittle enough to be ground,
when they were cooled in the air, weighed and pulverized for subsequent
analysis.
The summer stage of growth was after blossoming was about over,
and the stalks chosen bore no berries. This stage was considered by
analogy with other crops to be the stage of maximum growth of tops,
and that the reserve material in the tissues would be at the maximum.
The ripened stage was when the stalks had turned yellow and the
needles were falling from some of the stalks. The tops selected were
those wlaich shed but few when handled.
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Composition of Asparagus Tops.
Seven stalks, Aug. 16, 1912, weighed, green, 1,791 grams. Branches
were 60 per cent, and stems were 40 per cent, of total weight.
Seven stalks, Oct. 23, 1912, weighed, green, 1,859 grams. Branches
were 64 per cent, and stems were 36 per cent, of total weight.
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Composition of Dry Matter.
Summer Tops,
11 Samples.
Fall Tops,
7 Samples.
Ash,
Protein, .
Fiber,
Fat,
Nitrogen-free extract,
Sugars,
Pentosans,
Lignin, etc..
Total nitrogen.
Protein nitrogen,
Amino nitrogen,
9.34
17.47
33.04
2.71
37.44
5.29
15.58
16.57
2.79
1.63
1.16
8.65
7.94
43.75
3.49
36.17
20.90
15.27
1.27
1.27
Progressive Changes in Composition of the Asparagus Plant.
The following table has been arranged in order to compare the compo-
sition of the successive stages of growth which have been studied: —
Autumn
Roots,
1910.
Summer
Roots,
1911.
Young
Stalks.
Summer
Tops.
Autumn
Tops.
Water, .
Dry matter.
78.90
21.10
81.38
18.62
92.30
7.70
73.44
26.56
70.73
29.27
Composition of Dry Matter.
Ash, . . ' .
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The relation of water to intensity of growth is clearly shown by the
changes in the proportion of water at the different stages of development.
The summer roots procured in the midst of the gromng season contained
more water than the dormant roots obtained the fall before. The tops
when just at their full height in midsummer were more watery than those
that were ripening in the foUomng October. But the most striking pro-
portion of water was found in the tender, succulent stalks of spring and
early summer at the period when growth is so rapid that it can be readily
measured from hour to hour.
The active part performed by sugar is indicated by the difference in
the percentages of this substance found in the various stages of the devel-
opment of the plant. The large proportion of reducing sugar in the stalks
and tops at the successive stages sampled, and its absence from the differ-
ent series of roots, is in accord with distinction between active and reserve
forms of sugars. The sugar in the roots at the seasons chosen for their
study was wholly a reserve substance, and being readily soluble in water
passed unchanged toward the actively growing stallcs.
The insoluble non-nitrogenous substances which form the bulk of the
plant at each stage of growth undergo the usual inverse changes in pro-
portion which accompany the increase and decrease of more active con-
stituents.
Amino compoimds are an important part of the reserve nitrogenous
material in the fall roots, as their nitrogen forms almost one-half of the
total percentage of the element at that stage. This is a larger proportion
than at any other stage, and points to its probable value for rapid transfer
to the young stalks in the spring.
The Inorganic Constituents op the Asparagus Plant.
For comparing the progressive changes in the mineral constituents of
the different stages of the asparagus plant we have used the averages of
all results from the plots receiving complete fertilizers.
At first sight the average composition of the three series of roots appears
to be practically alike, but a closer scanning reveals consistent variations
in some of the constituents from year to year. Calcium, sulfur and so-
dium steadily increased in percentages from stage to stage in the roots,
and also between the summer and fall stages of the tops. On the other
hand, potassium, magnesium and phosphorus varied between narrow
limits in the different stages of root development, and were noticeably
diminished in the final ripening stage of the tops. These three elements
are evidently translocated from the old tops to other parts of the plant,
while the three first mentioned go in only one direction and accumulate
as those parts of the plants grow older.
Sulfur is considerably in excess of phosphorus, which is unusual in our
common garden crops. While no provision was made for this in planning
the fertilizer, there was apparently enough of the element present in the
stable manure or superphosphate used.
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The translocation of potash, magnesia and phosphoric acid back to
the roots is indicated but not proven, since there are the blossoms and
berries to be considered as a possible destination in their transfer. These
two sets of organs were not collected, however, as it was nearly impossible
to get anything approacliing accurate amounts of them from a series of
stalks, because the red asparagus beetle destroys them in preference to
other parts of the plant.
Inorganic Constituents of the Asparagus Plant at its Different Stages {Per-
centages in Dry Matter).
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These analyses were made by Messrs. E. B. Holland and R. D. Mac-
laurin before the field was planted in 1907. It will be readily seen that the
samples show a striking uniformity in composition.
The manner of fertilizing the experiment plots has been described in a
previous paper, ^ but for the sake of clearness the scheme is here briefly
outlined.
Plot.
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Weights of Asparagus Roots when taken from the Field (Grams).
Series of 1908.
Plot. Root I. Root II. Root III. Root IV.
Plot
Average.
1,
31,
32,
33.
34,
35,
36,
37,
38,
39,
40,
1,268
997
1,020
1,338
1,360
1,338
1,542
1,837
544
907
1,177
883
861
635
1,701
1,134
1,020
1,224
1,519
1,020
1,474
792
1,177
952
1,020
975
680
1,179
1,179
1,020
476
1,701
974
770
884
907
1,043
1,927
1,315
1,406
839
884
635
877
1,024
923
895
1,264
1,275
1,213
1,338
1,304
731
1,179
Series of 1910.
Plot.
1, . . .
5, . . .
6, . . .
7, . . .
8, . . .
9, . . .
10, . . .
11, . . .
12, . . .
31, . . .
32, . . .
33, . . .
34, . . .
35, . . .
36, . . .
37, . . .
38, . . ,
39, . , .
40, . . .
Root A. Root B. Root C. Root D. PlotAverage.
2,262
1,896
2,960
2,885
2,182
1,509
2,827
3,410
1,986
3,317
1,918
2,655
3,540
1,957
2,043
2,677
2,807
1,989
3,042
2,070
1,633
3,012
2,791
2,265
1,282
3,015
2,402
2,967
1,486
2,570
2,440
2,119
1,700
4,432
3,227
2,313
1,927
1,717
1.816
1.561
2.573
2.869
1,833
2,110
1,993
2,661
2.691
1,985
1,526
1.861
2.677
2.470
2.282
2,448
2,446
2,065
2,197
1,951
2,043
2,868
2,393
2,703
1,792
1,745
3,097
3,194
3,393
2,000
3,195
2,595
3,029
3,598
3,062
1,676
2,927
1,967
2,025
1,783
2,853
2,734
2,246
1,673
2,395
2,892
2,709
2,545
2.003
2.538
2.733
2.289
3.089
2.853
2.310
2,227
2,231
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There cannot be said to have been any specific effect of the nitrate of
soda on the size of roots in 1908. The weights of the four roots from any
given plot varied more widely among themselves than the plot averages
differed from one another.
There were some consistent variations in the weights of the roots dug
in 1910. The roots from plots 5 and 9, lacking phosphoric acid and potash,
respectively, were consistently lower in weight than the roots from any
other plot. The results of the absence of a nitrogen application to plots 1
and 40 were not positive because there were numerous roots from other
plots receiving nitrogen that were no heavier individually, and the average
weights for plots 32 and 39 were as small.
Comparing plot averages in the series 31 to 39, the average weights of
roots from plots 32, 35 and 38 were consistently lower than those of the
roots from plots 31, 34 and 37, which indicated the probable effect of a
spring top-dressing to be an increase in the size of the roots. Neverthe-
less, the variations in weights of individual roots from any one of the
plots is wide, and renders the conclusion from averages doubtful.
The effect of fertilizers on the inorganic constituents was thoroughly
studied by the complete ash analysis of each root dug in 1908, and similar
work on composite samples from the different plots in 1910. All the ash
analyses were made in the fertilizer section by Messrs. H. D. Haskins
and L. S. Walker, to whom the writer is indebted for the data which
appear in the tables.
Inorganic Composition of Asparagus Roots {Percentages in Dry Matter).
Roots of 1908.
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Inorganic Composition of Asparagus Roots— Concluded.
Roots of 1910.
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Total Nitrogen in the Dry Matter of Asparagus Roots— Concluded,
Roots of 1910.
Plot. Root A. Root B. Root C. Root D. Plot
Average.
10,
11,
12.
31.
32,
33,
34,
35,
36,
37,
38,
39,
40,
1.67
2.14
2.12
2.13
1.94
1.82
2.40
2.26
1.91
1.72
1.81
1.73
2.02
2.01
2.07
1.90
2.32
1.82
1.69
1.77
2.20
2.25
2.24
2.08
1.81
1.98
1.90
2.27
1.43
1.96
2.02
2.02
1.95
1.79
2.24
2.07
2.44
1.30
2.05
2.46
1.93
2.45
1.99
2.33
1.61
1.86
2.25
1.76
2.02
1.59
1.89
1.87
1.91
1.91
2.60
1.66
1.06
1.69
2.28
1.97
1.92
2.15
2.44
2.18
2.23
1.87
1.77
2.23
2.01
1.99
2.23
2.00
1.79
1.89
2.02
1.22
1.79
2.27
2.07
2.18
2.04
2.10
2.04
2.06
2.07
1.67
2.00
1.84
1.98
2.01
1.94
1.96
2.22
1.98
1.29
Total nitrogen was determined in every root sample. The results in-
dividually and by plot averages are consistent. The absence of nitrogen
in the, top-dressing results in a low percentage of nitrogen in the roots
from plots 1 and 40. The minimum and medium applications of nitrate
show results on the percentages of nitrogen in the roots following the
same order in relative quantities. The maximum application of nitrate
of soda produced no result in excess of the medium application.
The application of the nitrate in midsummer was accompanied by a
positively higher percentage of nitrogen in the roots from those plots,
viz., plots 32, 35 and 38.
There was no apparent effect of fertilizers on the organic constituents
of the roots, except that due to the influence on the nitrogenous group.
High protein was accompanied by a lessened sugar percentage, but low
sugar percentages also frequently occurred with low protein, in which
condition there was a high fiber content. Consequently sugar and fiber
fluctuated widely in samples from the same plot on account of some condi-
tion that was independent of fertilizers.
This wide fluctuation was most extreme in plot 9 of the 1910 series,
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and if the average for the plot were compared with those of the others in
the series it would appear clearly to be an illustration of the effect of
potassium on the formation of sugar; but there were two roots with
normal percentages of sugar from the plot, while there were roots in plots
5, 7 and 8 which were abnormally low where muriate of potash was regu-
larly applied in the normal quantity. It is the writer's opinion that these
variations in sugars on this group of plots may have been due to an attack
of rust in the summer of 1910, although special pains were taken to avoid
plants which had thus suffered, when the sample roots were selected.
Furthermore, it is believed that there were two positively different
types of plants in these series in mode of growth, viz., one type with numer-
ous slender, long roots, and the other with fewer but thicker, fleshier
roots. This fact was not noted soon enough to correlate the observations
with the analytical data, but it is reasonable to assume that the slender
roots would have more epidermis in proportion to volume than the fleshy
roots, which renders it probable that the former would have more fiber
and less sugar than the latter.
Organic Composition of Roots.
Roots of 1908.
Plot and Root.
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Organic Composition of Roots— Continued.
Roots of 1908— Concluded.
Plot and Root.
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Organic Composition of Roots — Continued.
Roots of 1910— Continued.
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Organic Composition of Roots— Concluded.
Roots of 1910 — Concluded.
Plot and Root.
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There was a small variation in favor of the plots dressed with nitrogen
in both nitrogen and dry matter.
On May 17, 1911, a series of samples was collected in a similar manner
from the home field in Amherst, where the material could be prepared for
drying as soon as cut. These samples represented one plot without
nitrogen, one without phosphoric acid, one -svithout potash and one with
a complete fertiUzer. Nitrogen and dry matter were determined, and
the figures are arranged below.
No
Nitrogen.
No
Phosphoric
Acid.
No
Potash.
Complete
Fertilizer.
Dry matter,
Nitrogen in dry matter,
8.04
5.33
7.50
5.31
7.61
5.17
7.57
5.47
In tliis series there was again a slight gain in nitrogen in the sample
from the plot receiving a complete fertilizer, but there was no effect on
the dry matter.
On June 1, June 8 and June 14 the entire day's crop from each of four
plots was saved and analyzed. These plots represented variations in
quantities of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash applied as a dressing.
The results are shown below for dry matter and nitrogen.
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draws continuously tlirough its roots on the soil for its required mineral
matter while building up its organic matter in its green branches. There
has been probably but little transfer of sugars and proteins to the roots
during this growing time, and it seemed as if any effect of the fertilizers
on the formation of those constituents should be perceptible at this season.
The material for this study was gathered from the experiment field at
Concord by the selection of samples of tops from eight of the fertilizer
plots, which represented wide variations in the method of fertilization.
In order to disturb the subsequent growth of these plots as Uttle as possible,
not more than one stalk was removed from any plant. Each sample con-
sisted of six stalks selected from as many typical plants on a plot. The
samples were weighed immediately after being gathered, and were then
packed in burlap sacks for shipment to the laboratory at Amherst. The
samples were gathered on Aug. 13, 1912, and were deUvered at the labora-
tory forty-eight hours later.
On the arrival of the samples at the laboratory they were again weighed
and were found to have lost 13 per cent, of their field weight, of which loss
a large part must have been due to respiration and the consequent destruc-
tion of sugars. The branches were cut from the main stalks, and the
latter broken in short pieces to facilitate drying, which was carried out by
spreading the samples on benches in the greenhouse. It was not possible
to dry all the samples simultaneously in the oven, so the greenhouse was
selected as providing uniform conditions for them. At the end of five
days each sample was cut into short lengths by a fodder cutter, after
which a small subsample was separated by quartering.
The small samples were next dried in the oven until they were in a
condition to be easily ground, when they were pulverized and passed
through a millimeter sieve.
Weights of Samples of Green Tops (Pounds)
.
Plot 1 5.25
Plot 5 6.60
Plot 9 6.25
Plot 11 6.75
Plot 31, 6.25
Plot 32 6.25
Plot 34, 6.15
Plot 35 5. 65
The absence of nitrogen on plot 1 and of potash on plot 9 was accom-
panied by the Hghtest weights of samples. Plots 11 and 34 received equal
amounts of the complete fertilizer in the spring, and their samples ex-
ceeded in weight those of 1 and 9. The absence of phosphoric acid from
plot 5 did not affect the weight.
Just before the needles had dropped in the faU was selected as another
stage at which to study the effect of the fertilizers on the composition of
the tops and on the development of reserve material. For tliis purpose
Mr. Prescott was asked to procure some samples from the Concord field.
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In accordance with our instructions Mr. Prescott selected four average
plants on each of the plots from which a sample was desired, and removed
the entire tops from the crowns. Each plot sample was wrapped in paper
and then put in a jute sack for shipment to the laboratory.
The samples arrived at the laboratory on October 23 with the outer
sacks somewhat wet as though rained upon, which was not unlikely since
the period was especially rainy. On opening the sacks the tops were
found to be damp, and a slight mold was observed on some of the twigs.
The material was cut into short lengths with a fodder cutter and spread
above the steam coils in the greenhouse.
A few days later the samples were quartered and the subsamples were
dried in the steam-heated oven until they could be readily ground and
sifted.
Partial Composition of Asparagus Tops.
Midsummer Tops.
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Plot 1 lacked nitrogen, plot 5 lacked phosphoric acid and plot 9 lacked
potash. Plots il and 34 received the complete fertilizer in medium
amount. Plots 34 and 35 received one and one-half times the amount
of nitrogen that was applied to 31 and 32. Plots 31 and 34 received their
nitrogen in the early spring, while 32 and 35 had their portions applied in
late June.
The high ash occurring in both seasons in the tops from plot 1 was
apparently due to fine earth which adhered to them, as there was much
insoluble residue after testing the ash with strong acid. On the other
hand, the samples from plot 9 showed a low ash, which was without doubt
due to the lack of potash.
The development of protein and sugar was not perceptibly affected by
the lack of fertilizers, since there is no consistent relation between the
percentages and the amounts.
A comparison of the two pairs of plots which received nitrogen at
different seasons shows that the tops from the plots dressed with nitrates
in summer contained slightly less protein than those from the plots dressed
in the spring. This was also the result on the single pair of plots (37 and
38) from which the young stalks were sampled in 1910. With the two pairs
of plots under comparison there was a sUght advantage in the amounts
of protein found in the tops from the larger quantities of nitrogen.
The effect of fertihzers on the proportions of inorganic constituents in
the different stages of tops was not studied because the slight effects pro-
duced on the roots did not warrant such a laborious comparison.
Effect of Fertilizers on Asparagus Roots at the End of the
Cutting Season.
The summer samples of roots were dug from plots receiving two differ-
ent quantities of nitrogen at two different seasons for the purpose of
measuring whether the exhaustion of the roots during the growth of the
crop was influenced by amount or season of apphcation of nitrate of soda.
Plots 34 and 35 received one and one-half times as much nitrogen as 31
and 32, while 31 and 34 received it in the spring and 32 and 35 in the
summer.
Total nitrogen and sugar showed consistent variations relative to the
different treatments, but none of the other constituents could be corre-
lated and are not tabulated.
The roots dressed with the larger amount of nitrogen contained higher
percentages of nitrogen and sugar than those which received the smaller
amount. Roots receiving their nitrogen in summer after the cropping
season still contained a little more nitrogen than the others. Sugar,
however, was more exhausted than in the roots which had received their
nitrogen in spring.
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Comparative Effects of Spring and Summer Top-dressing on Asparagus
Roots at End of Cutting Season.
Plot and Root.
31 (I.). .
31 (II.), .
31 (III.),
31 (IV.), .
Average,
32 (I.), .
32 (II.), .
32 (III.),
32 (IV.), .
Average,
34 (I.), .
34(11.), .
34 (III.),
34 (IV.), .
Average,
35 (I.), .
35 (II.), .
35 (III.),
35 (IV.), .
Average,
Fresh
Weight
(Grams).
600
2,744
1,995
1,970
1,825
1,400
2,060
3,830
3,375
2,666
2,750
3,150
3,400
1,805
2,776
2,945
860
3,180
2,355
2,335
Per Cent.
Dry
Matter.
17.15
21.37
18.52
19.77
19.20
16.04
15.87
14.43
19.97
16.58
17.88
19.81
20.58
15.59
18.46
18.88
23.14
21.25
17.67
20.24
Total
Nitrogen.
1.37
1,78
2.24
1.86
1.81
1.94
2.06
2.47
1.79
2.06
1.84
1.80
2.22
2.33
2.06
2.12
2.22
2.18
2.10
2.15
Total
Sugar.
22.40
34.54
19.92
26.17
25.76
19.60
7.68
7.40
18.53
13.30
26.43
32.67
36.14
16.13
27.84
29.87
31.17
26.70
15.27
25.90
Sugar fluctuated widely in individual roots, and the value of the aver-
ages is somewhat doubtful.
The weights of roots from the same plot vary as widely as the weights
from different plots, so that no conclusions can be drawn from the size of
roots.
The general effect of varying the season of top-dressing with nitrate of
soda was very small and inconclusive.
Reserve Material required to produce a Crop of Young Stalks.
An attempt is here made to determine the amount of reserve material
drawn from the roots during the spring cutting season. For this purpose
use is made of the average composition of fall roots, spring stalks and
summer roots, and the average weights obtained from the four plots
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numbered, respectively, 31, 32, 34 and 35 of fall roots, summer roots and
the spring crop of stalks.
The calculated results are necessarily approximate because identical
roots cannot be analj^zed at two successive stages of growth, but the com-
parison suggests possibilities if not absolute conditions.
The average weights of roots were obtained from the samples collected
in 1910 and 1911. The average weight of the crop of stalks is calculated
from the total weights cut on the four plots in 1911. The number of
plants per plot was originally 250, but four roots were removed in 1908
and four more in 1910.
Grams of Constituents in Roots and Croj) of an Average Plant.
Autumn
Roots, 1910.
Summer
Roots, 1911.
Spring
Crop, 1911.
Green weight, .
Dry matter,
Total sugar.
Fiber, pentosans and lignin,
Fat
Protein, ....
Ash
Total nitrogen,
Protein nitrogen,
Amino nitrogen.
Potassium oxide.
Sodium oxide, .
Calcium oxide,
Magnesium oxide.
Phosphoric acid.
Sulfuric acid, .
2,393.00
504.90
159.24
239.22
8.93
62.81
34.78
10.05
5.35
4.70
12.44
1.85
1.81
.97
2.34
3.12
2,401.00
447.00
103.70
239.10
7.28
56.99
39.91
9.12
'5.8I
3.31
10.61
^ 1.63
1.95
.82
1.97
3.26
447.00
34.40
5.23
22.25
1.05
10.52
2.97
1.68
1.05
.63
1.80
.11
.13
.12
.18
.28
The average weight of crop per plot was 238.6 pounds (108.3 kilos)
which, divided between 242 plants, gave a little less than a pound, or
447 grams, per plant.
When the combined weights of the different constituents of summer
roots and spring crop were balanced against the weights of the same con-
stituents in the autumn roots there was noted a marked loss in organic
matter and a pronounced gain in inorganic matter.
The loss of organic matter was confined almost wholly to the sugar, as
there was but a small deficit in the quantity of fat. The total carbo-
hydrate matter in the spring crop amounted to 27.48 grams, while the
difference between the quantities of sugar in the autumn and summer
roots was 57.54 grams. There was an increase in protein of 4.7 grams
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over the amount present in the autumn roots, which might require a little
of the sugar in its synthesis; but, on the other hand, the study of the
progressive changes in composition of young stalks indicated that they
synthesized a part of their sugar before they were of marketable size.
Therefore the comparison in this case showed that for every gram of
carbohydrate developed in the young stalk at least two grams disappeared
from the parent root, one of which must have been used in maintaining
the energy of the growing plant, just as the young animal uses a large
part of its food in maintaining its body energy.
The gain in protein during the growth of the crop is of interest in con-
nection with the problem of nitrogen fertilization. The transfer of nitro-
gen from the autumn root to the growing stalk was apparently accom-
pUshed by using only the amino nitrogen of the reserve in the parent
crown, and drawing on the soil nitrogen. The increase in nitrogen of
summer roots and crop over the amount in the autumn roots is .75 gram,
or 7.5 per cent., and is not of sufficient amount to show the necessity of a
spring application of nitrogen.
The gain in ash was confined to calcium oxide and sulfuric acid of the
determined constituents, while a part of the variation was undoubtedly
due to the very fine sand of the soil which had escaped the cleaning process
to which roots and stalks were subjected.
Calcium oxide and sulfuric acid gained, respectively, .27 gram and
.42 gram, or 14 per cent, and 13 per cent. Potassium oxide and magnesium
oxide were almost exactly balanced on the two sides, while sodium oxide
and phosphoric acid had slight amounts unaccounted for, which may have
been due to the difficulties in exact determinations of these constituents
in organic substances.
These comparisons show but little, if any, immediate effect on the spring
crop of a spring application of fertihzers. There was a shght apparent
absorption of nitrogen, a more marked intake of lime and suKuric acid,
perhaps in combination, and no apparent use at this period of potash
and phosphoric acid. But as already remarked, these comparisons can be
regarded as merely suggestive.
Amount of Vegetable Matter contained in Ripened Asparagus
Tops.
" The method of asparagus culture now followed by many growers in
Massachusetts leaves the tops to die down in the autumn and in the
spring works them into the soil by means of a disc harrow. On the experi-
ment field a number of the plots have received no annual dressing of
manure, and the humus in the soil has been replenished only by the annual
growth of tops.
In the autumn of 1912 Mr. Prescott was requested to determine the
weights of the ripened tops on several plots that had received only chemi-
cal fertilizers. Mr. Prescott selected one rod of row on each plot, where
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there were seven consecutive plants to the rod. The stalks were cut
level with the ground and weighed.
This work was done in the last week in October when the sap had mostly
left the stalks.
The weights per plot were as follows :—
Weights of Tops per Rod of Row, Autumn of 1912 (Pounds).
Plot 1, without nitrate of soda, . . . . . . . .3.5
Plot 3, complete fertilizer, . . . . . . . . .5.5
Plot 5, without acid phosphate, . . . . . . . .4.0
Plot 7, complete fertilizer, . . . . . . . . .4.0
Plot 9, without muriate of potash, . . . . . . . .4.0
Plot 11, complete fertilizer, . . . . . . . . .6.6
Plot 34, complete fertilizer, . . . . . . . . .4.0
Plot 40, without nitrogen, . . . . . . . . .3.0
Average, . . . . . . . . . . .4.3
At the rate of 250 plants per plot, or 5,000 plants per acre, these results
from 7 plants would give 3,071 pounds of djdng tops per acre. Samples of
stalks gathered early in November at Amherst contained 49 per cent, of
dry matter, by which it is estimated that there were about 1,500 pounds
per acre of dry vegetable matter added to the soil of the asparagus field
per year.
Rousseaux and Brioux ^ report, as the result of five different fields in
France, a range of from 891 to 2,128 kilos per hectare for the dry matter
in the crops of the tops removed in late autumn from the fields, in accord-
ance with French practice. Their average dry matter per hectare was
1,579 kilos, or about 1,400 pounds, per acre.
In percentage of soil per acre this amount of tops is really small. On
such sandy soil as the Concord field the tops would be worked into the
surface 4 inches, or mixed with approximately 1,000,000 pounds of soil,
which would enrich the soil with not more than .15 per cent, of organic
matter. Nevertheless, several of the best plots in the experiment field
have received no more organic matter than is contained in the tops,
which is a good illustration of the effectiveness of smaU annual additions
of organic matter to our soils.
Relation of Asparagus Roots to Weights of Stalks.
It was expected that there would be a close relationship found between
the size of roots from a plot and the total weight of stalks cut from it, and
an attempt was made to correlate the weights of sample roots in 1910
with the weights of crops over a period of five years.
In the phosphate group of plots, 5, 6, 7 and 8, the smallest roots were
obtained from the plot that received no phosphate in the top-dressing;
but the crop jdelds were not invariably the lowest in the series. Plot 8,
which received the maximum dressing of acid phosphate, yielded much
» Annal. d. Sci. Agron., 1906, pp. 188-326.
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smaller roots than plots 6 and 7, but its crop jdeld was the maximum in
every year but the fifth, when its yield was exceeded by plot 7 with a
fraction of a pound.
The weight of roots in the potash group of plots numbered 9, 10, 11
and 12 increased from 9 without potash to 11 with a medium application.
The yield of stalks followed the same order each year.
The nitrate of soda group included ten plots numbered 31 to 40, inclu-
sive. The weights of individual roots from any one plot varied consider-
ably from the average for that plot, but the plot averages showed fairly
consistent changes in size of roots with amount of nitrogen applied in the
top-dressing. The weights of roots from plots 31, 32 and 33 were, respec-
tively, smaller plot by plot than the weights of roots from plots 34, 35 and
36. The weights of crops did not follow the same order, but were in several
instances reversed.
The application of nitrate of soda in the spring on plots 31, 34 and 37
resulted in much larger roots than the summer dressing apparentlj'' pro-
duced on 32, 35 and 38. On the other hand, the weights of crops from
the summer-dressed plots were in nearly all cases the larger. Plot 40
without nitrate yielded roots no lighter in weight than plot 39, which
received a maximum dressing of nitrate of soda, divided between spring
and summer. The yield of stalks was, however, much smaller on plot 40
than on 39. The small roots with large yields contained higher percent-
ages of nitrogen than the roots bearing smaller crops, so there was diffi-
culty in correlating roots with crops of stalks, since the variations in pro-
portions of root constituents were possible factors in influencing growth of
stalks.
Weight of Asparagus Stalks cut in the Spring (Pouiids).''-
Plot. Application. 1910. 1911. 1912. 1913. 1914.
No phosphate,
Minimum phosphate, .....
Medium phosphate, . . . • .
Maximum phosphate, .....
No potash
Minimum potash, ......
Medium potash,
Maximum potash, ......
Minimum nitrate, spring
Minimum nitrate, sunamer, ....
Minimum nitrate, half in spring, half in summer.
Medium nitrate, spring, : . . . .
Medium nitrate, summer, ....
Medium nitrate, half in spring, half in summer.
Maximum nitrate, spring, ....
Maximum nitrate, summer, ....
Maximum nitrate, half in spring, half in summer.
No nitrate
232.3
241.4
241.6
252.8
208.6
237.2
276.5
262.7
220.9
221.3
222.6
214.2
216,0
210.2
193.9
196.2
214.2
181.2
221.1
221.1
240.4
251.6
210.6
237.3
289.9
269.6
223.7
242.2
239.7
240.6
247.8
224.2
223.2
234.9
230.7
202.2
270.9
2-3.4
281.1
298.4
258.6
284.7
342.0
302.8
272.4
284.4
291.2
288.0
288.9
268.5
283.8
303.0
288.4
263.4
388.0
385.8
387.7
403.3
324.0
373.6
446.8
409.8
375.1
401.6
378.4
381.9
368.3
357.4
345.2
367.1
358.6
307.5
404.2
420.4
436.9
436.4
366.7
408.4
478.9
458.5
395.7
406.3
389.8
378.6
368.5
362.2
340.9
347.5
351.6
314.3
1 For Table of Weights of Roots see p. 278, series of 1910.
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Summary.
During the earlier years of the asparagus field the crowns and roots
steadily increased in size, doubling in weight between the second and
fourth years after setting. The proportion of protein remained nearly
constant in the dry matter of the roots during the period observed, while
the sugar decreased and the cellulose and allied compounds increased.
The composition of the young stalks cut in the spring changed as the
cutting season advanced. Dry matter was practically constant, but sugar
increased in proportion while protein decreased somewhat.
The development of the asparagus tops to maturity was accompanied
by a continuous increase in the cellulose and its related groups, — pento-
sans and lignin. Protein and sugar decreased in their proportions, but
were not wholly translocated to the roots from the ripened tops.
Water was the dominant constituent of the asparagus plant in all the
stages studied. It was highest in the young stalks. The summer or grow-
ing roots were a little more watery than the late fall or storage roots.
Calcium oxide and sulfuric acid steadily accumulated in the asparagus
tops as they grew old, but potash and phosphoric acid were transferred
either to the fruit or back to the roots.
Withholding one of the constituents of a complete fertilizer from the
annual top-dressing was accompanied by a smaller average weight of
roots in the samples taken from the plot thus treated. Withholding ni-
trate of soda lessened the percentage of nitrogen and of soda in the roots;
withholding muriate of potash lessened the proportion of potash in the
roots; withholding acid phosphate produced no apparent change in the
constituents of the roots.
An increase of nitrate of soda from the minimum to the medium amount
in the top-dressing caused an increase in the percentage of nitrogen in the
dry matter of the roots.
An increase in the amount of muriate of potash produced some increase
in the percentage of potash in the roots.
Asparagus roots taken from plots receiving the nitrate of soda in the
spring were noticeably heavier in weight and a little poorer in nitrogen
than roots from plots that were top-dressed with nitrate in the summer.
During the cutting season the production of young stalks drew most
heavily on the sugar contained in the roots, but there was no approach to
exhaustion of that constituent. Fully twice as much sugar was consumed
as would have been required to produce the carbonaceous matter in the
young stalks.
The roots apparently absorbed nitrogen, lime and suKuric acid during
the cutting season. Potash and phosphoric acid were apparently supplied
to the young stalks wholly from the reserves in the roots.
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Practical Conclusions from the Chemical Study of the Asparagus
Plant.
Asparagus roots that had been set in the spring of 1907 were found to
have doubled in size and weight between November, 1908, and November,
1910. During this period of rapid growth the percentages of the different
fertiUzing constituents in the dry matter remained constant or else in-
creased slightly.
Absence of nitrogen, phosphoric acid or potash from the annual top-
dressing was found to limit the growth of the roots.
Withholding nitrate of soda from the top-dressing, or applying it in
relatively small amounts, resulted in lessening the percentages of nitrogen
in all parts of the plant.
A complete fertilizer rich in nitrogen is clearly shown to be required in
generous amounts in order to produce a continuous strong development
of the asparagus plant.
Water is of prime importance in all parts of the asparagus plant at all
stages of growth. It is especially important in the spring months during
the cutting season, since the young stalks contain about 92 per cent, of
water, while the roots at this period are more watery than in the faU.
The physiological need of water, together with the sandy quality of most
asparagus soils, indicates that irrigation would be advantageous if not
necessary in the production of maximum crops.
The reserve material stored in autumn in the roots was found to be
principally sugars. Sugars were also prominent in the spring stalks and
both summer and fall tops. The synthesis of sugar in the tops and its
translocation to the roots appeared to continue until the t'ops were killed
by frost.
Destruction of the tops by rust, or their premature removal to be rid
of the berries, must lessen the amount of sugar which can be stored in
the roots.
The fertilizing constituents which were stored in the roots over winter
appeared to be nearly, if not quite, sufficient for the full development of the
succeeding spring crop. There was evidence of a small intake of nitrogen
during the cropping season, and a pronounced absorption of lime and
sulfuric acid.
Sulfuric acid was found to be equally, if not more, important than
phosphoric acid among the constituents of the asparagus plant. Never-
theless, the sulfate of lime in the acid phosphate appeared to suffice fully
for the needs of the crop.
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DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY.
EXPERIMENTS IN KEEPING ASPARAGUS
AFTER CUTTING.
BY F. W. MOESE.
The object of this experiment was to determine some of the changes
which take place in asparagus from the time when it is cut in the field
until it is ready to be cooked. This period varies from a few hours to
several days, and during it there is seldom any care taken to preserve
the asparagus stalks in a fresh, crisp condition. Sometimes the stalks
are kept with their butts in water; but this is not a general practice
among the dealers in this vegetable.
Fruits and vegetables are living things and life is maintained by respira-
tion, which requires a supply of food just as with animals. When animals
fast they lose weight because their body material is used in respiration.
When vegetables and fruits are removed from the plants on which they
grew they steadily lose in weight because of respiration, and their chemical
composition continually changes.
Experiments with apples ^ have clearly shown that after the fruit is
picked from the tree respiration is maintained by which carbon dioxide
and water are continually exhaled, while analysis has proved that sugar
steadily diminishes and the fruit loses in weight. It was found, too, that
low temperatures slowed down the respiration while high ones speeded it
up, and that retarding respiration was an important factor in the preserva-
tion of fresh fruits.
Besides investigating the nature of the change in asparagus after it has
been cut from the plant, the effects of high and low temperatures on the
rate of change have been studied as an important part of the experiment.
The following table ^ gives the average composition of asparagus stalks
when prepared for analysis as soon as practicable after they were cut
from the plants: —
Table I.
Composition of Asparagus Stalks when Fresh {Per Cent.).
Water, 92.30
Dry matter,
. . . . . . . . .7.70
> F. W. Morse: The Respiration of Apples and its Relation to their Keeping. Bui. 135, N. H.
Agr. Expt. Sta., 1908, 8 pp.
2 Bui. 171, Mass. Agr. Expt. Sta., p. 274.
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Per Cent, in Dry Matter.
Ash,
Protein,
Fiber,
Fat.
Total sugars,
Reducing sugars,
Pentosans,
Lignin, etc.,
8.69
30.77
18.20
3.07
15.22
11.17
13.41
10.64
It will be noted that the succulent stalks contained over 92 per cent,
of water, and that protein, fiber and sugar were the most abundant con-
stitutents of the dry matter. Fiber forms the framework of the stalks,
while the protein and sugar are the substances utilized most freely by
the cells for food and growth. The two latter substances were studied
as the means of determining the kind and rate of change occurring in the
asparagus after cutting.
Several experiments were conducted, each one varying a little in detail
from its predecessor; therefore each experiment will be separately de-
scribed.
Two were conducted in 1914 and the remainder in 1916.
Experiment 1.— Tliis experiment was begun May 25, 1914. A quantity
of stalks was brought to the laboratory immediately after tbey were cut
in the field. Each stalk was rinsed clean from adhering soil and wiped
dry with a towel. The lot was then divided into three bunches of uniform
size and appearance, and each bunch was weighed and placed under its
assigned conditions.
One bunch, A, was prepared at once for quick drying. The stalks were
broken into pieces 2 to 3 inches long, which were spread in a single layer
on a tray and placed in a large drying oven. The oven was heated by a
steam coil which maintained a temperature between 50° and 60° C. This
heat was sufl&cient to expel the water from the succulent stalks without
softening them, as in cooking.
The second bunch, B, was set in a jar with the butts in shallow water
and left in the laboratory where the temperature would remain at sum-
mer heat, or from 70° to 80° F. day and night.
The third bunch, C, was loosely wrapped in paper and laid on the shelf
in a refrigerator of the usual family size, kept well supplied with ice,
which held the temperature between 45° and 50° F.
At the end of three days Cseventy-two hours), bunches B and C were
again wiped dry with towels and weighed, after which they were pre-
pared for the drying oven in the same manner as A.
B was firm and brittle and had increased in weight over 15 per cent,
by imbibing water. C was somewhat limp but not withered, and had
lost a httle over 3 per cent, of its original weight.
When dried to a condition which permitted the asparagus to be easily
ground to a powder, the samples were removed from the large oven.
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weighed and pulverized. The samples were then analyzed for absolute
dry matter, total sugar, reducing sugar, protein, protein nitrogen and
amino nitrogen, and the results are arranged in Table II.
Table II.
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Although B imbibed water and increased in weight, there was really
greater destructi n of dry matter than in the bunch C, which was kept
in the refrigerator. The actual amount of change under each condition
is shown on the basis of 100 parts of fresh asparagus in Tables IV. and V.
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in a jar with its butts in water and set in the food compartment of the
refrigerator.
At the end of forty-eight hours bunches B, D and E were unbound and
the stalks were wiped with towels. C, having been kept dry, needed no
such dr ing. Each bunch was then weighed, after which it was prepared
and put in the oven as A had been.
The stalks in B were firm and crisp, but the heads were much opened.
The stalks in C were limp and slightly withered, and a few would not
break, but were cut into the proper lengths for drying. Those in D,
lying directly on the ice, were somewhat limp but unwithered, while those
in E, standing in the water, were plump and firm, and the heads were
unchanged in appearance. Both B and E had imbibed water, but B
had gained almost 15 per cent, in weight, while E had gained only 10
per cent. C and D both lost weight; the former shrunk 21.7 per cent.,
while the latter lost only 3.7 per cent.
Dry matter and total sugar were the only determinations made after
the dried stalks were pulverized for analysis.
Table VI.
Weight Fresh
(Grams).
Weight
after Keeping
(Grams).
Dry Matter
from Fresh
Weight
(Per Cent.).
Total Sugars
from
Dry Matter
(Per Cent.).
A,
B,
C.
D,
677
654
590
'714
633
751
512
697
6.72
6.47
6.30
6.65
6.49
15.96
12.14
12.35
14.63
11.23
Experiment 4- — This experiment was begun June 5, 1916. The ma-
terial was much like that of the previous experiment, — a little too much
developed for the best marketable condition. The stalks were washed
and dried and arranged in five bunches which were subjected to conditions
like those of Experiment 3. B and C were held but twenty-four hours,
while D and E were continued throughout four days Cninety-six hours).
B, in twenty-four hours, imbibed water and increased in weight 16.8 per
cent. E, in four days, increased 13.7 per cent. Of the bunches kept
dry, C, in the warm room, lost 8.2 per cent, in twenty-four hours, and D,
on the ice, lost 5.4 per cent, in four days.
The determinations in the dried material were confined to dry matter
and sugar.
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Table VII.
Weight Fresh
(Grams).
Weight
after Keeping
(Grams).
Dry Matter
from Fresh
Weight
(Per Cent.).
Total Sugars
from
Dry Matter
(Per Cent.).
A,
B,
C,
D,
E,
528
534
549
689
544
624
504
557
619
7.50
7.18
7.31
7.34
7.20
20.60
16.31
17.34
17.91
17.99
Experiment 5. — The stalks were brought to the laboratory on the
morning of June 15, 1916. The weather for two days had been cooler
than usual, so that the asparagus had grown less rapidly than at the time
of the two previous trials. The stalks were about 10 inches long, with
close heads. The lot was divided into six bunches. A, B, C, D, E and F.
As usual, A was prepared for the drying oven at once. The other five
bunches were stood upright in a tin box with a tight cover and with no
water in it. The box with its contents was placed in the refrigerator.
The two previous experiments had shown that the asparagus stalks
would become limp even when on the ice, unless their butts were in water.
The tight box was chosen in order to reduce the evaporation to the lowest
point by keeping the stalks in a close atmosphere. This atmosphere was
soon saturated with moisture by the exhalations from the stalks, but there
was no water for imbibition. The imbibed w ter promotes chemical
activity, find the stalks with butts in water, while remaining firm and
crisp, actually lose dry matter more rapidly than those held out of water,
which become Ump, as shown by B and E when compared with C and D
in Tables VI. and VII.
One bunch at a time was removed from the box, at intervals of two
to four days,
June 19, four days after cutting, B was taken out. Stalks were firm
and crisp, apparently as fresh as when placed in the box. Drops of
moisture appeared on the walls of the box and on the stalks. The stalks
were wiped dry with a towel and then weighed. After being weighed
the stalks were broken and spread on a tray and dried in the oven as usual.
June 21, six days after cutting, C was removed. Stalks were apparently
as sound and fresh as B. Subsequent treatment was as usual.
June 23, eight days after cutting, D was removed. The stalks in this
bunch were shghtly limp, but not as limp as bunches kept on ice for a
day or two in the circulating atmosphere of the refrigerator. The bunch
was treated as usual.
June 26, eleven days after cutting, E was removed. The stalks were
firm and plump, but this may have been due to imbibition of water
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through the butts, as there was now a positive accumulation of exhaled
moisture on the bottom of the box. The refrigerator temperature held
at 45= to 50° F.
June 29, fourteen days after cutting, F was taken out. The stalks were
firm and crisp. The butts looked dry and old on their surfaces; but
if freshly trimmed by cutting off one-fourth of an inch of their length,
the bunch would have passed for freshly cut asparagus. Much moisture
had accumulated on the bottom of the box. The st Ucs were prepared
for drying in the usual manner.
The usual determinations of dry matter and total sugar were made in
the dried material;
Table VIII.
Weight Fresh
(Grams).
Weight
after Keeping
(Grams)
Dry Matter
from Fresh
Weight
(Per Cent.).
Total Sugars
from
Drv Matter
(Per Cent.).
A,
B,
C,
D,
E,
F,
528
535
474
512
453
578
531
470
504
444
570
6.76
6.73
6.79
6.64
6.25
6.00
17.76
20.20
19.39
20.65
13.79
9.87
There was one unaccountable discrepancy in this series,— A had a
lower sugar content then B, C or D. There may have been some con-
dition during the first hours of drying this sample which favored the
transformation of sugar into some of the lignified matter, but that is mere
conjecture. Ordinarily, a lowering in sugar has been accompanied by a
pronounced lessening of dry matter, which did not appear in this instance.
Expemnent 6.— This experiment was begun June 19, 1916. The stalks
were a poor average lot, some having grown too tall and having heads
much opened, but a portion of the stalks were in excellent form for market.
The lot was divided into four bunches of as uniform quality and size as
could be estimated.
Bunch A was immediately prepared for drying in the accustomed man-
ner. The other three bunches were set upright in the tin box with those
of Experiment 5, and none of them was removed until July 5, sixteen
days after cutting. As a whole, these three bunches were in poor condi-
tion when taken out. Some of the tips were attacked by a white mold
and some of the butts were soft with decay. Some stalks were shriveled
throughout their length. The stalks, were wiped dry with towels and
weighed. Then all stalks showing signs of decay or mold were rejected
from further study, and the remainder was sorted into firm and shrunken
lots. Of the original lot of stalks, 34 per cent, was rejected, 35 per cent.
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was firm and crisp in appearance, and the remaining 31 per cent, was
more or less shrunken or withered.
These latter two lots of stalks were prepared for analysis in the cus-
tomary manner, and dry matter and total sugar were determined.
Table IX.
Weight Fresh
(Grams).
Weight
after Keeping
(Grams)
Dry Matter
from Fresh
Weight
(Per Cent.).
Total Sugars
from
Dry Matter
(Per Cent.).
A,
B, C. D,
Firm,
Shrunk,
519
1,769 1,714
6.24
5.32
5.38
20.64
2.53
3.83
This lot of stalks proved quite inferior in dry matter to any of the other
lots; but in total sugar, A was equal to any of the others of this season.
To determine whether the 1 ss of sugars was the only destructive change
in the dry matter, the losses of both sugars and dry matter were com-
pared, as shown in Table X. It was noted that in all but two instances,
namely. Experiment 3, C, and Experiment 4, E, the loss of sugar sUghtly
exceeded the shrinkage in dry matter. This excess though small was
persistent.
Table X.
Comparative Losses of Dry Matter and Sugars (P
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The disappearance of the sugar is probably, in part, a transformation
into the cellulose group of carbohydrates. This view was suggested by
the work of Mrs. K. G. Bitting, who kindly allowed me to read the proof
sheets of her bulletin on "Deterioration in Asparagus,"^ in which she has
shown that asparagus tissues develop increasing areas of lignin when the
stalks are kept for twenty-four hours or more after being cut from the
crown.
In order to elucidate further the character of the changes in the groups
of constitutents in the asparagus, Mr. C. L. Beals determined the crude
fiber and fat in the dry matter of the six samples described in experiments
1 and 2. The results are given in per cent, of dry matter and absolute
weights calculated in the fresh stalks
Table XI.
Per Cent, in Dry Matter.
A
Fresh.
B
Kept Warm.
C
Kept Cool.
Exi)eriment 1 : —
Fiber,
Fat, .
Experiment 2: —
Fiber,
Fat, .
10.54
2.74
10.99
2.85
15.51
2.04
17.59
2.29
12.71
2.75
13.01
2.94
Grams in Fresh Material,
Experiment 1 : —
Dry matter.
Fiber,
Gain,
Fat, .
Loss, .
Experiment 2: —
Dry matter.
Fiber,
Gain,
Fat. .
Loss, .
6.80
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This series of determinations fully corroborated the increase of lignified
tissue, as there was a positive gain in the absolute amounts of crude fiber
or cellulose in the samples held for three days, w,hich gain was more than
twice as great in the warm room. At the same time there was a positive
loss of the fatty extract in the warm room, but an almost negligible
shrinkage in the refrigerator.
The pronounced destruction of sugar by respiration and the increase of
lignified tissue must affect the flavor and tender crispness of the young
stalks, and these changes were much lessened by the lower temperatures.
The development of fiber or cellulose at the expense of sugars and fatty
matter is a logical consequence of the continued growth of asparagus
stalks after they have been cut from the crown. The comparative
amounts of this growth at summer temperatures and the cooler ones
of the refrigerator have been studied with interesting results.
Freshly cut stalks of asparagus were divided into two lots, one of which
was left in a warm room over night, or about ten hours, while the other
was placed in the refrigerator for the same period. Both lots of stalks
stood with butts in shallow water.
The temperatures of room and refrigerator were noted at the beginning
and end of the period, and as neither was opened during the time, it was
assumed that the temperatures had remained within the limits noted.
The increase in length of each stalk was carefully measured. The total
number of stalks used in the different trials was 25. The average results
for each trial are tabulated in Table XII.
Table XII.
Temperature
(Degrees F.).
Growth
(Millimeters),
Temperature
(Degrees F.).
Growth
(Millimeters).
June 2,
June 4,
June 7,
June 20,
75-76
70-71
68-71
12.3
14.3
11.7
18.6
52-56
49-
.54
49-54
45
4.3
2.5
4.0
2.6
The average rate of growth in the M^arm room was more than four times
as fast as that in the refrigerator. At no time was the refrigerator cold
enough to stop entirely the elongation of the tips, but at 45° F. it was
nearly negligible.
Summarizing the results of these varied experiments, it is clear that in
Experiments 1 and 2, the changes in the warm room were fully double
those in the refrigerator. In Experiment 3, the bunches in the warm
room changed three times as fast as the bunch on ice. In Experiment 4,
the bunches in the warm room changed more in one day than those in
the refrigerator changed in four daj's. In Experiment 5, the asparagus
changed very little in a week, when kept in a close atmosphere in the
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refrigerator. Experiment 6 showed that two weeks was too long a period
to hold asparagus under the conditions.
In conclusion, the experiments clearly show the possibility of holding
asparagus for a week with very little deterioration in quality, by keeping
the stalks at a low temperature and in a close atmosphere with little air
circulation. The temperature should be as low as 45° F. if possible, as
this point is about the lowest limit for plant growth to take place, although
respiration, or the destruction of sugar, will still persist.
Experiments on a commercial scale have not been tried, but the feasible
plan appears to be as follows : cool the asparagus as soon as possible after
cutting. Lay the stalks loosely in boxes, place on ice in the icehouse and
cover with canvas to maintain a low temperature and reduce the circula-
tion of air. The common market boxes would probably allow any moisture
exhaled and later condensed to drain off and not accumulate in the bottom
of the box. Under this treatment the asparagus should not deteriorate
appreciably in three or four days, when it may be bunched and trimmed
to the proper length. By this treatment the market gluts occurring on
account of Sundays and hoUdays, or hot waves, can be tided over with
better prices and less waste.
Any prolonged holding of asparagus in cold storage is a problem not yet
studied. It presents a different set of conditions from those of most other
vegetables or fruits.
Fruits and most vegetables are matured storage organs of plants, and
their structure and composition are adapted to preservation for a longer
or shorter time. Asparagus, on the contrary, consists of the youngest
stage of the plant at the period of most active growth. Its external and
internal structures are adapted to rapid change in composition and devel-
opment. The cell protoplasm persists in its activity at a reduced rate,
while the deUcate cuticle favors evaporation of the cell moisture and the
attack of external molds. Hence, it is a difficult matter to arrest the
changes and permanently hold the stalks in their pristine tenderness and
flavor.
It is not usually desirable to hold asparagus more than a few days to
prevent market gluts. The usual methods of keeping asparagus at sum-
mer temperatures cause rapid deterioration in quahty, and should be
remedied if a discriminating patronage is desired.
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Guards, ....
Injurious chemical substances.
Banding substances,
Coal tar.
Creosote,
Gas oil,
Kerosene oil,
Miscible oils,
Other injurious substances.
Paint,....
Road oil,
Salt
Mechanical injuries,
Bleeding,
Earth fillings around trees.
Rapidity of growth.
Requirements,
Adaptability to climatic conditions,
1915,
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3a
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6a
80a
15a
34
261
148
261
145
258
188
189
189
198
198
196
143
208
228
220
154
233
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238
241
245
246
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244
153
187
185
216
219
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216
216
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219
218
218
219
212
215
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139
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318 INDEX.
Shade trees— Concluded.
Requirements— Concluded.
Esthetic value,
Commercial importance,
Configuration and conformity.
Hardiness and resistance,
Longevity, ....
Neatness, ....
Rapidity of growth.
Root peculiarities or habits, .
Shade protection, .
Susceptibility to insect pests and diseases
Soil conditions, texture, etc.,
Soil covers, lawns, macadams, etc..
Spraying, ....
Street and roadside.
Streets and avenues,
Sun scorch and bronzing of leaves.
Surgery,.....
Chaining and bolting.
Disinfectants for wounds and cavities.
Healing of wounds,
Pruning, ....
Treating decayed cavities, filHng, etc..
Coverings, concrete, .
Metal, ....
Fillings, asphalt.
Concrete,
Elastic cement.
Sectional concrete, .
Wooden block.
Methods
Shaping the cavity, .
Transplanting,
Valuation, ....
What shall we plant?
Winter injuries.
Above ground.
Frost cracks.
Roots, ....
Sun scald, ....
Winter killing of cork cambium,
Soil investigations.
Soil tests, yield of com, 1916, .
Spanworm, cranberry.
Spindling sprout of potatoes, .
Station, essentials for needed development
Maintenance, ....
Staff
Changes, ....
Storage of onions, ....
Storage tests with cranberries,
Practical conclusions based on results
Strawberry crown girdler.
Substation, asparagus, . . . ,
Cranberry, . . . . '
INDEX. 319
Tip worm, cranberry,
Tillson farm, .
Buildings needed.
Tobacco investigations.
Appropriation,
Top-dressing permanent mowings,
Variety tests of fruit,
Variety test work, .
Vegetable ivory meal,
Study, .
Vegetation tests, fertilizer section,
Veterinary science department, investigation
List of articles published by members of stafY during the year
Water analyses, .....
White pine blister rust, ....
White pines, injury, due to weather conditions,
"Wisconsin false-blossom" of cranberries.
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